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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation I explore how globalization and ethnic regionalism collide in the 

planning of the contemporary Eiiropean city. Political-economic restructuring is making 

Europe simultaneously more integrated and regionalized. An emerging literature approaches 

such restructuring as a matter of geographic 'scale,' reframing globalization as 'rescaUng' or 

'reterritorialization/ often contested through a 'politics of scale.' These innovative 

approaches, however, need to be elaborated through case study. More, they fail to account 

for how globalization is not merely resisted, but is negotiated locally, particularly in the 

politics and landscapes of European cities where ethnic regionalism is resurgent. I ask: How 

may local politician and planners balance the external imperatives of globalization with the 

internal politics of regionalism, particularly in the cultural landscapes upon which a rescaled 

Europe must necessarily be constructed? 

I approach this question through case study of the city of Valencia, capital of the 

autonomous region the Comunitat Valenciana, emblematic of the European regionaUzation 

at which Spain is at the vanguard. Analyzing secondary literature, archival research of 

planning documents and newspapers, semi-structured interviews, and participant 

observation, I show politics in Spain to have long been defined by the politics of scale, 

revolving around issues of regional, cultural difference. Planning in capital cities like Valencia 

is thus central to efforts to consolidate regional territory, but the rescaling of urban space 

usually implies the transformation of traditional, cultural landscapes, like the irrigated 

croplands of the Horta that surround the city of Valencia. The politics of scale are both 

more contested and 'cultural' than the existing literature suggests, and they unfold in and 

through the cultural landscape. 
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Globalization must necessarily be negotiated through what I call the culturalpolitics of 

scale, which are struggles to define the meaning of economic restructuring in political 

discourse and the material landscape. In Valencia, political leaders attempt to strike a 

balance between entrepreneurialism and regionalism in an ideology of entrepreneurial 

regionalism, which is manifest in both political discourses and new landscapes of economic 

development meant to materialize them. In the process, the cultural poUtics of scale remake 

local places and the global political economy simultaneously. 
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PREFACE 

Profound transformations often imfold in overlooked places. At least that's the basic 

premise of my dissertation. If driven by a theoretical question of perhaps global sigmficance 

— How may local politicians and planners balance the contradictory imperatives of economic 

globalization and ethnic regionalism? - this project was first inspired by a stroU to the edge 

of the medium-sized city of Valencia, capital of a region long-frustrated at the periphery of 

Spain and Europe, poised indecisively between the Iberian Peninsula and the Mediterranean. 

It was a late May evening and my first visit to the city. Wanting to know Valencia 

better, I left my decayingpensio in the city center and started walking towards the sea. I 

wandered through the Ciutat Vella or old city past the archaeological remains of Roman 

baths and Muslim irrigation canals, under the cathedral's beU tower elMiquelet that capped 

the city's skyline for six centuries, past the medieval palace housing autonomous regional 

government or Gmeralitat Valenciana, and headed eastward along the dusty parklands where 

the Bau Turia once flowed. After a few kilometers I left behind the medieval city and adjacent 

nineteenth century districts, and approached the monumental white arches of the region's 

most ambitious redevelopment project in decades, even centuries, the Ciutat de lesArts i de les 

Ciencies or City of the Arts and Sciences, rising between the city and port. Construction 

cranes swung over the planetarium/IMAX theater and nearly-complete science museum, as 

workers poured the foundations of an adjacent opera haU and oceanographic park. Passing 

this construction site, emblazoned with medieval crest of the project's sole sponsor — the 

Generalitat Valenciana ~ I crossed the street and skirted the edge of the new mall, reaching a 

new traffic circle where a set of broad boulevards converged, lined with ample parking and 

towering skyscrapers. This was clearly a new and self-consciously modern Valencia. 
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StiU trying to find a route to the sea, I stutnbled upon the mouth of smaU, one-lane 

road sloping sharply from the traffic circle toward the east, nearly hidden behind a wall of 

billboards. A dozen steps later and I stood at the edge of a farm lane bordered by an 

irrigation ditch, amidst verdant croplands and centuries-old farmhouses, where I stopped 

dead in my tracks. I thus encountered for the first time the Horta de Valencia, among 

Europe's most fertile and storied farmlands, cultivated continuously for two millennia, an 

iconographic landscape of Valencian tradition and folklore. I felt a kind of space-time 

vertigo, made even more dizzying when I heard the clop-clop of a horse-drawn cart 

approaching through the fields, dwarfed by the towering gantry cranes of the city's 

expanding port rising a few kilometers to the east. I stood stunned at that point of dramatic 

disjuncture in the landscape, the stark juxtaposition between the intimate scale of a tradition-

bound, working landscape Uke L'Horta and the ostentatious monumentality of Valencia's 

modern skyline. I knew, at that instant, I had a dissertation project on my hands. 

From this one vantage point, I was witness the fundamental tensions of oiir age -

between globalization and local resistance, between political integration and fragmentation, 

between entrepreneuriahsm and regionalism - manifest in all their complexity. Said another 

way, in this cultural landscape I had stumbled upon the bitter struggle to define the proper 

scale of European life, in the face of the transformative forces of economic globalization and 

political integration. I stood watching farmers hand cultivate tiny, irrigated artichoke fields, 

while to my back crane operators and construction workers erected the towering apartment 

buildings and state-planned monuments of the city's new skyline. Beyond these croplands I 

could watch the cranes of Valencia's port busily lifting intermodal shipping containers from 

ship to shore. Practically before my eyes I could witness an agricultural production system of 
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long-tended croplands meet, and grudgingly (yet inevitably) give way to, massive public 

investment in the infrastructure of a new, tourism and trade-based regional economy. 

L'Horta may have long been a landscape in which Valencian prosperity and cultural 

difference were nurtured, but it clearly stood - physically and metaphorically — in the way of 

an entrepreneurial European region on the move, manifested in the rising skyline of a 

science museum or gantry cranes of the nearby port. By pausing at this city's edge, I 

straddled different visions of Valencia — economic, political, and cultural - and the scales at 

which these visions would be defined in space and the regional imaginary. 

In such local landscapes, we can also discern something of the power of politicians 

and planners to mediate (even effect) global transformations and the political struggles that 

often accompany them. In the abstract parlance of recent geographic theory, globalization 

and political restructuring may be understood as a matter of scale (Smith 1984, 1993; Brenner 

1997a, 1998, 2000, 2001; Delaney and Leitner 1997), in which local states and planners have 

an active role in the reseating (Brenner 1997b, 1998; MacLeod and Goodwin 1999) or 

reterritorialit(ation (Brenner 1999b) of the European political economy, and they are embroiled 

in what we may call the contested politics of scale (Smith 1992, Swyngedouw 1997, 2000). Yet, 

if we look closely, there is something about the potential contradictions of fulfilling that 

planning role, amidst the complexity of the cultural landscape, that eludes the current 

literature. Such contradictions could be plainly inferred from the dissonance — scalar, visual, 

and cultural — between Horta and the infrastructure encroaching upon it. 

That I found these contradictions, like the Horta itself, hidden in the shadow of 

billboards and the Generalitat's construction cranes suggested yet something else that recent 

debates about scale have neglected: the potential of local planners, through the manipialation 
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of symbolic landscape (indeed their substitution), to shift our gaze away from what is lost 

along the way, to engage in an expMcidy cultural (indeed ideological) politics of scale in which 

landscape has a central role. That may be a subject particularly worth pursuing as we grapple 

with the meaning of global transformations in our local communities, and a lesson that the 

steady occlusion of the Horta de Valencia by a new Valencian landscape so powerfully 

offers. Recent theory about space and scale has much to tell us about the nature of such 

transformations, and provides us with a vocabulary for talking about them. Unless we 

explore these ideas through the complexity of everyday cultural landscapes Uke the Horta, 

however, we will remain prone to totemic and vague conceptualizations of globalization, and 

thus myopic responses to it. We may fail to see global transformations unfolding around us, 

in and through oxir everyday landscapes. 

There is, I suggest, much to be learned about globalization from the incredible 

dynamism and complexity and contradictions of seemingly modest places. The juxtaposition 

at Valencia's edge represents in steel and concrete and rich soils the ongoing transformations 

of economic globalization and political restructuring upon Europe's political economy and 

its cities. Local politics and planning, and their outcomes in urban space, reflect the 

contradictory pressures of global restructuring and, at the same time, have a critical role in 

mediating those pressures locally. If we are to understand globalization we ought to 

understand local planning in local landscapes and, of course, vice versa. That is why, with the 

reader's patience, in this dissertation I wiU keep returning to Valencia's edge, to see if recent 

geographic theory on space and scale helps us better understand what's going on there, and 

what it might tell us about globalization more widely. Planning struggles over the future of 

such landscapes, I suggest, are proxy batties to define the nature and proper scale of 
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European Ufe in a global age. A global economic and political order is being forged in (and 

through) local landscapes like the Horta de Valencia, a contested process in which local 

politicians and planners can have a defining role. As a walk among Valencia's skyscrapers 

and irrigation ditches reveals, struggles of global significance often unfold in little watched 

places. And it is not for Valencians alone that the stakes are high. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

Introduction 

Globalization, Regionalism, and the Cultural Landscape 

In this dissertation I explore the planned transformation of the European city, and 

particularly the Spanish regional capital, where globalization and regionalism collide. By 

looking closely at the complex and contested process of urban growth, we may gain new 

insights into the dialectical interplay between the reterritoriaUzation of Eiorope's political 

economy and the rescaHng of its urban spaces, as well as the symbolically charged politics of 

place through which global restructuring must necessarily proceed. Europe is becoming at 

once more integrated and fragmented, more entreprenevirial and regionaHst. To unravel these 

seemingly contradictory tendencies, I suggest, one must understand the complex, cultural 

politics of scale that are redefining Europe's political map and its landscapes as we speak. 

No single place reveals these dynamic tensions better than the ambitious and rapidly 

expanding city of Valencia, capital of the autonomous region the Comunitat Valenciana, 

whose growth must necessarily consume the surrounding, legendary farmlands of the Horta 

de Valencia. This landscape of irrigated croplands defined for nearly two millennia the 

proper scale of Valencian life. Today, once can still find a remnant district of working farms 

pinched between an encroaching Une of skyscrapers to the west and the gantry cranes of the 

growing port on the east (figure 1.1). This juxtaposition of the infrastructure of regional 

competitiveness against a landscape of regional heritage lays bare a central challenge of 

European governance and planning today: How to reconcile the economic imperatives of 

the global with the politics of the local, not only in urban space but also the cultural landscape'? 
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Figure 1.1: Two landscapes juxtaposed at Valencia's edge. Abutting the ancient farmlands of 
the Horta de la Punta is a massive new science museum, centerpiece of the Ciutat de ks Arts i 
de les Ciencies, Valencia regional government's effort to modernize the city's economy and 
image and link them both to the nearby Mediterranean. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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Within such landscapes we can discern a deep fault line between changing ways of 

Ufe and economies in contemporary Europe. To be more explicit, the meeting of artichoke 

field and skyscraper represents the intersection of radically distinct scales of capital 

accumulation, politics, and identity. At Valencia's eastern edge is one farming district -

known locally as L'Horta de la Punta — in which irrigation waters, workers, and products 

circulate almost exclusively through local channels. But these modest fields increasingly fall 

in the shadow of global forces of production and consumption. Upon the landscapes of 

local tradition like the Horta, local governments are creating new virban landscapes (or 

adapting old ones) to capture European and global flows of capital. Valencian regional 

government, the GeneraHtat Valenciana, has planned and built a biUion-doHar cultural 

entertainment complex ~ La Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies — through which crowds of 

craned-neck tourists now stream. Nearby, in clear sight across the fields of La Punta, 

regional government is planning to expand the city's port to accommodate ever-growing 

flows of inter-modal shipping containers, which (Uke Valencia's new tourists) circulate in a 

global vortex of interchange whose scale dwarfs that of the farming landscape adjoining it. 

To understand the transformation of local landscapes, we must look at political-economic 

forces of global scope. 

If the pressures of poUtical-economic transformation are generated globally, 

however, they must necessarily be embodied and structured locally. That is why the fate of 

one small district at the edge of one medium-si2ed Emopean city can illuminate the 

sweeping forces of political restructuring and economic globali2ation. More specifically, we 

might read the political future of Europe and its landscapes in how local governments plan 

for the future (or lack thereof of such modest spaces as L'Horta's farmlands, and deal with 
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the political consequences of their decisions. The local state stands between the scales of 

local landscape and global interchange, between the waters of an irrigation canal and the 

shipping containers of a port, and mediates the process of global change when it engages in 

the planning of urban space. Everyday in cities across Europe, planners envision, negotiate, 

and construct the infrastructure of global competitiveness amidst landscapes of regional 

difference. A close look at how regional governments participate in urban change, and how 

planning decisions are contested in the process, is just one step toward understanding how 

local decisions help forge a new and increasingly globalized 'Europe of the Regions.' 

By making a case study of recent transformations in the virban fabric of one 

European regional capital, I seek to vincover something important about the nature of 

geographical "scale" (Smith 1984,1993; Brenner 1997a, 1997b, 1998, 2000, 2001; Delaney 

and Leitner 1997; MacLeod and Goodwin 1999; Marston 2000) and the socio-spatial 

struggles many geographers now call the "politics of scale" (Smith 1992; Swyngedouw 1997). 

In this parlance, the redrawing of the European political and economic map by globalization 

and political restructuring may be understood as a politically contested process of 

"reterritoriaUzation" or "rescaUng" (Brenner 1999a, 1999b, 2001; Swyngedouw 2000). If 

these ideas and writings offer a structured (and structural) way to theorize the geographical 

character of globalization, and the poUtical-economic transformations driving it, they are 

articulated at a level of abstraction that begs for effective case study. More problematically, 

in their abstraction these writings neglect the cultural complexity of local politics and 

planning, woven deeply in the cultural landscape itself. These structuralist and often over-

determined accounts underplay the cultural, political struggles that usually attend the planned 

rescaUng of European territory and urban spaces. In doing so, this literature fails to perceive 
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the full, potentially global import of local struggles over modest landscapes like that at 

Valencia's edge. 

As a response, in this dissertation I explore an overarching 'theoretical' question: 

How might the reg}onalir t̂ion or reseating of the European political economy be negotiated and enabled 

through the planning of urban landscapes? To ask such a question is to presume that the 

restructuring of space is implicated in the reconstruction of society and, of course, me versa. 

It is this very geographical presiimption that leads me not only to pose this question but also 

to offer up the stark juxtaposition of regional landscapes at Valencia's edge as a unique 

window on the fierce struggle over the future of European regions Uke the Comunitat 

Valenciana, which is plainly manifest in the planning of the regional capital. Thus I propose a 

case study of planned urbanization in one of Spain's most dynamic and competitive regions, 

and the contested politics of its capital city's planned march to the sea. This theoretical 

question might thus be framed more narrowly as a 'research' question: How are processes of 

entrepreneurial governance and regionalism, as two related (and perhaps contradictoiy) moments in European 

political restructurings embodied in Valencia's contestedplanning process? such questions is 

one route toward unveiling the forces, perhaps structural, that shape the future of I'Horta 

and traditional spaces like it elsewhere, explaining the contradictions in their planning, and 

better comprehending the obstacles to their preservation (should we care not to lose them). 

Planning and the New 'Europe of the Regions' 

The globalization and integration of the European political economy has, to the 

surprise of many, enhanced rather than diminished tendencies toward regionalization. 

Despite the emergence of supra-national governance in Brussels, and the lowering of many 
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kinds of economic and political barriers diat once divided Europeans (die introduction of 

the Euro is perhaps the most dramatic example), the fragmentary politics of regionalism or 

regional nationalism continue to define life and politics for many Europeans. Italians, whose 

nation state was fully forged only a century and a half ago, continue to struggle with 

questions of cultural and administrative decentralization, fueled in part by the strong 

emergence of party-based regional 'leagues' (BuU 1999). In Belgium, linguistic tensions 

between French and Dutch speakers remain a challenge to unified governance (Murphy 

1988). Across Europe, activists linked with a host of "mini-nationalisms" (Snyder 1982) have 

looked to secure for the region a prominent place in the emerging, European political 

framework. The 1990s was a watershed in the nature of territorial governance in Great 

Britain, as regional parliaments were created in Wales and Scotland, reflecting both a sense 

of historical, difference and the new opportunities of European restructuring. Even highly 

centralized France — long one of Europe's most effective nation-states in terms of stamping 

out regional, and particularly linguistic, difference ~ has seen a resurgence in 

regionalist/nationalist claims in Brittany, Corsica, Occitania, and the French Basque Country 

(Wagstaff 1999b). The nation state may not be on the verge of disappearing, but the potency 

of regionalist discourse has seemingly never been stronger. Some, like Smouts (1998) have 

begun to ask if the region may be "the new imagined community?" 

In this broader context, urban politicians and planners across the continent have 

emerged with renewed influence to shape Europe's future — economic, territorial, and 

cultural — on the model of the competitive city-region. Regional politics and urban planning 

intersect in different ways in different European city-regions, as Herrschel and Newman 

(2002) note in their recent book, but there seems to be an overall trend towards regional 
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competition and fragmentation, driven to a considerable degree by entrepreneurial policies. 

In France, governing powers are being devolved to regions as part of an state-led strategy to 

boost competitiveness at the regional level, in which high economic performance by cities is 

usually equated with regional leadership in a broader sense. In England, central government 

increasingly relies upon metropolitan regions to be the drivers of economic growth, putting 

especial pressure on cities like London, whose planners have sought to transcend 

deindustrialization by redeveloping the banks of the Thames, its quays and warehouses, into 

the massive Docklands complex (Edwards 1993) and the post-modern landmark of the 

Millennium Dome, redefining the nature of locality and urban culture along the way 

(Morgan 1993). In Germany, governing officials in Hanover have used cooperative planning 

mechanisms to consolidate the city-region as an economic territory (through infrastructure 

improvements Uke rail, as well as land-use controls over industrial and retail location), 

seeking to strengthen regional identity and enhance Hanover's international profile in the 

process (Albrechts et al. 2003). In Northern Ireland, the tricky challenge of fostering social 

cohesion has been joined to that of boosting economic competitiveness, and planners are 

charged with this difficult task {ibid). 

Perhaps nowhere is this confluence of regionalist politics and entrepreneurial urban 

planning more evident than Spain, a country that embarked two decades ago on the path of 

political and economic decentralization - regionalization - that only recently has become the 

dominant trend elsewhere in Europe. After the long and highly centralized dictatorial regime 

of Francisco Franco, Spain has been remade as a highly decentralized, indeed regionalized 

"State of the Autonomies" (figure 1.2). What's more, the case of Spain highlights in clear 

relief the important role of symbolic politics in the process of urban planning, the degree to 
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Figure 1.2: The Spanish 'State of the Autonomies.' Under its 1978 democratic constitution, 
Spain was restructured as a so-called plurinational state. 17 autonomous regions now assvime 
an important share of governing responsibility, which both reflects and contributes to a 
strong sense of regional economic, political, and cultural difference. Map by David 
Prytherch. 
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which regional autonomy and modernity have become central ideological concepts within 

regional politics. The shift toward autonomous regional governance in the early 1980s 

offered politicians an unprecedented opportunity to redefine and reposition their cities and 

regions, and planners were charged with consolidating autonomy through the redevelopment 

of urban space. The two most dramatic cases are Barcelona (Catalunya) and Bilbao (the 

Basque Country). During the 1980s and 1990s, municipal and regional officials transformed 

Barcelona's city center in preparation for the 1992 Olympic Games, an enormous 

redevelopment effort that simultaneously boosted the region's economy, international 

profile, and sense of Catalan cxaltural and political autonomy (McNeiU 1999). Somewhat later, 

regional politicians in the Basque Country undertook to host a new Guggenheim Museum in 

Bilbao, the economic (though not administrative) capital of the region. Through avant-garde 

architecture and innovative planning, Basque officials explicitly sought to enhance the 

region's image not only in the eyes of foreigners but also before Basques themselves 

(Zulaika, 1997). Across Spain in the 1980s and 1990s, municipal and regional officials 

embarked on important redevelopment projects like musevims that would serve as 

expressions, indeed symbolic reference points, for a new, democratic, and regionali2ed 

Spanish identity (Holo 1999). 

Against this backdrop, the tranformations at Valencia's edge can be seen as 

emblematic of the changing nature of European politics and planning, if hardly unique. 

What makes the Valencian case so stark, however, is the way entrepreneurial redevelopment 

and thus the rescaUng of regional economy — embodied in projects like the Ciutat de les Arts 

i de les Ciencies or the recent port expansion — unfolds in urban space, at the direct expense 

of the traditional farmlands that surround the city. The restructuring and repositioning of 
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this European region, through urban planning, can place distinct landscapes (and the ways of 

life and symbols associated with them) into direct confrontation. In a Europe in which the 

tension between urban redevelopment and landscape heritage is a chronic and characteristic 

problem, Valencia - with its growth and its Horta - still stands out. If one can fuUy 

understand the landscape transformations occurring in Valencia — economic, political, and 

cultural — and the political contradictions at the heart of them, I suggest that we might see 

redevelopment efforts across Europe in a different light, comprehending their potential (and 

potential drawbacks) in a more critical light. 

Theorizing Globalization as a Matter of Scale 

One promising route to a more sophisticated understanding of such political-

economic transformations in Europe's regions and cities, I suggest, is to consider in some 

depth the changing scale of Eioropean Ufe. The idea of scale, perhaps even more than the 

concept of space, allows us to grapple at once with the changing internal structure and aerial 

extent of territories and processes, political and economic. But the restructuring of the 

European political economy - globali2ation as reterritorialization — cannot be understood 

apart from the planning of urban space. More, if planning is increasingly oriented to the 

dictates of economic development and inter-regional competition, we should recognize that 

it is culturally symbolic as well as spatial or functional, in ways that most theories of political-

economic restructuring in Europe fail to recognize. 

The shift in governing power and capital accumulation away from the scale of the 

nation state to the supranational European Union, paradoxically matched by the 

regionalization of Europe (of which the Spanish State of the Autonomies is emblematic), can 
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be profitably approached as the rescaHng of the Emopean political economy, forged through 

what Neil Smith calls the politics of scale. But the European region as emerging scale of 

politics and accumvilation is more than just a political and spatial power "container" (Agnew 

and Corbridge 1995), but it is also a "space of flows" (Castells 1996) through which capital 

and people and ideas circulate. To study the changing scale of Valencian life, therefore, is to 

explore both changing territorial boundaries and the internal structure that hold these new 

scales together and link them to the wider world. Scale, in this sense, has a double meaning 

both as a territorial unit (city, region, nation-state) and the extent and scope of the processes 

that give them shape. 

These characteristics of scale as simultaneously a spatial extent, structure, and 

linkages can be used to distinguish among scales, even when these abut or interpenetrate one 

another. And though this is most evident in the nested hierarchy of political territories — 

cities like Valencia, regions like the Comunitat Valenciana, nation states Uke Spain, and 

supranational frameworks like the European Union — it can also be seen at the ground level, 

where political territories find their material substance, and where the redrawing of the 

global territorial map is effected in real spaces. The European landscape is replete with these 

interpenetrating and dynamic scales, witnessed so starkly between the city of Valencia and 

the nearby Mediterranean coastline, where the farming district of la Punta (and its locally 

distinct land-use patterns and the volume of irrigation water flowing in its canals) are 

juxtaposed against the architecture of regional economic development (materialized in the 

floor area and height and visitation rates of a new science museum built on those farmlands) 

and the infrastructure of global commerce (the expanding extent of a new port nearby and 

the traffic of cargo ships and trucks circulating within it). In the process of forging new 
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temtorial scales and connecting them to the swirling interchange of global society, the aerial 

pattern, internal structure, and interconnectedness of local landscapes must also change, 

usually for the greater and bigger and taller and faster. In the policy vocabulary of Valencian 

regionalism, the forging of a new territory is not just about redrawing political boundaries 

but also 'giving spine to' - the verb in Catalan is vertebrar — such new territorial scales. The 

impact of these changes is uniquely evident in those spaces where differences in scale — old 

and new, local and global, the fast and the slow — are cast in stark reUef, ripples in the urban 

fabric that teU us something important about ongoing global transformations. 

Perhaps nowhere is more revealing of these processes than the city's edge. For 

mbanization is a centrally important metabolism here, endlessly reconfiguring the city, 

rearticulating our localities vis a vis the world. It is through urbanization that the city is 

'rescaled.' These transformations, as the most astute theorists have noted, are quite often the 

explicit result of urban planning. Our governments assume the role of regulator, mediating 

between conflicting social imperatives and spatial scales so that the city might remain 

economically productive and socially tranquil. The planning of urban growth is thus an 

impUcitiy political process. But if the urban landscape is both economic and symbolic, then 

so too is planning, something most proponents of the globalization-as-reterritorialization 

thesis have neglected to note. The rescaUng of European governance and territories is both 

more cultural and contested than most such theorists suggest. Urbanization, as globalization 

incarnate, unfolds in and through the planned, cultural landscape. How states use planning to 

navigate this process, politically and spatially, is critical to globali2ation itself. The production 

of new urban spaces, like the creation of a global economy itself, is politically negotiated in 

real places, where planner and bulldozer are poised. 
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By arguing that rescaling and reterritorialization are cultural, I mean to suggest that 

new territorial scales are contested and constructed— like culture itself — through a politics of 

culture, of which regionalism and nationalism are emblematic. In this book I follow the lead 

of Raymond Williams (1981) to approach culture both as a distinct 'way of life' and a kind of 

signifying system through which social order is communicated and represented and 

reproduced. like Williams, I consider this signifying system to be involved in all forms of 

social activity, not only customs of Valencian difference like the paella or festivals like les 

Falles, but also a host of other "signifying practices" ranging from joiimalism, city planning, 

and political protest. An emphasis on culture helps us vinderstand not only the finer-grained 

changes to Eviropean life wrought by globalization, but also the complex construction of 

meaning through which political-economic restructuring is interpreted and acted upon. The 

landscape, then, is a place in which lives and cultural practices are reproduced, but is also a 

signifying system through which meaning is forged and powerful discourses inscribed. If 

culture cannot be understood apart from representation and discourse, then the landscape 

too might be seen as a kind of "discourse materialized" (Schein 1997). At another level, 

however, I recognize the logic of Don Mitchell's (1995) argument that there no such thing as 

culture, no distinct ontology that separates culture from, say, economy. To skirt the evident 

difficulty of picking out certain processes or things and confidently saying "this is culture," I 

follow the Mitchell's reasoning that culture should be approached first and foremost as an 

idea. It is particular ideas of cultxare and ideologies of culture — exemplified by Valencian ideas 

of nationhood and ideologies of regional nationalism — that can be seen circulating through 

social contest and conflict, different ideas that can be wielded by different interests toward 

different ends. By calling the politics of scale is cultural I suggest processes and discourses of 
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scale and culture intersect in the hurly-burly of regionahst or nationalist politics, and are both 

reflected in and contested through the re-scaling of symboUc and cultural landscapes. 

This book, therefore, is about planning as a cultural politics of scale in a globalizing 

world. Said another way, it is about a kind of landscape poHtics of scale, through which the fuU 

cultural and socio-spatial complexity of European restructuring might be understood. 

Valencia, an Emblematic City of Eutopean Change 

Few countries exemplify the political dynamism, and especially the so-called 

regionalization, of Europe better than Spain. And few cities in Spain reflect better than 

Valencia how the dynamics of wider territorial restructuring are negotiated in and through 

the urban landscape. Indeed, I suggest that Spain — in part for historical reasons apart from 

the European integration — is a few decades ahead of the curve for processes that are now 

transforming the rest of Europe. And Valencia, in its own important yet particvilar ways, has 

been at the vanguard of regionalization process in Spain. The massive development of the 

Giutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies, planned and paid for by Valencian regional government, 

is ample evidence that something important is going on (figure 1.3). 

The Spanish nation-state, itself only fuUy consolidated in the early 18th century, 

offers an extraordinary window on how longstanding poUtics of regionalism intersect with 

contemporary European restructuring to produce new political, economic, and cxiltural 

geographies. The Iberian Peninsula, and Spain in particular, has always been a highly 

differentiated place, politically, culturally, and linguistically. At least four major language 

groups coexist and overlap: CastiUian Spanish, Catalan (and its Valencian and Balearic 

variants), Euskera (Basque), and Gallego (Galician). Each, not surprisingly, has provided a 
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Figure 1.3: La Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies. At the left is the IMAX 
theater/planetarixam L,'Hemî ric and to the rights is the science center Museu de les Ciencies 
''Principe Felipe. "The project was planned, built, and paid for by Valencian regional 
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strong social referent for regional identity politics, including the outright regional 

'nationalisms.' Franco, try as he might, could suppress neither these minority languages nor 

the poUtics of regional autonomy. Upon his death, and the beginning of Spanish democracy, 

centralized Spain was dismanded and in 1982 a new State of the Autonomies was instated. 

Though Spain is not federal, the 17 "autonomous communities" now have extensive self-

governing rights over such matters as education, cultural and language policy, tourism 

promotion, environmental regulation, and land use planning. Each region now has its own 

official language, its own parliament, president, and government ministries. The territorial 

boundaries of such regions, inherited from medieval kingdoms and principalities, were 

reconstructed for a new age of Spanish democracy and European integration. 

But the political regionalization of Spain, though characteristic of the enduringly 

regional nature of European history and geography, is also emblematic of recent trends in 

the nature of global capitalism and territorial politics. The central Spanish state, having 

devolved much control over economic and land-use planning, now implicitly (and 

sometimes explicidy) encourages regions to compete with one another economically as well 

as politically. The shift towards entrepreneuriaHsm among the regions is not only passively 

permitted by the central state, but is sometimes actively promoted, as in the case of 

Valencia's pursiait of a port expansion and Zone of Logistical Activities in direct competition 

with Barcelona (the central state, perhaps surprisingly, helping to fund such new 

infrastructure in both places simultaneously). Cultural regionalism and a sort of decentralized 

competition have come to characterize democratic, regional Spain. Wider economic 

globalization and European integration have only reinforced a process of regionalization in 

Spain already underway. For these and other reasons, the Comunitat Valenciana and its 
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capital city are excellent places to study the political and economic regionali2ation of Europe, 

and the tensions it creates in urban space and planning. 

If such political change evokes the abstraction of the political map, it should not 

shroud the critical role of the regional city, whose role as economic and political engine of 

the region is fundamental. Spain is characteristic in this regard, for to mention Catalunya is 

to imply Barcelona, as the Pais Vasco implies Bilbao and Andalucia implies SeviUa. It is no 

different for Valencia, which is one of Spain's most important cities and capital of one of its 

most important regions^ The third largest city in Spain (after Madrid and Barcelona), 

Valencia has long been the region's center of political and commercial power^. The recent 

remaking of Spain as a State of the Autonomies officially enhanced the city's power by 

making it the capital of an autonomous region, giving it the administrative and symbolic 

apparatuses of a political capital to match its role as regional, economic engine. For centuries 

the region has been one of Spain's most agriculturally productive, where irrigated farming 

produced a world-renowned agricultural export economy. By the mid-twentieth century, 

Valencian economy increasingly shifted toward industry and tourism, but agriculture 

remained a significant component of the regional and urban economy, as it did for much of 

Spain. By the late twentieth century, however, industry was on the wane and agriculture — 

both in terms of the work force and land cultivated — continued to recede in importance. 

Today, the city of Valencia is a city of trade and services (Table 1.1), oriented towards flows 

of international tourists and container ships. The region is one of Europe's top beach 

' Confusingly, the name Valencia applies to a nested set of jurisdictional scales: a municipality {municipio), 
a province (provincid), and region {Comunidad Autonomd). 
^ The city of Valencia, governed by the Ayuntamiento de Valencia, has a population of more than 800,000 
(Salamanca 1993), and is the heart of a province with more than 2 million people (Domingo 1995). 
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destinations and the city's port has emerged as Spain's third largest, and the leader in 

containerized shipping. In recent decades the Comunitat Valenciana and its capital city have 

experienced the same processes of economic restructuring that characterize the rest of post-

industrial Europe, as the scales of Fordist accumulation and governance have given way to 

fiercely competitive, service-based regional economies. 

1960 1970 1975 1981 1986 
Agriculture 5.80% 2.50% 2.30% 1.70% 1.70% 
Industry 33.40% 32.50% 33.30% 30.40% 27.60% 
Construction 6.60% 7.50% 8% 5.10% 4.90% 
Services 54.20% 7.50% 56.40% 62.70% 65.80% 

Table 1.1: Distribution of Valencia's working-age population 1960 to 1986. Source: 
Ajimtament de Valencia (1987). 

The Unk between political-economic restructuring and urban space, I suggest, is 

starkly revealed in Valencia as perhaps nowhere else in Europe. Regional government is 

attempting to use city to project the entire, newly consolidated region onto a European 

stage. Planned urbanization, sometimes directiy sponsored by local states, marches steadily 

from the virban core to the nearby Mediterranean coastline. Today, the main sources of the 

region's wealth are directly connected with the sea: beach tourism and the industrial exports. 

As agriculture has fallen from prominence, the proportion of agricultural lands within 

Valencian city limits has also fallen, from 69.65% in 1962 to 21.42% in 1989 (Caballer 

Mellado and Segura Garcia 1995). Not surprisingly, in this context planners have long been 

obsessed with reorienting the city and its economy away from the Horta and towards the 

sea, of making this Mediterranean city truly a coastal city (figure 1.4). Repositioning the city 
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Figure 1.4: Aerial view of a growing Valencia (circa 1994). The reorientation of the regional 
economy away from agriculture and toward trade and services is reflected in the planned 
expansion of the city towards the sea. To the northwest are the old city or Ciutat Vella and 
adjoining late nineteenth district of L'Eixample. Although mid-twentieth century virban 
growth linked the city and the former coastal villages or Pohlats Maritims, a new axis of 
growth has recentiy opened up on the south, spurred by the 1990s construction of the Ciutat 
de ks Arts i de ks Ciencies and expansion of the city's port along the dry channel and mouth of 
the Riu Turia. Once important farming districts like the Horta de la Punta and the Horta 
d'en Corts stand in the way of such new development. Source: Ajuntament de Valencia. 
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vis a vis the Mediterranean - as a tourism destination, an economic region, and a cultural 

referent — has become an overarching goal of planners, at the small-scale level of urban 

structure and the larger-scale level of integrating the region into the emerging network of the 

Arc Mediterrani (Mediterranean Arch), an emerging urban and industrial corridor 

stretching from Spain to Italy. Local processes like urbanization have come to be invested 

with larger goals like modernity, autonomy, and European integration. 

These kind of urban and 'scalar' projects in Valencia, however, are implicitly 

contradictory. Despite the precipitous decline of agriculture, the farmlands of the Horta still 

surroimd the city on nearly aU sides. All urban growth in Valencia must come at the expense 

of a historically symbolic landscape that, for many Valencians, continues to define the city 

and region (Boira i Maiques, 1992). Most astoundingly, a significant portion of L'Horta ~ 

indeed one of its oldest and most storied districts — stiU remains between the city and its 

nearby port. The tensions embedded in this juxtaposition, however, are not new. L'Horta 

has long been a source of local iconography, defining the region for both visitors and 

residents {ibid). If residents of the city abandoned the use of Valenciano for Castilian 

Spanish in recent centuries, the nearby horta maintained the autochthonous tongue and thus 

its Catalan linguistic heritage (Mira, 1981). L'Horta's image as rural idyU, and the tradition of 

city-rural tensions, are manifest in the most famous literature to emerge from Valencia: the 

novels of Vicente Blasco Ibafiez. In novels such as la Barraca, Blasco-Ibanez captured the 

tensions between mban landlords and rural laborers, a Castilian-speaking bourgeoisie and 

the Valenciano speaking peasants. These tensions still circulate in Valencian politics. 
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Today, these localized debates have become grafted onto larger contests over the 

shape of globalization, as I'Horta itself falls victim to the urban projects of a global age. The 

politics of regional competition, embodied in both la Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies and the 

Zona de Actividades Ijogtsticas (figure 1.5), clash with the politics of regional heritage embodied 

as L'Horta. These contradictions — contemporary yet deeply tooted in history — are 

significant challenges to state planning, where incompatible goals — growing the city and 

maintaining cultural heritage — make governing a very tricky job. 

In sum, I win focus my study of Valencian urbanization in the contested districts of 

L'Horta, particularly that district called la Punta wedged precariously between the growing 

city and its growing port. The city of Valencia, as both the capital and economic engine of 

the entire region, can teU us much about the emerging role of modem city-regions in 

Europe, and something about the regionalist politics of scale through which spatial tensions 

win be faced and perhaps resolved. At a temporal level, against the backdrop of a multi-

century history of land use and politics in Valencia I wiU largely focus my analyses on politics 

and 

planning since 1982, when the region officially became autonomous. Though I propose a 

case study of one European region and its capital city, and indeed I will focus closely on one 

particular district in that city, I argue this one district embodies the tensions facing the rest of 

the city, and exemplifies in an almost exaggerated way the clash of scales that is remaking 

cities in Europe and elsewhere in a confusing age of globalization and regionaUzation. 
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Figure 1.5: Future site of the Zona de Actividades l̂ gisticas. The gantry cranes of the city's 
recently expanded port loom to the east over the traditional landscape of L'Horta de la 
Punta, slated for condemnation for a facility to enhance the port's capacity to transfer and 
store intermodal shipping containers, and further enhance Valencia's position as a major 
Mediterranean port. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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A Tercer P7a?The Compromise Politics of Entrepreneurial Regionalism 

The challenge of integrating structural, poMtical-economic change with local, cultural 

politics is not just a theoretical problem, papered over through new concepts like the cultural 

politics of scale. As my brief introduction to Valencia shows, the task of reconciling 'top-

down' forces of economic globalization and 'bottom-up' forces of regional nationalism is 

actually a very pressing policy problem, a political contradiction that places enormous torque 

on regional governance. Our theories of scale, especially if retooled to consider culture more 

seriously, help us understand the predicament of the GeneraUtat Valenciana — charged both 

with preserving regional difference and promoting global competitiveness — but not 

necessarily the viable political options left to its leaders. To reframe my research question in 

stronger and more application-oriented terms, how might regional governance seek to 

reconcile the seemingly contradictory imperatives of economic development and cultural 

regionalism? How might it plan and effectively in an increasingly competitive global 

economy without losing its legitimacy as the embodiment of Valencian cultural and political 

autonomy? Is there a compromise or tercer via (a third way)? 

Over the course of the following chapters I will explore the history of Valencian 

politics and urban growth both as a matter of deeply rooted cultural tradition and as a 

response to changing political economic climate. I wiU show how the politics of scale, 

embodied both by Valencian regionalism and its expression in urban and regional planning, 

cannot be separated from millennia-old symbols and cultural traditions that provide the 

overarching discursive framework for planning and politics in the region. At the same time, I 

show that the local Valencian regionalism and boosterism are not merely responses to local 
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political pressures but also driven by the wider challenge of sustaining regional 

competitiveness in an increasingly global economy. The emerging structures of the Ciutat de 

les Arts i de les Ciencies or of the city's expanded port are at once a manifestation of regionalist 

politics and the narrowing set of governing options forced on regions by globalization. 

The ineluctable problem for Valencian governance is that the architecture and 

infrastructure of economic development and global competitiveness must necessarily come 

at the expense of what many consider to be the landscape of Valencian tradition, which 

surrounds the city on all nearly all sides. The difficulties of reconciling the contradictory 

imperatives of entrepreneriaUsm and regionalism are made painfully clear in the landscape 

itself, where one must necessarily trump the other in space. How can Valencian governance 

destroy L'Horta, as symbol of regional tradition and difference, in pursuit of an 

entrepreneurial agenda, without losing legitimacy within the discourse of cultural regionalism 

that so pervade Valencian politics? 

The answer, I hypothesize, is to be found in the cultural politics of scale in which 

regional governance uses the planning of symbolic landscapes to manipulate Valencian 

regionalist discourse itself. The landscape, instead of mere reflection of Valencian tradition 

or culture, is a political instrument through which the conflicting impulses of 

entrepreneuriaHsm and regionalism might be reconciled, symbolically and materially. 

Pursuing an ideological project of what I call entrepreneurial regionalism, I hypothesize that the 

GeneraHtat Valenciana has undertaken to supplant the role of the Horta as the symbolic 

landscape of Valencian difference andpatrimoni (patrimony) with its new, and equally 

symbolically-charged, landscape of European modernity, the Ciutat de les Arts i de les 

Ciencies. Using emblematic architecture and urban design to remake the city's edge, where 
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artichokes once grew and irrigation waters once flowed, the Generalitat has rescaled the local 

landscape as both physical space and discourse materialized, replacing one landscape of 

regional difference with another. Instead of massaging the contradiction between Valencian 

tradition and global modernity, between the local scale of the Horta and the global flows of 

tourism and urban imagery, the Generalitat has literally and figuratively replaced the Horta 

with a new and less contradiction-prone landscape of regional difference. Engaging in a 

highly symbolic politics of scale, local governance has constructed a new landscape of 

entrepreneurial regionalism, in which local pride and global competitiveness can co-exist 

peacefully, without contradiction. The construction of new scales of global commerce and 

the imagining of new kinds of regional community direcdy on the soils of what was the 

Horta, despite the evident contradictions and the protests that manifest them, is perhaps the 

best evidence that the politics of scale are cultural, as a new European region is forged in the 

image and ideology of entrepreneurial regionalism. At least that is my hypothesis. 

Sources and Methods 

In the same way I seek in this dissertation to reconcile the economic, political, and 

cultural at the level of theory, I also attempt to do so at the level of sources and methods. 

The theoretical challenge I propose is to elaborate a more satisfying account of scale by 

understanding the historically specific and culturally charged dynamics of territorial politics. 

More, I suggest we take more seriously the politics of scale as a matter of cultural discourse 

(like regional nationalism) and the landscapes that 'materialize' it. The methodological 

challenge, therefore, is to trace the historical and geographical development of the 

Comunitat Valenciana, the City of Valencia, and the Horta. It is the challenge of not only 
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tracing the changing material livelihoods of Valencians, iirban and rural, but also the symbol-

laden discourses that frame the relationships among Valencians, between Valencians and 

their land, and between Valencians and the wider world. And, finally, this is the challenge of 

understanding how all the preceding are represented in contemporary political debates -

about important and pressing questions like the future of the city and the Horta, and in the 

words of Valencians themselves— and are deployed in pursuit of particular outcomes. In 

sum, this study involved archival research, interviews, and participant observation in pursuit 

not only of the 'facts' necessary to construct a scalar history of the region, but also a 

discourse analysis to uncover the texts and subtexts through which regional histories and 

futures are given meaning. 

The theoretical call to take local culture and politics more seriously poses the thorny 

problem of forcing one to step beyond the comforts of meta-theory into the complexity, if 

not downright inscrutability, of places like Valencia. When I arrived at the city, I was faced 

with sorting out debates about things like the regional language — is it a variant of Catalan or 

something else entirely? — in which events a thousand years ago are of central relevance and 

political currency. The matter of what a landscape Uke the Horta means in Valencian politics 

is scarcely any less profound or contested a problem. As a result, in my research I've tried to 

establish as solid a historical foundation for current events that I can. In terms of 

undertaking this field research, this meant spending months and months in local archives 

and libraries poring over secondary historical accounts, popular and scholarly. Because so 

many scholars, writing in both CastiHan Spanish and Valenciano/Catalan, are deeply 

embedded in the politics of debating or constructing regional autonomy (there seems to 

have been, for example, a revolving door policy between the Universitat de Valencia and the 
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Generalitat in recent decades), many secondary sotirces are as interesting for their political 

subtexts as their overt textual content. Thus I read these many sources not only to get the 

basic story of Valencian regional history 'down,' but also to see how different scholars 

represent that history differendy. More, I analyzed these documents carefully to extract the 

key vocabulary and ideas that give regional historiography its rhetorical shape. In the history-

obsessed politics of European regionalism, it is critical to understand both basic historical 

facts and the contours of scholarly debate, what gets called regional history and why. 

In addition to the scholarly literature, I delved into Valencian history through 

literature in the broader sense: the fiction and poetry that inform cultural Hfe in the region, 

and the political movement of regional nationalism itself. This meant reading the poetty of 

mid-nineteenth century Valencian regionalists, who penned odes to regional difference in the 

resurgent regional tongue, and whose depictions of the city and Horta continue to resonate 

within contemporary regionalism and scholarship. More importandy, this meant reading the 

exceptionally insightful novels of Valencia's most famous novelist, Vicente Blasco Ibanez. 

These realist novels, by what would become one of the city's most powerful politicians, offer 

both an intricately detailed portrait of life in the city and Horta in the late nineteenth century 

(and the social tensions within and between them) as well as an incomparable window into 

how Valencian social relations and the landscape have been represented in politically-

instrumental ways. As I did with the scholarly literature, I analyzed these texts both for 

historical detail and the structuring ideas that give these details particular meaning. The 

regionalist poetry and realist novels of the nineteenth century are incomparably useful in this 

regard, and are necessary for understanding the key writings of Valencian nationalists like 

Joan Fuster's 1962 Nosaltres E/s Valencians or We the l^alencians that continue to serve as 
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intellectual touchstones for Valencian regionalism, and thus for my own understanding of it 

as a historically-rooted and culturally-motivated politics of scale. 

With this historical background established, I turned to the political developments of 

recent decades, tracing the ebb and flow of political controversy and debate through the rich 

pages of the largest-circulation Valencian daily, Ijsvante — ElMercantil Valenciano, which has 

the distinction of being one of the only regional papers in continuous circulation from prior 

to the transition to democracy and regional autonomy to the present. Although this 

newspaper shows its center-left biases, the quality of investigative reporting — in terms of 

both detail and incisiveness - is unparalleled in the Comunitat Valenciana. Beginning with 

the months leading up to the final vote in 1982 giving the region official autonomy, I read 

more than 2,000 issues of this newspaper, scanning each paper in its near entirety for articles 

pertinent to the political development of the region, urban growth and planning in the city, 

controversy over the Horta, and the planning and construction and promotion of the Ciutat 

de les Arts i de les Ciencies, among others. As I worked through the newspapers (and in 

consultation with other sources), I identified the major events or dates in recent regional 

history (regional or mxinicipal elections, planning decisions, etc.) and focused upon those 

issues of Ijevante-EMV in the months leading up to that event and following them, providing 

a detailed picture of the 'ramp up' and 'ramp down' of political debate and news coverage. 

Although a thorough reading of all issues in this two-decade span would perhaps have been 

ideal, this method offered a way to selectively focus on specific (and I would say most 

critical) time periods in regional debate about the region and city and their future. From 

these pertinent articles, I was able to reconstruct a detailed history of political and urban 

development in the region; how it is represented through the quoted expressions of local 
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actors; and the way these developments, material and discursive, were framed in newspaper 

reporting and editorializing. 

As research that seeks to understand the relationship between globalization, 

regionalism and planning, I focused here on the key municipal and regional planning 

documents that have shaped the outcome of the city's urban growth. Consulting plans and 

maps in regional and municipal archives, I focused both on major planning decisions - such 

as the approval of the city's General Plan in 1988, subsequent amendments, or so-caUed 

'Special Plans' that detailed proposed land-uses like the City of the Arts and Sciences or 

Zone of Logistical Activities — both in terms of their spatial implications (depicted in the 

map) as weUs as the political rhetoric used to justify them. Thus I paid particular attention to 

the preambles or legal justifications contained within plans, and especial attention to the 

book-length documents published by the municipality and region, such as the avance or 

advance copy of the city's General Plan or the broadly conceptual studies done by the 

GeneraUtat as part of its effort to do territorial planning, where abstract political visions are 

articulated as spatial designs. Placing these sources in context of the deep and recent 

histories, drawn from the archival research described above, I applied the same analysis of 

accounting both for factual and rhetorical/discursive content, the key spatial elements and 

the structuring ideas that inform them. Planning documents are particularly revealing in the 

way they translate territorial visions and ideologies into urban space, thus they are central to 

any study of the state-driven politics of scale in Europe. 

In addition, a contemporary analysis such as this, especially one that seeks to 

understand in some depth the discursive frameworks through which territorial and urban 

change is interpreted, must seek the insights of contemporary Valencians. Therefore, a major 
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component of this study was the in-depth, semi-sttuctured interview with Valencians who, 

or whose organizations, have a significant role in regional decision-making. Although I made 

no attempt at a comprehensive survey of important social actors, and thus I make no 

pretensions to objectivity or generaUzability, I sought the opinions and thoughts of many 

individuals who represent - as official spokespeople or important members of — the major 

social institutions that span the Valencian political spectrum. As a study of planning and 

governmental policy, I interviewed former and present regional officials (including two 

former regional ministers from the socialist administration of the 1980s and early 1990s), 

former and present municipal officials (including the chief-of-staff to the city's mayor during 

the 1980s and an aide to the city councilman now in charge of urban planning), bureaucrats 

responsible for mban and regional planning, key officials in the region's major political 

parties (the center-right Partido Popular, the Socialists, the Greens, the Valencian nationalists 

of the the ^loc Nacionalista Valencia, among others), leading trade unionists, developers, 

neighborhood activists, farmers, and more. AU in all, this study involved one to two hour 

interviews with more than 25 of the region's most important people, in which I asked both 

general questions ("Do you consider the Horta to be regional patrimony, why or why not?") 

as well as questions specific to their particular role in local politics. As with all the other 

source materials, the texts and transcripts of these interviews provide an invaluable window 

both onto recent Valencian history and the way different people represent it, and thus the 

broader contours of political debate. The interviews provided a way to illuminate this 

dissertation's broader portrait of the politics of scale in a European region, where econoinic, 

political, and cultural forces become entwined into the struggle to shape and control regional 

space, in and through both discourse and the landscape itself. 
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That brings up my final methodological point. This dissertation, at its core (or at 

least in the heart of its writer) is a landscape study. Thus I have drawn heavily here upon my 

experience of living in Valencia, of witnessing first-hand vociferous street protests and the 

pomp and circtimstance of regionaUst pageantry. This study is informed by many hours 

spent walking the streets of the city and the paths of the Horta, where much can be learned 

by reading the landscape, a task not difficult since many Valencians express themselves 

through the very expUcit means of graffiti and political posters, exemplified by the plaintive 

words "Salvem L'Horta" inscribed by the residents of La Punta in opposition to the 

condemnation of their farms. The original inspiration for this study came from the dramatic 

sight of the City of the Arts and Sciences rising from the dense croplands of La Punta. It was 

from landscape interpretation that this dissertation arose, and it wiU be through the notion of 

landscape that I work out the major theoretical and empirical questions driving this work. 

An Ovetview of the Dissertation's Structure 

Reflecting the intellectual and methodological journey from which it was derived, the 

structure of this dissertation will take a route perhaps becoming familiar to the reader. In 

terms of both the sequence of chapters and the organization within these chapters, I wiU 

consistendy move from a consideration of the pertinent theoretical context to historical 

context to more recent events as drawn from newspapers and interviews and the like. In 

dialectical fashion throughout the dissertation and within the chapters, I wiU move from the 

abstract to the concrete and, in manner of conclusion, back to the abstract. The result may 

be a better understanding of the politics of scale, in terms of both the abstraction of theory 

and messy details of political and urban life in a dynamic European region. 
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In Chapter Two I explore the literature on globalization as rescaUng and 

reterritorialization and its relevance to planning studies in a Europe. Though 'traditional' 

approaches to nationalism and identity are helpful for understanding regional politics, I will 

suggest that this emerging globalization literature offers a more structural basis for 

understanding the emerging role of city-regions, the renewed importance of urban planning, 

and why local governments have become so entrepreneurial. In sum, I will argue that 

regionalism cannot be understood apart from the political economics of globalization, or 

apart from the politics of entrepreneurialism. I wiU contend, however, that this emerging 

literature neglects social reproduction as both historical backdrop and structuring context. 

The politics of scale are more contested and cultural than many accounts suggest. Regionalist 

politics, focused heavily on both culture and identity, is a fiindamental medium that 

politicians and entrepreneurs must navigate. Planning not only reflects such debates, but is 

also used by local states to mold them. The urban landscape, as both economic and symbolic 

space, is where the fiiture of a rescaled Europe wiU be negotiated. Entrepreneurialism and 

regionalism are entwined in the planning in ways that are, as of yet, litde understood. 

In Chapter Three, I will sketch a 'regional' history of Spain through the conceptual 

vocabulary of scale. This sketch will be driven by the question: In what ways can Spanish 

regional history be considered a matter of scale, and regional nationalism a kind of politics of 

scale? Using both secondary historical accounts and the regional histories written by 

Valencians, whose thinly veiled attempts to construct a regionalist historiography makes these 

accounts useful as both secondary and primary sources, I suggest contemporary Spanish 

politics must be understood as the result of long history of political, economic and cultural 

fragmentation on the Iberian Peninsula. By delving deeply in this regional history of Spain, I 
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argue that the politics of scale are quite old on the Peninsula and quite impUcidy related to 

the poUtics of nationhood. The forging of the Spanish nation state required the consolidation, 

often through military subjugation, of a patchwork of medieval kingdoms, whose regional 

linguistic and socio-economic differences were never erased. The history of Spain is a history 

of long nurtured core-periphery tensions and cultural resentments. I argue that a contested 

politics of scale has long been a part of politics within a highly regionalized Spain, a politics 

that has usually been centered on (or at least cloaked under) competing discourses of cultural 

difference. With the transition to democracy in 1978, Spain has led Europe in the process of 

political decentralization, becoming a state of the autonomies where national plurality is 

written into the constitution. Only by exploring in some detail the deep political history of 

European regions like Comunitat Valenciana can we fuUy understand how the politics of 

scale and cultural regionalism are so often entwined in practice, embodied in the passion, 

often nationalistic, behind the scalar narratives of region. 

Planning and rescaling of the European region wiU be the subjects of Chapter Four, 

where I explore how urban planning in Valencia is a scalar project, used to spatially 

consolidate the region and reposition it vis a vis Europe and the world. Using a spatially 

grounded case study — drawn from locally written histories, urban and regional planning 

documents, and semi-structured interviews with important figures in the planning process ~ 

I ask the following questions. How is planning employed by newly rescaled local states like 

Generalitat Valenciana? What is the role of planning in the consolidation of new territories: 

political, economic, even cultural? What kinds of projects — political and infrastructural — 

might be planned in order to also meet the challenge of increased competitiveness among 

regions? In sum, what follows wiU be a brief exploration — though historical and discursive 
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analysis —of how rescaled forms of regional governance and accumulation are mapped out 

in urban space. The concerted efforts of planners in city and regional government to forge 

Valencia as a capital city, through projects Uke the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies and the 

Zona de Actividades Logisticas (or ZAL), highlight the long-term desire by planners to 

'unite' Valencia's urban core with the sea, in terms of both urban form and wider economic 

links. How Valencia is planned might reveal the ways regional government seeks to 

reconstruct and reposition — indeed rescale ~ the region itself. 

But, as I will show in Chapter Five, the rescaling of Europe's political economy 

implies the restructuring of not just urban space, but symbolic or cultural landscapes. The 

recent transformation of the Comunitat Valenciana and particularly its capital city has come 

at the expense of a unique landscape considered by many Valencians to be their heritage or 

patrimony. The featureless green plains drawn on city planning maps (just Uke the abstracted 

treatments of urban space in recent writings on scale) often turn out to be landscapes like 

the Horta, whose dense network of homes and irrigation ditches, and its patchwork of 

croplands and production systems, are unique. The transformation of such spaces through 

planning, their rescaling into the infrastructure of inter-urban competition — Uke the Ciutat 

de les Arts and the ZAL — is thus a matter of both planning in the abstract and landscape 

change in its contentious particulars. As a result, this chapter asks the question: In what ways 

is the planned rescaling of the European region not just about space and territory, but is 

about the interwoven social complexity of cultural landscape? Seeking to develop a theory of 

the cultural poUtics of scale, I turn both to the writings of Henri Lefebvre (upon which so 

much work on scale has drawn) and the concept landscape in cultural geographic theory, I 

approach the Horta both as material and discursive space, as simultaneously a physical and 
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cultural landscape. Thus in this chapter I trace a deep history of both this landscape as site 

for Valencian daily life and a subject of representation in literature and political discourse, 

through sources ranging from nineteenth century regionalist poetry to the novels of Vicente 

Blasco-Ibanez to interviews with contemporary political actors. Tracing the circulation of 

the idea of the Horta as key signifier of Valencian cultural difference, I unearth how this 

network of croplands and irrigation ditches came to mean so much to the region, both as a 

place where Valencians live and derive sustenance, and a symbolic, indeed cultural landscape. 

If the planned urbanization of such spaces is key to the Comunitat Valenciana's construction 

as a new territorial scale, then the wider rescaHng of of Europe must be planned in and 

through cultural landscapes like the Horta. 

If regionalism and its symbolic landscapes of patrimony are often the product of 

millennia of historical development, neither can they be understood apart from the fractious 

politics of contemporary European life. In short, the landscapes and protest movements 'in 

the way' of European rescaling — like the Horta and recent efforts to protect it ~ are 

sometimes themselves the product of the politics of scale in a global age. Looking at the role 

of the Horta in late-twentieth century local politics, in Chapter Six I explore how the Horta 

has been socially constructed as the cultural landscape of Valencian difference in direct 

response to the transforming (and often threatening) forces of urbanization and 

entrepreneuriaUsm and globalization. If the meanings of culture and landscape are not only 

socially constructed, but also defined through "culture wars" as Don Mitchell (2000) 

suggests, then perhaps the increasing Unk between pro-Horta activism and anti-globalization 

protest merits close attention. If the politics of Horta-as-patrimony emerged in direct 

response to political-economic restructuring, what may such resistance movements teU us 
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about the potential contradictions - and specifically cultural and landscape contradictions — 

within European rescaling? In what ways may the regionalist politics of identity and 

landscape stand in the way of an enttepreneurial, regional future? To answer such questions, 

Chapter Five explores how environmentaUsm and Valencian regionalism, neighborhood 

organization, and nationalism have become fused in an alternative poUtics of scale that is 

pro-Horta and anti-globalization. I specifically explore planning debates in recent decades: 

over the revision of the city's General Plan, the failed attempt to develop a 'Green Plan' to 

protect the Horta, the rezoning of La Punta to accommodate the proposed ZAL, and a 

recent citizen's initiative to designate the Horta as a protected natural/cultural space. Only 

by tracing such struggles can we understand the way the politics of scale can be contested in 

and through the cultural landscape, and how landscapes like the Horta can become the 

center of resistance movements with the potential to destabilize local government ~ and 

thus the process of globalization — itself. 

If urban growth and rescaUng are resisted locally — through regionalist and anti-

globalization discourses and the landscapes that are said to materialize them ~ we are 

prompted to wonder about how rescaUng manages to proceed at aU in a Europe replete with 

such valued landscapes. Thus in Chapter Seven I ask: If the landscape can become the locus 

of rescaUng's political contradictions and crises, how might urban and regional goveriunent 

use the landscape itself as a potential 'fix,' both theoretical and political? How might the local 

state, itself the reflection of top-down political restructuring and bottom-up nation building, 

restructure the city in the image of global, entrepreneurial capitalism without destroying its 

political legitimacy as embodiment of local, regionalist politics? I believe that the case study 

of Valencia and its Horta, and the role of regional government in planning urban 
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redevelopment amidst the Hotta's farmlands, provides some clues. Why was the Generalitat 

able to successfully plan and build the Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies at the expense of 

L'Horta's croplands, with so litde protest, while the planning of the nearby ZAL provoked a 

protest movement of unprecedented proportions? Looking closely at the planning and 

promotion of the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies — through a decade of newspaper articles, 

marketing brochures, and semi-structured interviews with the people who either participated 

in or closely observed the project's planning — I hypothesize this is a very intentional kind of 

cultural landscape, promoted by regional government not only to generate economic 

development but also restructure how Valencians define their identity in relation to an 

increasingly globalized world. This project, I suggest, has become woven into local debates 

about the future of the region, established in less than a decade as the primary symbol of 

Valencian modernity. If such projects supplant the traditional and conflict-ridden landscape 

of the Horta, literally and figuratively, I suggest this is part of a wider strategy by regional 

governance to re-position the region through an effective (and essentially empty) ideology of 

modernity, in which innovation and competitiveness can themselves become a kind of 

patrimony, replacing the ossified and conflict-prone traditions of the past. Landscape thus 

becomes not just a site of regionaMst resistance, but perhaps a tool for re-making the region 

in the image of entrepreneurial regionalism. Regionalism, like other manifestations of cultural 

difference, is not merely a barrier to globalization, but is a conduit to a rescaled Europe. 

We need more satisfying ways of thinking about scale. We need to see how the 

rescaling or regionalization of Europe is, at once: a deeply-rooted historical process, driven 

by capitalism, shaped by the discourses and politics of cultural difference, and the social lens 

through which the globalization must be negotiated. I offer one possible compromise. The 
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politics of entterprenevifialism and regionalism, I suggest, are woven deeply together in 

regions Uke Valencia. The resulting politics of entrepreneurial regionalism are perhaps one 

window on the way new forms of capital accumulation and cultural identities shape each 

other, and are each shaped in the process. That may be seen, better than anywhere else, in 

the landscape transformations at the edge of a city Uke Valencia. 

Delimitations: Theoretical and Methodological 

It is important for me to note what this study cannot pretend to be or do. This book 

is a political study, an analysis of how political discourses circulate through the planning of 

new scales of identity and economy in Europe, unfolding in the creation of new landscapes. 

It is not, however, a poUcy analysis. The finer grain details of Spanish and European Union 

policy, the flows of structural and cohesion funds to Valencia, will be at most a backdrop to 

the political struggles traced here. Nor is this a study of agricultural poUcy and economics. 

Certainly the economics behind cultivation in L'Horta, or behind the desire of many farmers 

to relinquish their lands to developers, is a critical element of my story here. Though I will 

touch upon the matter of agriculture — social trends, tenure patterns, etc. — these are more 

or less secondary to the urban politics I choose to make my focus. In large part, what I will 

be concerned with are political representations of L'Horta — as heritage, as productive space, 

as green belt — within discourses of regionalism and entrepreneurialism. L'Horta is a socially 

constructed space, and how it is constructed in debates about growth wiU be as much about 

political rhetoric as the profitability of growing artichokes. 

In a similar vein, this study — in the sources it focuses upon and the way it analyzes 

them — is at its core a discourse analysis, seeking to understand scale primarily through the 
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discursive politics of scale, but such an analysis is inherentiy subject to interpretation, thus 

subjective. This wiU be an analysis on polttici2ed discourse as it is 'materialized' in the 

cultural landscape, in which I focus on the intersection of Valencian regional politics and 

urban development in the landscape. Throughout, however, this dissertation is defined by 

the same ambiguities that define Valencian political life itself: Valencian culture and history 

and arguments about them are partial and positioned and impossible to sort out definitively. 

There is no question this dissertation can pose that wiU find an easy, objectively correct 

answer, since there is nothing about Valencian history or politics that any two Valencians 

agree upon completely. 

Thus my analysis wiU swim in, and not apart from, the major debates that define 

Valencian poUtics of scale. I situate this book within what some might consider a 

mainstream, intellectual, Valencian regionaUst perspective on recent urban history (one 

found among the left-leaning, Catalanist intellectuals of the Universitat de Valencia and 

Socialist/Valencian Nationalist/Green Party activists, for example). My analysis of the 

development of the Ciutat de les Arts will suffer (or benefit) from this same interpretive 

positionality. Making no claim to objectivity in sorting out the 'true' history of Valencian 

regionalism, ancient or modem, I merely do my best to follow what claims get made for 

Valencian difference in and through the landscape. 

This book, if seeking a firm grounding in the political economics, is primarily an 

effort to show how the politics of culture provide the medium and conduit for a more 

entreprenexmal Europe. As such, I am concerned with the ephemera of cultural icons and 

discourses of regional identity. Though I trace their impact on the planning of real urban 

spaces, the symbolic nature behind these landscapes wiU be as much a concern as the money 
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invested in biailding them. I assume hete that Spanish capitalism is itself shaped by a deeply-

rooted regionalist politics. How the ideal and the material, how image and money become 

entwined in urban places is what interests me most. This will be a cultural study of regional 

economics, and an economic study of regional culture. Working between culture and 

economy (in the cultural landscape) I wiU fail to do fuU justice to the intricacies of either. 

Perhaps, however, I might shine some additional light on both. 

Europe's Global Future in a Local Landscape 

The new structures of European Ufe are being planned upon soils that once nurtured 

Valencia's agricultural abundance and cultural difference. Small parcels of artichoke and 

lettuce yield inexorably to residential high-rises and political monuments to regional 

progress. To stand at the boundaries between these two landscapes is to fully appreciate the 

powerfiil transformations ia scale that are being effected upon the European continent. 

Regional governments, themselves emerging from the reshuffling of the European political 

order, have embarked upon the project of restructuring regional spaces. Planners and 

architects, whose lines of ink on paper ultimately form the concrete partitions between farm 

and city, have a central role in this rescaHng of regional life. The redrawing of the planning 

map, or the territorial boundaries of state power, can change the shape of our lives forever. 

For that reason, batties over urbanization and planning are where political visions are won 

and lost. To understand globalization requires that we pay close attention to such struggles, 

the ideological strategies they reveal, and the landscapes in which they unfold. L'Horta de 

Valencia is one particularly good place to pay attention to. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

European Restructuring and the Politics of Scale 

Introduction 

The reconfiguration of the European political and economic map is implicidy a 

spatial process. More specifically, it is fundamentally a matter of scale. This is an abstract 

idea of considerable import, but one in need of considerable elaboration. 

The spatial pattern and extent of European commerce and culture are constantiy 

shifting, a process in which governments have an enormous stake. The planned 

transformation of the local landscape is, in other words, one way that local states help 

'rescale' regional economies and identities. This argument builds upon a dynamic body of 

geographic theory, whose outlines I will introduce below. Working towards the specifics of 

local planning in Valencia, we might begin by theorizing space and scale itself. The emerging 

literature on scale — poised at the intersection of theories of space, capital, and governance — 

seeks to explain the kind of planning and politics that characterize Valencia. It does so by 

enabling us to look beyond the apparent solidity of spatial arrangements — the territorial 

organization of Europe, for example — to the social processes that produce them. It does so 

by approaching globalization not as an inevitable or unilinear process, but instead as an 

ongoing political contest defined by the parameters of contemporary capitalism. 

What this literature does not do well, however, is translate directiy to particular 

spatial and political struggles in particular places. The concept of scale remains shrouded in 

abstraction. Even more of a problem, perhaps, is the failure of many such writings to 

grapple with the wider cultural or ideological dimensions of the politics of scale. 
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As geographers congratulate themselves for having discovered space and scale to be 

socially constructed, Valencians engage in only the latest phase in a long tradition of 

planning and politicking on this very premise. The expUcit project of Valencian regionalism 

has long been that offentpats or 'country-making.' When autonomous regional government 

touts its recent achievements — like the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies — it does so with 

claims that "constriiim una comunitat modemd' or "we're constructing a modern community." A 

primary goal of planners is to vertehrar^c Comunitat Valenciana, articulating the regional 

territory through such infrastructure as high-speed rail. Constructing a new Comunitat 

Valenciana in physical, political, and cultural space has been an ongoing project of two 

decades of regional politics. 

This sort of spatial and scalar politics wiU be the subject of the remainder of this 

dissertation, in which I hope not only to employ theories of scale but also elaborate upon 

them. Before offering my own theoretical insights, the first task remains to establish a 

substantive theoretical context for my own research in Valencia, working from the abstract 

to the concrete (and, later, back again). Here is the road map. In order to fuUy understand 

the processes transforming the fields of the Horta into the infrastructure of global tourism 

and trade, I suggest that we might begin by considering how space (and later scale) is 

"produced" (Lefebvre 1991). By considering the work of Smith (1984, 1992), we might also 

see how the production of scale and "uneven development" within capitalism are 

intrinsically related. From there, we consider globali2ation more expUcidy as a matter of 

rescaling (Brenner 1997a, 1999b), accompanied by a contested politics of scale (Smith 1984, 

1992; Swyngedouw 1997, Marston 2000). Shifting to a finer theoretical resolution, I will look 

at how globaUzation-as-reterritorialization (Brenner 1999b) factors in the building of new 
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'Euto-regions' (Brenner, 2000). Accompanying this regionalization of Europe is an ongoing 

shift to entrepreneurial governance and planning (Harvey 1989a; MacLeod and Goodwin 

1999), part of the larger search by governance for spatial fixes for crisis-prone capitalism. 

How these poUtics of scale are political (in fullest sense), however, remains obscure. 

Beyond the monumentally structural clash of capital, labor, and the state, we see Utde of how 

the production of scale is navigated amidst the messy and highly symbolic politics of 

everyday life. As MacLeod and Goodwin (1999) themselves have noted, it remains to be 

seen how "the introduction and operation of the new institutions and processes of urban 

and regional governance can be positioned within a wider set of social and political forces, 

and can be understood as part of the continuing attempt to forge and sustain a 'successful' 

political project and scalar fix" (p. 515-516). The poUtics of scale, whether reflected in new 

governing institutions or planning documents, indeed unfolds amid a complex, 'wider set' of 

social processes. But what constitutes this wider set? 

The production of scale is about more than capital/labor or capital/state relations, 

but is also about social reproduction and consumption (Marston 2000). I would go further to 

say that the politics of scale are highly ideological, unfolding in and through discourses of 

culture and identity. In emerging regions like the Comunitat Valenciana, the production of 

new territorial scales and new urban spaces unfolds, in significant measure, through the 

culturalpolitics of regionalism, manifested simiiltaneously in economic regionalism and outright 

nationalism. The politics of scale, at one level, unfolds amidst akeady-existing territorial and 

cultural frameworks. But such frameworks are not immutable, but are themselves rescaled in 

the process. The resvilt is a complex socio-spatial dialectic in which processes of capital 

accumulation, state legitimation, and cultural signification become entwined in a rolling 
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struggle to rescale the European political economy. The social production of scale, Kke the 

politics behind it, is not only material but also ideological. How are we to account for this, 

given the theories of scale available now? I contend that theories of scale are profoundly 

useful for studying political change in Europe, but could offer a great deal more if 

unshackled from their relendessly materialist biases. 

In this dissertation I propose to explore how contested ideas of regional culture and 

identity circulate in the politics of scale in the European Union, and to uncover the possible 

ways powerful actors employ particular conceptions of regional culture in the search for 

successful political projects and spatial fixes (MacLeod and Goodwin 1999). In this chapter, 

however, I seek only to lay the foundation for this overall effort by introducing the literature 

on the social production of scale (in its broadest outlines) and highlight its general neglect of 

the 'cultural' dimensions of scalar politics. We need a more synthetic notion of the politics 

of scale, one which conceives of social processes as both material and ideal, politics as both 

economic and disctirsive, the state as both a jurisdictional territory and the spatial expression 

of identity politics. We might begin by holding up the literature on the social production of 

scale like a mirror to the complexities of a place like the Comunitat Valenciana, to see if 

political-economic realities and their theoretical reflection match up. 

Contempofaty Theoty on Space, Scale, and the State under Capitalism 

What we know about scale we first learned by theorizing space. The particular 

configurations of space in which we Hve, like society itself, can be understood neither in 

terms of the purely physical nor the predominandy mental. The spatial outcomes of complex 

social processes like urbanization or planning cannot be explained in their entirety by the 
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historical materialistn of Marx. At the same time, neither shovild our understanding of space 

rely solely on the discourse analyses of Foucavilt or the deconstructivism of Derrida either. 

Space cannot be reduced to a Euclidian plane or a linguistic text, a production condition nor 

a map of meaning. Space, in a potentially frustrating way, is all and none of these things at 

the same time. To understand geographic space in its richest complexity, we must walk that 

precipitous path between materialism on one side and idealism to the other. This is, 

certainly, a course easier set upon than navigated. 

The Social Production of Space and Scale: Henri l̂ febvre's Insists 

Henri Lefebvre was one thinker who expUcitiy sought to navigate this route, to 

construct a grand theory which might account simultaneously for the dialectically material 

and ideal qualities of geographical space. In one of his most influential works, The Production of 

Space (1991), Lefebvre sought an alternative to the increasing obsession of French social 

theory with things linguistic, to the idealism he perceived in the emerging fields of semiotics, 

discourse analysis, and deconstructivism. In these approaches, he argued, "the mental realm 

comes to envelop the social and physical ones" (p. 5), an error he saw to be as great and 

totalizing as that made by quantitative geographers when they reduced space to an abstract, 

mathematical plain. Lefebvre's alternative, however, was not an equally reductionist 

materialism but a nuanced vision that sought to bridge what he saw as an "an abyss between 

the mental sphere on the one side and the physical and social spheres on the other" (p. 6). 

The route proposed by Lefebvre so reshaped geographic thought that it provides the 

underpinning for much of the theoretical work by others — particvilarly on scale — that would 

subsequentiy follow. For that reason alone it is worth recounting, at least in its broad 
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outlines, here. Moreover, a firm grasp on the nuances of Lefebvre now might be of use 

when we confront the work of those — like Neil Brenner — who have foUowed in his 

footsteps. Many of Lefebvre's subtleties have not survived in later work done in his name. 

But those subdeties are there to be recovered, should we care to do so. 

The core of Lefebvre's argument, as it is now well known, is that "(social) space is a 

(social) product." Space is not "a void packed like a parcel with various contents..." (p. 27) 

but is shaped as it "'incorporates' social actions, the actions of subjects both individual and 

collective who are born and die, who suffer and who act" (p. 33). For Lefebvre, then, the 

study of space entails the asking of two fundamental questions. If space embodies social 

relationships, how and why does it do so? And, he asks, what relationships are they? If we 

seek to answer these questions in the ways that Lefebvre's ideaUst contemporaries might 

suggest, we are confronted with a host of different and seemingly umelated spaces: 

architectural, plastic or literary spaces; spaces of madness and illness; etc. (p. 8). The 

challenge posed by Lefebvre, then, is to formulate a "science of space" that might help us 

look beyond this fragmentation. 

What allows Lefebvre to approximate a more universalized notion of space, what 

Hegel called the 'concrete universal,' is the Marxian concept of production. "Concepts of 

production and the act of producing do have certain abstract universality," he argues, especially if 

stripped of the 'illusory precision' endowed to them by economists and restored to the broad 

sense they have in Marx's writings (p. 15). Although Lefebvre recognizes that discourse is 

central to what others might call the social construction of space, giving it social meaning, 

his expUcit project is to look beyond the codes of semiotics. Instead, he sees such codes as 

part of a practical relationship, part of a dialectical interaction between subjects and their 
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space and surroundings (p. 18). "Space is social morphology," he contends, "it is to lived 

experience what form itself is to the living organism, and just as intimately bound up with 

function and structure" (p. 92). And production, here, is the metabolism by which we 

transform 'nature' into social space. "The raw material of the production of space is not, as 

in the case of particular objects, a particxilar material: it is rather nature itself, nature 

transformed into a product, rudely manipxilated, now threatened in its very existence, 

probably ruined and certainly ~ and most paradoxically — localî d." (p. 123) 

Though Lefebvre is careful to argue that Marxism should be not be employed 

"dogmatically, as a definitive theory" (p.321), he approaches space as Marx would, as a 

fetishized object. His goal is to "unmask" space as a thing and reveal the social relationships 

— the social relations of production, for example — underneath. Lefebvre considers space to 

be like other commodities in capitalist society, fetishized, produced through labor but 

concealing of that toil. Wary of the surface appearance of space, which appears so amenable 

to 'reading' as a 'text,' he pointedly suggests "the language of things is as useful for lying as it 

is for telling the truth" (p. 81). Looking beyond space, towards the social relationships 

constituting it, is to theorize space as Marx might have. 

Though a product to be used, to be consumed, (space) is also a means of production-, 
networks of exchange and flows of raw materials and energy fashion space and 
are determined by it. Thus the means of production, produced as such, cannot 
be separated either from the productive forces, including technology and 
knowledge, or form the social division of labour which shapes it, or from the 
state and the superstructure of society (p. 85). 

For Lefebvre, capitalist society produces very particular sorts of spaces, but space itself is 

also a fundamental factor in capitalist production. The social geography of space, in 

dialectical fashion, is not only patterned after capitalist production, but structures the very 
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reproduction of capitalism itself. For Lefebvre, the traditional Marxist preoccupation with 

history is not enough. Space too is key, he suggests. 

What makes Lefebvre's theory so useful to the study of urbani2ation and political 

transformation, beyond its broadly applicable generality, is the specific attention he pays to 

the state's role in producing space, and to planning in particular. Space, he argues, is not only 

a means of production, hvXpolitically instrumental as a means to control of society. Writing as a 

Frenchman in the post-war era, Lefebvre's concerns and critiques very much reflect the 

ponderously centralized state in which he found himself. He sees space to be at once a factor 

in production, but also a key tool in efforts by the capitalist state to reproduce the social 

relations of capitalism itself This includes masking the exploitation behind production, and 

the production of space, itself. Lefebvre sees space, already fetishized as a produced 

commodity, as "equivalent, practically speaking, to a set of institutional and ideological 

superstructures that are not presented for what they are" (p. 349). Space and the politics of 

the capitalist state are deeply entwined in ways that are rarely self-evident. 

The capitalist state's central role in producing space is highlighted by Lefebvre when 

he sets out a sort of typology of space, his famous so-called "conceptual triad." The first is 

spatialpractice, which refers to the sort of routine and coherent social practices in capitalist 

society that "secrete that society's space." These are the spaces created rather systematically 

by modem Ufe by the acts of producing, consuming, reproducing; these may not be the 

result of some master design, but they are nonetheless coherent and "decipherable" (thus he 

calls them "perceived spaces"). Another concept is that of representational space, or the highly 

symbolic, "Uved spaces" of artistic representation and political resistance. Both spatial 

practice and representational spaces take a back seat, however, to what Lefebvre asserts is 
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the "dominant" space in any society (or mode of production): "representations of space: 

conceptualized space, the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic subdividers 

and social engineers.. .all of whom identify what is lived and what is perceived with what is 

conceived" (p. 38). Lefebvre writes in the face of, and in opposition to, the powerful and 

technocratic French state, to which he attributes a central role in designing and producing 

space. State planning and the production of space are, for this theorist, synonymous. 

Planned spaces, perhaps by definition, are thus political and ideological. 

There is much more to Lefebvre's arguments in The Production of Space, more to his 

ouvre than just this book. But these basic propositions about the produced character of space, 

as roughly sketched as they are here, might serve as a useful starting point to this analysis. 

Lefebvre provide us with a flexibly abstract basis to approach a variety of political processes 

in space, one that navigates more or less successfiilly the line between vulgar materialism and 

untethered idealism. Moreover, his theories often underpin — directiy or indirecdy - the 

work of later theorists on the matters of scale, territorial governance, urbanization, and 

planning that I discuss in following pages. What becomes clear, unfortunately, is that many 

of these thinkers have appropriated a rather one-sided version of the production-of-space 

thesis, one that overemphasizes capitalist production and neglects the reproduction of the 

relations of production, an imbalance in Marxian theory Lefebvre himself was at pains to 

correct (p. 102). Lefebvre, in his obsession with the state, offers a perspective on the politics 

of scale that doesn't neglect politics, in all of its discursive and symboUc complexity. 
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From Space to Scale: Nei/ Smith and Uneven Development 

Like Lefebvie, Neil Smith is expressly concerned with injecting a spatiality into 

Marxist theories of capitalist development, with how such development produces space. 

Unlike Lefebvre, Smith has Utde interest in grappling with or reforming semiotics or other 

linguistically based theories of space; Smith's perspective is rooted firmly in historical 

materialism, where discursive 'codes' and 'signifiers' are largely beside the point. Instead, we 

get an economically grounded portrait of fragmented and unevenly developed global space, 

and a grand theory of why the production of such spaces and scales reflects the inner 

workings of capital itself. Smith, like Lefebvre, provides us with a firm platform from which 

to explore globalization and political restructuring in expUcitiy spatial and scalar terms. 

Perhaps the most complete articulation of Smith's approach to space remains Uneven 

Development (1984), the basis for his later contributions to theories of space and scale. In that 

pioneering book. Smith attempts to synthesize two disparate traditions — academic 

geography with its ahistorical focus on space and a Marxian historical materialism in need of 

spatial sensitivity — to understand the massive transformations in geographical of capitalism 

(deindustrialization, regional decline, gentrification, third world metropolitan growth, etc.) of 

recent years. "At the most basic level," he proposes to "unravel the theoretical logic driving 

this restructuring of geographical space" (p. ix). The key concept here, as the titie suggests, 

is the uneven development of capitalism, a logic derived specifically from the "opposed 

tendencies, inherent in capital, toward the differentiation but simultaneous equalization of 

the levels and conditions of production" (p. xiii). That capitalist development unfolds 

unevenly across space, he argues, is not an accident but a reflection of the contradictions at 

the core of capitalism itself. 
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If theorists (perhaps other than Lefebvre) have trouble integrating space and society, 

Smith argues ironically "capital seems to achieve it in practice on a daily basis.. .what it 

achieves in fact is the production of space in its own image." Exploring this idea, he contends, 

win lead to a "more complete integration of space and society in the theory of uneven 

development... for not only does capital produce space in general, it produces the real spatial 

scales that give uneven development its coherence" (p. xiii). But uneven development, again, 

reflects the contradictory tendency for capitalist development to seek spatial uniformity and 

differentiation simultaneously. The rhythm of accumulation, moreover, has a great deal to do 

with the patterns of uneven development that emerge in capitalist society, particularly 

through the cyclical rhythm in the investment of capital in the built environment. "In 

political as well as geographical terms," the question of equilibrium is crucial, "implied in it is 

the question of whether, viltimately, the capitalist mode of production can resolve or 

otherwise displace its inherent contradictions through some sort of spatial solution, a 'spatial 

fix,"' he argues, adding that "this in turn implies the question of scale..." (p. 130). 

Paradoxically, however, spatial and scalar "differentiation as the means to a spatial fix 

becomes itself the problem to be fixed" (p. 152). 

This aU is very specifically a matter of production, which Smith readily acknowledges. 

For, while Smith concedes that Lefebvre have offered dramatic insights on the production 

of space, he suggests that Lefebvre's emphasis on space and social reproduction wrongly 

displaces the matter of space and capitalist production. The production of space and scale, 

by Smith's measure, is to be understood primarily by looking not to symbolic poUtics or the 

welfare state, but to production itself. Space, he argues, can be seen variously as a commodity 

(or at least an important factor in the use and exchange values of commodities) or a means of 
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production (the transportation industry is the prime example of this). With both in mind, he 

argues that the production of differentiated, uneven geographical space "is a direct result of 

the need, inherent in capital, to immobili2e capital in the landscape" (p. 88) concurrent with 

its equali2ing and globaU2ing character. 

For Smith, the schizophrenic matter of uneven development is as much scalar as it is 

spatial. Scale, like space, is produced and mutable. If nation states, for example, have long 

been a favored scale in which economic development unfolds, that need not necessarily be 

the case, and probably will change in the future. That indeed, is what globalization is all 

about. He argues that 

. . .  t he  d r ive  t oward  un ive r sa l i t y  unde r  cap i t a l i sm  b r ings  on ly  a  l imi t ed  
equalization of levels and conditions of development. Capital produces 
distinct spatial scales - absolute spaces - within which the drive toward 
equalization is concentrated. But it can do this only by an acute 
differentiation and continued redifferentiation of relative space, both 
between and within scales. The scales themselves are not fixed but develop 
(growing pangs and all) within the development of capital itself (Smith 
1984, p. 147). 

What Smith begins to offer here is theory of the production both of space and scale, one 

which helps explain transformations of a global scope. In Uneven Development, Smith employs 

the vocabulary of both Marx and Lefebvre to launch provocative new ideas about both the 

social production of scale and globalization, linking them both back to the contradictory 

inner workings of capital. 

In subsequent writings (summarized nicely by Marston 2000), Smith has explored 

more expUcidy the social production of scale, breaking ground for other scholars. Drawing 

upon Lefebvre, Smith (1992) suggests that 
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.. .the production of scale may be the most elemental differentiation of 
geographical space and it is every bit a social process. There is nothing 
ontologically given about the traditional division between home and locality, 
urban and regional, national and global scales. The differentiation in 
geographical scales establishes and is established through the geographical 
structure of social interactions (Smith 1992 p. 73). 

Scale is ultimately socially produced. But, at least in Smith's view, this process is more a result 

of structural transformations within the production process than individual, human agency. 

Patterns of capital investment, he has argued, are probably the most powerful determinants 

of geographical scale. "The production of scale is a central means by which capital is both 

contained and freed," he argues, "provided with a territory and at the same time a global 

base" (p. 75) in the contradictory way that uneven development produces equalization and 

differentiation simultaneously, as different capitals seek a middle ground between 

cooperation and competition. 

Scale,'Politics, and the "Politics of Scale' 

Although Smith initially approached scale in largely structural terms, his emphasis on 

the contradictions within capitalist social relations opened the way to seeing how scale is 

subject to contestation, and thus the product of a 'politics of scale.' This idea has been 

developed by a nvimber of authors, whose writings reflect the various ways we might 

theorize scale as medium and target of contested poHtics. The politics of scale, like politics 

itself, might be understood either in informal or formal terms. The politics of scale can refer 

to generalized, everyday struggles among people. More formally, we might use the matter of 

scale as a lens through which to conceptualize institutions of territorial governance. No firm 

ontological distinction exists, however, between so-called everyday politics and formal 
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governance. In the end, it's all politics. As we move from abstract discussions of scale to 

addressing state restructuring of in Europe more specifically, we ought to remember that 

what we call scalar politics depends on the scale at which we analyze it. 

Smith, for example, has shifted from his initial emphasis on 'scales of capital,' 

imposed from above, to explore how particular configurations of scale result from and help 

shape social struggles revolving around class, race, gender, and other social differences. He 

suggests that the concept of difference, so central to recent postmodern social theory, is 

dependent on the scale at which it is established, adding "scale demarcates the sites of social 

contest," becoming "the object as well as the resolution of the contest" (1993, p. 101). But 

scales, if they enable certain forms of spatialized politics, can also constrain them. Indeed, 

Smith suggests "scale boundaries.. .quite HteraUy contain local and national struggles 

respectively.. .as both a technology and ideology of capitalism" (Smith 1992, p. 76). The 

uneven development of capitalism, including globalization, is certainly contested. But capital 

and the state perhaps have the upper hand in not only creating new scales of accumvdation, 

but in configuring the scaled playing field upon which political struggles unfold. 

The political character of scale has been highlighted by Swyngedouw (1997), who 

emphasizes the highly politicized nature of scale. And, as something produced through 

ongoing social contestation, scale must be seen as constant re-negotiation. He writes 

Geographical configurations as a set of interacting and nested scales... 
become produced as temporary stand-offs in a perpetual transformative, and 
on occasion transgressive, social-spatial power struggle. These struggles 
change the importance and role of certain geographical scales, reassert the 
importance of others, and sometimes create entirely new geographical scales, 
but — most importandy — these scale redefinitions alter and express changes 
in the geometry of social power by strengthening power and control by some 
while disempowering others (Swyngedouw 1997 p. 169). 
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Seeing scales as both socially produced and politically contested, the apparent solidity (or 

ontological status) of something Uke the nation-state can be seen for the social construct it is. 

In important ways, the politics of scale precedes and transcends the political scales (like the 

nation state) to which we have become so familiar. 

To say that space is a social construct is not to imply that the politics of scale is 

merely rhetorical. In his work on political transformation of late twentieth-century Italy, 

Agnew (1995) shows how the coUapse and reconstruction of the party system involved a 

complex politics of scale that was at once rhetorical, ideological, and organizational. 

Differing conceptions of how Italian political space should be fundamentally organized -

along municipal, regional, or national lines - became markers of ideological difference 

between the parties, and dictated the manner in which the parties organized for electoral 

advantage. Although an extant hierarchy of political and jurisdictional scales may provide a 

basis for political action, it's clear these scales are subject to reconstruction by the politics 

they ostensibly contain, with important material and discursive repercussions. Swyngedouw 

(2000 p. 68) writes: "it has always been the terrain of the political where sociospatial 

tensions were fought over, mediated, and negotiated, resulting in ever-changing forms of 

territorial or geographical organisation and in territorially shifting forms of government." 

Said another way, political scales like the urban or national are merely patterns that 

reflect a ubiquitous yet profound process: the politics and production of scale. As a 

consequence, the analytical power of 'scale-as-nested hierarchy' — local, urban, regional, 

national, supranational — appears ever less viable, or at least demanding of analytical 

wariness. The emerging literature on the politics of scale increasingly highlights the scalar 

nature of everyday life, the mutability of seemingly permanent scalar configurations, and the 
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diversity of political forces bearing upon the production of scale. Delaney and Leitner (1997) 

have observed that the "discourses and actions constituting the politics of scale are a 

fundamental ingredient of the ways in which we go about creating, revising, and living within 

a complex set of power relations" (p. 94). In Marston's (2000) words, "scale construction is 

a political process endemic to capitalism, the outcome of which is always potentially open to 

further transformation" (p. 221). Scale, all these authors appear to suggest, is like a 

battlefield. It is both the object and container of episodic power contests, part of a roving 

struggle to shape the political-economic future of our world. 

Globalization and the Territorial State 

The preceding discussion sets the stage for the more specific task of addressing how 

globalization, as a reconfiguration in the scales of capital accumulation and territorial 

governance, implicates formal state institutions in places like the Comunitat Valenciana. If 

scale is socially produced in the process of uneven capitalist development, amidst a contested 

poUtics of scale, what does this imply about the nature of governance in the territorially 

dynamic European Union? Ultimately, this trend of thought will lead us to the matter of 

planning and state restructuring in and of the cultural landscape. As an interim step, 

however, it makes sense to first frame (as explicitly as possible) globalization, state 

restructuring, and planning as a specific matter of scale. 

Neil Brenner has perhaps done the most to employ the notion of scale to theorize 

how globalization unfolds through territorial governance and is facilitated by state planning. 

Of particular value to this book, his research has focused on pohtical restructuring and urban 

govemance in Western Europe. He has drawn simultaneously from theories of the 
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production of space offered by people Uke Lefebvre, the Marxist political economy of Neil 

Smith and David Harvey, and regulation theory of Bob Jessop to illuminate the links 

between economic globalization and the emergence of the European city-region, territorial 

restructuring and entrepreneurial governance. And, like the work of Lefebvre he draws upon 

so heavily, Brenner makes clear that the state is no mere victim to the process of 

globalization, but is a central force in the politics of a 'rescaled' Europe. 

Globalit(ation as Reterritorialiî ation 

Globalization, Brenner argues more explicitiy than other scholars, shovdd be 

understood as a matter of scale. He does so based upon a reinterpretation of Lefebvre's 

work in light of the globalizing processes that transform our world. Brenner employs many 

of the arguments in The Production of Space, as well as Lefebvre's work on the state published 

in French in the multi-volume De I'Etat: De Hegel a Marx par Stalin (1976-1978), to reframe 

debates about globalization in terms of Lefebvre's conceptions of scale, elaborating upon 

them in the process. He does so, in large part, in order to circumvent the impasse that results 

when globalization is seen as a dichotomous tension between discrete scales (global and 

national or global and local), or as a process that relegates the state to irrelevance. He offers 

the concept of the 'geographies of globalization' to portray 

.. .the currentiy unfolding transformation of the world system as a dynamic 
rearticulation, reconfiguration, and reterritoriaUzation of these superimposed 
spatial scales. From this perspective, globalization is a mioltiscalar 
transformation of global social space, and one of it major organizational-
institutional dimensions is constituted through the territorial state itself 
(Brenner 1997a, p. 139). 
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Globalization, rather than a process that makes territorial governance or boundaries 

irrelevant (the so-called 'deterritorialization' thesis), is more accurately a process of ongoing 

transformation, a politics of scale in which the state maintains a central role. 

Brenner's arguments concerning the reterritorialiî tion of state power and territorial 

scales can be seen as intervention in long running debates about the future of the state in a 

globalized world. At one end of the spectrum, most discussions about governance and 

politics, whether emerging from literatures on econoinic regulation or nationalism, have 

fetishized existing territorial scales like the nation-state as natural containers of political 

power. At the other extreme, others have seen in globalization the end of governance as we 

know it, including the erasure of territorial borders and the decline of the nation-state. 

Brenner (1997a) suggests that a rereading of Lefebvre, a reframing of Lefebvre's arguments 

in the vocabulary of contemporary globalization debates, offers a middle way. For, as 

Brenner suggests, Lefebvre long struggled to show how the organization of space — 

particularly by territorial states - was the result of dynamic social processes within capitalist 

society. Lefebvre, Brenner reminds us, attributed three basic characteristics to social space 

under capitalism. First, space is a matrix of social action, produced through capitalist social 

relations. Second, space is the second nature of the urbanized and built environment, produced 

specifically to facilitate accumulation. At this point, there is littie new that my own reading of 

Lefebvre's the Production of Space did not highlight. However, Brenner offers an innovative 

reading of Lefebvre to emphasize the links between space, scale, and political territory. 

Space, more than the second nature of physical infrastructure, also functions as "the 

organizational-institutional infrastructures" produced by the territorial state (p. 141) and a 

key element in the globalizing drive of capital. In this conception of territorial organization 
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as spatial "second nature," Lefebvre helps uncover the way globalization is just "the most 

recent expression of a recurrent, highly contradictory dialectic in which spatial configurations 

— the second nature produced by capitalism — are continually constructed, deconstructed, 

and reconstructed on all spatial scales as a means to accelerate the turnover time of capital" 

(Brenner 1997a, p. 142). This point is reinforced by Lefebvre's third conception of social 

space as "a scaffolding of spatial scales" (p. 143, original emphasis) upon which capitahsm has 

been continually territorialized, deterritorialized, and reterritorialized. 

It is through this lens of scale that Brenner, by way of Lefebvre, interprets the 

changing role of the state in an increasingly globalized world. Lefebvre's conception of "state 

space," according to Brenner, can be characterized by three related elements: national 

territorial space; the internal structure of state institutions, urban infrastructure, and symbolic 

monuments; and the so-called "mental space" through which political identity is formed 

(Brenner 1997a, p. 146). The state manipulates these three aspects of space in the continual 

effort to smooth the contradictory impvilses of capitalism, akin to David Harvey's concept of 

the "spatial fix." Indeed, Brenner reframes Lefebvre to suggest that "relatively stabilized 

organizational-territorial form of the modem state has.. .operated as a crucial spatial 

precondition for the accelerated world-scale circialation of capital" (p. 147). The 

territoriaHzation of political power is a powerful factor in the state's ability to regulate 

accumulation, entailing such spatial strategies as the planning and reconfigviration of the 

urban built environment for the reproduction of both capital and labor power. It is this very 

mix of state socio-spatial organization with capital and urbanization that characterizes what 

Lefebvre calls the "state mode of production" 149) and the unfolding process of 

globalization. 
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In a somewhat confusing way, the concepts of state rescaling and reterritorialization 

can be seen to have a double meaning. At one level, each alludes to the state's role in its own 

reterritoriaUzation, in the shifting of governing power from one spatial scale to another, of 

devolving governing power from the national to regional scale, for example. 

ReterritoriaHzation in this very political/institutional sense is perhaps what political 

restructuring in the European Union is aU about. At a different level, however, Brenner 

implies that state power does more than restructure jurisdictional territories or institutional 

forms, but help rescale urban structure or the built environment through such tools as 

planning. A central insight of Lefebvre, according to Brenner, is his accounting for the way 

"the process of globalization cannot be grasped independendy of the role of the state is 

producing, organizing, and stabilizing the spatial scales on which accumulation occurs" 

(Brenner 1997a, p. 150). Scale, as I've suggested earUer, is both a matter of discrete 

territorial units and the socio-spatial structures that constitute them. State rescaling, 

therefore, is about more than just redrawing borders or territorial jurisdictions, but also 

reorganizing or rescaling these structures and social processes in urban and regional space. 

Fwm Rescaling to State Planning: Scalar Vixes and Regulation Theo  ̂

Beyond mining Lefebvre for insights into the spatial character of globalization, 

Brenner has elaborated upon them in greater detail to explain two processes that are central 

to my own book: political restructuring in the Eviropean Union and its relation to urban and 

regional planning. Brenner's work offers one way to conceptualize more concretely such 

phenomena as the increasingly regionalization of Europe, including the emerging autonomy 

of regions Uke the Comunitat Valenciana, in explicit terms of scale. Second, Brenner's focus 
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on city-regions and dieir planning, in context of economic globalization, allows us to begin 

conceiving of state-sponsored urbanization in places like the Horta as a process of state 

rescaUng, of the reterritorialization of regional space, politics, and identity. Finally, Brenner's 

synthesis of Lefebvrian spatial theory and regxalation theory offers a bridge to understanding 

the specific role of the city in the transformation of the entire European political economy. 

The reterritorialization of European governance, the rescaling of state power both 

upwards to the supranational European Union and downwards to cities and regions, implies 

a profound shift from the long dominance of the nation state over Evirope's political and 

economic affairs. Although the discussion of the preceding pages should make it clear that 

the nation state is not disappearing, that state power is not being completely deterritorialized 

in the face of global capital, any casual observer of Europe sees that fundamental shifts are 

occurring in both the pattern and process of governance. 

Global capital, as Smith noted in Uneven Development, has the contradictory character 

of seeking a sort of global fluidity of motion and the need to become rooted in particular 

spaces of production, a tension between what Brenner (1998, p. 459) calls motion and fixity. 

Globalization, in turn, entails a dynamic interplay 

.. .between the endemic drive towards time-space compression under 
capitalism (the moment of deterritorialit^tion) and the continual production and 
reconfiguration of relatively fixed spatial configurations — for example, the 
territorial infrastructures of urban-regional agglomerations and states (the 
moment of reterritorialii^ation) (Brenner 1999b, p. 435). 

As capital swings between motion and fixity, and different epochs in the global political 

economy require a different sort of balance between particular forms of motion and 
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particular forms of fixity, political territories themselves can be dissolved and recast as the 

state itself is deterritorialized and reteritorialized on a continual basis. 

Thus the wave of capitalist globali2ation that occurred during the late nineteenth 

century - the Age of Imperialism - not only unfolded within the framework of Europe's 

nationally-organi2ed state territories (Brenner 1999b p. 435) but contributed to the 

consolidation of the powerfiil European nation state. That the sovereign nation state and 

nationalism emerged with such force at the end of the eighteenth century (detailed so 

carefully by Hobsbawm), at the same time that imperialism was gaining steam, thus should 

not be seen as coincidental. The national scale, ia that context, was both the object and 

medium of the political economics of imperialism. In that Ught, we should hardly be 

surprised that more recent transformations in the nature of the global economy since the 

1970s "significantly decentered the role of the national scale as a self-enclosed container of 

socio-economic relations while simultaneously intensifying the importance of both sub- and 

supranational forms of territorial organisation" (p. 435). By seeing territorial scale as socially 

produced in particular ways under particular regimes of capitalist accumulation, we better 

comprehend why particular territorial configurations may emerge or dissolve, but state 

power itself does not disappear. 

The 'decentering' of the European nation-state in recent decades, and the emergence 

of the European region, thus appears to imply merely the reterritorialization of state power, 

but certainly not the end of governance itself The question remains, however, of what 

constitutes the deterministic link between particular forms of capital accumulation, different 

'waves' of globalization, and their corresponding state forms. This raises even more basic 

questions that I have skirted throughout. What exactiy is the role of the state in capitalist 
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society? Why would economic globali2ation be premised upon particular state and territorial 

forms? Brenner draws from two distinct, but related, theoretical strains to account for these 

enormously complex links, the fuller explication of which would require much more space 

than I can devote here (but wiU be addressed in later chapters). First, we might approach the 

role of the state via its participation in creating what David Harvey calls 'spatial fixes.' 

Second, we might Unk the process of accumulation to the particular structure of territorial 

governance, as theorists in the regulation school would, in terms of the state's role in 

managing and averting the perpetual crises in capitalism, in the long term reproduction of 

the capitalist system itself. 

Scalar Vixes and the State 

The contradiction within capitalism between fbdty and motion — and the role of the 

state of mediating that and other contradictions in capitalism ~ have been a primary concern 

of David Harvey. Looking at both the spatial and temporal dynamics of capital, Harvey 

(1999) suggests that its contradictions are, in principle at least, susceptible to a 'spatial fix:' 

geographical expansion and uneven geographical development that can enable contradiction-

prone capitalism to temporarily right itself. Capital and the capitalist state show an implicit 

interest in the built environment, which has a critical function as 

a vast, humanly created resource system, comprising use values embedded in the 
physical landscape, which can be utilized for production, exchange and 
consumption.. .At any one moment the built environment appears as a 
palimpsest of landscapes fashioned according to the dictates of different modes 
of production at different stages of their historical development... a 
geographically ordered, complex, composite commodity (Harvey 1999 p. 233). 
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The production of space, Harvey suggests, has long been "caught up in the search for 

solutions to the overaccumulation problem through the absorbtion of capital and labor 

surpluses by some mix of temporal and geographical displacement of surplus capital into the 

productions of physical and social infrastructures" (Harvey 1989b, p. 28). The perpetuation 

of capital accumvilation is by definition a matter of geography, relying upon the continual 

search for the spatial fix. The state, furthermore, has the fimdamental role of governing and 

mediating capital flows, and in coordinating the major (and often long-term) investments in 

the built environment that are periodically needed to steer capitalism away from crisis. 

The question of scale and the state, as Brenner notes, is a natural counterpart to 

Harvey's notion of the spatial fix. Brenner elaborates upon Smith (1995) to argue the 

perpetuation of capitalism, facilitated by the state, also depends on "scalar fixes." Like 

Harvey's notion of the built environment, but stripped of its often literal connotation of 

buildings and roads, Brenner suggests that scalar fixes "constitute relatively fixed and 

immobile infrastructures of territorial organization for each historical round of capital 

circulation" (Brenner 1998, p. 461). Again, spatial and configurations of territory — of 

the state and by the state - function akin to the built environment and its infrastructure. 

Territorial scales are relatively durable constructions created (often with the help of states) to 

facilitate the circulation of capital. Scalar configurations can be spatial fixes. Such 

configurations of territorial organization, however, are merely temporary "within a broader, 

chaotic seesaw" of perpetual de- and reterritorialization (Brenner 1998, p. 462). In the 

struggle to find a spatial fix, "scalar structures of cities and territorial states have been 

molded ever more directiy by the contradiction between fixity and motion in the circulation 

of capital" (p. 461). 
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What is critical here is the idea that the state — whether conceived of as supra

national, national, regional, or urban governance - has a fundamental role in regulating the 

process of capital accumulation, in helping capitalism avert or recover from the crises that 

periodically afflict it. Under the rubric of the regulation school, theorists seek to counter the 

idea that capitalism is organized primarily by market equUibrixim, suggesting instead that 

societal reproduction is capitalism's underlying imperative. The regulationist approach 

focuses on how the "inherent contradictions of the capitalist system are ameliorated and 

stabilized by particular modes of social regulation which are spatially and historically 

variable" (HaU and Hubbard 1996). The history of capitalism, within the regulationist 

approach, can be divided into epochal modes of regulation in which particular mixes of policies 

and institutional arrangements prevail in the search to perpetuate crisis-free accumulation. 

The widespread economic crises of the 1970s, in this view, indicate the failure and 

disintegration of the preceding Fordist mode of regulation, and its national-scale 

management of economic development, labor relations, and consvimption. The increasingly 

globalized economic order that has emerged from these ashes, in this view, now requires 

regulatory strategies better suited to a fragmentary and fluid post-Fordist world in which 

"flexible accumulation" reigns (Harvey 1989b). In other words, the current round of 

globalization signifies an epochal shift in both the mode of accimiulation, the mode of 

regulation employed to govern it, and the territorial scale upon which these are premised. 

One important result of these transformations in the global political economy is the 

emergence of cities and regions as the preferred scale of economic governance and 

regulation. If the Fordist mode of regulation was premised upon the scale of the nation state, 

it appears state rescaling and 'reregulation' are related processes in the creation of more 
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fragmented, more locally based, forms of economic governance. Indeed, Brenner claims that 

"it is above all through their key role in the mobilisation of urban space as a force of 

production that local and regional states, in particular, have acquired an increasing structural 

significance within each territorial state's administrative hierarchy" (Brenner 1999b, p. 440). 

Overall state capacity to regulate the vicissitudes of global capitalism has probably not 

diminished markedly, but the spatial target of such policies is no longer focused at the 

national scale but on emerging cities and regions. As a result, municipal and regional 

governance has acquired an especially important role in securing economic development 

amidst the global scramble to attract capital. The contradictory tension between global 

accumulation and local production, between motion and fixity, is the target of state 

regulation at newly important sub-national scales. Scalar fixes, perhaps, are being sought 

through new spatial articulations of the global and local, in what Swyngedouw (1997) has 

called the process of "glocaUzation." A focus on the state's quest to regulate capital at 

whatever scale is most effective, Brenner suggests, yields the important conclusion that state 

territoriality is today increasingly being configured in "'glocaUsed' rather than in nationalised 

scalar frameworks" (Brenner 1999b, p. 441). 

^regulation and the Entrepreneurial City-Region 

All of this abstract theorizing brings us at last to the matter of how urban and 

regional states actually govern, and how planning can be understood as a politics of scale. In 

short, the preceding discussion not only allows us to theorize scale itself but also to consider 

the politics of scale against the shifting backdrop of the global political economy: uneven 

development, globalization, and changing modes of regulation. One key insight can be 
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derived from this preceding discussion that seems obvious, but can only be fiiUy understood 

in a global context: AU of the aforementioned processes set the stage for an increasing level 

of competition among cities and regions. More concretely, elites in virban and regional 

governance have become increasingly preoccupied with attracting flows of goods and people 

into their particular territory. As globalization places an increasing emphasis on the 

productive capacity of cities and regions, and regulation under post-Fordism has followed 

suit by shifting its focus away from national to sub-national scales, local governance has 

become increasingly entrepreneurial (Harvey 1989a). 

By seeing cities and regions in a larger political-economic context, a bridge appears 

that allows us to link theories of scale to the enormous literature on urban governance itself. 

The benefits of this bridge flow in two directions. First, the ample scope of writings on scale 

offers, by way of regulation theory, a global context in which to understand the behavior and 

composition of local governance. The way governing coalitions are formed and maintain 

legitimacy, treated in such detail by urban regime theory for example, can now be 

understood in broader structural terms (the potential fruits of cross-poUination between 

urban regime and regulation theory is perhaps best explored in Laviria 1996). The literature 

on scale helps us see why the global geography of capitalism has become so fragmented, and 

why states themselves have correspondingly become restructured around a game of inter-city 

and inter-regional competition. In the other direction, virban theory offers more detailed 

accounts of how cities and regions are actually governed, something that abstract theories of 

scale (the politics of scale, rescaling, reterritoriaUzation, etc.) neglect almost entirely. In short, 

urban theory helps us see how local governance adapts to a fragmented global economy 

where neither the scales of accvimulation nor its regulation remain fixed. 
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So what of entrepreneurialism? Entrepreneutialism, some researchers suggest, is a 

not merely one facet of urban or regional governance, but a primary function characterizing 

the way local states have been constituted and operated in recent decades (for a good review 

see HaU and Hubbard 1996). There are perhaps two ways we might approach the so-called 

entrepreneurial city or region. First, we inight focus upon how local governance is 

constituted, asking: who governs and to whose benefit? Thus Elkin (1987) suggests 

entreprenevirial governance is characterized by a pro-growth alliance of business leaders and 

politicians. Second, we might focus not upon what entrepreneurial governance is, but what 

entrepreneurial governance does. David Harvey (1989a) thus focuses not just on institutional 

arrangements but the structural forces motivating them. In the era of post-Fordist 

governance, local and regional governments across the West have abandoned their 

previously "managerial" focus, their job as the local arm of the national welfare state. 

Instead, local governance have become concerned with more risk-taking enterprises, 

responding to both the withdrawl the welfare state and intensifying inter-virban competition 

with efforts "to lure highly mobile and flexible production, financial, and consumption flows 

into its space" (Harvey 1989a) The local state's role on behalf of the urban growth, as key 

agent in economic development, is therefore critical (Leitner 1990). In the post-Fordist or 

post-Keynesian city, urban regimes (what Harvey would call ruling-class alliances) shift their 

focus from the intra-city distribution of urban resources to competition for foot-loose 

capitalist production. Place marketing and planning, undertaken by local governments, 

become important tools in the quest for competitive advantage. 

Although national governments may be largely ceding the field of economic 

development to municipalities and regional state, the success or failure of such initiatives 
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temains of considerable import to political elites at aU scales. The centraUty of the urban and 

regional scale, Brenner emphasi2es, represents not the disappearance of state authority and 

governing power, but merely its shift to territorial scales more appropriate to the spatio-

temporal character of globalized capital. In his own work, Brenner (1997b) argues against 

the "unilinear trope of the nation-state's 'detnise'" by studying the Federal Republic of 

Germany and showing that its cities and regions — as centers and engines of growth — have 

always been critical to central-state planning and promotion of economic development. 

Under Fordism, local states acted like the "long arm" of the central state, through which 

planning policy was deployed to engineer crisis-free accumulation and redistribute its fruits. 

Today, however, the national territorial space has become particularly fragmented into 

regions and cities that increasingly compete with one another, with little regard for the 

"developmental trajectory" of the nation as a whole. Consequendy, the "state apparatuses 

that administer (city-regions) have acquired a central importance as agents, managers, and 

financiers of the accumulation process" (p. 295). Planning has ceased being a tool of national 

redistributive policy. Instead, local states use planning largely for economic development and 

a "political-ideological strategy" for legitimating capitalist restructuring (p. 296). 

Consequendy, entrepreneurialism may not be merely a matter of planning or 

advertising for economic growth, but a governing ideology to accompany the scramble of 

inter-urban competition in a globalized world. Erik Swyngedouw has perhaps put it best: 

In the light of the real or imagined threat of owners of presumed 
(hyper)mobile capital that they might relocate their activities, regional and 
national states feel increasingly under pressure to assure the restoration of a 
fertile entrepreneurial culture.. .the invoking of globalisation has become part 
of a powerful political-economic ideology through which capital-labour 
relationships and relative class power positions are shifted in profovmd ways 
(Swyngedouw 2000, p. 66). 
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Thus local politicians appeal to the so-caUed " 'exigencies' and 'requirements'" {ibid p. 66) of 

the global economy (always stated in the abstract) to justify the considerable financial risks 

they often assume in order to promote economic development. The ideological rhetoric of 

globalization may also provide poUtical cover for the retreat of the welfare state and the 

emergence of entrepreneurial governance, where private economic interests increasingly 

exercise governing power through competition-oriented municipal or regional governments. 

Assessing the Limits of Structural Abstraction: Rethinking the Politics of Scale 

The rapidly expanding literature on scale, especially in its Unks to more established 

urban theory, helps us better understand governance and planning in the dynamic context of 

the European Union. In previous pages, I have attempted to mark a logical path from which 

we might travel from intellectual roots of this new literature in the work of Henri Lefebvre 

and the 'production of space' to Brenner and urban theory's accounts of planning in the 

entrepreneurial city-region. What emerges is a broad portrait of the structural forces that are 

remaking Europe's political economy, at once critical to the analysis of a dynamic Europe 

and hobbled by its broadly abstraction and epistemological assximptions. 

Because I have drawn in step-wise fashion a rather complex set of connections 

between different theoretical works, it may be worthwhile to briefly retrace those steps. 

Henri Lefebvre illuminated how space is socially 'produced,' neither the material abstraction 

of the mathematician's Euclidian plane nor the discxarsive text of the linguist; but 

simultaneously physical and mental. Space is also politically instrumental, used by the state to 

control society. What both Lefebvre and Neil Smith have also shown is that space is bound 

up in the contradictory dynamics of capitalism, the simultaneous drive of capital to 
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homogenize the globe (for fluidity of circulation) and to differentiate space (through local 

places of production, consumption, and reproduction). This process of 'uneven 

development' not only shapes space, but also produces shifting patterns in the scale -

whether of production or governance ~ in capitalist Ufe. The tension between globalization 

and localization is mediated by ongoing social contestation, or a 'poHtics of scale.' Scalar 

politics, in turn, implicates quite directiy the forms and processes of the territorial state. 

Globalization, according to Brenner, is thus a process of reterritoriaUzation in which scales 

(of poHtics, accumulation) are both the target and the medium for the politics of scale. In the 

process, territorial states are neither immutable nor irrelevant. State power remains central to 

the production of scale, which can be considered an "organizational-institutional 

infrastructures" through which accumulation proceeds. As globalization unfolds, states not 

only participate in their own 'rescaling' (creating new territorial boundaries and institutions) 

but help rescale the landscapes (of production, of reproduction) under their control. 

Globalization has created increasingly fragmented and 'flexible' modes of production, the 

effective regulation of which increasingly requires state power to be focused at the urban and 

regional scale, producing a highly variegated pattern of entrepreneurial cities and regions in 

fierce competition with each other. 

If this literature offers a comprehensive theoretical approach to the structural Unks 

between economic globalization and political restructuring in a Europe, major theoretical 

insights are too often accompanied by large theoretical oversights. First, I suggest we need 

fewer abstract and more concrete accounts of how the politics of scale unfold in real places. 

That is, in large part, the motivation for this dissertation. Second, perhaps we ought to 

reconsider the dominant conceptualizations of scale as a kind of territorial level — the city. 
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region, nation state, etc. — and look within those territories to the social-spatial processes, 

networks, and infrastructures that give any particular scale its structure and coherence. That, 

as the reader will soon comprehend, is my major motivation for focusing my attention on 

the planning of urban landscapes in a regionaUst context. Third, by doing so we may be 

more inclined to escape the excessive structuralism and materialism of the existing literature, 

finding the kind of middle road between materialism and idealism that Lefebvre has already 

paved, a route so conspicuously ignored by the likes of Brenner. Let me elaborate. 

A central challenge to the applicability, relevance, and perhaps verifiability of this 

literature is the enormous level of abstraction at which all of its most important ideas are 

expressed. Here the power of abstract theory to encompass the globe and its diverse 

processes is matched by the difficulty of employing its insights to understand particular 

places in particular times. In part this is a universal characteristic of such theoretical 

endeavors, nothing which can't be addressed through some good case studies. However the 

most prominent contributors to this debate (Brenner, MacLeod and Goodwin, especially) 

have either offered littie in the way of empirical work, or have offered anemic case studies 

appended hastily and obligatorily to dense theoretical accounts. Neither Brenner's published 

work on regional planning in the Federal Republic of Germany nor MacLeod and 

Goodwin's accounts of metropolitan governance in London offers more than a cursory 

glimpse of scalar politics in real places. A great deal of work remains to be done to put some 

empirical flesh on these theoretical bones, not only in order to demonstrate the evident 

wisdom of political-economic theories of scale, but perhaps to reveal whatever limitations 

might characterize them. The process of theory building works best as a dialectical process. 
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where engagement of the abstract-theoretical and the particular-empirical is more than an 

afterthought. 

A second, ontological limitation of much writings on scale — and particularly those of 

Neil Brenner — is the dominant conceptualization of scale as a series of nested and 

hierarchical levels, to the detriment of alternative approaches to territorial scale as a set of 

bounded processes with aerial extent, internal structure, and exterior linkages to other scales. 

That is not to say that existing writings do not deal in some depth with the notion of socio-

spatial process, but the basic concept of scale with the most currency in this literature is the 

distinction between the urban, regional, national, supra-national, etc as a set of overlapping, 

yet ostensibly discrete scales. I do not quarrel with that conception, but I would like to 

emphasize the fact that no territorial scale — economic or political — is defined by its 

boundaries alone, but instead by the ability or inability of geographical structures to give that 

territory coherence, economic or political. As I have hinted, state-led efforts to rescale 

Europe — such as those undertaken in Valencia — often center on the planning of 

infrastructure and urban space to build connections among people and re-articulate them vis 

a vis the rest of Europe. Our definition of scale should certainly accommodate the traditional 

notion of political, jurisdictional territory. But it should not do so to the detriment of a more 

dynamic, process-based notion of territorial scale as socio-spatial network or space of flows. 

Finally, by looking within the region to how rescaling unfolds through urban politics 

and planning, we also perceive the limitations of any such theoretical approach that 

dismisses the 'bottom-up' and perhaps cultural dimensions of scalar politics in favor of a 

'top-down' perspective in which local transformations are over-determined by the forces of a 

global economy undergoing restructuring. Though scholars Uke Swyngedouw have examined 
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the ideological dimensions of "scalar narratives" such as entrepreneurialism, a focus on the 

discursive character of globalization-as-reterritoriali2ation or the rescaling of governance is 

entirely too uncommon. In short, scholars like Brenner offer eviscerated notions of politics, 

entirely devoid of the complex power struggles that vinfold through political discourse. 

Although most theorists of scale would expUcidy deny that rescaling is a process instituted 

entirely from above, imposed by global capital onto states or by national states onto 

unwitting local actors, few writings really portray rescaling as a truly negotiated process. 

Reregulation or reterritoriaUzation, Kke aU political processes, proceed amidst very particular 

and tangled discursive contexts, through the messy politics of symbol and metaphor, in a 

complex ideological landscape in which social forces battie to shape the emerging face of a 

globalized society. 

The political economy of scale, I suggest, is as much about politics as it is about the 

economics of global accumulation. And such politics, furthermore, are about more than the 

institutional shape and process of territorial states. The production of scale, in other words, 

is not merely about either capitalist production, or even the governing institutions of 

capitalist society. Scale, in the recent critique of SaUie Marston (2000), is also a matter of 

social reproduction and consumption: "the reproduction of the social relations that maintain 

capitalism as well as the reproduction of the material bases upon which social life is premised 

(Katz and Monk 1993 paraphrased in Marston 2000). With its nearly exclusive focus on the 

relations of capitalist production, Marston argues, the literature on scale has largely ignored 

"questions of difference in human agents," neglecting how the production of scale might 

also be shaped by power relations outside the relations of capital and labor. She argues 

bluntiy that contemporary writing about scale "has failed to comprehend the real complexity 
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behind the social construction of scale and therefore teUs only part of a much more complex 

story" (p. 233). Although none of the scholars reviewed in preceding pages has expUcitiy 

denied the relevance of social reproduction or consumption, indeed some like Smith and 

Swyngedouw have offered oblique references to their importance, none have offered any 

serious analysis beyond the larger structural processes of capital, labor, and the state. 

In a "clash of the titans" view of contemporary capitalism, social processes outside 

capital/kbor/state relations have gotten trampled underfoot. Marston goes on to remind us 

that "the social reproduction of the bases of society involve no only the large-scale physical 

infrastructure of capitalism.. .but the small-scale social, physical cultural and emotional 

infrastructure of the household where labor power is reproduced on a daily basis" (p. 233). 

Globalization and the production of scale, perhaps influenced as much by social 

reproduction as capital/labor relations, may be premised upon fine-grain social structures in 

local places as much as the global infrastructure of production or national-territorial 

governance. This is a point whose centraUty cannot be imderestimated. It offers a window 

beyond the structurally confining world-view of Brenner to a richer understanding of the 

poUtics of scale\ This book hopes to step through that window. 

Conclusion 

Even the casual observer of places like Europe must be struck by the dramatic 

transformations in the pattern of political life, in the rescaling of the continent's economies, 

' Even as Brenner (2001) has responded to Marston, he shows a considerable tone deafness to her critique. 
He contests her claim that the household should be considered an important scale, fixating on the 
structural/morphological dimensions of her notion of scale. However, he completely misses her wider point 
that social processes other than capital/labor/state relations are important to the social production of scale 
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tertitoties, and identities. A common market has been created with a single currency. Armed 

frontier posts between European nations have been abandoned and new governing 

institutions created, both above and below the level of the traditional nation state. People 

have begun to experiment with a new mix of political allegiances, where the option of being 

simultaneously a European, a Spaniard, and a Valencian (in varying proportions) is open in 

ways previously unimaginable. These manifestations of economic globalization and political 

restructuring drive home some basic, yet profound, points. The map of Europe is not fixed, 

but is subject to continual revision. A host of forces — collectively termed globalization — are 

working to produce a new set of European spaces, to rescale the processes and patterns of 

everyday Ufe. This unfolding process is at once economic and political, woven both from the 

exigencies of capital accumulation and territorial governance. More, this process both 

remakes and is remade within the urban landscape. 

The emerging literature on scale helps us theorize aU of this in a more analytically 

rigorous way. By focusing on the way space and scale are socially produced, we are reminded 

of the mutability of both the political map and the urban landscape. Understanding why 

capitalism inherendy tends toward uneven development, swinging between global 

equalization (motion) and local differentiation (fixity), helps to place the dynamism of 

European geography in its political-economic context. Focusing on the importance of 

institutional and territorial configurations highlights the continued importance of the state as 

regulator of crisis-prone capitalism. Finally, seeing the role of local states in engineering 

spatial and 'scalar fixes' helps explain the hyper-competitive politics of urban 

under capitalism. The wider social dimensions and context of the politics of scale seem off of Brenner's 
radar screen entirely. 
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entrepreneurialism. In sum, this theory provides a very structured way to approach the 

transformation of Europe, and the emergence of autonomous regions like the Comunitat 

Valenciana, as a complex and intriguing politics of scale. Any analysis of regional politics in 

Valencia would suffer without it. 

What I win show in the remainder of this dissertation, however, are the ways in 

which this theory falls short as a comprehensive account of the political transformation of 

Europe and the reconstruction of regions like the Comunitat Valenciana. In the next chapter 

I wiU show how the idea of scale is useful to explain politics in Spain, where scale and 

territory have long been subject to dispute, but only if expanded to consider the contests 

over identity and cviltural difference. Globali2ation and reterritoriaHzation may be producing 

a 'Europe of the Regions,' but this kind of centrifugal transformation is nothing new to a 

Spain long fractured by linguistic and cultural plurality. Before articulating a more culturally 

sensitive approach to the politics of scale, which I outline near the end of this dissertation, it 

might be worthwhile first to dwell in the empirical complexities of Spanish history and 

contemporary Valencia. 

To descend from the abstract to the concrete, Marx has argued, is the first step in 

theory building. Only having done that can we hope to return the other direction, using what 

the empirical complexity of the world to reconstruct our abstract theoretical imderstandings. 

Having dwelled in the clouds of abstraction so characteristic of the literature on scale, it's 

time to reach for the ground. The fertile landscape of the Valencian Horta is perhaps not a 

bad place to start. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

Two Millennia of an Ibedan Politics of Scale 

Introduction 

Much of what can be called politics is Europe is framed around regional or national 

questions, which are simultaneously scalar and cultural. Amidst European poHtical-economic 

restructuring, the scale politics of ethnic regionaHsm has seen a clear resurgence. This 

reassertion of regionaUst claims may be a reaction to globalization and European integration, 

but we ought not to see regionaUsm as mere resistance, a last reactionary gasp of 

anachronistic localism, a nostalgic call to folklore and tradition. Instead, regionalism and/or 

regional nationalism are the very weft and weave of political life across much of Europe. 

This is perhaps most dramatically the case in Spain, with its well-known nationalist 

and/or separatist movements in Catalunya, Galicia, or the Basque Country. But regional 

nationalism — reflected in nationalist parties and hegemonic political discourses of regional 

difference and territorial struggle - is also a prominent in Valencia, the Balearic Islands, 

portions of Aragon, or Navarre. Even in regions where there is no overt from of 

nationalism, like Andalucia, there is nonetheless a very strong from of regional identity 

politics that colors electoral poUtics and governmental decision-making. In Spain, as 

elsewhere, regionaUsm is a discursive framework used to interpret traditional questions of 

cultural particularity (cultural symbols and minority language instruction are two examples), 

but also the planning and economic development processes that drive European 

restructuring on the ground. To understand their contemporary implications, we need to 

understand their historical roots, for the politics of scale are hardly new in Spain. 
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In Valencia, aU this is most evident on the ninth day of every October, when the 

city's streets bvirst with the complex ambiguities of regionaUst politics. The nou d'octubre is the 

Comunitat Valenciana's 'national' day, the anniversary of the city's reconquest in 1238 AD, 

when the Catalan King Jaume I marched through Valencia's gates to proclaim the 

sovereignty of Christiandom over these fertile Mediterranean lands. The city, relinquished by 

Muslims after more than four centuries, was absorbed into the federated Crown of Aragon 

and became the capital of the new and autonomous Regne de Valencia or Kingdom of 

Valencia. Centuries later, this anniversary is marked as the birth of Valencian nationhood. 

On the nou d'octubre the Spaniards of Valencia celebrate — with parades and fireworks and 

paellas — their regional, indeed national, heritage. On this day more than any other, the people 

of the region proclaim themselves to be Valenician first and Spanish second (if that). "Som un 

pohle, una nacio"("We are one people, one nation") is a common refrain. The nation they 

refer to is not Spain (figure 3.1). But the regionalism they express, if it draws from symbolic 

events from centuries ago, is not static or bound by tradition. Regionalism as modem 

political movement is less than 150 years old, and some of its key ideological tenets only date 

back a few decades. In a manner that can be difficult to grasp or theorize, regionalism is 

ancient yet new, deeply tooted in historical events yet shaped by contemporary context. 

In this chapter I wovild like to trace the broad outlines of a regional histotY of Spain. 

Territorial rescaling and ethnic regionalism are inseparable within Spanish history, and 

particularly the recent refiguring of the nation-state as a State of the Nations, in ways that 

presage the wider regionalization of Europe today. And if we understand cultural politics Uke 

regionalism to be central to the drawing and redrawing of the European political map and 

economic map we may see the volatile history of Spanish expansionism and isolation as a 
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Figure 3.1: Valencian nationalists take to the street. In the evening of the Valencian national 
day the nou d'octuhre, after the officially-sanctioned and more sedate ceremonies have ended, 
the wider spectrum of Valencian regionaHsts march through the city. Here, a pan-Catalanist 
youth group parades behind a banner that reads "Goodbye Spain." Photo by David 
Prytherch. 
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particularly intriguing window on the ever-changing place of European regions and regional 

politics in a dynamic world-system. By exploring the way emerging regions like the 

Comunitat Valenciana are forged through the politics (often cultural) of regional difference, 

rooted at once in deep European history and the dynamic European present, I seek to frame 

a scalar history interpreted through (and in reaction to) the emerging theories of scale 

elaborated in the last chapter. Put simply, I ask: In what ways might Spanish regional history be 

interpreted as a matter of scale, and regional nationalism understood as particularly culturalpolitics of scale? 

Telling such a story has both empirical and theoretical value. At a basic level, this is 

an important matter of placing Valencian politics and planning in their geographical and 

historical context, and understanding how the foundations of European regionalism can be 

traced beyond the contemporary era of European integration and globalization. But a focus 

on Spanish regionalism, historical and contemporary, also offers something important to 

theory building. For if scales (Uke the European region) are at once the site, object, and 

resolution of social contest, as Neil Smith (1993) argues, we ought to understand better what 

people like Valencian regionalists are fighting for and why, and how their struggles are given 

meaning by historical circumstances and discursive frameworks not entirely of their 

choosing. If we consider regionalism, historical and contemporary, as a kind of cultural 

politics of scale, how might we think differendy about scale itself? How might this move 

help us rethink both European history and our notions of scalar politics? 

While the rescaUng or regionaUzation of today's Europe may be driven by the 

changing nature of the global economy, expressed recendy through the rescaling of 

governance and reregulation of the economy, this is just part of the story. The contemporary 

processes of reterritoriaMzation, like the political debates and cultural landscape through 
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which they must necessarily unfold, not only stretch back millennia but are also rooted in 

arcane debates about national origin and cultural difference. Nor is globalization merely a 

matter of global forces trampling 'pre-existing' local 'cultures' or landscapes. The politics of 

scale are negotiated in and through such landscapes and territorial frameworks, which 

themselves were forged in earlier ages and dominant political economies, putting the 

distinctive stamp of locality on the homogenizing processes of global transformation. 

Reterritorialization is a process constituted through social struggle in historically and 

geographically places, as wider (even global) forces of 'top-down' change are interpreted in 

particular ways in particiilar places. Spain, long fraught by territorial struggles and today 

noted for its regionaUst politics, shows that perhaps better than anywhere else in Exirope. 

Producing Scale by Imagining National Community 

To begin to grasp the cultural complexity of scalar politics, one need look no farther 

than the motivating idea behind territorial politics in recent centuries: the nation. Thus no 

proper history of Eviropean territorial politics in Europe (and regionalism in particular) can 

be undertaken without first grappling with the notions of nation and nationalism, and the 

rich theoretical literature concerning them. Despite the prevalence of the bland term 

'governance' in writings on scale, any cursory analysis of European history shows that scalar 

struggles are about the processes of forging not only territorial frameworks and states but 

also the geographic community signified by nationhood. The social production of scale, 

though its conceptual power rests in large part in its self-conscious neutrahty and 

abstraction, is very often inseparable from the passionate and highly symbolic politics of 
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nationalism. It is for this reason I would like to explore the nature of regional nationalism, a 

most characteristic form of what I call the cultural politics of scale. 

Akin to recent debates about space and scale, historians and others have forcefully 

argued that nations are socially constructed and cannot be defined a priori. Erik Hobsbawm 

(1990), for example, suggests objective criteria for nationhood (shared language or ethnicity, 

common history or territory, etc.) cannot be proven. Instead, he suggests that "it is more 

profitable to begin with the concept of the 'the nation' (i.e. with 'nationalism') than with the 

reaUty it represents" (p. 9). We might define nationalism, as he does, as that politics based on 

the principle of congruency between the political and national xmit. Nations are socially 

constructed in that "nations do not make states and nationalisms but the other way around," 

both from above (governments and state ideology) and below (the hopes of ordinary people) 

(pp. 10-12). Even if we reject (as I do) Hobsbawm's claim that the 'nation' is an idea related 

exclusively to the nation state, his ideas can be applied profitably to place-based politics at 

multiple scales^ 

Likewise, Benedict Anderson (1983) has argued that "nationality...nation-ness, as 

well as nationalism, are cultural artifacts of a particular kind," understood best by tracing 

their historical origins and changing meanings over time. He suggests that only in this way 

can we begin to understand how nationalisms today command such "profound emotional 

legitimacy" (p. 13-14). Anderson's signature contribution has been to call the nation an 

"imagined political community" (p. 15). By focusing on the nation as imagined, and 

nationalism at the process of imagining, he avoids the tricky business of distinguishing 'real' 
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nations from other political configurations, akin what Don Mitchell has argued for the study 

of culture. He argues compeUingly that communities at all scales (from primordial village on 

up) are imagined; "commvinities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but 

by the style in which they are imagined" (p. 15). Following Anderson, we might look for a 

few common traits in nationalist discourse. First, the nation is often imagined as limited (p. 

16). Second, the nation is considered sovereign. Last, it is imagined as a community or "deep, 

hori2ontal comradeship" (p. 16)^. 

If the scale of the nation has no a priori existence but is imagined, nationalists are 

keen to obscure this fact. An important task in the forging and maintenance of the nation, 

therefore, is making the nation seem historically naturalized. This implies what Hobsbawm 

and Terence Ranger (1983) call the ideological process of "inventing tradition." Hobsbawm 

(1983) concludes that there are three overlapping types of invented tradition: those 

symboUzing social cohesion or membership in communities, those establishing or 

legitimizing institutions of authority, and those which socialize or inculcate value systems 

and conventions of behavior (p. 9). The imagining of community is often effected through 

the invention of community traditions. Although the modem nations are relatively new, 

claims are made for them on bases that are "opposite of novel, namely rooted in the 

remotest antiquity, and the opposite of constructed, namely human communities so 'natural' 

as to require no definition other than self-assertion" (p. 14). 

' I might also take issue with Hobsbawn's (1990, p. 12) claim that "no serious historian of nations and 
nationalism can be a committed political nationalist," since "nationalism requires too much belief in what is 
patently not so." All national histories draw upon and construct the idea of the nation. 

What gives these imaginings such emotional power? Anderson claims that at least the beginnings of an 
answer lie in the "cultural roots of nationalism" (p. 16). The modem nationalism first emerged not in 
alignment with political ideologies, but with the large cultural systems that preceded it, such "taken-for-
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These theories of the nation, sketched crudely here, have the potential to enrich our 

understanding of what's political about the politics of scale. More, the idea of the nation — 

and the ideas of national difference that circulate through nationalist discourse — provides an 

effective shorthand for what's cultural about the politics of scale. Although a more careful 

articulation between theories of scale and nationalism is needed, even a brief comparison 

suggests that territorial scales and nations are socially constructed in similar ways, and that a 

priori notions of scale and nation should be rejected for a focus on political process. More, 

there is an obvious commonality in the object of their analysis: political territory, the nation-

state, and how each is forged. Although Anderson and Hobsbawm's fixation upon the 

modem nation state is questionable, they help show us the role social imaginings (and not 

just major structural forces) play in the politics of scale, and how notions of cultural 

difference and scalar identity become entwined in the still powerful idea of the nation (or the 

region, for that matter). 

This brings up one final methodological point. If we consider scales Uke the nation 

(or region) to be an imagined community, imagined on the lines of cultural difference, this 

suggests we ought to study the process of imagining, the discourses of nation and nationalism 

and how ideas of national culture circulate within them. National historiography — the 

ulitmate scalar narrative — is a bloody battieground where different versions of the national 

or regional past jostle for dominance, and the dynamic contours of national culture — as an 

encompassing signifying system (WHliams 1981) — are contested and ultimately forged, if 

only for a time. Thus my own sketch of Spanish history and geography not only attempts to 

granted frames of reference" (p. 19), glued together through shared language. Without entering yet into an 
explicit discussion of culture we might still take note of this important argument. 
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construct a credible accovint of regionalism in Spain, interpreted through the conceptual 

vocabulary of scale, but also to hint at a 'meta-history' of Spanish regionalism, highlighting 

the ideological color of historical accounts. The history of nationalism, in the words of 

Jaiaristi (1997), is to be found in the tales nationalists tell. In order to understand the politics 

of scale, indeed the cultural politics of scale, it is important not only to have a deeper 

understanding of history, but also the scalar narratives that construct and seeks to interpret 

that history. In Spain, the politics of scale have raged for millennia. In telling that tale here, I 

hope not so much to objectively convey the flow of historical events but replicate the kind 

of historical hindsight from which nationalist conclusions are drawn, with aU their wide-

ranging consequences. 

Early Territorial Frameworks: Valencia as Mediterranean Periphery 

At the edge of a rugged peninstila, it is not surprising that inhabitants of the 

Mediterranean coastline have long looked to the sea for material sustenance, political 

alliance, and cultural iconography. The Iberian Peninsula forms the southwestern tip of 

Exarope, where tectonic uplift created mountainous topography and fragmented patterns of 

terrain, rainfall, vegetation, and ultimately human landscapes and territorial frameworks. 

While urbanized kingdom of the Tartessos took root in the semi-arid plains of the south, 

Celtic people settled the Cantabrian mountains and fished the Atlantic coast, and the 

ancestors of the Basques farmed and herded in the central Pyrenees^, the largest indigenous 

group to emerge in pre-Roman Spain was the Iberians on the Mediterranean coastline. The 
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Iberians, whose extensive trade with Greeks and Phoenicians helped support a vibrant urban 

society and dramatic cultural production, set the precedent for the Mediterranean coastline's 

strategic importance and the outward-looking stance. 

Valencia in the Orbit of Rome 

Although Iberian trade linked the Valencian coastline to the outside world, it is reaUy 

Roman expansionism that first integrated the Iberian Peninsula fuUy into a wider territorial 

scale — the economic, political, and cultural framework Braudel (1976a, 1976b) calls the 

Mediterranean "world-economy" — and gave later Valencian regionalists a historical point of 

origin for their capital city. Although the rugged terrain and political and cultural 

heterogeneity slowed Rome's conquest of the peninsula, drawing that process out over 200 

years, eventually roads were extended across Hispania, consolidating it administratively and 

linking it in ways material and symboUc to the wider Roman sphere of influence. Rome, the 

origuial globali2ing force, exerted a powerful and homogenizing influence on the Iberian 

Peninsula that was not limited to force of arms or economic hegemony. Cultural 

reterritorialization was also critically important, exemplified by widespread adoption of Latin 

as the Iberian lingua franca. Such a process, like globalization today, proceeded qviite unevenly 

however, as the peninsula's rough geography offered refuge for the local preservation of 

cultural difference, such as the persistent efforts by the mountainous Basque to resist 

cultural and linguistic assimilation (Payne, 1973a). The eastern coastline was of such strategic 

' So old are the Basque people that their genetic origins are not known and their language ('Euskera') has no 
European counterpart, shrouding national origin in the mists of history and thus providing Basque nationalism 
a romantic raison d'etre. 
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importance, as mediating point between the sea and the peninsular interior, that Rome made 

its integration into central to the wider, colonial endeavor (Sanchis Guarner 1999). 

Thus the city of Valencia, despite its humble origins as colonial outpost, was from 

the first both a reflection of and agent within wider processes of political and economic 

transformation. In 138 BC the Romans chose to site the new city of Valentia on the southern 

bank of the shallow and meandering Vdu Turia, on a small island between the main channel 

and an oxbow/meander two kilometers from the coastline. Though a suitable enough 

location for their forum and baths, housing and gardens, the site had its drawbacks. The 

lowland, coastal plain was neither easily fortified nor had a natural harbor for a port. The 

new city was located on a main road, but not at any major intersection. These geographical 

limitations, however, were offset by sheer agricultural potential. The city was situated at the 

core of an expansive and half-moon shaped coastal plain, backed by mountains and facing 

the sea. Although much of this crescent was wedand, the opportunity for agricxaltural 

development — with basic hydraulic engineering — must have been clear to Romans. 

Draining and canalizing nearby lands was Valencia's primary occupation during the long era 

of the Roman republic and then empire, as military veterans and other colonists pursued 

agricultural and urban development that might ensure the young city's secure position as 

center of an agricultural region and as a minor coastal entrepot. Even as the empire entered 

into its protracted decline, and a new period dawned with the Visigothic invasions of 584 

AD, the task of forging a city and its agricultural hinterland continued to occupy Valencia's 

inhabitants (Sanchis Guarner 1999). The city may have stood poised on verge of the wider 

yet volatile Mediterranean sphere, but its vocation as local market center provided an 

alternate, more inward-looking focus and source of economic stability. 
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A New Muslim World Order 

It was only a matter of a century, however, before Valencia would again be swept 

into the orbit of a wider territorial power, this time centered around the southern instead of 

northern Mediterranean. Visigothic (Christian) control of Spain, always fragmentary and 

plagued by internal disputes, fell easily before the dramatic expansion of Islam around 700 

AD. Not only did the armies of Muslims easily exploit civil wars among the Visigoths, but 

many in the general population readily converted to Islam"*. Invading Arabs and Berbers 

qmckly put down roots in Hispania's urban areas (Payne 1973a). In 718 AD Valencia 

surrendered peacefully to the conquerors fcom the South, as so many other cities did in that 

period of vertiginous Muslim expansion (Sanchis Guamer 1999). Earlier forms of 

regionalism and localism persisted, however, as the Muslims struggled to digest their 

territorial conquests. Even as Muslims ultimately achieved unified control of the peninsula in 

755 AD, reorienting its cities toward a political and economic sphere centered on North 

Africa and the Middle East instead of Evirope, Basques and other Christian inhabitants of 

northern mountains resisted the MusUms as they had the Romans (Carr 1980). 

Valencia found itself repositioned amidst radically reoriented scales of economic, 

political, and cultural Ufe (and not for the first or last time). As the new Muslim kingdom of 

'Al-Andalus' grew in strength and sophistication (Payne 1993a; Sanchis Guamer 1999), 

Valencia once again emerged with an outward-looking orientation. The continuing process 

of draining the city's hinterlands and constructing an elaborate system of gravity-fed 

irrigation was giving rise to an agricultural landscape of incomparable productivity, the so-

* Religious tolerance of Muslims permitted the continued practice of Christianity by so-called 'mozarabes.' 
These mozarabes would later be cited as the unbroken link between medieval Valencia and the Romans. 
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called Horta de Valencia. The Muslims expanded upon the irrigation system of the Romans, 

as the immigration of Egyptian and Syrian setders brought the application of extensive 

knowledge about making deserts bloom. These new Valencians introduced new crops to the 

region that would long endure as emblems of its distinctive character and wealth. They 

planted orange trees for the first time on Iberian soils and introduced rice to Valencia's many 

marshlands. Fueled by such developments, and emerging as a regional power center in the 

Muslim world, the city's population grew to nearly 15,000 people, larger than any other city 

in eastern Al-Andalus (or much of Europe) at that time (Sanchis Guarner 1999). 

V t̂erntoTialif(ing the Vensinsula for Christian Europe 

Long at the periphery of Mediterranean territorial scales centered elsewhere, whether 

Roman or Muslim, the Iberian Peninsula was to beginning to emerge by 1000 AD as a 

European territorial framework unto itself, one with an growing center of poHtical-economic 

gravity. This dramatic rescaling of the peninsula, undertaken through the long struggle of the 

reconquista or reconquest, is of central importance in Spanish history. More, the wresting of 

territorial control from the Muslims by European Christians has taken a hallowed place in 

the nationalist historiography, whether Spanish or Valencian. This process, however, was 

hardly monoUthic. Bom in the shadow of Muslim Spain, the mountain kingdoms of 

Asturias-Leon, Aragon, and Catalunya emerged with distinct political and religious 

institutions (Payne 1973a). They may have collaborated in the reconquista, but this dramatic 

process of rescaling imfolded so slowly and unevenly (temporally, spatially, and culturally) 

and with so many internal tensions among these kingdoms, that in the 'unification' of Spain 

were sown the seeds for marked regional differences (figure 3.2 and 3.3). 
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Figure 3.2 and 3.3. The Iberian Peninsula during the Reconquest, 1050 to 1120 A.D. From 
the mountains of the north emerged the Christian kingdoms that would reconquer the 
pensinsula from Muslims. In the process were established the borders — political and 
linguistic — among medieval kingdoms that would later provide the territorial basis for a 
regionali2ed Spain. Maps adapted from Vicens Vives (1973). 
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The development of perhaps greatest historical import from this period was the 

emergence of the Kingdom of Castile, which relentlessly pursued the centralization of the 

peninsula and later the creation of an aggressive, far-flung empire. Seeking to defend itself 

from Muslim attacks via the Ebro valley, the Asturian monarchy established a series of 

fortified towns and castles. This rugged "land of casdes," castella in Latin, qmckly developed 

its own territory and a reputation for frontier militancy and self-reliance. The region's 

remoteness also fostered the development of a new and unique dialect of Latin. By the 

eleventh century, the crowns of Castile and Leon had been joined and the reconquista taken 

up in earnest. In concert with the church and crusading orders, they put increasing pressure 

on the slowly disintegrating Musbm South between 1000 and 1492 AD. The social and 

economic landscape of Muslim cities and intensive irrigated agriculture was forcefuUy 

supplanted by a semi-feudal system, dominated by large landholdings and characterized by 

cattle and sheep herding. The development of cities and urbanized culture was slow and 

there was no bourgeoisie, but the Castilian model fostered easy repopvilation of lands 

conquered from Muslims (Payne 1973a). The new language of Castilian Spanish emerged 

from this complex cultural mix that was the reconquista. Romance vernacular, Arabic, and 

Hebrew all contributed to the formation of a new lingua franca, and one Europe's first 

vernacular languages to be used for official governmental purposes (Payne p. 79). 

As the increasingly militant monarchy of Castile-Leon pressed southwards, however, 

another axis of economic and political growth was emerging to its east. The kingdoms of 

Aragon and the Catalan principalities centered on Barcelona would come to be allied as the 

Crown of Aragon, later going on not only to conquer peninsxilar lands from the Muslims but 

also develop a maritime empire spanning the western Mediterranean. In the process, the 
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eastern peninsula (we wiU leave Portugal out of our analysis here) became divided between 

two power centers and territorial frameworks, as the Mediterranean emerged with a distinct 

politics, economics, and culture than that of the peninsular interior. 

Along the eastern Pyrenees, brief Muslim domination had been brought to an early 

end by the military pressure of Carohngian forces, opening a historical window into which 

Catalunya and Aragon stepped. The latter centuries of the first millennium saw the slow 

consolidation of an identifiable Catalan culture and language, deeply imprinted with Franco-

Roman religious rite and language, cementing the trans-Pyrenean character of the region 

even after the collapse of the Carolingian dynasty in 888 AD (Payne 1973a). Previously 

established patterns of political control also continued, based on the local sovereignty of 

counts and not a centralized monarchy. This system, historian Jaime Vicens Vives (1970) 

suggests, accustomed the region's leaders to the idea of multiple sovereignties within the 

Catalan territory. In the austere lands to the west, Aragon also emerged as a product of 

Carolingian efforts to push the Muslims back from the Pyrenees. This independent crown, 

however, differed geographically from the more fertile lands of Catalunya and its maritime 

culture, and it developed a more feudal structure and a strong and vocal aristocracy, whose 

CastiUan-Aragonese dialect evolved separately from neighboring kingdoms. 

In what Payne (1973a, p. 92) calls "political masterstroke of the Hispanic middle 

ages," the Principality of Catalunya and the Kingdom of Aragon were joined in 1137 by 

marriage into the new Crown of Aragon, holding the expansionist forces of CastUe at bay. In 

a mutuaUy-advantageous system the two realms remained legally distinct, but federated 

under one common dynasty ruled by Ramon Berenguer IV, the modestiy titled Count of 

Barcelona and 'Prince' of Aragon. The political plviraUsm of Catalunya was extended to the 
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new federation, which proved useful in later sorting out its later Mediterranean conquests 

(Vicens Vives 1970). More, a contrast emerged between the centrifugal character of the 

federated Crown of Aragon and the strong monarchy and centripetal tendencies of Castile. 

As Vicens Vives notes, "here were two different concepts of how to organize the peninsula 

which, in the course of succeeding centuries, would be forced into confrontation" (1970 p. 

53). In this confrontation, as it unfolded over the slow reconquest of the peninsiUa from 

Muslim control, can be seen many of the roots for the politics of scale in Spain today, and 

which are embodied within the complex tensions internal to Valencian regionalism. 

Briefly at the Core: Valencia in the Age of Catalan Hegemony 

The noted philologist Joan Fuster, Kke so many other Valencians, dates the birth — 

territorial and cultural — of the Pa/s Valencia to that October day in 1238 when Jaume I "the 

Conqueror," the ruler of the Crown of Aragon, marched into the city of Valencia, ending 

almost five centuries of Muslim hegemony. "Certainly there had already been Valencians 

before the arrival of Jaume I.. .Iberians, Romans, Goths, and Saracens," Fuster 

acknowledges, "but the fact is that between them and us there is an absolute, or almost 

absolute, break in continuity...'others' and therein we see our act of birth" (Fuster 1998 p. 

29). Conquered as part of the ambitious expansion of Catalan hegemony over the Western 

Mediterranean, Valencia's 'birth' coincided with its brief moment at the core, rather than the 

periphery, of the dominant territorial framework of the age. It was a heady time, and one 

many Valencians recall with a mix of wistful awe. 

If the modern Valencian region was defined by that moment, it is also defined by 

that era's geopolitical complexities and tensions ~ economic, political, and cviltural — in 
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deeply embedded and contradictory ways. At one level, reconquest of the Mediterranean 

coast by the Crown of Aragon was part of its wider power struggles with Castile to control 

the fate — military, political, economic, linguistic — of the peninsula. At a finer grain, within 

reconquest and repopulation manifested internal tensions within the Crown of Aragon, 

itself, between Catalans traders and farmers who setded the coastal cities and an Aragonese 

aristocracy (and its peasantry) of the region's interior (Sanchis Guarner 1999). Yet again, 

Valencia stood poised between two economic, political, and cultural scales — the peninsular 

interior and the Mediterranean exterior — and internali2ed the tensions between them in its 

own local, hviman geography. For all of these reasons, that have had durable impact on 

Valencian life, it is worth dwelling a moment in the events of nearly eight centuries ago. 

The Ascendant Catalan Order 

The roots of Valencian political institutions and autonomy can be traced to the 

shrewd politics of Jaume I and the peculiar character of the Crown of Aragon. Jaume I had 

the foresight to establish this new Kingdom of Valencia with the same autonomy that 

characterized the Crown of Aragon, absorbing these fertile lands not into a centralized 

kingdom but a federation. For Jaume I, a Catalan, this served to protect the new Kingdom 

from control by that "domineering caste" of the Aragonese (Payne 1973a, p. 99) by not only 

encouraging repopulation by Catalans (knights, seafaring merchants, and farmers), but also 

granting to the city a municipal form of government by ciutans honrats ("honored citizens"). 

The autonomy of the Regne de Valencia was reflected in its own quasi-representative 

institution of the Corts, which evolved into a larger delegation to the Crown of Aragon called 

the Generalitat (reflecting the eternal task of raising general tribute for the Crown). Regional 
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autonomy was codified by jurisdictional rights — furs in Catalan or fueros in Castilian ~ that 

formalized the Ciutat i Re^/ie de Valencia or "City and Kingdom of Valencia" as a city-state 

(though with a considerable territorial hinterland) with its own quasi-representative 

parliament (the Corts), a delegation to the Crown (or Generalitat), currency, and system of 

measures (Sanchis Guamer 1999). Despite tensions between the Catalans and Aragonese, 

Valencia was unified vinder the Catalan flag and the Catalan language dominated 

government, trade, and literature (Guia 1988). 

The founding of the City and Kingdom of Valencia was part of the meteoric (if 

briefly Hved) rise of Catalan-Aragonese power in the western Mediterranean, in a time when 

the Mediterranean truly "belonged to its towns," as Fernand Braudel suggests (1976b, p. 

657). The forging of Valencia's political autonomy coincided with an apex of a Catalan 

power, a semi-mythical 'golden age' of Catalan hegemony in which cultural expression in the 

Catalan language and Catalan integration with and command over the Mediterranean 

economy were both at their height. Perhaps not svirprisingly, this era continues to provide 

inspiration for Valencian nationalists and European integrationists aUke. In 1229 Jaume I 

conquered the Balearic Islands, and today's city of Pakna de Mallorca became a trading 

emporium of the first order, strategically located as it was on shipping routes between the 

Iberian and Italian peninsulas (Vicens Vives 1970; Braudel 1976a). In 1282, the Crown used 

it emerging naval prowess to force the capitulation of Sicily. Within only a few decades 

Corsica and Sardinia were also conquered, consolidating a network of trading routes with 

access to southern France and Italy, where Catalan woolen-textiles and other goods could be 

sold to burgeoning markets (Vicens Vives 1970). The Crown of Aragon of the late thirteenth 

and fourteenth centuries, according to Payne (1973a, p. 112) had the "most clearly defined. 
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conscious, and carefully planned imperial strategy of any power in western Europe," 

comparable in its meteoric rise to Venice and surpassing Castile's expansion in "scope and 

intricacy of accomplishment." 

In this new political and economic order, Valencia flourished. In 1483, a census 

showed Valencia to have nearly 75,000 residents, making it the second largest city on the 

Iberian Peninsula and one of the largest in Western Europe at the time (Sanchis Guarner 

1999). To its productive agricultural economy, based of the fertility of L'Horta and rice 

grown in the nearby lagoon of the Albufera, Valencians added a potent import-export 

business, as Valencian merchants brokered the profitable trade between the Italian cities and 

Portugal, thus serving a strategic role in trade linking Europe's two major world-systems: the 

Mediterranean and the Atlantic (Braudel 1984). Imported and re-exported from Italy were 

luxury goods such as velvet, satin, and dyes, as well as the silks and spices of the East. To the 

flow of goods from the North, such as wool and other coarse fabric, the city and region of 

Valencia added its export stream derived from local production as well as trade with the 

peninsular interior: dried fruits, silk, fabrics, leather, furniture, and ceramics, among others. 

This age of mercantile power, centered upon the scale of maritime city-state and its 

merchant class, embedded within broader circuits of capital and people and ideas, put an 

indelible stamp on Valencia's territorial and social structure. Not only did commerce fuel the 

growth of the medieval city and its agricultural surroundings, but it provided the surpluses 

that ultimately took shape as city's most important buildings: the official seat of the 

kingdom's administration (the Palau de la Gmeralitat) and the city's silk exchange (the Uotja, 

representing the apex of Gothic civic architecture). Local artisans and the bourgeoisie 

flourished, by the end of the fifteenth century the Universitat de Valencia was founded. At the 
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same moment, Catalan literature achieved an apex in the writing of Valencian poet Ausias 

March (Sanchis Guarner 1999). The Kingdom of Valencia thrived under its political 

autonomy and centrality within the Catalan trading empire, while the city of Valencia came 

to be defined by the agricultural bounty of L'Horta and its potent port, the region's vital link 

to the wider Mediterranean. For perhaps the first and only time, Valencia was not so much 

posed at the intersection of political and economic systems (the peninsular versus 

Mediterranean, for example) but was at the very center of one: the Catalan maritime empire 

whose hegemony marked Mediterranean Ufe in the fifteenth century. 

Valencia and the Emerging Scale of Spain 

Even as Valencia, and the Crown of Aragon more generally, enjoyed the role of 

dominant political economy unto itself, the era of the autonomous city-state was already 

coming to an end, doomed by the changing nature of European governance, territory, trade, 

and war. The "precarious and narrow-based" city-state, according to Braudel (1976b, p. 657), 

"stood revealed inadeqiaate to perform the political and financial tasks now facing it." 

Instead, political and economic power in Europe was increasingly rescaled upwards from the 

city-state to the territorial states, or even to what Braudel calls "monster states" like Spain 

under the Catholic Kings, which capable of supporting the considerable costs of the navies 

upon which global power would soon come to be premised. Amidst this process of 

reterritorialization, Valencia could hardly resist being drawn inexorably into the orbit of an 

emerging Spain. 

In 1469 the Iberian Peninsula was politically unified for the first time in centuries 

when the marriage of Fernando of Aragon and Isabel of Castile united the Crowns of 
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Aragon and Castile. In the beginning, the marriage united merely the CastiHan and 

Aragonese monarchies; no attempt to fuse the kingdoms constitutionally or impose absolute 

rule was made. Valencia, like the other lands within the Crown of Aragon, remained 

autonomous. The writing was on the wall, however. Even Catalans had begun to call 

Fernando the rei d'Espanja or "King of Spain" and the slow forging of a unitary nation-state 

called Spain had begun (Payne 1973a). 

Within this process, the influence of Valencia and the other Catalan kingdoms soon 

began to fade, for reasons both political and economic. By the end of the fifteenth century, 

Castile had a population seven times greater than aU the Crown of Aragon. And though 

Aragon contributed a vast Mediterranean empire to the unified crown, which by that time 

also included Naples and dependencies on the eastern Adriatic coast, the Catalan-speaking 

lands were in economic and social disarray. In Catalunya, plagues and natural disasters, 

combined with unending class strife, had crippled Barcelona's economy. Although Valencia 

had capitalized on these problems to gain competitive edge, its own drawn out conflict of 

the "War of the Germanias" ravaged the social landscape and marked the painful transition 

from the late middle ages to the new world of the sixteenth century (Payne 1973a). 

The year 1492 marked the beginning of imperial expansion in the Americas and a 

period of unparalleled prosperity for the new 'Spanish' crown, but this enrichment was not 

shared with the economies of Valencia and Catalunya. More, the Inquisition increasingly 

targeted Valencia's many Muslims, leading Spanish king Felipe III to order the expulsion of 

the Moors in 1609. Though many Valencians desirous of a more ethnically homogenous 

nation supported the move (Sanchis Guamer 1999), the results were disastrous for a regional 

economy dependent on the Muslim labor force, especially in the labor-intensive agricxaltural 
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sector. The expulsion reduced the population of the region by 30% over a two-year period, 

from 450,000 at the beginning of the seventeenth century to less than 280,000 (Sanchis 

Guarner 1999). The damages to the social and economic fabric of the region were only 

exacerbated by the exclusion of Catalan and Valencian merchants from the growing trade 

with the Indies. Under the united monarchy, Castile not only maintained legal jurisdiction 

over the American empire but also jealously guarded the commercial advantage of Seville as 

the primary port of colonial trade. Valencia, reeling after the expulsion of the Morisco labor 

force, soon relinquished the role as the Peninsula's banking center to Seville. The golden age 

of Valencia's medieval economy was over (Payne 1973a). 

Not only was Castile exerting its economic force over the weakened Catalan regions, 

but a process of linguistic transformation also got underway. Catalan, long the language of 

both Valencian literature and everyday speech (except for some areas in the mountainous 

interior), began to be challenged by the language of empire: CastQian. At first this was largely 

a matter of class. The nobility, having defeated the bourgeoisie and lower classes in the War 

of the Germanias, were in control of the city and had adopted Castilian as a language of 

culture and exclusivity. As the patrons of local literature and academic endeavor, however, 

their rejection of Catalan reverberated throughout Valencian society. Instruction at the 

Universitat de Valencia, founded in 1502, was offered in Castilian by the seventeenth 

century. Valencian writers were translating their works into CastiHan in hopes of reaching 

audiences beyond the region, and apologizing for the lack of mastery in this new tongue. In 

an increasingly consolidated Spain, CastiUan-speaking bureaucrats and church officials 

flooded into Valencia. The language of everyday speech remained Catalan, but the urban 

upper classes had begun to adopt a new idiom and Valencia was increasingly a bilingual city 
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(Fuster 1999). The unity of the Kingdom of Valencia, always fragile, was increasingly 

threatened both from without and within, as the processes of wider peninsular integration or 

rescaUng began to remake the structure of Valencian society and cultural landscape. 

On the Peninsular Periphery: Valencia and the Consolidation of Spain 

^scaling bj Force of Arms 
The autonomy of the Kingdom of Valencia was finally dealt a political deathblow in 

the early eighteenth century, as the region was forcibly folded into the Spanish nation state. 

In 1700 the Spanish king Carlos II died with no clear heir but designated FeUpe Borbon, 

grandson of Louis XIV, as his successor. This move aroused fierce resistance from other 

European powers fearful of Bourbon hegemony on the continent. In response, the Austrian 

emperor Leopold proclaimed his son Archduke Carlos III of Austria the king of Spain in 

1704. Thus began the "War of Succession," a clash of Europe's imperial titans in which 

Valencia and Catalunya fatefiaUy took the wrong side. 

Valencia and the rest of the former Crown of Aragon supported the pretender to the 

throne, Carlos III, and the Austrian model of decentralized and parliamentary imperialism he 

represented, against the centralized absolutism of the Borbons and their aristocratic 

supporters. It was a bad move. In the words of historian Vicens Vives "The Catalans were 

fighting against the current of history and the price for this is usually very high" (1970, p. 

111). On the 25**^ of April 1707, the French and CastUian forces trivimphed at the batde of 

Almansa, a day still marked with bitterness by Valencian nationalists. By the eighth of May, 

political elites in Valencia handed over the city to the Borbons. Continued resistance in the 

southern Valencian city of Xativa was crushed, the city set aflame and renamed "San Felipe." 
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By the 29*^ of June, King Felipe V of Spain officially abolished the Valencian autonomous 

rights (Sanchis Guamer 1999). With the furs the use of Catalan as official language of 

government, its last redoubt of 'official' use in the Valencia (Fuster 1998). In the days after 

the war, Felipe V imprisoned a municipal delegation traveling to Madrid to seek restoration 

of the fiirs and replaced Valencian municipal government by ciutatans honratsvn^ Madrid-

appointed aristocrats. He ordered the conversion of a municipal armory at the city's edge 

into a fortified ciutatdella whose 16 canons were turned threateningly on the city center, a 

modest version of a similar structure built to discipline Barcelona (Sanchis Gaurner 1999). 

By force of arms, Regne de Valencia as a distinct scale of poHtics, economics, or 

culture was suppressed by Felipe V in the name of the Spanish nation state (figure 3.4 and 

figure 3.5), which was only officially consolidated with the Constitution of 1715 that 

formally merged the Kindgoms of Castile and Aragon. Not surprisingly, this reorientation of 

Valencian political and economic life toward Madrid, and the loss of the furs, became a 

source of a durable resentment for Valencians. The top-down territorialization of the 

Spanish state would, only a century later, provide impetus for a regional nationalist politics 

of scale. 

Political Integration versus Uneven Industrialit̂ ation 

Valencia's integration into the emerging Spanish nation-state, whatever its political 

connotations, did bring the region prosperity and social reinvigoration. Population losses of 

the seventeenth century were recovered and by 1794 the Regne de Valencia had 934, 724 

inhabitants, distributed mosdy in its densely populated and intensively cultivated farmlands. 

In 1776, a group of local boosters within the aristocracy and bourgeoisie formed La Socieded 
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Figure 3.4 and 3.5. Forging Spain from the Peninsula's medieval kingdoms. In the fifteenth 
century, the Kingdom of Valencia — as part of the powerful Crown of Aragon — retained 
distinct and largely autonomous from the emerging power of Madrid. After the War of 
Succession, however, the territorial scale of the medieval kingdom was erased in favor of a 
unified Spain. Map adapted from Vicens Vives (1973). 
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de los Amigos del Pais de Valencia ("The Society of Friends of the Valencian Country") to 

promote Valencia's vigorous silk industry, the modernization of the region's vast irrigation 

system, the continued draining of the swiLrajpj Albufera for rice cultivation. Recognizing that 

expanded local production needed external markets, these eighteenth century urban 

entrepreneurs sought to expand the city's small port. By 1792 ambitious improvements to its 

sea walls and quays were underway. Madrid matched these efforts with a new system of royal 

roads to better connect Valencia to Madrid and Barcelona. By the late 1700s, the city's key 

position as coastal entrepot and its new infrastructure of economic integration helped make 

the region Spain's most prosperous (Sanchis Guarner 1999). 

The economic and political integration of restive regions like Valencia with Madrid, 

however, was increasingly counterbalanced by the uneven processes of economic 

development, as the tentative emergence of industrial capitalism transformed Spain's 

political and geographical periphery into its economic center. In Barcelona, a strong textile 

industry was gaining steam thanks to strong trade with the Americas, the importation of 

English machinery, and strong trade protectionism. To the northwest, the Pais Vasco was 

also becoming a center of peninsular industry based upon shipbuilding and iron production. 

Its mines, unlike the largely foreign concerns elsewhere in Spain, remained in the hands of 

domestic capitalists. Economic growth at the periphery exacerbated existed social tensions 

within the peninsula. Payne (1973b) argues: 

The two contrasting social and economic Spains of modem times had begun 
to take clear shape: on the one hand a fairly prosperous, commercially 
expanding proto-industrial north center and northeast, with a stable 
peasantry; on the other, an almost exclusively rural center and south, lacking 
industry, its commerce limited almost exclusively to an archaic colonial trade, 
its peasantry poor, backward, in large proportion landless.. .(p. 388) 
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Nineteenth century Valencia, neither industrialized at the level of Catalunya or the Pais 

Vasco, nor merely rural and quasi-feudal like much of the rest of Spain, once again found 

itself perched uncomfortably between competing scales of production, trade, politics, and 

cultural expression. 

The emerging economic and political disequilibrium on the peninsula matched 

deepening crisis throughout the empire. The peak of Spanish imperialism, already having 

largely passed, was definitively over by the end of the eighteenth century. By 1825, all that 

remained of the empire was Cuba, Puerto Rico, and a few island possessions in the Pacific. 

Eight decades later, Spain suffered humiliating defeat in the Spanish-American War (1898), 

losing its navy and incurring nearly 50,000 military deaths from warfare and disease. It was 

forced to cede the last of its imperial holdings in the Caribbean and Pacific. In addition to 

national humiliation, Spain and its regional economies lost a critical market. 60% of Catalan 

exports had been going to Cuba, and the loss of empire was a crushing blow (Payne 1973b). 

The real or perceived ineptitude of Madrid in managing a political and economic 

empire only fuelled the anger of regional elites in Catalunya and elsewhere. The matter of 

economic governance became increasingly contentious, as capitalists on the industrialized 

and productive periphery become ever more resentful of the policies and taxes originating 

from the stagnating center (Ben-Ami, 1991; Payne, 1991, Cuco 1999). Uneven patterns of 

industrial development, as well as the upheaval of industrialization itself, fostered a growing 

sense of regional difference, simultaneously articulated as cultural politics of scale. 
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Resurrecting the Region: Scale Politics in Modern Spain 

Regionalism and regional nationalist in Spain, as we currently recognize them, first 

emerged in the economic and political turmoil nineteenth century. Over the comse of the 

twentieth century the question of regional autonomy versus state centralization became an 

issue that practically tore the Spanish nation state apart. Tracing these developments is 

critical for understanding both the context for contemporaneous urban developments and 

the political grudges still nurtured by regionaUsts in places Hke Valencia. It is also 

fundamental for understanding how questions of economic development and cultural 

identity have become so deeply entwined in the Spanish region. 

From Renaixenfa to Political ̂ gionalistn 

In Valencia, as in Catalunya, the regionaUst politics of cultural difference first took 

explicit shape in the nineteenth century as a renaissance or renaixenfa of autochthonous prose 

and poetry, penned in the disappearing regional languages of Catalan/Valenciano, which 

romanticized medieval history and agrarian culture in wistful remembrance of lost autonomy 

(Fuster 1998; Cuco 1999). As the nineteenth century drew to a close, such literary and artistic 

renaixen9a gave rise to a more overtiy politicized regionalism. 

In the 1880s in Barcelona, local botirgeoisie formed a new organization called the 

Centre Catala to promote Catalan political as well as cultural interests. Only a decade later, a 

faction of the organization splintered to formed the region's first expHcitiy regionaUst party 

the Uiga de Catalunja, which didn't advocate separatism, but did call for greater local 

autonomy over civil, criminal, and economic affairs (Payne 1973b). In Valencia, a similar 

literary renaixen9a emerged, but was slower to translate into political activism. For one, the 
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early leaders of Valencian regionalism or vakncianisme were conservatives who extolled local 

particularity but with no intention of threatening the existing social/political order'. More, 

the local agrarian elite had a different economic agenda than protectionist Catalan and 

Basque industrialists. More fundamentally, longstanding dualisms in Valencian society 

between Catalan and Castilian speakers, between rural landowners and urban merchants, 

posed difficult questions to any unitary regionalism (Fuster 1999, Cuco 1999). Was the 

Valencian language a variant of Catalan or distinct? Was Valencia one of the so-called Pai'sos 

Catalans (or "Catalan Countries," also said by Catalanistes to include Catalunya, the Balearic 

Islands, and the French RosseUo), a fuUy Spanish region, or something different entirely? 

Though these questions proved difficult to resolve, and degree of pan-Catalan affinity 

became central to Valencian regionalist debates, the very fact of these debates marked an 

important reconsideration of Valencia's relationship to Madrid. 

Notwithstanding such difficulties, regionalism — indeed a regional nationalism — was 

becoming a prominent feature of Spanish politics by the early twentieth century. Nationalist 

political parties emerged not only in Catalunya (1892) but also the Pais Vasco (1894), where 

the Basque Nationalist Party (or PNV) advocated absolute separatism of the Basque 

provinces based on racial and linguistic difference. These parties soon sent representatives to 

the Spanish parliament (Carr 1980). In the wake of 1898, regionalist parties also emerged in 

Valencia (1904) and GaHcia (1906-1907). More, the Catalans briefly translated their political 

ideas into an effective territorial politics. In 1913, the Lliga de Catalunya managed to create a 

historic replica of the historic principality of Catalunya from its four Spanish provinces. Pre-

' In fact, even the revival of Valenciano by most reneixenga advocates was restricted to the poetic stanza; 
all other communications ~ newsletters, prose, and speeches ~ remained in Castilian (Fuster, 1999) 
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exsisting ptovincial powers were united within the Mancomunitat de Catalunja, for which the 

Catalans elected a president (Carr 1980, Guia 1988, Cuco 1999). The Mancomunitat never 

really achieved any measure of autonomy, but it demonstrated that regional nationalism 

could pose a counterweight to Madrid, and it showed that the scalar structure of Spanish 

governance was one tool for both expressing and shaping the regional political economy®. 

The Botched Centralism ofVrimo de Rivera 

As the forces for regional autonomy gathered in the early twentieth century, 

particvilarly on Spain's periphery, centralist forces in Madrid continually sought to 

counterbalance them, often with less than democratic means. These tensions were part of 

motivation behind the bloodless coup of the Army General Miguel Primo de Rivera in the 

Fall of 1923. Though Primo de Rivera received tacit support from protectionist-obsessed 

Catalan elites, who saw him as a savior from lower tariffs (Carr 1980), he was not long in 

calling regionalism the cover for "blind and perverse separatists" (quoted in Carr 1980). He 

banned the use of the Catalan flag and national dance and prohibited the use of Catalan in 

religious services. Threatened by Catalan enthusiasm for its Mancomunitat, the regime tried 

to foster "from above" Mancomunitats in Valencia and Galicia to dilute Catalan claims to 

exceptionalism, but later abandoned the effort and dissolved the Catalan Mancomunitat in 

1925 (Cuco 1999). In Valencia he prohibited university instruction in Valenciano/Catalan. 

If Primo de Rivera's goal was to suppress regionalism in the name of a politically and 

culturally centralized Spain, it must be said that his dictatorship was an abject failure. In 

® Valencians considered creating their own Mancomunitat, but a surge of provincialism (in the specific 
sense) and political indecision proved insurmountable barriers (Cuco 1999) 
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Catalunya, Valencia, and elsewhere, nationalist groups went in to hiding, an experience that 

merely hardened their convictions. Leadership of Catalan nationalism shifted from bourgeois 

eUtes, whose complicity with the 1923 coup had played badly with Catalans, to middle-class 

radicals and Republicans (Carr 1980). By the end of the 1920s, the dictatorship had alienated 

not only regional interests but nearly every sector of society, including the monarchy. By 

1930, Primo de Rivera was ousted. After the municipal elections of 1931, monarchists 

conceded defeat and a Republic was declared (Payne 1973b). 

Republicanism, Regionalism, and Civil War 

The end of dictatorship breathed new life into regionalism and hopes for remaking 

Spain on a more regionalized, federal basis. Writing in 1930, Calvo Sotelo, a former minister 

under the Primo de Rivera, noted "voices of regionaUst fervor are ringing out in Spain's 

regions, singularly GaHcia and Valencia." "The regional flags wave alongside the national," 

he continued, "and the vernacular languages receive warm tribute in meetings and 

newspapers." The Republican newspaper £/Pueblo noted that literary production in 

Valenciano was on the rise, an "indication of the winds that are blowing, which constitutes 

something approaching the essence of the Valencian spirit" (quoted in Cuco 1999, p. 191). 

The abdication of King Alfonso and the declaration of a republic in 1931 opened a 

period of rapid political transition. The new, provisional administration in Madrid centered 

on a set of controversial priorities, including the restructuring of the Spanish state to permit 

Catalan autonomy (Payne 1973b). In 1931 a constituent parliament — the Spanish Cortes — 

was elected in Madrid that assumed as its first task of adopting a new national constitution. 

In 1932 the Cortes approved a Catalan Statute that provided for the autonomy of regional 
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govetnment (reconstituted on the basis of the medieval GeneraHtat) including a regional 

parliament, president, and prime minister (Payne 1973b). The left-wing Catalan politician 

Francesc Macia ~ who had supported the Statute of Autonomy merely as a "privation, for a 

brief interlude, of a part of the sovereignty to which we have a right" (quoted in Carr 1980, 

p. 125) — was elected president of the GeneraUtat. With the autonomy statute came a rapid 

process of cultural and political Catalanization, from university reform to the changing of 

street names. Celebrating its new autonomy, Macia exclaimed that "No human power will be 

able to thwart the will of the Catalan people.. .Catalunya will be great among the civili2ed 

nations" (ibid) 

In Valencia, too, the advent of the Republic had excited those regionaHsts and 

nationalists with the prospect of constitutional autonomy. Municipal government in the city 

of Valencia (the Ajuntament de Valencia) took the first step. The mayor, Agusti Trigo, argued 

in May of 1931 that "the proclamation of the Spanish Republic has put in stark relief the 

urgent necessity of moving on to a new structuration of the State." More, he argued, "the 

Valencian region must not remain apart from the current of federalism" in which the region 

might reclaim its distinct "personality.. .the federal liberties that would make possible its 

autonomous development and progress" (quoted in Cuco 1999, p. 198). A draft Statute of 

Autonomy was developed and sent to the municipal governments of the other provincial 

capitals in the region, Castello and Alicant. Both responded that supporting the Republic 

must take priority over regional aspirations (ibid?). Despite such setbacks, the pursuit of a 

Valencian Statute of Autonomy continued (Cuco 1999). 

Although the achievement of a Catalan autonomy statute was considered a major 

success, matched with approval of a Republican constitution, the social forces unleashed in 
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Republican Spain ptoved harder and harder to contain. The provisional government swung 

from control by the left to the right (in the elections of 1934) and then again to the left in 

the elections of 1936. Any outlet for conservative views was muffled in Madrid as radical 

Socialists, Communists, and trade unionists gained control of the government bringing 

within it street violence and counter-violence. The final straw came on July 12,1936 when 

leftist police officers and Communist militia murdered the leader of the conservative 

parliamentary opposition, Jose Calvo Sotelo. The system had broken down (Payne 1973b). 

On July 17, elite \inits of the Spanish army in the Moroccan Protectorate rose up in rebellion 

against the left Republican government. 

The military uprising by Franco's forces, the so-caUed 'Nationalists,' was quickly 

joined by nearly half of the army. Any hopes they held for a quick and painless victory, 

however, were quickly dashed with stiff resistance in Madrid. The country setded into a 

drawn out conflict in which the South and North fell into Nationalist hands while the 

Republic controlled Madrid, Barcelona, and Bilbao (Payne 1973b). The political batde lines 

drawn in the conflict are not as easily mapped. For Franco and his sympathizers, the uprising 

was a class war against Marxists, a religious war on behalf of the Catholic Church, and a 

'nationalist' war to preserve nation-state unity against the threat of regional separatism. 

Those who remained loyal to the Republic, or at least in opposition to the Nationalists, 

fought for a variety of reasons in which class, religious, and regionalist sympathies became 

muddied. The ultra-catholic Basques, like more liberal Catalan nationalists, fought for the 

Republic, which had granted them autonomy. The middle and lower classes supported the 

Republic while the upper classes and the Church allied with the Nationalists (Carr 1980). 
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Despite the challenges posed by the enveloping crisis, regional autonomy remained 

an important question in Republican politics. Basque nationalists successfully sought a 

statute of autonomy, which was approved by the Republican Cortes in October 1936. 

Encouraged, Valencian nationalists continued planning for their own. As the war ground on, 

however, the Republicans slowly lost control of the peninsula. In a pivotal series of batdes in 

1937, Franco's forces conquered the northern Republican zone, an offensive that included 

the notorious bombing of the Basque town of Guernika, a symbolic home of Basque 

nationalism. By early 1939, Catalunya fell into Nationalist hands, leading quickly to the fall of 

the Republic in March of that year (Carr 1980). 

Franco and the Suppression of the Regional Scale 

The winning of the Civil War by the self-proclaimed Nationalists ~ who had risen 

up against the perceived threats of atheism, communism, and regionalism — gave way to a 

dictatorship in which Francisco Franco pursued his vision of an orthodox Catholic, 

'capitalist,' and highly centralized Spain. Franco and his sympathizers trumpeted their victory 

as the beginning of the "rebirth" of Spain and "a return to Empire" (Payne 1973b), but they 

also recognized that the key to national unity would lie as much in effective state planning 

and economic development as in ideological rhetoric. In this way, though Franco's attempts 

at national self-sufficiency (and their disastrous result in autarky) were particular to Spain at 

mid-century, Franco's centralization cannot be understood as fuUy apart from wider Europe 

shifts toward Fordist, national-scale accumvilation strategies. The illuminating drama of the 

Franco era, however, lies in the degree to which political and economic rescaling can be 

wound deeply with ideological narratives of nationhood, whether that of Spain or the region. 
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The Francoist project of National Catholicism mixed symbolic and pragmatic 

elements, seeking to forge a unitary Spanish state as much in the political imagination as on 

the political map, on which Franco erased the scale of region in favor of a more fragmented 

(and thus more divided-and-conquered) Spain of small provinces. Diuing the war Franco 

had synthesized aU of the political forces supporting the rebellion into a single state party, 

called the National Movement. Franco assumed absolute sovereignty both as head of state, 

military, and government. The repression he pxirsued was undertaken in the name of ridding 

Spain of the systems and ideologies that had "'corrupted' her 'true identity'" (Carr 2000, p. 

265). This true identity, moreover, could be recovered in the imperial traditions of the 

Catholic kings and the myths of the CastiUan countryside (ibid). Franco not only used the 

machinery of state propaganda to 'reinvent' Spanish tradition, but sponsored university 

research to recover and highlight this unitary, national history (Herzberger 1995). The 

Spanish system of public education, which had only begun to be consolidated and expanded 

under the Second Republic, was marshaled to the task of inculcating Spanish nationalism in 

country long characterized by a highly decentralized sense of identity. New textbooks 

became primary tools in this batde for the hearts and minds of Spanish youth (Boyd 1997). 

"Combining the language of religion and medicine," historian Raymond Carr notes, "the 

new regime sought the spiritual disinfection of Spain" (Balfour 2000, p. 266). 

The hand of Franco's nationalist project fell heavily in those regions where alternate 

national histories competed with Spanish hegemony. AU political parties save the National 

Movement were outlawed and public expression was suppressed. In a struggle for 

intellectual and political control, figures Kke the rector of the Universitat de Valencia were 

among the many imprisoned and shot by firing squad. Language became a tool of the victors 
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as the state prohibited the use of Catalan/Valenciano, the Basque language of Euskera, and 

GaUcian in public spaces. Streets, plazas, and football teams were renamed to eliminate 

traces of any language other than Castilian, the state-enforced "language of empire" (Balfour 

2000). These humiliations were compounded by a highly centralized economic policy, in 

which Barcelona was largely deprived of state investment in favor of Madrid. And, of course, 

the regional autonomy granted to the Pais Vasco and Catalunya was unceremoniously 

rescinded. The resvirgent political scale of the region was abolished and provincial and 

metropolitan government reinforced. 

The political and ideological discourses of imperial Spain, initially matched by an 

isolationist policy of economic autarky, could not resist the flow of political and economic 

change sweeping post-war Europe, however. The pressiares were not only external. After the 

economic and social privation of the 1940s, industrialization finally swept a country that had 

remained agrarian long after its neighbors had been transformed. Not only did these changes 

run counter to the rural ideology of the regime, but also initiated a massive demographic 

transition, which drained the rural areas and funneled the migrants into Spain's cities. Not 

only did Madrid grow rapidly, but also the rural South picked up en masse and joined the 

swelling populations of Bilbao, Barcelona, and Valencia. These peripheral cities, the historic 

hotbeds of regional nationalism, subsequently grew even greater in economic and 

demographic might. Franco's efforts to modernize Spanish agriculture in the interior, and 

staunch rural emigration, covild not shift the tide (Balfour 1980). 

Though the era of Fordism perhaps provided the regime with an appropriate context 

for the centralization of state planning and economic development, Spain's late entry into 

the industrialized world and the rural depopulation it prompted complicated Franco's efforts 
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to rescale Spain in the image of Madrid. The rapid industrialization of the Spanish periphery 

that began in the 1950s, compounded by the dictatorial nature of Francoist politics of scale, 

merely encouraged the emergence of regional resistance, particularly where the social 

upheaval rapid immigration added to regionaUst fears about preserving ethnic difference. 

The influx of non-Basques to Bilbao and the rapid urbanization of the countryside prompted 

xenophobic fears by Basque nationalists (Ben-Ami 1991). In Barcelona, Catalan nationalists 

feared losing their cultural status as a 'majority' in the face of a wave of non-Catalan 

immigrants (Carr 1980, Payne 1991). Valencians also witnessed theic city transformed by 

new apartment blocks occupied by so-caUed forasteros or 'outsiders.' In response to the 

dictatorship and these trends, outlawed political parties — including socialists, communists, 

and regional nationalists — began to regroup in the 1950s, although members were still 

subject to arrest, beatings, and imprisonment (Payne 1973b). In Valencia, the intellectual 

community increasingly became a hotbed of anti-Franco and regionalist activism. In 1962 at 

the Universitat de Valencia, philologist Joan Fuster published Nosaltres, els Valencians or "We, 

the Valencians," which is stiU a touchstone for Valencian regionalists on the left. 

Although opposition to Franco in the 1960s was confined largely to student 

demonstrations (Payne 1973b), leftist and regionalist groups slowly gained power. In 

Catalunya, the question of regional rights became a focus of calls for wider democracy, 

Catalan regionalism began to appear as a modernizing and outward-looking force (in 

contrast to archaic and inward-focused Francoism), and the Catalan language served as the 

vehicle for intellectual and popular protest (Balfour 2000). Perhaps the most visible 

expression of regional resistance was the Basque separatist group ETA, (Basque Homeland 

and Liberty) whose young radicals rejected the exiled leadership of the catholic PNV in favor 
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of nationalist terrorism. ETA's pivotal moment came in 1973 when it mvirdered Franco's 

right-hand man, Admiral Carrero Blanco, with a spectacularly powerful bomb in the center 

of Madrid. The assassination of this prime minister and Franco's likely successor destroyed 

any hope of continuity for the regime. By the time of his death in November 1975, the 

regime crumbled {ibid). 

Rescaling Spain as a "State of the Nationalities" 

The death of Franco created the opportunity — both exhilarating and daunting in its 

possibilities — for yet another reterritoriaMzation of the Spanish state and rescaling of 

Spanish poUtics, economics, and identity. The result was a process of rapid shift back to the 

regional scale, sanctioned and nominally managed by Madrid, which not only came to reflect 

the pre-existing politics of regional autonomy, but also fueled regionalist politics even where 

it had not existed before (figure 3.6 and figure 3.7). More, the regionaltzation of Spain was 

concurrent with the wider restructuring of the capitalist world economy, as production was 

becoming more flexible and governance more entrepreneurial (Harvey 1990). At that very 

moment when globalization emerged as an identifiable phenomenon, and entrepreneurial 

cities and region were thus transformed into privileged scales for production and 

accumulation (Brenner 1997b, 1999b), Spain regionalized its political economy. The question 

of cause and effect — did regionalist politics lead econotnic change, or vice versa? — is beyond 

the scope of this dissertation (and perhaps impossible to prove), but this confluence of 

events in Spain makes it a unique place to study the regionalism of the late-twentieth century 

nation-state. Spain did it before the rest of Europe, and at a time when European integration 

and globalization were only just becoming household words. 
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Spanish centralization and decentralization in the twentieth century. 
After the Civil War, dictator Francisco Franco sought to erase aU vestiges of regional 
difference, in part by emphasizing the territorial scale of the province over that of the region. 
Upon his death and the 1978 transition to democracy, the Spanish state was rescaled on the 
basis of the resurgent autonomous region and official declared a State of the Autonomies. 
Map adapted from Vicens Vives (1973). 
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The Democratic Transition 

The transition from dictatorship to democracy, and from centralized to decentralized 

Spain, began in November 1975 when the reins of government were handed to Juan Carlos 

Borbon y Borbon. Although brought up as a protege of Franco, and coronated as the head 

of the Spanish state with Franco's passing. King Juan Carlos sought quickly to ease the 

country into democracy. In November of 1976, the Cortes approved a Law of Political 

Reform, which dissolved itself, replacing the Franco-era institution with a bicameral 

parliament based on universal suffrage. The new Prime Minister Adolfo Suarez lifted the ban 

on political parties, including the Community Party, and re-allowed union organizing. In July 

1977, the first parliamentary elections in 40 years were held and Suarez, and his newly 

formed party, the Union of the Democratic Center, won (Carr and Fusi 1979). 

The restructuring of Spain was a constitutionally driven process, as the central 

goverrmient in Madrid sought to carefuUy manage the transition to democracy without 

precipitating the dissolution of the Spanish nation-state (a very real possibility at the time). 

The primary task of the newly elected parliament was to adopt a new Spanish constitution. 

This task, embarked upon with a sense of optimism and consensus generated by elections of 

1977, faced the ever-intractable problem of structuring a Spanish state comprised of distinct 

regions. The difficulties were merely compounded by unrest in the Pals Vasco, where the 

death of Franco had opened the floodgates of repressed nationalist sentiment (Carr and Fusi 

1979). The elections of 1977 witnessed electoral success for Basque nationalists and left-

nationalists in Catalunya. On the October 23,1977 Josep Tarradellas, President of the 

Catalan Generalitat in exile returned triumphantly to Catalunya after 38 years in France. The 
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reinstatement of the Genetalitat, the fnait of negotiation between Suarez and Tarradellas, had 

"cost not one peseta nor one life" Tarradellas exclaimed (Carr and Fusi 1979). 

After months of lengthy and intense negotiations, the parliament approved a new 

Spanish constitution in 1978, restructuring the Spanish nation-state as a "social, democratic 

State of Law" on a dramatically regionalized basis. The language of Article 2 of the new 

Constitution walked a fine line between guaranteeing the right to autonomy of the Spanish 

"nationalities" while preserving the nation-state, stating 

The Constitution is founded in the indissoluble unity of the Spanish Nation, 
the common and indivisible homeland of the aU Spaniards, and recognizes 
and guarantees the right to autonomy by the nationalities and regions that 
comprise it and the solidarity among them. 

Though codifying CastiHan Spanish as the official language of state, it recognized as a source 

of social "wealth" the country's linguistic diversity, allowing in the words of Balfour (2000, 

p. 274) "pluralism where for decades only one ideology and culture had been possible." AU 

of the major political parties signed on to the document, save for the right-wing 

Popular (which considered the notion of regional 'nationalities' a threat to Spanish unity) and 

the Basque Nationalist Party (which claimed that the Constitution didn't offer them enough 

autonomy). In a subsequent national referendum on the constitution, Spaniards 

overwhelmingly approved it with 88% voting 'yes.' In the Pah Vasco, however, nationalists 

refused to participate and the rate of abstention reached 46.5% (Carr and Fusi 1979). 

P^gional Autonomy and Political Decentralit̂ ation 

The 1978 constitution offered two-tiered, region-driven approach to the rescaling of 

the Spanish state. In explicit recognition of the "historic nationalities" of the Pais Vasco, 
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Catalunya, and Galicia, the Constitution designed a rapid route — specified in Article 151 — 

to the highest degree of autonomy, if approved by both regional voters and the Spanish 

Cortes. Article 143 of the Constitution offered a more measured route to autonomy for the 

rest. Spain, for decades organized on the basis of a central state, provinces, and 

municipalities (or metropolitan areas) was quite suddenly reorganized around the scale of the 

region. In the heretofore-discrete provinces, political leaders and voters began to consider 

which of their neighbors they should band with as a comunidad autonoma or 'autonomous 

community.' Some provinces embarked on a reconstruction of historic principalities or 

kingdoms (Catalunya, Aragon, Galicia), some charted a course alone towards 'uni-provincial' 

autonomy (Uke Murcia, La Rioja, Madrid). 

The process of securing regional autonomy involved the dramatic redefinition of 

political territory, state form, and cultural/linguistic policy. From the first, this was a matter 

both of working out administrative details and culturally laden symbols. The Spanish 

Constitution required the provinces to develop statutes of autonomy, designating the 

territorial boundaries of the new comunidades autonomas and the appropriate state 

structures to govern them. But it also expHcidy recognized the cultural politics behind 

regional restructuring, calling for each region to designate an official regional language, 

regional flag, and official name for the region. The provinces within the historic boundaries 

of the Pais Vasco, Catalunya, and Galicia quickly mustered the necessary votes — both locally 

and within the Spanish Cortes — to achieve autonomy. New political boundaries were 

established with administrations and capitals to match. The leaders in these regions looked 

to the past, to the medieval period and beyond, for the appropriate structures and symbols 

of political autonomy. 
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Once the door was opened to regionalization, however, a push for greater regional 

autonomy swept not only the 'historical nationalities' but also regions in which there was no 

historical precedent for self-governance or regional nationalism. In Andalucia, activists began 

advocating for autonomy as extensive as that achieved by the Catalans and Basques, 

although there had never been an active politics of Andalucian regionalism, and linguistic 

difference extended merely to a dialect variation on Castilian Spanish (Carr and Fusi 1979). 

With effective organization, the Andalucians too achieved autonomy by the accelerated path 

of Article 151, intended for the historically restive Basques, Catalans, and GaHcians. It is 

likely, however, that centralists in Madrid viewed these developments as something of a 

blessing. Riding a dizzying wave of decentralization, defenders of the Spanish state may have 

followed a strategy of allowing (even encouraging aU Spanish regions to pursue autonomy 

and thereby diluting claims to exceptionalism by the 'historic nationalities.' More, the 

Constitution explicidy forbade the new autonomies from forging political alliances between 

them, a measure that would prevent any greater pan-Catalan federation, thus providing a 

mechanism by which Madrid — if it chose — could encourage creative tension among 

autonomous regions without fearing they might achieve an alternative state scale on the level 

of Spain itself. Whatever the thinking in Madrid, it is clear that the 'top-down' opportunity 

for autonomy provided created a propitious environment for a groundswell of 'bottom-up' 

regionalism, in which state restructuring and ethnic regionalism became mutually 

constitutive. 
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Valencia Tom between Madrid and the Mediterranean 

Lest we oversimplify the nature of regional politics, we need only look at the case of 

the Valencians, who met the promise of autonomy — in accordance with their longstanding 

regionalist tradition — with bickering. A variety of symboHc roadblocks stood between 

Valencians and regional autonomy, aU rooted in the region's inability to define the nature of 

its historical and regional difference, a problem ever-compounded by divided loyalties 

between Madrid (Spain and the Peninsula) and Barcelona (Catalunya and the Mediterranean). 

One unresolved issue was the question of the language. What would the official regional 

language be, Valenciano, Castilian, or both? Should the new regional flag mirror that of the 

medieval Regne de Valencia, simply displaying the four red bars of the four Catalan 

kingdoms (advocated by Catalanistes), or should it have a fringe of blue to reflect the 

region's Aragonese heritage (advocated by right-wing regionalists). What should the new 

region be called? The forces of the center and right advocated for the V^ino de Valencia or 

Regne de Valencia in accordance with historical precedent. Valencian nationalists on the left, 

always emphasizing the region's Catalan roots, advocated the Vais Valencia, implicidy locating 

it within the framework of the Pai'sos Catalans. (Guia 1988). Such symbolically charged 

controversies helped defeat of the region's statute of autonomy in the Spanish Cortes on 

March 9,1982. 

Finally, in July of 1982, the Valencian Statute of Autonomy was approved. The 

negotiations had dragged for nearly four years, something that the Valencian newspaper 

Ijevante on March 5, 1982 wryly called a "record" in "autonomous slowness." The statute's 

preamble recognized the duality of Valencian society, and thus its autonomy. 
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The present Statute constitutes a manifestation of the wiU to autonomy of 
the people of the Valencian provinces... where the Valencian tradition 
derived form the historic Reino de Valencia meets the modern conception of 
the Pais Valenciano, giving birth to Valencian autonomy as the integration of 
both currents of opinion that define any concept of Valencia's unique culture 
within its particular geographic framework 

(Ley Organica 5/1982 de 1 de Julio, de Estatuto de 
Autonomia de la Comunidad Valenciana) 

The statute sought compromise on all of the issues dividing Valencian regional poUtics. 

Instead of caUing the region either the Regne de Valencia or the Pais Valencia, the provinces 

of Valencia, Ahcant, and CasteUo were joined under the invented name of the Comunitat 

Valenciana (or Valencian Community). The statute specified that "the two official languages 

of the Autonomous Community are Valencian and Castilian.. .all citi2ens have the right to 

know and use them." More, the statute established that regional government would 

"guarantee the normal and official use" as well as adopt the necessary measures to ensure 

that Valencians would know them (ibid). Autonomous government was given the adapted 

form of the medieval Generalitat (a president and his counselors or conseller^ and regional 

parliament (the Valencian Corts). In a challenge of nomenclature, the city of Valencia became 

the capital not only of the province of Valencia but also the Comunitat Valenciana. The city 

swelled with new administrative functions as the historic structures of medieval autonomy 

were reoccupied and expanded. Valencians ultimately achieved a level of autonomy 

comparable to the Catalans and Basques, but by the slower route of Article 143. 

The ComunidadAutonoma as'Entrepreneurial City-Region? 

The Constitution of 1978 precipitated the rescaUng not only of state form but also of 

function, making the Spanish state truly a State of the Autonomies. In the process, the 
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regions were handed the tools not only of political and cxiltural self-governance, but also 

those of economic development and planning. The result is a nation-state disaggregated into 

city-regions armed with the power not only to forge political and cultural autonomy, but also 

to engage in economic competition with each other and other European regions. In short, 

regionalism and entrepreneurialism are concurrent and seemingly inextricable features of the 

rescaled Spain of the late twentieth century. 

With the passing of each regional autonomy statute, Madrid devolved more and 

more governing powers to the Generalitat Valenciana and other regional states. Some of 

these powers were what we might call cultural, allowing regions to define and construct their 

own cultural difference through jurisdiction over education, linguistic normalization, and 

historical and artistic patrimony, among others. At another level, regions assumed the 

governing powers to consolidate their newly-founded regions as cohesive and competitive 

political-economic units, Uke economic development, land-use planning, protection and 

management of natural areas, and tourism promotion, among others. Although the Spanish 

state retained control over tax collection, the military, supra-regional infrastructure (like 

highways, ports, large-scale water infrastructure), and international diplomacy, the 

reterritorialization of the Spanish state on a regional basis was profound. With every 

additional devolution of state power, a new Spain of regional political, economic, and 

cultural autonomy (and inter-regional competition) supplanted the old of iron-fisted, 

centralized control. 

If we can gauge the political-economic significance of this transformation by the 

degree to which regional governments assumed governing power over 'material' processes 

like the economy, infrastructure, or the enviroimient, it is equally important to note the 
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power over symbolic or 'cultural' processes that the region now held. The political discourse 

of regional, cultural difference became hegemonic across Spain, not only in traditionally 

nationalist regions like Catalunya and the Pais Vasco, but even regions with no strong 

regionaHst tradition, like Extremadvira or Asturias. In the Comunitat Valenciana, the 

Generalitat Valenciana — itself the institutionalization of a deeply-rooted sense of Valencian 

linguistic and cultural difference, took advantage of state restructuring to fortify the region's 

cultural autonomy — thus legitimating Valencian political autonomy and regional self-

governance in the process. In 1983 the Valencian Corts passed a law governing the use and 

teaching of Valenciano, committing the Generalitat to the recuperation of the regional 

language in the face of continued inroads by Castilian (Felip i Monlleo 1999). In 1984, the 

Generalitat created a state-sponsored network of television and radio stations with 

programming in both Castilian and Valenciano (ibid.). In 1985, the Consell Valencia de Cultura 

(Valencian Council on Culture) was created, offering the regional president a consulting 

body on issues of the preservation and promotion of Valencian culture. 

RegionaUzation, in Valencia and elsewhere, is a confusing and densely interwoven 

mixture of political, economic, and cultural transformations. Because of the long history of 

regional politics in Spaia, it seems logical to assume that today's forms of regional 

nationalism (and notions of regional difference) are rooted deeply in the medieval past and 

beyond. At the same time, however, we cannot ignore the coincidence between the 

emergence of flexible accumulation/globalization and regional autonomy in Spain. Whatever 

the relationship is between traditional cultural politics (regionalism) and contemporary 

economic restructuring (globaUzation-as-reterritorialization), it's clear Spain has been 
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experimenting for two decades with the kind of political-economic regionaUzation that 

theorists of scale and the entrepreneurial city-region are just beginning to write about. 

Spanish Regionalization and European Integration 

Although democratic Spain embarked upon regionalization largely for reasons of 

historical restiveness on its periphery, and did so just at the moment not only of the 

globalization of the world economy, this process took place amidst perhaps the greatest 

transformation of European politics in centuries; the integration of Europe's nation-states 

within the supranational framework of the European Union. If the democratic transition in 

Spain opened the way for greater regional autonomy, and the globalization of the world 

economy made a special place for the city-region, European integration remade the playing 

field onto which newly minted autonomous regions Mke Valencia would step. In many ways, 

the recent and wider process of European integration not only reflects some of the same 

shifts in core-periphery relationships experienced during the Spanish democratic transition, 

but also new venues for both the expression of regional difference and (in a limited way) the 

direct participation of regions in European governance, outside the traditional channels of 

nation-state diplomacy. 

The formation of the European Coal and Steel Community in 1951 was the first step 

towards the integration Europe's national economies (Thody 1997), but is also opened the 

door to the re-negotiation of European governance. Governing authority has not only been 

shifting upwards from the nation state to the supra-national Eviropean Union, codified at 

Maastricht in 1991, but also downwards to emergent regions (McAllister 1997). The 

European Union that emerged from Maastricht enshines the principle of 'subsidarity' — the 
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treaty's preamble declares that decisions shovdd be taken "as closely as possible to the 

citizens" - which has been interpreted by many that governance may sometimes be best 

exercised at levels other than that of the nation state (Wagstaff 1999a). In accordance with 

this doctrine, within the E.U. was created a new Committee of the Regions, whose 220 

members from regions in each of the E.U.'s member states help shape legislation pertaining 

to regions, gaining a voice distinct from that of the nation-states themselves (figure 3.8). 

This 'regionalization' of governance may be limited, but it reflects the distinct (and often 

culturaUy-based) political demands of the regions, which thereby gain a voice in European 

educational, social, cultural and regional poUcy (Thody 1997). 

Across Europe, regionalists clamor from greater autonomy. And, for the first time in 

recent centuries, there is a political scale outside of the nation-state in which they may 

express themselves. As we have seen from the case of Spain, it is clear European integration 

did not create regional difference. Nor did globalization. But the emergence of regional 

politics across Europe certainly cannot be separated from the propitious new climate for 

regional expression that bodies like the E.U.'s Committee of the Regions represent. With 

many regional governments in Spain maintaining offices in Brussels, and jostUng with 

Madrid over who can do what kind of foreign relations — only the Spanish Ministerio de 

A.suntos Exferiores can do formal diplomacy, but regions actively engage in economic self-

promotion and trade dealings across the globe — it's clear the reterritorialization of the Spain 

and wider Europe have become closely linked. This convergence of rescaUng processes, and 

its implications for both regions and the E.U., bears close watching. 
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Figute 3.8: The emblem of the European Union's Committee of the Regions. Like this new 
European institution itself, this emblem symbolized the dual nature of European integration, 
in which the nation state has begun to yield simultaneously to supranational governance and 
the emerging (and sometimes autonomous) role of its subnational regions. This image 
reproduced in part from the Committee of the Regions' website, http://www.cor.eu.int/. 

http://www.cor.eu.int/
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Conclusion 

On the ninth of every October, Valencians take to the streets to express their 

cultiaral and political difference. They mark the anniversary of the city of Valencia's conquest 

by King Jaume I in an elaborate set of ceremonies, which reinforce the ties between cultural 

heritage and contemporary governance. In the morning the regional flag, the senyera, is 

lowered from the balcony of the city haM to a plaza full of awaiting citizens and dignitaries. 

The flag is swept up and paraded through the streets, accompanied by the city's major and 

city council members, who bring it for benediction to the city's gothic cathedral. Continuing 

on its itinerary, filmed by the regional television station at every step of the way, the senyera is 

brought to the Valau de la Generalitat, the fifteenth-century palace that houses autonomous 

government today as it did during the Regne de Valencia. The regional president receives the 

flag with a short speech in Valenciano and then accompanies it in its continuing journey 

through the old city. When the procession stops to offer flowers at the foot of a statue of 

Jaume I, a crowd of Valencian regionaUsts/nationalists usually has gathered. Some exclaim 

the Catalan natvire of Valencian nationalism with banners and senyeras without the blue fringe 

of Aragon, while other youths heckle regional politicians for selling Valencia out to Catalan 

imperialists. By noon, the flag is carefully raised back into city hall and replaced in its 

museum, next to the original sword and batde flag of Jaume I. Everyone celebrates with a 

massive daytime fireworks display, which shakes the windows astride city haU plaza, 

afterwards singing the regional hymn as the smoke clears. 

These events, repeated every nou d'octobre, include ceremonial practices first seen on 

that day in 1238 when Jaume I entered the city's gates, but most of event's political 

resonance is inextricable from the contemporary politics of European regionalism. This day 
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of ceremony, although centered on such old and tattered icons of regional historical 

difference Uke the senyera, is merely the apex of an everyday poHtics in which mundane 

questions — political and economy — are filtered through the passion-fiUed question of the 

region. The politics of regionalism in Valencia, Uke the fractured politics that has produced a 

decentralized Spanish State of the Autonomies, must not be understood as an anachronism 

nor a mere barrier to wider globalization and European integration. Regionalism is a 

complex weave of political, economic, and cultural politics that increasingly provides the 

backdrop for the rescaling of Europe. The regional map of Spain, like much of Europe, is at 

once based upon medieval precedents and the contemporary restructuring of governing 

institutions across the European Union. 

It should be possible to focus upon the ways the rescaling or reterritoriaUzation of 

European governance is driven by the task of regulating post-Fordist capitalism, without 

ignoring the important political foundation upon which this transformation takes shape, 

without denying the importance of the cultural practices that give shape and flavor to new 

forms of economic production and governance. 

The question of scale, and the politics of scale, is indispensable to any consideration 

of political transformation in Europe in general, or Spain in particular. However, we need to 

remember that the reterritorialization of Europe is very often premised upon and expressed 

through ciiltural discourses of nationhood. Social differences in language, cultural practices, 

forms of government, and economic systems are quite often perceived and socially 

constructed under the banner of the nation. The politics of scale in Spain are the politics of 

region, which are a great deal more subtle and complex than the already difficult question of 

governance. As Marston (2000) has pointed out, the question of social reproduction (and not 
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merely production) must be central to any analysis of the politics of scale. More, MacLeod 

and Goodwin (1999) are correct to wonder how "the introduction and operation of the new 

institutions and processes of urban and regional governance can be positioned within a 

wider set of social and political forces, and can be understood as part of the continuing 

attempt to forge and sustain a 'successful' political project and scalar fix" (p. 515-516). No 

understanding of the poUtics of scale, nor the attempt to create such political projects and 

scalar fixes, can be complete without a deeper ixnderstanding of history, nor a healthy respect 

for the politics of social reproduction — or culture. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

Regional Ambitions and Urban Planning 

Introduction 

The reterritoriali2ation of Europe's political economy would be impossible without 

the restructuring of its cities. This is particularly clear where planners are charged with 

mapping visions of regional autonomy onto urban space. To many Valencians — inhabitants 

of the newly established capital of a newly formed Comunitat Valenciana - overcoming 

urban fragmentation, forging a functional territory, and repositioning that territory vis a vis the 

world have been long-standing and inseparable goals. This is implicitly a scalar project, 

imbued at once with entrepreneurial and regionalist agendas. Planners and politicians across 

Europe use urban development to rescale local space and political territory in the search for 

competitive position in an integrated yet regionali2ed Evirope. 

This is especially evident in Valencia, which — to the chagrin of planners and tourists 

alike — may be a Mediterranean city but is not a coastal city (figure 4.1). Founded four 

kilometers inland, Valencia and the sea have long been inter-dependant yet separated. 

During the middle ages, that distance was a primary defense against piracy. In fact, the 

coastal villages of fisherman and stevedores remained distinct municipalities until the 1890s. 

Planners, before and since, have sought to link the city center and port with growth, to unite 

districts divided by croplands and different historical trajectories. A century after annexation, 

residents of the coastalpoblats maritims still speak of "going to Valencia," as if it were a 

different city. This is something municipal and regional officials, anxious reorient their city 

and region to the wider Mediterranean sphere, would clearly like to correct. 
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Figure 4.1: Map of the City of Valencia. At the center of the map is the old city or Ciutat 
Vella, settled some six kilometers from the coast. Though originally sixrrounded on aU sides 
by the farmland of the Horta, planned growth now reaches the sea along a number of axes. 
Source: Ajuntament de Valencia. 
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Today, you wovild note these fractures (and efforts to mend them) in any long walk 

from the old city to the coast. You would see, in the landscape, the rescaUng of Valencia. 

Walking direcdy east from the old city, passing through the elegant nineteenth century 

neighborhoods of L'Eixample and shabby working-class districts, the boulevards and 

sidewalks eventually and unceremoniously end. Beyond are the verdant fields of La Punta, 

one of the oldest districts in the fertile Valencian Horta. Stepping from the urban to the 

'rural,' you are soon surrounded by fields of artichokes watered by cane-lined irrigation 

ditches. Curving along a muddy path towards the northeast, and looking back at the city, a 

dramatic vista develops. At city's edge, a forest of post-modem, residential skyscrapers are 

rising with a shopping maU at their base. Nearby, in the dry, former bed of the river Turia, 

the Generalitat Valenciana is building the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, the sweeping 

arches of its science museum, the dome of its IMAX theater. The insignia of regional 

government is proudly displayed on construction trailers and chain-link fences (figure 4.2). 

In the foreground and surrounding you, however, remain fields of parsley and 

potatoes, cultivated in tiny parcels by hand. Continuing to the east, traversing the heart of La 

Punta, the massive and towering cranes of the city's port rise from the horizon. Mingled 

with the croplands are inter-modal shipping containers, trucks coming and going. Before 

reaching the edge of the port, however, a well-preserved area of farms and fields re-emerges, 

linked by small lanes paved centuries ago with stone. Small, thatched barraques — the 

emblematic farming structure of L'Horta — can be found practically in the shadow of 

massive container ships. These lands, though carefully tended, are in the process of 

municipal condemnation, destined for urbanization as part of a port expansion, a "Zone of 

Logistical Activities" promoted by the Generalitat. 
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Figure 4.2: The City of the Arts and Sciences under construction. The fence is emblazoned 
with the logo of the Generalitat Valenciana. In this 1999 photo, L'Hemisferic is complete 
and the Museu de les Ciencies is in the final stages of construction. To the left of the photo, 
construction has only begun on the Palau de les Arts, a massive new performance facility. 
Photo by David Prytherch. 
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The process of forging new political scales, of positioning them in relation to global 

flows of capital and people, is a complex political matter, negotiated and inscribed in the 

urban landscape. And thus the changes to the fabric of Europe cities and regions Uke 

Valencia might be seen as the concrete manifestation of the ongoing process of restructuring 

or reterritorialization, in all its unevenness and contradictions. The state, not merely a passive 

bystander to the changes wrought by economic globalization, actively participates in the 

rescaling both of governance and the economy itself on a more regionalized basis. Thus 

regional government, embedded deeply in both regionalist discourses of ethnic difference 

and the economic imperatives of globalization, must somehow pursue regional autonomy 

and global competitiveness simultaneously, in and through the planning of urban space. 

The current literature, in an abstract kind of way, makes these important points. But 

few if any good studies have been done on how aU of this unfolds in real places like 

Valencia's urban periphery. Certainly no detailed studies exist. At one level, no body of 

theory can be fully actualized without being deployed in the analysis of the processes it 

purports to explain. What follows here is such a case study of a European city-region in 

transformation. More specifically, this is a study of how urban planning functions within the 

political and economic context of such emerging territorial scales. Using a spatially grounded 

case study, I ask the following questions. How is planning employed by newly rescaled local 

states like GeneraUtat Valenciana? What is the role of planning in the consolidation of new 

territories: political, economic, even cultural? What kinds of projects — political and 

infrastructural — might be planned in order to also meet the challenge of increased 

competitiveness among regions? In sum, what follows will be a brief exploration of how new 

forms of governance and accumulation are planning in urban space. 
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The Generalitat, in concert with the miinicipal government of the Ajuntament de 

Valencia, is using the urban landscape of this regional capital - or Valencia Capital — to rescale 

the region in two distinct senses. First, I argue that these local states seek to consolidate the 

newly formed territory of the Comunitat Valenciana, in part by restructuring its capital. In 

Valenciano, this politics of scale is embodied in two terms that have no direct translation to 

English. The first is that of vertehrar territori, or to Vertebrate' or consolidate territory. 

Another is that of capitalitat or 'capital-ness,' the condition of territorial leadership to which 

so many elites wish Valencia Capital woxild ascend (in the context of Valencian 'nationhood' 

or not). More, these are goals that often unite municipal and regional government behind 

major development projects, buHt in Valencia Capital for the benefit of the entire region. 

In addition to the goal of 'vertebrating' regional territory, the planning of Valencia 

Capital has a second, related yet outward looking, intent. In an increasingly globali2ed and 

competitive Europe, within a Spain where economic development has largely been left to the 

regions, local states plan and encourage urbanization in specific ways to put the region on 

the economic and political map. Planning, in such city-regions, has become entrepreneurial. 

What the existing literature on scale fails to note, however, is that such planning must take 

into account the subtleties of regional politics. In regions like Valencia, where regional 

autonomy has economic and cviltural significance, planning must attempt to make the region 

more cohesive and competitive at the same time, economically and poUticaUy. 

Between the city center of Valencia and the sea, the Generalitat Valenciana is not 

only planning but also building the infrastructure of regional cohesion and competitiveness. 

Regional government is not only seeking to link Valencia to the Mediterranean in the sense 

of urban morphology, but also in the wider realms of trade and European integration. This 
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chapter will explore these ideas by tracing a brief history of Valencian urbani2ation, 

establishing the legal setting for regional government's role in local planning, and exploring 

the scaled politics of capital-ness and territorial cohesion. I will look not only at the general 

planning which purports to link Valencia with the sea but two specific state projects which 

will effect the transformation: la Ciutat de les Artes i de les Ciencies and the ZAL. In doing 

so I hope not only to explain the radical changes that have doomed the farmlands of La 

Punta in a global context. This chapter, in short, is about the scalar politics and planning of 

entrepreneurial regionalism, as they unfold between the city of Valencia and the sea. 

Planning and the Histoncal Landscape 

Valencia Capital has always been a city defined by the agricultural surrovindings of 

L'Horta, its port, and its role as economic and political center. These fundamental bases for 

urban history and morphology in the city have, however, also posed considerable 

contradictions for the city's governing eUte. The fertility of the city's hinterlands guaranteed 

Valencian prosperity, but impeded urban growth and the process of industrialization. The 

city has long been an important participant in Mediterranean culture and commerce, but 

having a port at some distance from the city center proved a difficult socio-spatial barrier to 

overcome. Valencia Capital has been a center of local governing administration (medieval, 

provincial, or regional autonomy) for nearly a millennium, but some claim its relationship to 

the rest of the Pais Valencia has proven as divisive as unifying. In sum, complex spatial 

relationships in the urban landscape have both reflected and reinforced social relations. The 

historical geography of urbanization not only helps explain contemporary planning goals, but 

the history of planning itself also teUs us much about Valencia Capital today. 
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Valencia is a Mediterranean city, defined topographically by its position on a broad 

and once-marshy coastal plain backed by rugged mountains. Its mountainous interior made 

overland communication to the rest of the peninsula difficult, keeping the city oriented to 

the sea. These mountains also provided the distant sources for rivers like the Turia ~ 

fluctuating between raging torrents and a trickle — that have been both bane and lifeblood 

for otherwise semi-arid coastal cities. From its Roman founding in the second century B.C., 

the city has developed upon the environmental bases of year-round sunshine and warmth, 

deep alluvial soils, readily tapped sources for irrigation, and coastal access to trading routes. 

Although slow to develop under Roman and Visigoth rule, the city and its hinterlands began 

to blossom - literally and figuratively — vinder the Muslims. Maria J. Teixidor (1982) notes. 

In its profoxmd symbiosis with its natural environment — particularly with the 
belt of Horta surrounding it — Valencia has been configured as single human 
and economic unity across the length of its historical trajectory. From the 
moment that, after its conquest by Jaume I, it emerged as capital of the new 
kingdom.. .the city became the prism through which one must evaluate the 
economic and social life of the de Valencia (p. 7). 

Valencia Capital emerged as the core of a city-region whose propitious setting made it not 

only an agricultural center, but also a Unk to the wider Mediterranean. If the city became an 

urban center early on, however, Teixidor claims it often did so to the detriment of other 

portions of the region, "without assuming the responsibilities implied by capitalitaf (ibid). 

To vinderstand the urban and rural landscape of today, one must look to the urban 

and economic structures first created by the Muslims, which provided the basis for the 

medieval city, and later the roots for the industrial city. First, the development of Valencia as 

an agricultural center was a simultaneous process of urban growth and development of an 

irrigation network. The eight main irrigation canals created by the Muslims not only watered 
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the newly drained lands of L'Horta and carried the nutrient-rich wastes of the city away to 

waiting fields, but also provided hydraulic power for a dense network of mills processing 

wheat, olive oil, silk, and sugar cane. Second, the city's integration with L'Horta provided the 

basis for mercantile prosperity, which later fostered industrial and commercial growth 

(Houston 1957). Valencia Capital became the center of a densely populated network of 

croplands and settlements (many clustered around the mills), in which each neighborhood or 

village specialized in distinct products, agricultural and artisanal (Sanchis Guamer 1999). 

Medieval Valencia was built — physically and economically — on the fovmdations 

inherited from the Muslims, the same basis of urban structure and prosperity would define 

the city practically until the twentieth century^ The Muslims made Valencia a walled "huerta 

city" (Houston 1957) and the reconquest in 1238 did Httle to change that. Although urban 

expansion required the buHding of new and fortified walls in the fourteenth century, the 

bonds between the city and its hinterlands remained intimate. The same Muslim-built 

irrigation canals continued passing through up-slope croplands, entering the city to water its 

gardens and residents and carry away their wastes, and exiting the city rich with nutrients for 

application to the downstream fields of La Punta. Valencia's market square emerged as the 

economic heart of the city, as farmers brought their fruits and vegetables to a burgeoning 

urban clientele, carrying away the city's manure and other solid wastes as valuable fertilizer 

on the return trip. Fishmongers traveled from the coastal villages to sell what their husbands 

had caught the night before. But Valencia was not merely an urban, but also a regional 

' The municipal boundaries of the city today, for exanqjle, have roots in agricultural institutions inherited 
from the Muslims. The system of irrigation canals they established was govemed by a water court elected 
by farmers - the famed Tribunal de les Ai'gues — established to resolve disputes among irrigators. 
Recognized by Jaume I at the time of the reconquest in 1238 A.D., the jurisdictional limits the tribunal 
were used as the template for the new municipal boundaries of the Christian city (Houston 1957). 
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center. After 1305, the city became the capital of the Regne de Valencia and its provinces and 

the seat of the Catholic diocese (Houston 1957). The city's walls burst not only with people 

and commerce, but also architectural symbols of regional power. The cathedral, the palace of 

the GeneraHtat, the silk-merchants' exchange or Uotja, and the towering city gates are just a 

few of the surviving monuments to fourteenth and fifteenth-century prosperity. 

The Valencia that entered the industrial age was, at least in urban form, litde changed 

from medieval times: the city remained surrounded by an enormous defensive wall, woven 

with surrounding farmlands, and linked to its port by a four-ldlometer dirt road. This was, 

however, an vintenable situation for rapidly changing times. More than 100,000 people lived 

within the city's crowded walls (Sanchis Guamer 1999), producing social tensions felt 

especially by the emergent industrial, middle class. For Valencia was beginning to be 

something more than merely a 'Huerta City.' The traditional cultivation of citrus, began by 

the Muslims, was transformed into an export business of the first order as steam pumps 

made the irrigation of upland areas possible and steam ships enabled rapid transport. During 

the nineteenth century, citrus groves were planted across the region, moving into previously 

uncultivated areas of the interior and displacing many vegetable croplands of the traditional 

Horta (Courtot 1992). Steam pumps also made the draining of the nc2irbj Albufera for rice 

production easier and more rapid. These products, like those of the city's ceramics and 

furniture workshops, were exported through the city's recently expanded port. In 1852, the 

region's first railroad was built between the city and port, a capital investment whose scope 

reflected the maturation of the city's financial and class structure (Sanchis Guamer 1999). 

The key break with the urban past came in 1865 when the civil govemor successfiaUy 

convinced the Spanish Army to allow the demolition of the medieval wall. Although the 
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removal of the massive structure would take decades, it opened the way for rapid urban 

growth and a restructuring of urban structure in ways previously impossible. This growth, 

moreover, could be channeled toward the historic imperative of uniting the city center with 

its port (Sanchis Guarner 1999). To the east of the city were designed new eixamples or urban 

expansions {ensanches in Castilian Spanish), orthogonal districts modeled on the eixample of 

Ildefons Cerda developed in Barcelona. From the old wall, now turned into a broad avenue 

circling the city, new streets and middle-class apartment buildings stretched into what were 

croplands. Villages that had long been separate from the city were absorbed by growth, their 

crooked streets and plazas embedded into a rectangular grid designed for the circulation of 

both vehicles and fresh ak (de Teran 1999). In 1852, rail lines and stations were inserted into 

the city, connecting Valencians not only to their port, but also the region's other cities and 

beyond. The overarching project remained that of integrating the city center and the coast 

though infrastructure and urban growth. The road to the port — el Camt del Grao — had long 

been a central artery for commerce, but municipal government of the early 1800s had 

redesigned a portion of the route as a broad boulevard. The so-called Alameda became a 

place for Sunday carriage rides and stroUs by a growing bourgeoisie. Slightly to the north, a 

new and parallel boulevard called the Vasseig del Mar slowly crept toward the coastline as well, 

Uned by the new University campus and middle-class neighborhoods. As avenues were 

extended from the city's old gates to the port they were matched by linear boulevards thrust, 

on the model of Hausmann, into the city's core. The use of transportation infrastructure and 

urbanization to link the city and the sea was codified politically when, in the 1890s, city 

government annexed the port districts or poblats maritims of El Grao, El Cabanyal, El 

Canyamelar (Sanchis Guamer 1999). 
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If the destruction of the waU was the "opening shot" in the city's rapid 

transformation, Gaja and Boira (1994) argue that the use of planning, stricdy speaking, did 

not begin until the 1940s. The city had certainly begun to grow in structured ways by the 

individual pursuit of ensanches or infrastructure development, but true land-use planning 

commenced in Valencia with the General Plan of 1946. The plan emerged in the wake of the 

Civil War, a time in which Valencia was both economically and demographicaUy at a 

standstill. The plan was very much regional, encompassing 34 municipalities, and reflected 

the centralist politics of Francoist autarchy in its imposition from Madrid. The vision it 

established was a metropolis more or less like it already was, comprised of a network of 

dense virban and village centers (with Valencia Capital the core) surrounded by the protected 

farmlands of L'Horta, punctuated only by the already-developing pattern of radio-centric 

growth. Such growth was to be directed along roads leading out of the city, especially 

towards the port. The plan largely failed to recognize, however, that Valencia was no longer 

defined solely by its Horta, but an industrial city with a growing tertiary sector (Gaja and 

Boira, 1994). 

The careful balance of growth and protection of I'Horta was increasingly tested 

during the 1950s, however, as the Valencian economy quickly recovered and waves of 

immigrants poured into the city from the interior of the Iberian Peninsula. This balance, and 

the city itself, was completely upset on October 14,1957 when the rain-swoUen River Turia 

burst from its banks and rushed through the city. It retraced with raging water and mud an 

old meander on which much of the city had been built, laying waste to many neighborhoods. 

The low-lying coastal neighborhoods and farmlands were fiiUy inundated, all at an enormous 

cost of life and property. In response, the central government and its hydravilic engineers 
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quickly proposed the construction of an entirely new channel for the river, a "by-pass" to 

the south of the city and directly to the sea. Proposed in 1958, this new "Solucion Sut'' or 

"Southern Solution" was approved in 1961 and construction begun shortly thereafter. This 

new causeway would cut directly through some of the richest farmlands south of the city, 

isolating the croplands of La Punta between the new river bed and the old, the latter of 

which was intended to become a new freeway through the city center (Gaja and Boira 1994). 

Although strictly an act of hydraulic engineering, this plan had profound implications 

on land-use throughout the metropolitan area. Sensing this, the government in Madrid 

issued a new General Plan in 1966. Unlike its 1946 predecessor, it placed urban growth 

above all other concerns. Based on spectacvdarly (and ultimately unmet) estimates for 

population growth, the planners rezoned much of the farmland formerly protected as "not 

urbanizable" as developable, opening new axes of growth to match new freeways. Vast 

swaths of farmland, particularly those between the city and the coastline, were rezoned as 

either residential or industrial land. This plan, for a city long thought inseparable from its 

Horta, "practically condemned the Horta to disappear" (Gaja 1996a). These decisions had 

much to do with the social context of the 1960s. Despite being part of a metropolitan area 

still largely agricultural in character, Valencia Capital itself had become one of the great 

tertiary cities on the peninsula, one with potent industry. Immigration increased the 

municipal population by 148,000 people between 1960 and 1970, reaching a total of more 

than 600,000 people (Gaja and Boira 1994). 

The 1970s, the last years before the death of Franco and first of transition to 

democracy, saw the continued and chaotic growth of the city. In nearly aU directions, but 

especially towards the coast, block upon block of new high-rise apartments emerged from 
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former farmlands, often lacking parkknds, paved streets, sewage disposal (irrigation canals 

served instead). Municipal government, in the absence of democratic oversight, easily 

granted variances from building height and density requirements (Sorribes 1985), fueling the 

emergence of real estate developers and builders as one of the dominant social forces in the 

city (Sorribes 1978). Valencia, though slowly achieving the centuries-old goal of uniting the 

city center and the sea by urbanization, was more socially divided than ever. More, the 

perceived gulf between Spain and the rest of democratic and modern Europe, so effectively 

embodied by the city's disarticulation with the Mediterranean itself, remained to be bridged. 

Democracy, Autonomy, and the Rescaling of Planning Policy 

Valencia Capital experienced a dizzying process of political change in the wake of 

Francisco Franco's death in 1975, the adoption of a new Spanish constitution in 1978, and 

the first democratic, municipal elections in 1979. It was a time of some optimism for city 

dwellers frustrated with poor services and infrastructure, reckless and speculation-driven 

urbanization, and vinresponsive virban governance. Socialists and communists, swept into the 

majority by the elections of 1979, immediately tackled a diverse and long-neglected set of 

urban problems. Haltingly, they tinkered with the city's general plan in order fix the basic 

deficits in urban infrastructure, put the brakes on sprawling growth, and rationalize 

urbanization more generally. These efforts, moreover, were undertaken as Spain itself was 

restructured. Under the 1978 constitution, the Spain was recast as a set of autonomous 

regions, to which a host of governing powers — including virban and 'territorial' planning ~ 

was devolved. By 1982, the Valencian provinces of Castello, Valencia, and Alicant officially 

merged as the Comunitat Valenciana, a new territorial scale with Valencia as its capital. 
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It is impossible to understand the changing nature Spanish planning without 

discussing quite explicidy such changes to the structure of territorial governance. The 

authority to govern land use and urbanization has been shifted considerably since the 

transition to democracy. At the time of Franco's death, Spain was a highly centralized 

country in which most decisions — including planning — were handled in Madrid by 

institutions like the Ministerio de Obras Publicas (Ministry of Public Works). Various sub-

national jurisdictions ~ particularly the provinces (and their corresponding diputacionei) and 

municipalities (and their city haUs or ajuntamientos) — administered central directives from 

Madrid. Planning in the larger metropolitan areas Uke Valencia was done at a metropolitan 

scale, based on the concept of so-called Gran Valencia, including the city, its ring of nearby 

towns, and the farmlands interspersed among them. Urban planning was done at the 

municipal or metropolitan level, and Madrid sought to coordinate development at the 

national level, but no specifically 'regional' planning existed, since Franco had suppressed the 

politically troublesome scale of the region. 

When municipal government in Valencia — rAjuntament de Valencia — was 

democraticaUy elected in 1979, its leftist leaders quickly sought to undo the nefarious 

elements of the 1966 General Plan. Unfortunately, the institutions of metropolitan 

government, or Corporacion Administrativa Gran Valencia, remained in the hands of Franco 

appointees who stymied any attempt to revise such planning directives. In response, city 

halls quickly began planning on a purely municipal basis, first employing 'special' or localized 

plans to attack discrete problems, in Ueu of a comprehensive document (Gaja 1996a). When 

the metropolitan administration relented in 1982, allowing municipalities to develop their 
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own plans as long as they would be coordinated later on, planning of and by municipal 

fragmentation was akeady underway. 

To make matters more complicated, 1982 also marked the approval by the Spanish 

parliament of Valencia's statute of regional autonomy. The recognition of an autonomous 

Comunitat Valenciana concluded a contentious process of self-definition instigated by the 

constitution of 1978, in which the region's territorial boundaries and political divisions, 

structures of self-governance, and symbols of regional identity were fiercely debated. Once a 

consensus was reached and autonomous government formed, governed from 1982 to 1996 

by the Socialists, the process of devolving governing authority began. As Valencia's 

municipalities revised their urban plans, a new set of regional institutions appeared with the 

constitutionally designated "exclusive" authority over the "ordenacion del territorio, urbanismoj 

mmendd' or territorial planning, urban planning, and housing (Parejo and Blanc 1999). 

Sorting out the question "Who has the authority to plan in Valencia?" is not easy. 

Political restructuring since 1978 created considerable legal and political ambiguities, which 

have spawned power struggles and extended court batties. Although I will attempt in 

upcomiag pages to demarcate between municipal and regional jurisdiction over planning, the 

complex reality of urban space belies neat distinctions. This is particularly the case in a 

regional capital Kke Valencia, in which municipal and regional government both have 

powerfial interests (often shared, but sometimes not). Valencia Capital is at once a political 

center (metropolitan, provincial, regional) and an economic force within wider scales 

(Spanish, Eioropean, global) of commerce. In city-regions like Valencia, planning implies not 

merely local but also wider impacts. This duality is reflected, and perhaps approached best. 
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by the two responsibilities devolved from Madrid most pertinent to our discussion: urban 

planning and territorial planning. 

Under Spanish law, urbanismo or urban planning refers largely to the control of land-

use at the urban scale. Governed under national land-use laws enacted in 1956 and 1976, 

urban planning in Spain resembles that done elsewhere: it categorizes land-use types into 

zones, which assign building patterns and densities. Unlike planning in other countries Uke 

the United States, virban planning in Spain begins with the basic presiunption that some 

lands (soil or suelo in Spanish) are appropriate for urbanization (called either urbano or 

urbanit(able) while some patendy are not {no urbanit^able). Planning begins with the designation 

of non-urbanizable zones (in which no growth may occur), zones which are already 

urbanized {suelo urbano where building heights and densities are controlled), and those areas 

open for new development {suelo urbani^ble no programada if detailed plans are not yet in 

place, suelo urbanit^bleprogramada if they are). The law implies, but does not specify, that 

urban planning apply to the city proper as built landscape, focusing particularly on housing 

(Parejo and Blanc 1999). The cornerstone of such planning is the citywide, general plan. But 

much of the detailed design of the city - whether to recuperate degraded neighborhoods or 

map out new urbanization, within the urban fabric or at the periphery — happens in so-called 

special plans, through which the state has considerable control over urban outcomes. 

The drafters of the Spanish Constitution of 1978 delegated 'exclusive' jurisdictional 

authority over urban planning to such new regional states like the Generalitat Valenciana, as 

both a legislative and executive power. The reality, however, is more complex. For one, the 

1976 del Suelo continues to be the national basis for local planning, giving Madrid a 

continued relevance in planning law. More importantly, devolution to the regions left 
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untouched the long-standing dominion of municipalities in the vurban arena. Thus planning 

authority was shifted further to the municipalities, which design and provisionally approve 

general and special plans, and make definitive approval of other plans. The GeneraUtat 

merely retained the right of final approval of municipal plans, intended to ensure some 

degree of coordination among diverse and sometimes competing efforts (Parejo and Blanc 

1999). Regional government can, however, devise and submit its own special plans. 

Beyond the limited and legally tangled urban sphere, however, regional states like the 

GeneraHtat Valenciana have a more clear-cut planning role: ordenacion del territorio or territorial 

planning. Although territorial planning is necessarily related to urban planning by a 

common focus on land use, Parejo and Blanc (1999, p. 31) argue "the scale of territorial 

planning is necessarily distinct and superior to that of traditional and established urban 

planning, which has never transcended with any success the municipal scale." Assviming a 

more ample view of regional space, and taking its cue from the 1983 European Letter on 

Territorial Planning, the preamble to the Comunitat Valenciana's Law of Territorial Planning 

describes territorial planning as "the spatial expression of the economic, social, cultural, and 

ecological policies of the entire society." The fundamental objectives of the Valencian law 

are threefold: improve quality of Ufe by making public facilities more accessible to the public 

through better infrastructure; promote the responsible development of natural resources; 

and promote the rational and balanced utili2ation of territory by defining compatible uses 

and creating infrastructure in the public interest (Ley de la Generalitat Valenciana 6/1989). 

Although envisioned for the pvirpose of "harmonizing" municipal planning, territorial 

planning is at once a jurisdictional responsibility and a political tool (Parejo and Blanc 1999). 
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This is a fundamental point. To a newly formed scale of government, the 

autonomous region, was devolved a policy specifically designed for structuring territory on a 

supra-municipal basis. The regional state, itself a rescaled form of government, assumed the 

task of consolidating territory at the newly created scale of the region. Although the practical 

implications of territorial planning have remained limited — the traditions of municipal-based 

urban planning continue to be the dominant way of shaping land use in Valencia — the 

matter of territorial planning reflects not only the intentions of regional government to 

structure regional territory, but it offers a discrete legal context in which to do it. 

The Scalar Natratives behind Urban and Regional Planning 

Under Spanish law, urban space ia Spain is both the discrete sphere of urban 

planning and the cornerstone of territorial planning. To understand urbanization, we must 

therefore acknowledge the distinct roles of the municipal and regional government. But an 

obsessive, technical focus on legal jurisdiction misses the fundamental ways municipal and 

regional interests overlap, how cities like Valencia are planned as urban and regional spaces 

simultaneously, and how planned urbanization can remake the region itself. In the 

European city region, urbanization and reterritorialization can't be understood separately. 

This is manifest in the planning narratives circulating within the charged politics of Spanish 

regionalism. In Valencia, planning and the poUtics of scale are intimately bound and perhaps 

understood best through three scalar concepts — capitalitat, vertebracio territorial, and the Arc 

Mediterrani. — that have a structuring force of their own. 
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Capitalitat 

With the approval of autonomy in 1982, the city of Valencia officially became a 

regional capital; the city's de facto role as regional center became the more politically charged 

responsibility of capitalitat or 'capital-ness.' The new bureaucracies of the Generalitat 

Valenciana - the regional president, the parliament, the regional ministries - took up 

residence in the city, radiating from the gothic Palau de la Generalitat, which had housed 

medieval government. Valencia Capital may be a municipal space ~ the strongest reminder 

of this is its monumental city haU — but autonomy made it a regional space too. 

For municipal officials and planners, the concept of capitalitat provides a 

transcendent framework for local poUcy, a view beyond city limits. At the same time regional 

institutions were being consolidated, planners for the city of Valencia began to envision a 

new Vlan General de Ordenacion Urbamstica (General Plan or "PGOU"). The 1984 plan's 

advance copy, entided JL? Ciudad queQueremos (The City We Want), outlined twelve 

overarching goals, including "Valencia, capital of the Comunitat Valenciana. A key fact for 

the future of our city" (Ajuntament de Valencia 1984, p. 63). The lieutenant mayor, Juan 

Antonio Llorent suggested in it that 

The new General Plan is going to represent a fundamental element in the 
history of ovir city and must be a key instrument in the shaping of its future 
development and defining, not only in terms of the city's role within the 
whole of the Comunitat Valenciana, but also its urban form and ensemble of 
services that wiU firame the lives of future generations" (p. 9). 
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The advance to the plan, as much as the plan itself issued in 1988, took a btoader view when 

planning the city, looking not only to overcome deficits in infrastructure and improve quality 

of life, but also enhance the city's leadership role for the region. 

Josep Sorribes, who was mayor Ricard Perez Casado's chief-of-staff during the 

1980s, described for me the importance of Valencia's frustrated role as capital. "Valencia," 

Sorribes (personal communication, 2001) claims, "has always lived oriented towards 

within... (and) has never wanted to assume the responsibility of being a capital, and instead 

has opted for chronic conflict with oudying municipalities and other cities in the region." 

Valencia, if governed and planned properly, could unify its own fragmented neighborhoods, 

the wider metropolitan area, and the entire region. Capitalitat became, for Sorribes and his 

peers in the municipal administration, an underlying principle in planning policy. More, "the 

matter of capitalitat is not just one of public works, but is a matter of collective identity." 

If municipal officials were preoccupied with Valencia's leading role, or lack thereof, 

those at the helm of the Generalitat have — for good reason — been even more so. Eugenio 

Burriel (personal communication 2001), regional minister of public works during the 

Socialist administration of the 1980s suggested to me that Valencia's poor showing as a 

regional capital is attributable to "the lack of a leading class, the lack of capacity to lead" The 

current powerful classes in Valencia, he continues, "do not have an ample vision" of 

Valencia's role. In the absence of such private initiative, the Generalitat sought to forge 

capitalitat on its own. Joan Romero (personal communication, 2001), former regional 

Minister of Education and later candidate to the presidency of the Generalitat, suggested to 

me "Every goverrmient needs to leave its mark, its fingerprint in history." The Socialist 

administration of the 1980s initiated major public projects, like the Ciutat de les Arts, to 
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"help reinforce the capitalitat of the city of Valencia within the region, a leading role that has 

not traditionally be well recognized by much of the Comunitat Valenciana." 

Vertehracio Territorial 

As regional politicians and planners designed for the Comunitat Valenciana a proper 

capital city, planning and regionalism combined in a quintessentiaUy territorial sense. 

Valencian regional government, itself a rescaled form of governance within newly redrawn 

boundaries, has focused intendy on the question of consolidating its territory. The concept 

of vertehracio territorial (quite literally to "give a spine to territory") transcends the limits of 

urban planning to structure social interaction across the entire regional space. This more 

encompassing scope for regional planners is in perfect accordance with the 1978 

Constitution, which envisioned a specific role of autonomous regional government in the 

realm of territorial planning, while the specifics of urban planning would (in reality) be 

handled at the municipal level. Not only does the matter of supra-municipal planning make 

practical sense, it was an idea that resonated strongly with the politics of regional autonomy. 

The legal framework of territorial planning is the backdrop against which the politics 

and planning of territorial vertebracio are set. Although Valencia's statute of autonomy 

provided the basis for territorial planning in 1982, the specifics of how this might be done 

were not clarified until 1989, with the approval of the Law of Territorial Planning of the 

Comunitat Valenciana. In subsequent years, the Generalitat embarked on a multi-phase 

study, evaluation, and planning process to transform abstract, regional visions into a 

concrete, urban reality. By identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the Comunitat 
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Valenciana as a territory and virban system, a broader vision might later be articulated and 

implemented through a regional "Plan for Urban Development." 

One of the key documents in this planning process was a thick report called 

Estrategias de Vertebradon Territorial or Strategies for Territorial Consolidation (Generalitat 

Valenciana 1995). Elaborated stricdy at the regional scale, the document reflects the goal of 

ensuring for all Valencians a high quality of Ufe, premised on access to public infrastructure. 

Eugenio Bvirriel, regional minister of public works, called it "a project of territorial vertehracio 

that intends to assure the cohesion and well-being that Valencians deserve" (p. xi). The 

Director of Urban and Territorial planning, Roger Fernandez, struck a similar note. 

Although, logically, vertehracio territorial is only one of the pieces in the wider 
project of the vertehracio of our Community — in which other economic, 
social, cultural, historic factors come into play - it is one of its most 
important and necessary, without which it is difficult to imagine satisfying 
one its central demands: social cohesion {ibid., p. xiii). 

Although this document self-consciously limited itself to the regional scale, leaving the 

design of specific urban projects for later, the matter of territorial planning and the region's 

cities are inseparable. Indeed, territorial vertebracio is depicted as a matter of fostering in the 

region an urban system that has a clearly defined hierarchy, is well distributed, is well 

equipped, and exists in solidarity with the rural enviroimient (p. xiii). 

Uylrc Mediterrani 

Joan Lerma, the President of the GeneraUtat from 1982 to 1996, argued in 1993 that 

one of the main responsibilities of regional government is "assure the progressive 

convergence of our country and its regions with the median level of European 
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development" (GeneraHtat Valenciana 1993, p. 9). The consolidation of autonomy and 

territory of the Comtinitat Valenciana has been woven with wider goal of repositioning and 

re-articulating the region vis a vis Europe. Such territorial politics takes its clearest shape in 

the scalar concept of the. Arc Mediterrani or Mediterranean Arch, posited as the next great axis 

of urban, commercial, and social development in Europe. For European visionaries, this is a 

transnational region stretching from Spain to Italy. For Catalan nationalists, this is another 

name for the Catalan-speaking region (Pai'sos Catalans) stretching from Valencia to southern 

France. However envisioned, Mediterranean Arch is a scalar idea behind not only territorial 

planning in the Comunitat Valenciana, but also specific interventions into local places 

(figures 4.3 and 4.4). 

In 1993, the Generalitat's planners published in a report their own vision of the 

Mediterranean Arch. In it. President Lerma expressed the challenges facing the region. 

In a context where basic factors Uke population, goods, capital, and 
technology move about with ever fewer restrictions, that which cannot move 
- the environment, economic and social infrastructures, basic public facilities, 
service networks, etc. — acquires a relevant importance; thus the ever greater 
consideration of temtotial competitiveness and the growing tole of the 
cities and regions as spaces that offer different advantages (GeneraUtat 
Valenciana 1993, p. 9 original emphasis). 

For Lerma and his Socialist-controlled administration, the matter of governing and 

consolidating regional territory was conditioned upon the broader task of making the 

Comunitat Valenciana and its cities more competitive at the Eutopean scale. To accomplish 
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G.1-EL ARCO MEDITERRANEO ESPAROL 

AME 
(Provincias iitorales) 

Resto de Espafta 
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POBLACION (1991) 

PRODUCTO INTERIOR BRUTO 

V«.OKEXPORTAC,ON„»« 

Figure 4.3. The Arco Mediterraneo Espanol. The Generalitat's vision of the Comunitat 
Valenciana as linchpin in the system of Mediterranean regions is evident here in a regional 
planning docviment. Source: GeneraUtat Valenciana 1995. 
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G.140-EJES ESTRUCTURANTES Y 
CONEXIONES NACIONALES 

Ejes estructurantes awisolWados • Areas de rango nacional 

Exten^ones potenciaies de tos ejes estmcturantes  ̂ Areas de rango regional 

Conexiones principalea entre ireas y / o niicteos • Niideos subreg'onales 

Otras conexiones ' Indtcador de dinamismo 
econdmico <85-89) 

Fuente: Elaboracidn propia 

Figure 4.4. Structuring axes and national connections. In this rnap, the GeneraHtat's 
planners depict connections among Mediterranean regions (in Spain and, the map implies, 
beyond) that are stronger than those between the regions and Madrid. Source; Generalitat 
Valenciana 1995. 
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this, the administtation proposed forging a Spanish Mediterranean Arch, stretching from 

Andalucia to Catalunya, through coordinated economic and territorial planning among 

regional administrations. The system of cities comprising this densely populated and 

industriali2ed region, according to the report, "constitutes the principal asset on which to 

base the forging of the greatest and most efficient axis of development on the Peninsula in 

connection with the greatest European axes" (p. 16). 

The question of Valencia's role in Europe became an important fulcrum upon which 

municipal and regional planning decisions hinged. The specifically Mediterranean history of 

the Valencian city-region is reflected and reproduced by the concept of the Mediterranean 

Arch. More, situating the Comunitat Valenciana at the center of this so-called axis of 

economic and social development became a conscious ploy to reposition Valencia beyond 

the limited sphere of Spain, making this city-region Mediterranean, European, even global 

(figures 4.5 and 4.6). In the process, regional politicians and planners are carving a new 

sphere for the autonomous region to operate, a sphere which does not Madrid at its center. 

Regional autonomy and European competitiveness become merged in the goal of forging a 

new transnational axis, in which cities and regions are the real protagonists. 

In sum, the people and institutions that governed the Comunitat Valenciana and its 

capital in the 1980s shared a common conceptual framework, focused on capitaHtat, 

vertebracio territorial, and the Mediterranean Arch. These scalar narratives shaped the 

perception of an approach to urban problems of the 1980s and 1990s. Former mayoral 

chief-of-staff Sorribes recalls that "we were trying to reinforce Valencia's role not only 

locally but in aU of the Mediterranean.. .Valencia's most natural sphere" (Sorribes, personal 

communication, 2001). Sorribes continues to argue, now from the Universitat de Valencia; 
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G.4-P0L0S Y REGIONES COMUNITARIAS DEL MEDITERRANEO NOROCCIDENTAL; 

"EL ARCO LATINO" 
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Figure 4.5: The Comunitat Valencian as part of the so-caUed Latin Arch. Although the 
Generalitat's planners largely confined their policy analysis to the Spanish Mediterranean 
Arch, they clearly perceived the future of the Comunitat Valenciana to be found in a wider, 
transnational Euroregion called here the Latin Arch. Source: Generalitat Valenciana 1995. 
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G.3-TIPIFICACI6N DEL SISTEMA URBANO EUROPEO 

PERIFE 

- V  

/ /  

PERIF 

Figure 4.6: The Arc Mediterrani by another name: the "North of the South." Here the 
Comunitat Valenciana may be seen as the southern terminus of a Mediterranean-urban 
region, but is perhaps also poised as a bridge to 'peripheral' areas like Murcia and Andaluda. 
Source: Generalitat Valenciana 1995. 
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"the Pa/s Valencia will only occupy the place to which it belongs in a Europe of the 

regions.. .if the city of Valencia recuperates a pride of capitaMtat and begins laying the 

groundwork for approximating and collaborating with the rest of the cities that 'drive' 

Valencian territory." Put blundy, "the leadership of the City of Valencia is not an optional 

question" (p. 49). 

Valencia and the Sea I: Municipal Planning 

The 1980s were heady years for Valencian politicians and planners. The effort to 

recreate the city as regional capital and Mediterranean center became entwined with 

ambitions of consolidating regional autonomy and reaching out to Europe. Such lofty ideals, 

however, had to contend with an urban landscape left in disarray by the chaotic growth of 

the 1960s and 1970s. Socialists swept into hegemonic power across the entirety of Spain in 

1982 — including Valencia's city hall and the GeneraUtat — under the banner of "£/ Cambio" 

or "Change," yet their pursuit of democracy and modemi2ation was set against the context 

of economic hard times. The municipal administration of Ricard Pere2 Casado was first to 

tackle the re-planning of the city of Valencia, but it was not long before regional government 

sought to put its own stamp on its capital city. 

From the moment the municipal administration was democratically elected in 1979, 

its planners sought to recuperate the city and chart a new coiirse from that set by the 1966 

plan. As they struggled to free themselves from the Franco-era structures of metropolitan 

government, city officials adopted an emergency strategy of tackling major larban problems 

with special plans. They developed a host of plans to address degradation in the urban core 

and equip the newly built neighborhoods on the urban periphery with schools, parks, and 
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infrastructure. In 1981, planners made the long-overdue step to making the urban plan 

compatible with national land use laws, revised in 1976, by immediately reducing the amount 

of land zoned for urban growth (Gaja and Boka 1994). The agricultural district of la Punta 

between the city and sea, for example, was protected from growth as it had not been in the 

1966 General Plan. Perhaps most importandy, municipal planners scrapped the idea of 

making the old bed of the River Turia into a cross-town freeway. Instead, they hired 

Barcelona architect Ricardo Bofill to develop a design for a new urban park to wind its way 

through the city center to the port. Bofill returned a year later with a plan for an elaborate 

and neo-classical redesign of the forlorn and dusty riverbed, which was quickly approved. 

In 1984, the city released an advance copy of the revised General Plan. Though 

devised with an eye to those fiscally austere times, geared toward the basic tasks of 

"finishing" an unfinished city, the plan did envision important changes to the urban 

landscape, aU oriented toward the overarching concept of "Valencia and the Sea." Architect 

Femado Gaja (1996a, p. 82) calls this idea a "structuring force" which sums up the overall 

"spatial strategy" in both the draft and final version of the plan approved in 1988. Planners 

countered the city's perceived habit of living "with its back to the sea" {ibid) by directing 

growth toward the east, building upon the halting efforts by a century's worth of 

predecessors. Land-use and infrastructure planning focused anew on linking the old city and 

its maritime fa9ade, moving away from the traditional radio-centric model and recasting the 

city as a "T" with an east-west axis of growth along the old river bed connected to the north-

south axis of the maritime districts (Sorribes 1998). 

The zoning maps included in the General Plan of 1988 only teU part of the story, 

however. The scalar project of "Valencia and the Sea" was undertaken at once through land-
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use planning and the construction oigrandesproyectos urbanisticos or grand urban projects. 

Instead of waiting for private initiative to fill those planned spaces between the city and sea, 

municipal government led the way with a series of important public projects. The most 

dramatic of these, of course, was the aforementioned transformation of the old riverbed into 

parkland, providing a new urban axis where there was none before. Filling in the other axis 

of the "T," municipal government began planning a PasseigMaritim or beachfront park and 

walkway to stretch north from the port, giving cohesion to the city's connection with its 

beaches and perhaps a facelift to the working-class port districts. The main thrust of growth, 

however, was directed eastward and seaward from the city center. A primary goal was to 

promote growth along the existing east-west boulevards, like the old port road (now called 

the Avinguda del Port) and the newer Avinguda Blasco-lbdne  ̂ (earlier called the Passeig del Mar), 

which after a century had not yet fiiUy reached the coastline. Between these and the old 

riverbed, the city ambitiously proposed a new avenue linking the city and port - the Avinguda 

de Francia — that woxild channel new construction of middle and upper-class apartment 

blocks where only farmland and factories had been before. To the south, across the riverbed 

and at the edge of the farming district of La Punta, the 1988 plan opened the way for the 

new district of post-modem apartment buildings, new hotels, and a mall. Between the city 

and the sea, along the long neglected axis of the riverbed, municipal planners envisioned a 

"New Valencia," a booming district of tertiary uses, which could, in the words of one 

planning document, "give to Valencia a new area of centrality that would channel the future 

growth of the city toward the sea" (quoted in Gaja 1996b). 

Municipal planning in the 1980s, both in its city wide and more detailed 

manifestations, assumed a broader vision than that of merely recuperating an 'unfinished' 
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city. Both the general plan and the large infrastructure projects envisioned within it 

responded to a wider political-economic context and more ambitious goals. These were 

stated quite succinctly in a book published by the Valencian municipal government in 1987 

on the eve of the approval of the General Plan: the successful emergence from economic 

crisis, integration in the European Community, the consolidation of the economic region 

spanning the northwestern Mediterranean, and the overall enhancement of the Valencian 

economy (Ajuntament de Valencia, 1987). Mvinicipal planners and politicians in Valencia 

Capital designed the urban landscape with an eye to securing a position in a changing 

European political economy. Their specific designs for the urban fabric cannot be separated 

from the wider scalar goals of leading the Comunitat Valenciana into a European future. 

"Valencia and the Sea" was a vision in which urban planning and the politics of scale became 

indistinguishably entwined. 

Valencia and the Sea II: Regional Intetventions 

The major planning efforts in the city of Valencia during the early to mid-1980s were 

largely propelled by the municipal administration, as the Generalitat's leadership struggled 

with the formidable task of forging a new state and figuring out how to govern. By the late 

1980s, however, the regional administration was sufficiently established that it began to 

pursue its own particular urban agenda for the Comunitat Valenciana. In the wake of the 

1989 approval of the region's Law of Territorial Planning, the Generalitat's Conselleria d'Obres 

Publiqms, Urbanisme i Transports published a series of empirical studies of and proposals for a 

so-called system of territorial information (Generalitat Valenciana 1990), the Mediterranean 
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Atch as general context for regional urbanization (GeneraUtat Valenciana 1993), and 

strategies for territorial cohesion (Generalitat Valenciana 1995). 

The politicians and planners in regional government, however, had already begun to 

implement their abstract scalar visions in concrete urban projects. The way regional 

government began to intervene in its territory is, as I have already mentioned, strongly 

conditioned by a jurisdictional framework that continues giving municipal government 

considerable autonomy. The Generalitat, despite its ostensibly "exclusive" jurisdiction over 

urban planning, is limited to final approval or disapproval of municipal plans. And though 

the region has assumed the innovative task of territorial planning, the entrenched and 

jealously guarded power of the municipalities has kept territorial planning largely restricted to 

visionary documents. In view of all this, the Generalitat has been forced to pursue its 

broader agenda by the route still left open to it: discrete architectural and infrastructural 

interventions. Such projects, however, can't be seen apart from their broader context. 

Regional government, forced to pursue an urban agenda within the constraints of municipal 

planning, began to put its own stamp on Valencia Capital. In short, 'urban design' is a way 

for an increasingly well-funded GeneraUtat to plan both its capital and its territory. 

Seemingly scattered across the urban landscape, the various interventions by the 

Generalitat conform to a specific logic. First, many of these projects are 'cultural.' Second, 

these projects have been strategically placed at key locations within the city, consolidating 

not only the urban fabric but also the city's position in the region. The GeneraUtat's first 

major project was to create a new concert hall in the city. The ^alau de Musica or Palace of 

Music accomplished a number of things simultaneously: it replaced the old municipal theater 

with a high-quality concert venue; it housed a new, regional cultural institution in avant-
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garde style; it provided a focal point for the new parkland in the bed of the River Turia; and 

it became pole toward which the ornamental avenue of the Jilameda could be extended 

toward the sea (lined with new office buildings and hotels). Another new, cultural institution 

built in the 1980s was the Institut Valencia d'Art Modem or Valencian Institute of Modem Art. 

Recognized as one of the finest modem art institutions in Spain, the modernist museum was 

biiilt along the same axis of the River Turia and as a focal point within the old city. To the 

northeast, Generalitat began building a new campus for the Universitat de Valencia among 

former croplands between the city's northern neighborhoods and the coast. The new east-

west Aviguda de Tarrongers (Avenue of the Oranges) provided a focal axis for growth in 

pubUc infrastmcture and provided a new connection to the sea. All three efforts reflected the 

GeneraUtat's attempt to both create region-wide cultural institutions — giving the city and 

region a higher national and international profile — and to stmcture urban development. 

Cultural projects were simultaneously matched by more pragmatic infrastmcture. 

The Generalitat assumed control of the metropolitan rail network and began expanding it. In 

addition to a new network of subways, outfitted with gleaming new stations, the Generalitat 

provided the funding for a new light-rail system reaching from the city center eastbovind to 

the maritime districts (via the new university campus) and westbound to the new 

headquarters of the regional television and radio network (via the city's trade-show facility). 

To the east of the city, the Generalitat collaborated with national and municipal government 

to expand of the city's port. During the 1980s and early 1990s, a deeper channel was 

excavated and state-of-the-art transfer facilities were constmcted. The port began expanding 

from the old mouth of the River Turia southwards to the river's new concrete-encased 

channel, eliminating the beaches that had been the maritime facade of La Punta. Not only 
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designed to capture a greater share of Spanish imports and exports, and foster regional 

industry, the port expansion promoted by the Generalitat also helped ensure Valencia's place 

- literal and strategic — in Mediterranean and global commerce. 

Lm Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies 

The one project that best exemplifies the confluence of so many regional ambitions 

is the City of the Arts and Sciences. From what had been farmlands and abandoned 

factories, along a yet-to-be-redeveloped stretch of the River Turia, the Generalitat embarked 

on a public work of truly monumental proportions. The project has fiindamentally 

transformed the city of Valencia. The sweeping arches of its science museum, the domed 

IMAX theater, the towering opera hall (under construction), and the sprawling aquarium 

(which opened in early 2003) are the focal points for development of a 'new' Valencia. From 

the decks of the science museum, one can look east to the quays of the port or west to the 

beU towers of the city's center, which are equidistant. To the south have risen a host of 

residential skyscrapers with a maU at their base, to the north are the new apartments blocks 

lining the Avinguda de Francia as it reaches for the coast. The Ciutat de les Artes i de les 

Ciencies is tourism and cultural development of the first order. It is a fundamental link in the 

city's urban landscape, helping unite the city and sea. It projects not only the power of the 

Generalitat to get things done, but also the Comunitat Valencia's position more widely. The 

project, in short, is emblematic of the planning of a rescaled European city-region. 

The idea for the project arose from the dynamic miHeu of the late 1980s, when 

Spanish democracy and regional autonomy had proven themselves durable, anticipation was 

buHding for 1992 when Barcelona would host the Olympic Games and SeviUa the World 
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Exposition, and when the financial austerity of the eariy 1980s had given way to a small 

boom. On December 3,1988, as mtinicipal government entered the convulsive final stages 

of approving its General Plan (embroiled in debates framed largely around the Horta's loss), 

regional president Joan Lerma took a trip to Paris. Visiting the newly constructed science 

museum of La Villete, Lerma abrupdy unveiled his vision of Valencia's own "city of science 

and technology," along the lines of Paris as well as Moscow and Washington's Smithsonian. 

Such a project, he suggested, would provide not only material benefits for the region but 

would project Valencia's "image" more widely. Local reporting of Lerma's proposal 

understood it to be clearly rooted in the context of the challenge of 1992 and fears that 

Valencia was being superceded by the "Barcelona-SeviUa axis" (Del Valle 12/3/88). Only 

one month later, Lerma identified a site for the new science museum 0. Monreal 1/8/89). In 

the southern bank of the old riverbed between the city and port, lining a road called the Cami 

de les Moreres, Lerma claimed "a good place for a city of science." But regional officials had 

decided some time ago on the location for the project ~ one of the most important to ever 

shape Valencia Capital — without any apparent consultation with municipal officials. Indeed, 

a month before the GeneraUtat had assumed a broad interpretation of its "exclusive" 

jurisdiction over urban planning to unilaterally modify portions of the recendy approved 

municipal plan, thus accommodating a project that had yet to be unveiled. This was just one 

the disputes that brought Mayor Perez Casado to resign in December of 1988, ushering in a 

new municipal administration — under mayor Clementina Rodenas — more compliant with 

the Lerma's increasingly assertive style of regional governance. 
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Joan Romero, who was regional minister for Culture and Education in Lerma's 

Administration, participated in the early discussions from which the project emerged. At the 

time, he recalls, there were three major factors driving the proposed idea. 

...most important, was that we recogni2ed that we were at the end of the 
twentieth century, and immersed in the discussions that were going on all 
over Spain in (anticipation of) 1992-93. When we looked at the map, we 
recognized that Valencia was part of the "Spanish ring' comprised by Madrid, 
Bilbao, Barcelona, and Valencia. Each city had its major projects and it was 
obvious that Valencia was the weak point, a city with a much lesser level of 
international projection.. .At the same time, there were documents published 
by the European Union, which examined the Arc Mediterrani, and proposed 
that Valencia was also the weak spot at that scale... (Romero 2001, personal 
communication) 

According to Romero, it was openly spoken of the "Valencian fracture" in the Arc 

Mediterrani. The conclusion of Lerma's inner circle was that Valencia needed to find a 

greater level of specialization in order to close the "ring" and mend the fracture (ibid) 

At another level, Romero recalls, the complex and its location between the city and 

sea corrected problems at the urban scale. The district where it was built was "very 

degraded" and the project was seen as one of many major efforts — most related to new axial 

boulevards — to correct deficiencies in the urban fabric and create new poles of growth. Like 

other axes of growth that were emerging in the 1980s, the location of the new complex was 

at once degraded but promising as a new axis for urbanization. Finally, Romero suggests 

"the third component of the project is more difficult to theorize," Romero adds cautiously, 

"every government need to leave its mark, its fingerprint in history." For Lerma, the City of 

the Arts and Sciences was to be the mark of his regional administration on history. Such 

projects, Romero allows, are "politically very effective, they allow broad sectors of the 

population to feel proud." More, "such projects reinforce the capitaUtat of the city of 
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Valencia within the region, a leading role that has not traditionally been well recognized by 

much of the Comunitat Valenciana" (ibid). 

Once Lerma had a more receptive partner in city haU, the planning for the City of 

the Arts and Science took on a fevered pitch. By the end of January 1989, Lerma charged a 

professor at the University of Valencia with a proposal for the content of the new science 

museum (M. Ducaju 1/28/89). Only a few days later, Lerma confirmed that Valencian-bom, 

yet internationally recognized, architect Santiago Calatrava had been contracted to design the 

buildings within the new complex (Del VaUe 2/3/89). The Generalitat justified its choice of 

the site on the Cami de les Moreres based its nearness to axes of communication, easy 

parking to facilitate visitation from outside the city, and good links to the city center (Del 

Valle 2/22/89). These rapid developments were met with excitement by city hall as Miguel 

Albuixech, the city councilman in charge of urban planning, suggested that a only such grand 

projects like the City of the Arts and Sciences would enable the riverbed park to recapture its 

monumental character (J. Monreal, 3/1/89). In such newspapers as 'Levante — ElMercantil 

Valendano, reporters like Juan Lagardera (3/7/89) opined that new development reaching 

towards the east, of which the GeneraUtat's project would be the cornerstone, woiild be the 

last opportunity for Valencia to change the entire face of the city, to pursue a project like the 

redevelopment of the riverbed itself that could have the possibility of "transforming 

Valencia into a great city.^" 

By 1991, the Generalitat and architect Santiago Calatrava had settled upon ambitious 

plans for the City of the Arts and Sciences. In addition to the science museum and 
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planetarivim/IMAX theater, whose original design largely matches the impressive structures 

now in use, the plan called for an enormous Tower of Communications. The design 

competition for the tower had specified a minimum height of 180 meters; Calatrava 

proposed constructing a building twice that height and won the contract. This rocket-Uke 

skyscaper woiild not only house a significant amount of office space for the regional 

administration, but it would also house offices of the Spanish national telecommumcations 

corporation Telefonica and other businesses. The top of the structure would serve as an 

antennae for the new communications technology that the GeneraUtat's planners envisioned 

the Comunitat Valenciana would need in a twenty-first century communications society. 

By May, 1991, regional and municipal administrations signed a joint agreement to 

pursue the project within the legal structure of the municipal zoning. The resolution stated 

that the General Plan would be modified 

.. .to permit the eventual construction of an important entertairmient 
complex of tertiary character that wovdd permit, within the City of Valencia, 
operations of great scope and of a public character, destined for cultxiral and 
recreational use, and with social projection at the level of the entire 
Comunitat Valenciana (Generalitat Valenciana and Ajuntament de Valencia 
1991). 

By 1992, the GeneraUtat submitted and city haU approved the detailed or 'partial' plans for 

the City of the Arts and Sciences. The language used by the GeneraUtat to justify the plans is 

revealing. Considering the old channel of the River Tviria to be "the most significant urban 

component" in the city, it emphasized "the articulation of this plan and the old river bed is 

^ There is a common and wry refrain in Valencia that distinguishes between Valencia as ciudad grande and 
gran ciudad, or the difference between a "big city" and a "great city." It seems widely accepted that 
Valencia is the former, but insecurities abound about the reality of the latter. 
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fundamental" (Generalitat Valenciana 1992, p. 15). More specifically, it argued for the 

creation of a "correct connection" between Valencia and such coastal neighborhoods as 

Nazaret, "by understanding that the proximity of the maritime port and the city must be 

enhanced by way of this area, an area that might be converted into the fundamental link 

between the southern end of the port and the city" (p. 15). The project's potential, according 

to planners, reached beyond urban morphology, however. The complex, they argued, might 

"permit the Comunitat Valenciana to be in the vanguard of European processes of science 

and technology" (p. 27). 

By the time the science museum opened in November 2001, more than a decade 

after being proposed by Joan Lerma, and six years after nearly being cancelled upon the 

transition to regional governance by the center-right Partido Popular, the City of the Arts 

and Sciences was a project of a scope never before seen in the Comunitat Valenciana. The 

Tower of Communications was not ultimately constructed (a story I recount in some detail 

in Chapter Seven), but the PP had begun construction of a massive performance facility ~ 

the Valau de les Arts or Palace of the Arts ~ in its place. More, the Generalitat under the new 

President, Eduardo Zaplana, had expanded the complex to include an oceanographic park. 

The entire project, in concert with municipal planning on the southern and northern banks 

of the old river channel, fundamentally restructured the district between Valencia and its 

port. Surrounding the City of the Arts and Sciences are towering skyscaper after towering 

skyscaper with expansive views of the Mediterranean, lined along the newly completed 

parkland in the riverbed, oriented around boulevards that stretch from East to West, 

projecting the city toward the sea (figure 4.7 and 4.8). 
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Figure 4.7: Architectural rendering of the Ciutat de les Arts and smroundings. To the north 
of the Ciutat de les Arts, between the city and the port, is emerging an entirely new 
neighborhood - along the Avinguda de Francia - of highrise apartments, often marketed 
with the imagery of the Generalitat's new complex. Source: Ajuntament de Valencia. 
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Figure 4.8: The emerging residential neighborhood of the Ciutat de les Ciencies. Along the 
south bank of what was the channel of the Riu Turia, another district of residential highrises 
has emerged, proximate both the Generalitat's complex and the new Centra Comercial El Saler, 
a shopping mall built in anticipation of the Ciutat de les Arts. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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Spurred on by the creation of such a major tourist attraction, major hotel chains have 

concentrated their new construction in the zone around the City of the Arts and Sciences. In 

the five months after the science museum opened, seven new hotels were opened in the city 

with a total of 1024 rooms and 2040 beds, an astounding increase of 28% (Solsana 2001, 

personal communication). The complex and its dramatic architecture of the Generalitat's 

project have put the Comunitat Valencia on the map, remaking its capital city along the way. 

La Zona de A.ctividades Lagtsticas 

If the City of the Arts and Sciences was designed to restructure the city and 

reposition the region in relation to global circuits of tourists and urban iconography, the 

Zona de Actividades Ijogtsticai (ZAL) or Zone of Logistical Activities is emblematic of regional 

ambitions in a less flashy sphere: inter-modal shipping. Within sight of the Generalitat's new 

entertainment complex to the north, an area of 70 hectares of farmland between the city and 

the recendy expanded port — in the very heart of La Punta — have been condemned for the 

construction of facility to speed the transfer of goods from ship to rail or truck, or vice versa. 

Since its expansion, Valencia's port has become the third largest in Spain in total traffic of 

goods, and the country's largest of containerized shipping. To maintain and enhance that 

position, in the face of stiff competition from expanding ports in Barcelona (Catalunya) and 

Algeciras (Andalucia), many believe that Valencia must address the 'rupture' that occurs 

when goods switch transport modes, speed the flow of goods, and create an opportunity for 

local businesses to add value in the process. Not only is such a facility designed to make 
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inter-modal shipping more flexible, but locating it outside the port proper avoids strict labor 

laws and make the operation of the facility itself more flexible. Promoted by the Generalitat 

— in concert with municipal government, the port authority, and central government in 

Madrid - the ZAL reflects a different way autonomous government uses the urban space to 

restructure and reposition the Comunitat Valenciana. Like the City of the Arts and Sciences, 

the ZAL reflects the wider effort to connect the city with the Mediterranean, to remake the 

city as a "space of flows," a regional project of multi-scalar implications. 

Although the 1980s were a dramatic time of urban change, including the design and 

construction of a radically expanded port, the proposal for a Zone of Logistical Activities 

was not yet on the political radar screen. Municipal planners developed the 1988 General 

Plan, for example, with no anticipation of such a project (Sorribes 2001, personal 

commvinication). But regional planners and the central government in Madrid began in the 

early 1990s to develop a vision for enhancing Valencia's port. Perhaps the first mention of 

the idea of a ZAL for Valencia was made by the central government and its Ministerio de 

Ohras Publicasj Transportes (Ministry of Public Works and Transport or 'MOPUT'). The 

Ministry's 1993 national plan for infrastructure, projected for the years 1993-2007, identified 

Valencia as a site of national importance for the development of a ZAL, second only to such 

internationally important ports as Barcelona, Algeciras, and Madrid's Barajas airport 

(Ministerio de Obras PiibHcas y Transportes 1993). 

That same year, the Generalitat — in its process of territorial planning — identified a 

ZAL as an important component in enhancing Valencia's position as the "central portion of 

^ Unlike the City of the Arts and Sciences, which is is most often refered to in Generalitat documents in the 
Valenciano "Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies," the ZAL is near-universally referred to in Castilian 
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the Mediterranean Arch, whose weight.. .is indisputable" (Generalitat Valenciana 1993 p. 

155). According to the Generalitat's planners, a ZAL might facilitate: 

• transfer of goods between distinct modes of transport. 

• reception and classification of goods 
• consolidation, division, and distribution of cargo 

• cargo storage 
• reception services for port users: hotel, banks, workshops, etc. 

• the contracting of haulers for incoming goods 
• port security and control services (security, sanitation control, administration) 

• telecommunication services (Generalitat Valenciana 1993 p. 153) 

Regional planners viewed the development of such facilities as "one of the last chances" to 

slow the expanding influence of highways in the wider transport system, maintain a 

relevance for rail transport, and generally "harmoni2e" the functioning of Spain's wider 

transportation network (figure 4.9). Looking beyond merely the city or region, the planners 

argued that a ZAL shouldn't be conceived in isolation, "but planned in the form of an 

hierarchical network.. .international, national, regional, local..." (p. 153). In the context of 

the wider project of the Mediterranean Arch, the ZAL was proposed as a key element in 

achieving one of the major goals of territorial planning itself: promoting the "efficiency" of 

the region's economy, and thus its "competitiveness" (p.171). 

In 1994, a quasi-public organization was formed by a coalition of governments — the 

Ajuntament de Valencia, the Generalitat Valenciana, and the autonomous Port Authority -

to develop and buHd the ZAL. Valencia Plataforma Intermodaly Ijagtstica or Valencia Inter-

modal Platform and Logistics (V.P.I Logistica for short) was incorporated not as a public 

entity - which would be subject to complex bureaucratic rules for public administration -

but what the Spaniards call an 'anonymous society.' The organization, according to its chief 

Spanish in official documents and public statements. 
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Figure 4.9: A promotional brochure touts the benefits of a Logistical Activity Zone to 
shippers and investors. Valencia's strategic location provides a central impetus to this 
project. Note how this brochure includes a graphic visuali2ation of the ZAL already in place, 
an aerial view doctored to hide that these lands — at time of writing — were stiU being 
cultivated for crops. Source: V.P.I Logistica, S.A. 
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planner, Ignacio Pascual Navarro, thus has "great agility with reference to any kind of 

bureaucracy." (Pascual 2001, personal communication). V.P.I. Logistica is the essence of the 

entrepreneurial public-private enterprise, in which the state assumes many financial risks on 

behalf of the private sector. Although the public members of V.P.I. Logistica will continue 

develop the project and manage it once completed, the individual warehouses and the lands 

underneath them will be sold to private enterprises. The GeneraUtat and its Conselleria 

d'Obres PiibUques, Urbanisme i Transports has the primary planning responsibility, but 

municipal government also must do its part. The Ajuntament de Valencia is responsible for 

the "initial" and "provisional" phases of the project, which include the rezonings to permit 

the ZAL and the purchase or condemnation of the lands for the site. The "definitive" phase 

of construction and sale of the facilities to shipping companies and manufacturers is charged 

to the GeneraUtat. The project, though promoted by the Generalitat, requires municipal 

cooperation. "If the Ayuntamiento did not want to rezone the land in relation to the 

(General Plan)," Pascual notes, "the ZAL wouldn't happen" (ibid.). 

The need for the project, according to Pascual, has emerged in tandem with the 

emerging role of the recentiy expanded port. Before 1990, there was no traffic in containers 

at all. Now Valencia is Spain's leading port in containerized shipping. A 16-meter depth is 

needed for the big ships, which carry up to 8,000 containers and need to be off-loaded in 

less than eight hours in order for the port to be competitive. This implies, in a port like 

Valencia, four or five cranes working simultaneously to empty a ship, for a period of up to 

eight hours. With the port expansion, Valencia now has that capacity. But how to transfer 

the containers remains. "You have to have the capacity to receive and store the products," 

Pascual states bluntiy, "or the ships won't come" (ibid) 
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A ZAL is a zone of services for shipping containers, linked to the new container 

storage facility within the port. Such a facility is critical so that the port does not lose its 

"interoceanic character," since ships keep moving continually, and only stop in a few ports 

as they traverse the entire Mediterranean from Suez to Gibraltar. Those ports closest to the 

Gibraltar/Suez axis ~ like ports in Malta and Sicily, and the Spanish port of Algeciras — 

make efficient stopping-points. "But the importance of the port is not only on this axis," 

Pascual notes, "but is also related to the port's hinterland." Ports Like Algeciras, while located 

on this axis, do not have a hinterland, so the containers are merely off-loaded, transferred 

back onto smaller ships, and set back to sea; for this the port is designated merely a 

"transfer" port. Valencia has the potential to be much more, since many products in the 

containers are not finished, but are often only components. A ZAL, according to Pascual 

(personal communication, 2001), can be a place where these components are assembled, 

ensuring that "the containers stored at the port signifies the storage of goods, and not air." 

More, the ZAL is a key link between sea, truck, and rail transport, preventing a rupture in 

the transport system. "Without a ZAL," he reiterates, "the ships will go elsewhere." 

Desperate not to be left out from the circulation of global trade, bypassed by huge 

ships that only stop at a few points along the entire Mediterranean, politicians and planners 

at mialtiple state scales have gambled on the competitiveness of Valencia's port. By capturing 

a greater flow of the goods, Valencia's port captures a greater portion of the revenues 

derived from transferring them, fostering a regional transportation industry. By developing a 

ZAL, the Generalitat and its partners create a space where companies can not only ship their 

goods but add value to them, with the wider impacts on the regional economic this implies. 

Finally, making Valencia's port more efficient is a boon to the regional manufacturing 
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industry. "Valencia is very clearly an exporting region," Pascual is quick to note, Arab 

countries, in particvilar, are major importers of the classic furniture and tiles made in 

Valencia. "And if Valencian products are cheaper to purchase, they are more competitive," 

he continues, noting, "If you reduce the cost of transport .. .you wiU sell more because you 

are selling more cheaply" (Pascual 2001, personal commumcation). 

In December of 1999, the Generalitat — now controlled by the center-right Partido 

Popular — asked the Ajuntament de Valencia to modify its General Plan for the construction 

of the ZAL amidst farmlands at the edge of the port. In this special plan, the Generalitat 

proposed rezoning this farmland as industrial, and thus removing the protected status of no 

urbanî able afforded to La Punta in the 1988 General Plan. It justified these zoning changes, 

which would urbanize one of the last remaining districts of Horta between the city and the 

sea, with appeals to region's competitive position in an increasingly globalized world. 

Foreign trade in Valencia, and the Comunitat Valenciana as a whole, must 
have a guaranteed and direct connection with its supply and destination 
markets in order to assure the region's competitiveness... (recognizing, as the 
plan does) the globalization of the economy, in which not only goods but 
semi-finished products move in commercial circuits at global scale 
(Generalitat Valenciana 1999, p. 14). 

Although the new regional administration has de-emphasized the political project of 

constructing a Mediterranean Arch, it continued to argue the importance of situating the 

city-region within Mediterranean and global spheres, of repositioning the Comunitat 

Valencian as a sort of space of flows. The plan argues that 

Both concepts, the globalization of the economy and the capacity for ship 
owners to choose among ports, have a direct consequence on the 
competition among ports in order to attract the greatest number of routes 
and flows to their installations, with the direct and indirect effects on the 
wider economy which depends on them {ibid) 
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In short, the plan suggested that the ZAL, like the newly constructed Valencia-Madrid 

freeway, would be among the actions of greatest "transcendent, economic importance for 

the future of the Valencian metropolitan area and the Comunitat Valenciana as a whole" 

(GeneraUtat Valenciana 1999, p. 12). The rezoning won approval by municipal government 

shortly thereafter. Despite ongoing protests about the loss La Punta's farmlands, and the 

resistance of local landowners to sell, land acquisition and condemnation by municipal 

government began in 2000, and continue at time of writing. 

Conclusion 

The rescaling of European governance and economy, as witnessed in the Comunitat 

Valenciana, has profound implications for the way the European city is planned and 

urbanized. ReterritoriaUzation can be read into, I suggest, the urban landscape itself in places 

like Valencia Capital. In short, the politics of scale and the politics of urban space are 

intimately inseparable. Such newly rescaled forms of governance as the Comunitat 

Valenciana, rooted in the deep scalar history of Spanish regionalism, are finding expression 

in the planning of new capitals like the City of Valencia. 

The politics of a rescaled Europe are not merely reflected in planned urbanization, 

however. I contend that the reterritorialization of the European political economy is 

effectively negotiated in and through the urban landscape itself. New forms of European 

governance, like the autonomous region, are reconstructing urban and regional space in 

dvirable ways that both embody new political realities and shape their futures. This is a 

contested process, politically and spatially. I have hinted at those contests here, but the full 

extent of them - as evidenced in Valencia — will be the subject of upcoming chapters. Suffice 
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it to say, howevet, that the retemtorialization of European governance unfolds in and 

through the reterritoriaHzation of European space. The city, as political capital and economic 

engine of the region, is where these processes are most evident. 

In this chapter I have sought to depict the history of urban growth and planning in 

Valencia Capital as a fundamentally scalar process. The history of Valencian urbanization 

perhaps makes this clear, especially in terms of the complex relationship between the city 

and its Horta, its port, and the wider region itself. Urban planning in this city has always 

been scalar, about forging wider territorial ties — economic, political, and cultural — through 

local urbanization. Never has this been clearer than in the transition to democracy and 

regional autonomy on the late 1970s and early 1980s. Amidst astounding transformations in 

municipal and regional government, political eUtes and planners have rarely lost sight of the 

three fundamental ideas behind urban and territorial planning: capitalitat, vertebracio territorial, 

and the forging of ^e. Arc Mediteirani. These ideas are explicitly scalar, about forging regional 

territory through the urban planning. 

The ambitious goals of consolidating regional territory and repositioning the region 

vis a vis Europe and the globe have been expressed within the urban fabric as the project of 

uniting Valencia and the Sea. The longstanding goal to articulate Valencia Capital with the 

Mediterranean via planned urbanization has become a project that transcends local 

importance. The Mediterranean, I suggest, has come to represent a sphere — simultaneously 

political, economic, and cultural — in which municipal and regional elites are desperate to 

participate. Like Europe itself, the Mediterranean perhaps represents the most meaningful 

chance to reconstruct an autonomous Comunitat Valenciana. The gaze of planners, like the 

political elites they work for, often extends not to Madrid but to the sea, a scale of enormous 
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ptactical and symbolic value. The City of the Arts and Sciences and the Zone of Logistical 

Activities reflect two distinct, yet emblematic routes to the repositioning of the city-region 

toward the sea. This, I argue, is a regional politics of scale that shapes the landscapes in 

which we Hve. The gleaming arches of a science museum and the towering cranes of a port 

are only two such clues. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

L'Horta, a Regional Landscape in the Way 

Introduction 

The recent transformation of Valencia Capital has been a matter of grand structural 

visions, effected through planning maps and urban projects. This city-region is being re-

articulated through the linearity of zoning and the scalar ambition of pubHc architecture and 

infrastructure. Obscured by the abstract depictions of the plan or the sweeping forms of the 

City of the Arts and Sciences, however, there is the complex matter of L'Horta. The 

featureless green plains drawn on city planning maps are really a dense network of homes 

and irrigation ditches, a patchwork of croplands and production systems. Within view from 

the decks of the GeneraUtat's science museum, just beyond the complex's reflection pools 

and parking garages, is the verdant district of La Punta, which infuses the humid sea breezes 

with its aroma of recendy-turned soils and 'nutrient-rich' irrigation waters' (figure 5.1). 

The rescaUng of the European political economy, necessarily premised upon the 

restructuring of urban space, is contested in and navigated through such local spaces and 

political discomses woven in and through them. In short, this chapter ponders the question: 

In what ways is the planned rescaUng of the Eiiropean region not just about space and 

territory, but is about the interwoven social complexity of landscape} Just as the planned 

expansion of Valencia towards the sea confronts an agricultural landscape cultivated for 

more than a thousand years, so must any theoretical approach towards European rescaling 

grapple with the deep sedimentation of cultural practice in local places. 

' The ancient irrigation canal Na Rovella passes under the city and is contaminated by its sewage. 
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Figure 5.1: The rich, but threatened, croplands of the Horta de la Punta. Looking a few 
Idlometers to the northwest, the horizon shows encroaching skyscrapers of the city's eastern 
edge and the white arches of the Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies. Photo by David 
Prytherch. 
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New scales of European governance, like the Spanish autonomous commxinity, may 

emerge from the wider process of globali2ation, but these new scales are negotiated in and 

through regional landscapes. It seems clear, as the literature on scale notes, that the 

European city-region is becoming an important new arena for both governance and capital 

accumulation. This is perhaps the wider poUtical-economic context for 'regionali2ation' that 

seems to be sweeping so much of Europe, and the political regionalisms which accompany 

it. But we cannot understand these transformations purely as a matter of abstract urban 

space, accumulation patterns, or territorial boundaries. Our theories of scale — much as they 

may shy from the theoretical ambiguities of culture itself — must necessarily grapple with the 

ambiguities of cultural landscape. The politicians and planners who are attempting to rescale 

the city of Valencia and the Comunitat Valenciana are certainly doing so. 

The City of Valencia and its Horta have historically been nearly inseparable. Joan 

Fuster, philologist and Valencian nationalist, wrote as late as the 1960s "the Horta assaialts 

the city.. .the city is infected with its character, its temperament, by its mannerisms" (Fuster 

1998, pp. 297-298). Agriculture in this fertile landscape, first begun by the Romans but 

greatly expanded by the Muslims, has long been a primary source of regional wealth and 

power. Indeed, until the twentieth century Valencia Capital was first and foremost a farming 

town (figure 5.2). The value of these croplands is reflected by the mere fact they still exist at 

the city's edge, protected to some degree from urbanization by urban plans since the 1940s. 

But the value of L'Horta — economic and social — is woven deeply within the urban fabric 

itself. The same irrigation canals that watered the Muslim city, and can be seen today in 

archeological digs, continue to flow in tunnels beneath the city's streets. 
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Figure 5.2: Aerial photo of Valencia and its farmlands in 1957. In the image, the croplands 
of the Horta and the old, urban core remained deeply entwined. The medieval Ciutat Vella, 
surrounded by a ring boulevard which that the old city walls, is only separated from 
croplands by the channel of the Rio Tiiria (not yet rerouted to the south). The photo is 
oriented with north at the top. Photo used courtesy of the Collection of Aerial Photographs 
CETFA of the Biblioteca Valenciana. 
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Valencia's central market continues to be one of the largest produce markets in aU of 

Europe, built upon the plaza where fruit and vegetable vendors have gathered for centuries. 

Agrarian iconography, fruits and vegetables, adorn the other great public buildings of the last 

century: the city train station and city haU. The main fountain in the plaza adjacent to the 

cathedral, perhaps the heart of the old city, includes the sculpted figure of a father, 

representing the River Turia, and eight young maidens, who represent each of L'Horta's 

main irrigation canals, from whose tipped vases flows the wealth of the city: its water. 

But the lingering symbolic power of L'Horta is not merely architectural. Valencia's 

famous Tribunal de lesAigues or Water Court is one of the most famous communal-resource 

institutions in the world. The tribunal's eight judges, elected by communities of irrigators 

along each of the main irrigation canals, meet to resolve water disputes every Thursday at 

noon at the door of the cathedral as they have for centuries, perhaps since before the city 

was reconquered from Muslims in 1238 AD (figure 5.3). Many other facets of Valencian 

Hfe are rooted in farming traditions. The famed festival of les Falles can be traced to the 

agricultural rites of spring. The paellas around which Valencian families gather on Sundays 

reflect the bounty of L'Horta and the nearby Albufera, ideally eaten out-of-doors amidst the 

fields. The Central Market, more than a building where vegetables are sold, is an everyday 

hub of deep commercial and cultural traditions. 

What follows is a brief account of L'Horta as cultural landscape, an exploration of 

L'Horta's historical significance to Valencian difference, or at least the politics of it. 

Exploring a brief history of land-use in the Horta — primarily through secondary historical 
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Figure 5.3: The Tribunal de les Aigues. This water court meets at the gothic portal of the 
city's cathedral to resolve disputes among irrigators in the Horta, as it has every Thursday for 
centuries. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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sources — I will trace how urban-rural dynamics shaped not only the city's form, but also its 

economy and politics. But this is also a history of L'Horta as cultural representation, 

inscribed both in written/graphic portrayals of Valencian Hfe and the landscape itself I will 

analyze the discursive representation of the Horta (and its relation to the city) in such 

sources as the poetry of Muslim Valencians, the descriptions of eighteenth century botanists, 

the regionalist poetry of the nineteenth century Kenaixen^a, as well as late twentieth century 

writings in Valencian nationalism, among others. All this provides some historical context 

for the oft cited claim that L'Horta is unique Valencian patrimoni or heritage, which I explore 

here through semi-structured interviews with a host of important actors from across the 

Valencian, political spectrum. To understand these claims, in this chapter I wiU seek to 

approximate the contemporary Horta as both material, agricultural landscape and cultural, 

regional icon. When Valencian nationalists decry the loss of the Horta-as-patrimony in their 

nou d'octubre protest marches, what do they mean? 

Although agriculture in L'Horta is of diminishing importance to the Valencian 

economy, social resistance to the urbanization of this landscape seems to grow more 

vociferous by the year, and fuelled in part by growing anti-globalization protests. 

Understanding that resistance, and its deeper cultural bases, is critical for understanding the 

rescaUng of regions like the Comunitat Valenciana. The rescaling of European urban space, 

Uke the reterritorialization of European governance itself, is a contested process. More, the 

rescaling of urban space in city-regions Uke Valencia is not just planned but negotiated. No 

where is this more evident than the Valencian Horta, where a referent for regional difference 

-Joan Fuster (1998, p. 281) once claimed "in the Pais Valencia, the countryside is 

everything" — has become an obstacle to planned regional futures. 
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Approaching the Cultural Landscape 

If the rescaling of Europe is not merely about governance but is also about the 

nation, as I have argued earUer, reterritorialization is not merely about space but is also about 

landscape. The cultural dimensions of political change are neglected in contemporary 

theories of scale, so it is important that we look elsewhere for the analytical approaches we 

need to understand landscape transformation in its fullest social complexity. The theories of 

landscape offered by cultural geographers are one such route. 

It must be said up front, however, that what I propose is not just about adding a new 

dimension — in this case that of cultural geography ~ into our theories of scale, but also is a 

call to recover sensitivities that are already there in the intellectual heritage of this literature, 

but have been lost in translation. Specifically, theorists like Neil Brenner have relied heavily 

on work by Henri Lefebvre, employing the latter's thoughts on space to rethink scale. What 

people like Brenner have done, however, is expand upon Lefebvre's work yet obscure its 

sensitivity to questions of representation. In short, there are parallels between Lefebvre's 

approach to social space and that of cultural geographers to landscape worth exploring here. 

Rereading Lefebvre on Social Space 

As a materialist, Lefebvre argued, "there can be no thought.. .without language, and 

no language without a material underpinning" (1991, p. 402). That underpinning is space. 

Though a product to be used, to be consumed, (space) is also a means of 
production-, networks of exchange and flows of raw materials and energy 
fashion space and are determined by it. Thus this means of production, 
produced as such, cannot be separated either from the productive forces, 
including technology and knowledge, or form the social division of labour 
which shapes it, or from the state and the superstructure of society (p. 85). 
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At the same time, however, Lefebvre argued that the historical materialism of Marx had its 

limits. In Lefebvre's estimation, Marx had attributed undue importance to capital and labor 

within capitalism, underestimating the role of land. Land, to Lefebvre, was not just 

agriculture or underground resources, but also the nation state, confined within a specific 

territory. And finally, land is, "in the most absolute sense, politics and political strategy" (p. 

325). Lefebvre chided Marx more generally for his neglect of important categories like the 

reproduction of the relations of production, which to Lefebvre "superimposes itself upon 

the reproduction of the means of production" in important ways (p. 102). 

Space, for Lefebvre, was an "unlimited multiplicity or uncountable set of social 

space" (p. 86). More, this ensemble is not merely material but social, about not merely 

production or consumption but also politics, about social reproduction. Space, he argues, is 

both a means of production and "politically instrumental in that it facilitates the control of 

society" (p. 349). Although he was carefial to distinguish space from the text of the linguist, 

he readily admitted that space is not only social but also ideological. It may not be read so 

easily as his peers might think, but that's not to say space wasn't rife with meaning. He 

argued, cynically yet forcefully, "spaces conceal their contents by means of meanings, by 

means of an absence of meaning or by means of an overload of meaning; and inasmuch, 

lasdy, as spaces sometimes lie just as things lie, even though they are not themselves things" 

(p. 92). Space is about representation as weU as production, Lefebvre argued. And these 

representations are political, the domain of that entity which so dominated Lefebvre's 

worldview: the capitalist state. 

In short, Lefebvre's work on space - the foundation for recent theories of scale — 

admits the importance not only the material but also the discursive. Approaching the city as 
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ensemble of social spaces manipulated ideologically by the state, Lefebvre calls for a greater 

focus on the land as contested sphere of production, reproduction, and poUtics. He's talking 

about what cultural geographers would call landscape. 

landscape and Cultural Geography 

Landscape has, over the course of the last century, meant many different things to 

many different geographers. The purpose of this chapter is neither to review that history nor 

seek to sort out one true definition of landscape. Instead, I suggest that academic discourse 

about landscape — indeed the sharp debates about it - provides an amalgam of different 

approaches and ideas, each of which may offer something valuable to the study of the 

Valencian Horta. These croplands are not merely physical spaces, but social spaces. More, 

these are spaces that cannot be understood simply in economic, political, cultural, or 

symbolic terms alone. L'Horta is, I will show in this chapter, aU of these at once. In order to 

grasp the geographic ensemble of L'Horta, and the complex significance of its urbanization 

(and perhaps rescaUn^, one must seek integrative approaches. That, in essence, is the value 

of the landscape idea. 

One way to approach the landscape is through its materiality, as the material 

representation of and environment for social Ufe. The most influential advocate for this 

view, of course, was Carl Sauer (1925) who argued famously "culture is the agent, the natural 

area is the medium, and the cultural landscape the result." Sauer argued for an approach that 

would recognize both environmental context and human agency, integrated in the concept 

of cultural landscape. According to Sauer, the processes of landscape change, driven by 

culture, might be divined from the material landscape itself. Thus, fifty years later. 
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hximanistic geogtaphers like Donald Meinig wete still debating the best way to 'interpret' the 

landscape based on a few important premises: landscapes are symbolic or have cultural 

meaning; landscape and the people that create it are best understood through the study of 

the vernacular; and such landscapes can and should be looked at actively (or read) as a 

routine part of living (Meinig 1979). 

Approached another way, landscape might be seen in terms of representation. 

Cosgrove (1984) has argued that the idea of landscape is not merely about the "integration 

of natural and human phenomena which can be empirically verified and analysed" (p9) as 

Sauer suggested, but is also denotes "the artistic and literary representation of the visible 

world, the scenery (literally that which is seen) which is viewed by a spectator" (p.9). In his 

own analysis of the emerging role of landscape painting at the end of feudalism, Cosgrove 

argues that these two approaches are, in fact, 

.. .intimately connected both historically and in terms of a common way of 
appropriating the world through the objectivity accorded to the faculty of 
sight and its related technique of pictorial representation. It is in this 
relationship that the idea of landscape and its history can direct our attention 
towards the active role of cultural production... (p.9). 

Indeed, he argues that this "dual significance of land during the struggles to redefine it in 

terms of capitalist relations is the key to the modern landscape idea" (p64). 

Lastly, many geographers have come to view the landscape as a text for which there 

are authors, meanings, and potential readings. This impUes that landscape is not only the 

material representation of culture, or even a representation of cultural relationships within it, 

but also the object of political contest, woven with meaning. James Duncan (1990), for 

example, suggests that landscapes can be interpreted by uncovering the underlying 
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multivocal codes that make landscapes cultural creations, to show the politics of design and 

interpretation and to situate landscape at the heart of the study of social process. Duncan 

and Ley (1993, p. 329) have elaborated on this to argue "every landscape is thereby a 

synthesis of charisma and context, a text which may be read to reveal the force of dominant 

ideas and prevailing practices, as well as the idiosyncrasies of a particular author." 

Landscapes are not merely physical but laden with meaning. 

Most recendy, geographer Don Mitchell has sought to synthesize these three 

approaches by returning landscape studies to the fold of historical materialism, arguing, "the 

look of the land plays a key role in determining the shape that a political economy takes." 

(Mitchell 1996, pl7). Mitchell observes that there are two distinct approaches within the 

landscape tradition. First is the art-historical approach that seeks to understand the meaning 

and functioning of representations and "show how representations are essential not just for 

depicting but also for structuring social relations in particular places" (p. 2). Second is the 

cultural geography approach concerned with explaining the morphology of landscape, the 

best of which seeks "to show how the historical form of a place structures the social 

relations of people" {ibid. pp. 2-3). One cannot understand a landscape, Mitchell argues, 

independent of how it has been represented. "But neither can one understand a landscape 

independent of its material form on the ground (and thus independent of how it was 

made)," he argues, emphasizing "interplay between production and representation of 

landscapes (p. 8). 

In sum, landscape is understood by cultural geographers to be an amalgam of 

material practices and representations. Landscape and capitalist production are intrinsically 

linked, but the images and representations associated with landscape also have considerable 
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social power. Richard Schein (1997) expresses this duality nicely by calling the cultural 

landscape "discomse materiali2ed." According to Schein, "as a material component of a 

particular discourse or set of intersecting discourses, 'the cultural landscape' at once captures 

the intent and ideology of the discourse as a whole and is a constitutive part of its ongoing 

development and reinforcement" (p. 663). 

The landscape of cultural geographers, like the social space of Henri Lefebvre, is at 

once material and discursive, a platform for capitalist production and a signifier of social 

meaning. No proper understanding of the Horta of Valencia must ignore the dual nature of 

landscape or social space. We must understand the Horta as a material environment for a 

cultural 'way of life,' a representation with symbolic meaning, and a text upon which 

competing forces inscribe their vision of the way things should be. The Horta is, in other 

words, is at once a set of croplands and a discourse materialized. 

L'Hofta as Material Landscape of Valencian Difference 

For millennia, the foundations for Valencian prosperity and difference have been laid 

firmly in deep alluvial soils and the agricultural bovinty grown upon them. The Roman 

founding of the city in 138 B.C. and its early development were largely based upon the 

agricultural productivity of the coastal plain surrounding it (Sanchis Guarner 1999). And 

though the historical origins of today's complex irrigation system are not clearly known, 

archeological remains of aqueducts suggests that Romans had at least begun to irrigate lands 

to the west and south of the city. Indeed, the two irrigation canals that long watered the 

city's urban gardens and continue to pass under its busy streets — the S^uta na Rovella and the 

Sequia de Favara — are probably of Roman origins (Burriel 1971) or at least superimposed on 
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older Roman aqueducts (Marti 1999). Such canals and the waters they channel have always 

flowed through the city's history and landscape. 

The physical setting of the city was propitious for irrigated agriculture from the 

beginning, and it was the Muslims who took advantage of it to create the basic form of the 

Valencian Horta still evident today. The Riu Turia dominated this very gendy sloping coastal 

plain, its irregular flows reflecting precipitation swings between dry summers and intense fall 

storms. Temperatures, in contrast, range from hot in the summer to merely mild in the 

winter, enabling crops to be grown year round. Muslim setders to the city in the ninth and 

tenth centuries must have begun implementing irrigation techniques they brought from the 

Middle East, for by 1094 the Arab historian Ibn Idari made the first written mention of 

irrigation in the area. By 1153, geographer Edrisi described the city to have "a river whose 

waters are usefully employed in the irrigation of fields, gardens, and country houses" (cited 

in Burriel 1971, p. 147). 

The physical and social structure of irrigated agriculture established by the Muslims 

was truly ingenious. In a physical sense, the Horta de Valencia is defined by its eight 

irrigation canals, which capture water from the Riu Turia at a series of dams or ar^ds and 

distribute those waters by gravity only via a complex system of smaller and smaller ditches 

(Courtot 1994). As an engineering feat alone, these canals are marvels of efficiency. The real 

difficulty, however, arises in times of scarcity. These times require not so much clever 

engineering but intricate social relationships among farmers, for the peak growing season of 

the summer also corresponds with months of scant rainfall (Burriel 1971). The response by 

Muslim farmers, continued by medieval farmers, was the creation of communal 

organizations along each of the irrigation canals. The irrigators on each canal then chose an 
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administrator, or sequier, to manage the day-to-day tasks of maintaining the flow of water: 

inspecting and cleaning ditches, ensuring that farmers only used the water allotted to them, 

and fining offenders when necessary, among others (Glick 1970). In order to meet 

challenges concerning the entire Horta de Valencia, these sequiers periodically convened 

group meetings, the predecessors of today's communal water court, the Tribunal de lesAigues, 

which meets to resolve conflicts among irrigators. Although some argue that this institution, 

as formally constituted, dates only to the medieval period (GHck 1970), most Valencians and 

other scholars contend that the institution predates the reconquest. Some argue, for 

example, that the tribunal has traditionally met at gothic portal of the city's cathedral because 

that was previously the site of the city's mosque. Whatever the origins of the tribunal, 

Muslim or medieval, it embodies a set of social mechanisms to ensure the continued flow of 

city's most precious natural resource that are probably a millennium old. Indeed, Jaume I 

recognized the communal management of water in the Horta in 1238, declaring "in the 

manner that the ancient is custom," these social arrangements would be retained without 

change (Burriel 1971, p. 147). 

The form of the rural landscape that emerged from the Muslim period remained 

dominant well into the twentieth century, and continues in evidence today. The irrigation 

network and the social structures built around intensive cijltivation were reflected in a 

patchwork of small quadraUnear parcels to facilitate even flow of irrigation water by gravity 

(Glick 1970). Individual farms were often centered on large and rambling farm structures, or 

alqueries, combinations of residence and bam first built by the Muslims but preserved by later 

settlers from Catalunya and elsewhere. These alqueries often provided the nuclei of small 

villages. Very litde land was left uncultivated, so any native vegetation — ekn trees, pines. 
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brambles, and vines — became relegated to the banks of the irrigation canals (Costa 1994). 

The canals, more than mere conduits of water, served as a source of hydro-power, around 

which a set of water mills were established, providing the nuclei for the growth of a densely-

settled network of rural villages (Marti 1999, Sanchis Guarner 1999). In addition to the 

rather sprawling form of the alqueria, farmers — often tenants renting their lands from urban 

owners - lived in the more modest structure of the barraca. These more or less one room 

dwellings, constructed with mud-brick walls and covered with a steeply-pitched thatch roof, 

still dot the landscape and became a quintessential feature in the wider landscape of the 

Horta as densely-setded and intensively-cultivated, a patchwork of croplands and dispersed 

dwellings, intricately woven of irrigation canals, roads, and muddy footpaths. 

Just as the city of Valencia cannot be understood apart from the croplands 

surrounding it, neither can we understand L'Horta apart from the urban growth of its 

primary market. The city of Valencia and its periphery were long inextricably bound as a 

single urban system. "In deep symbiosis with its natural environment — and particularly with 

its surrounding belt of Horta," Teixidor (1982, p. 7) argues, "Valencia has been configured 

as a human and economic unity across the length of its historical trajectory." Indeed, 

mvinicipal government in the city has long been actively involved in the management of 

water. Although the irrigation communities themselves were autonomous, city counciLmen in 

medieval Valtecia acted as sohresequiers, intervening to deal with problems facing all eight 

canals (GHck 1970). Today, there are still municipal employees dedicated to managing the 

irrigation infrastructure and acting as a liaison to the irrigation commvinities. The city, of 

course, had a vested interest in such engagement. The fertility of the Horta long provided 
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the basis for the city's economy. But rural systems of production also would not have been 

possible without urban markets and investment (Houston 1957; Courtot 1994). 

From the Muslim period to this day, many of the products of the irrigated croplands 

are destined for virban markets, like the enormous Mercat Central which today stands upon 

the market plaza that served as a commercial center since at least the Middle Ages. The 

products of the Horta, harvested in the morning, were either sold direcdy by farmers at the 

urban market or through the Tira de Contar, a form of wholesale market that has been 

meeting every morning for probably as long as the Tribunal de les Aigues '\t%f\i (Nacher 2001, 

personal communication). The same irrigation canals that entered the city from the west, 

providing drinkiag water and irrigation for urban gardens, also provided a ready conduit for 

wastes that would enrich downstream fields. In 1795, botanist CavaniUes recorded the sight 

of farmers draining the irrigation canal of na Rovella, which still waters the fields of la Punta 

down slope of the city, in order to remove the fertile black sediments from the channel, 

mbdng them with straw for application to their fields (Porcuna and Salvador 1999). Farmers 

who arrived at the city in the morning to sell their products often left Valencia with a supply 

of horse manure collected from city streets and stables, also a rich source of soil nutrients. 

Goods, people, water, and nutrients were just some of the things that flowed from Horta to 

city and back again in an endless cycle, both physical and social, uniting the city and its 

periphery. 

This biophysical symbiosis between city and Horta, the unity of urban and rural, is 

communicated to us through written descriptions - both positive and negative — of life in 

Muslim and later Medieval Valencia. Many of these accounts have been compiled by 

geographer Josep Vicent Boira (1992) in his comprehensive The City of Valencia and Its Public 
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Image, who concludes from the reading of 130 historical texts that Valencia has traditionally 

been represented as beautiful, rich, a beneficial climate, and comparable to a garden. In these 

accounts, furthermore, Valencia is often conflated with its surroundings. Muslim writer AU 

Ben Hariq, wrote around the beginning of the thirteenth century 

Valencia is a place of great beauty and her fame has arrived to both the East 
and the West. If they teU you that when there is a drought Valencia is 
afflicted by hunger and sickness, and the whole city is converted in an area of 
misery and desolation, tell them that, besides all of that, Valencia is a garden 
(cited in Boira 1992, p. 57). 

King Jaume I himself is reputed to have decided to reconquer the city in 1238 based on its 

beauty and fame, according to the ancient chronicle of the Book of Facts, claiming later of 

Valencia that "it is the best land, and the most beautiful of the world" (ibid.). A century later, 

the Muslim poet Abulfeda poet described the city and irrigated landscape 

Valencia is seated in one of the most beautiful places, surrounding her are 
rivers and croplands, where you hear Htde more than the murmviring of water 
branching out and extending in all directions and the cooing and twittering of 
a multitude of songbirds (p. 73). 

These kinds of descriptions contributed, over the course of the middle ages, to a sort of 

Arcadian myth about Valencia and its Horta. This region of Spain, coming to be known as 

the hevant or East, became mythologized as the Levantfelig or "Happy East" where the fruit 

was reputed to fall from the trees. The Horta, despite its functionality as productive space, 

became confused with a garden where human labor scarcely seemed necessary (Boira 1992). 

Writing in 1831, English traveler Richard Ford claimed, "the flora of Valencia is that of a 

natural greenhouse.. .in color and perfume it doesn't have any rival." Going one rhetorical 

step further, he argued "if the poets of antiquity situated their EHsian Fields on the banks of 

the river Betis, the Muslims, with no less justice, put their Paradise in the Horta" (p. 75). 
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Although less romantic, the most famous descriptions of the Horta prior to the 

industrial age and the growth of the city arrive to us by the pen of botanist Cavanilles, whose 

writings of 1795 depict the particxilar combination of water, labor, and soil fertility that made 

the landscape of the Horta, and thus the city of Valencia itself, possible. 

The four canals from the left bank of the river serve to irrigate the fields of 
37 villages, scattered in the northern plains of the Horta: the other four of 
the right bank fertilize the 17 villages of the south, the croplands of the 
capital and the greater part of its outskirts. Never does the soil in these 
croplands rest, as crop after crop succeed one another without 
interruption.. .the laborers can be seen in continual movement. Nightfall 
doesn't put an end to the workday; the irrigation water has to be distributed 
when the turn comes for each farmers field, even if that's the middle of the 
night; the farmer has to be constandy repairing the losses that the fields 
suffer from the production of so many fruits; and finally they have to repeat 
these labors and tasks without pause (cited in Costa 1994, p. 17). 

L'Horta as Symbolic Landscape of Valencian Difference 

City and Country amidst Modernisation 

The relationship between the City of Valencia and the Horta, although founded on 

very concrete and specific social relations and flows of nutrients and products, has long been 

constituted in part through representations of that relationship. So much of what we know 

about the Horta arrives from the writings of travelers; local scientists, and poets, work 

enmeshed in particular ways of seeing the landscape. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth 

century, representations of the Horta became acutely politicized, drawn into the emerging 

politics of regional difference: regionalism, regional nationalism, and republicanism. If the 

idea of landscape is an ideologically charged "way of seeing" (Cosgrove 1984), then we might 

explore how regional landscapes like the Horta become constitutive parts of the way regional 
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politicians and inhabitants come to see their own place in the world, represent that vision, 

and inscribe it back into the landscape itself. 

Traditional representations of the Horta, like the politics of regionalism (and 

republicanism) they became linked to, however, are hardly static or ahistorical. Both were 

inextricably linked to the processes of poHtical-economic change, particularly that of 

nineteenth century modernization. Although Valencia was slow to industrialize, 

technological developments had considerable impact on the character of local agricultxare, 

and thus that landscape upon which idealized and politicized representations would be 

based. The cultivation of silk, which so dominated Valencia's production and export 

economy throughout the medieval period, was abandoned in the face of competition from 

New World cotton and the textiles produced from it in cities like Barcelona. In its place, 

many lands were planted with potatoes and oranges. As steamships enabled the wider export 

of citrus, an enormous industry emerged and vast swaths of the Valencian countryside were 

planted with citrus groves, increasingly irrigated by the newly invented steam pump. Nearby, 

at the margins of fresh-water lagoon Albufera, farmers began to cultivate rice on an ever-

larger scale, aided both by steam pumps and later steam tractors. The core of the Horta de 

Valencia, however, remained dedicated to the cultivation of market produce both for the 

expanding city and for export by the new rail network to Madrid and Barcelona. The 

productivity of this economic system was maintained, moreover, by the introduction of 

Peruvian guano early in the century, rejuvenating nutrient-depleted fields (Courtot 1992; 

Cabrejas and Garcia 1999). 

These changes in the nature of agricultural production were paralleled by dramatic 

social changes. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Valencia was still in the midst of 
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dramatic economic and demographic growth; the city itself had grown to more than 160,000 

inhabitants (Sanchis Guarner 1999). Crises in the guild and manorial systems had created an 

opening for the rise of an urban and rural bourgeoisie, which became armed with a self-

consciousness derived from the French Revolution (ibid). Increasingly obsessed with the 

application of scientific rationality, these emerging social actors advocated investment in the 

modemi2ation of agricultural production, fostering the enormous productivity gains that 

made Valencia an agricultural-export powerhouse. Irrigation canals were modernized, roads 

were built, and the port was expanded. But this emerging eUte also focused on reforming 

local political and land-ownership structures. With the passage of land-reform laws in the 

mid-1800s, access to ownership of agricultural lands was increasingly liberalized. The urban 

bourgeoisie assumed control over many lands that were previously in the hands of the clergy 

or aristocracy, while others were purchased by farmers (Cabrejas and Garcia 1999). These 

farmers, fiirthermore, began to pass their lands not only to their oldest son (primogenitor) 

but splitting them among many children (Fuster 1998). These processes contributed to the 

fragmentation of the Horta into smaller and smaller parcels, lending the landscape the 

minifundista character of postage-stamp sized fields visible today (ibid). 

As history-obsessed nationalist movements emerged across nineteenth-century 

Europe in tandem with industrialization and modernization, Valencians themselves 

experienced something of a complex response to technological and social change in the 

Horta. The growth of the Valencian economy on the basis of modernized agriculture, 

accompanied by the emergence of an urban and rural bourgeoisie, created the conditions for 

the emergence of a regionalist movement which viewed the Horta as both a source of 

cultural origins and future prosperity (and perhaps modernity). A segment of Valencia's 
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urban bourgeoisie, inspired by the ideas of the Romantic Movement that were sweeping 

Europe, turned to the Horta as a marker of regional difference and pride. This bourgeois 

literary and artistic movement, like its counterpart in Catalunya, came to be known as the 

Renaixen^a or Renaissance, a mixture of romanticism and regionalism that offered the 

cultural/historical justifications for later nationalist movements — Catalanism and 

Valencianism — emerging on both the left and right. For romantic, bourgeois regionaUsts, 

L'Horta bridged the medieval past of the Kingdom of Valencia and the modem regional 

landscape, an evocative subject for poetry and painting. For the more liberal and radical 

Republicans, also interested in wresting more regional autonomy, the Horta was both a 

symbol of essential Valencian difference and a symptom of corrupt class relations. Whatever 

the interpretation, the Horta was the material foundation upon which Valencian prosperity 

had long been based and was, more than ever, an engine of economic competitiveness. 

L'Horta, in other words, cotild be a landscape of tradition, or a referent for an agrarian 

modernity, or both. 

L.'Horta and Early Valencian Regionalism 

An early and powerful description of the Horta from the mid-nineteenth century 

regionalism was penned by Teodoro Llorente, a poet who was a founding member of 

Valencianism as a cultural movement, the renaixenga that provided the foundation for later 

political movements toward regionalism. Though Llorente's vision of Valencian society was 

conservative — if not "mythologized and conformist" (Sanchis Gaumer 1999) — he was 

among a vanguard of Valencian writers and political activists advocating the use of 

Valenciano and the celebration of the region's medieval history. Within the renaixenga the 
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Horta figured prominendy, a landscape of regional difference that Llorente described in 

loving detail after a train trip into the city of Valencia in 1887. 

The Horta of Valencia is an immense countryside, perfecdy leveled, 
meticulously distributed, in which there is not one inch of land lost nor idle, 
in whose expansiveness are disseminated its dwellings and a population 
essentially agric\altural, in which it was bom and which it identifies 
itself.. .deep roads, channeled among slopes that are always verdant, are 
surrounded by continuously-flowing irrigation ditches, furrowing in all 
directions the expansive plain; and border the incredibly narrow paths among 
the fields, where graceful Valencian women, like deer, travel lightly, 
protecting themselves ftom the sun with a blue handkerchief, knotted at the 
chin like a hood, and lifting at their arm willow baskets in which they coUect 
the most delicate fruits and vegetables (quoted in Costa 1994, p. 18). 

The bourgeois nature of early Valencian regionalism is embodied in such idealized images, 

which evoke regional difference but do not call for social change (as regional nationalism 

would later do). In this version of regional politics, L'Horta largely became a matter of 

folklore woven with a host of readapted or even "invented" regional traditions. The 

emerging myth of the Horta was matched by the development of elaborate new psuedo-rural 

regional costumes used in emerging regionalist festivals like Les Falles in March and the Joes 

Vlords in July. By the late nineteenth century the Horta was not only the economic engine of 

the region, but also a cultural referent of the first order, the symbolic fodder for incipient 

regionalism. 

L'Horta and the Uterary Imagination of Vicente Blasco Ibdne  ̂

Of more enduring literary value than the saccharine descriptions of Llorente, 

however, are the works of Vicente Blasco Ibanez. The most famous writer yet to emerge 

from Valencia, Blasco Ibanez was also a political figure of transcendent importance in turn 

of the twentieth century Valencia. The leftist newspaper he founded, E/ Pueblo, was not only 
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one of the leading voices for reform and Republicanism, but also a vehicle for publishing his 

writings. The political movement he foimded dominated municipal politics in the city for 

decades. And though Blasco Ibaiiez was not a regionaUstperse, his single-minded drive to 

overturn the monarchy and recast Spain as a federal republic reflects many of the same 

interests in emphasizing regional difference and fostering regional autonomy. These poUtics 

are reflected and reproduced by his earliest books written exclusively about Valencian life, 

capturing in fictional but uncannily vivid descriptions — a reaUst style, in other words ~ of 

regional society. Not only did these works provide the launching point for a dramatic career 

as a writer and politician of national stature, they also captured in detail a glimpse of 

Valencian society on the verge of transformation. 

A flavor of such writings can be gleaned from Blasco Ibanez's brief yet rich 

description of the city's market plaza on Christmas Eve in the novel Arrot̂ j Tartana, a scene 

in which the city's bourgeoisie meet farmer as they conduct transactions amidst the dizzying 

abundance of the Horta laid out for sale. Just a few quotes serve to highlight how deeply the 

world of the rural invaded the Valencia of Blasco Ibanez in 1894, when this is a story about 

bourgeois life in the city was written. As the main character enters the crowded market plaza 

with her two servants at her side, she pauses to take in the assaulting wave of sensations. 

God Almighty.. .so many people! The entirety of Valencia was there. Every 
year it was the same on Christmas Eve.. .In that long plaza, slightly twisted 
and narrowed at its two ends, like a swollen intestine, were piled the cloud-
Uke mounds of food that seemed to pour down like a nutritious rain on the 
tables, satisfying the gigantic appetite of the city at Christmas, that 
gastronomic festival, that is like the stomach of the entire year (Blasco Ibanez 
1998, p. 8) 
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The plaza was choked with vendors, often farmer's wives or huertanas (in the Castilian that 

Blasco Ibanez penned his words), who brought their goods to the city on foot from the 

many farms just beyond the edge of the city. 

Dona Manuela marched down the tight passage that opened up between the 
rows of huertanas, seated on tiny stools woven of reed... (behind) their 
baskets, turned upside down, where their vegetables were displayed. There, 
the dark bundles of spinach, the great cauliflowers Uke white roses.. .the 
escarole with streaks of ivory; the hvimble tubers the color of the earth, still 
covered with hair-Uke roots.. .celery, tufts of vegetables, still retaming in their 
fresh curls the breezes of the fields, the radishes standing out like drops of 
blood over the soft bed of fruits and vegetables (p. 15). 

The market plaza, the urban space that embodied best the inter-dependence of city and 

Horta, was, for Blasco Ibanez "at once the stomach and the lungs" of Valencia (p. 10). And 

though he communicates the festivity of the scene, the tensions underlying the economic 

and social system are rarely far from view. 

Although such works as Atrot̂ y Tartana describe the urban/rural relationship from 

the eyes of the urban dweller, we get a more direct portrait of rural life from the novel 

Barraca (Blasco Ibanez, 2000). This is the most evocative portrayal of the Horta to be found 

anywhere in modern literature, a picture of the difficult life of rural laborers and their 

families that stands in stark contrast to more superficial representations of the Horta as a 

Garden of Eden. Here, fruits do not fall unbidden from trees, but they are extracted within a 

tense environment where tenant farmers pay usurious rents imposed by absentee landlords. 

Throughout, the generosity of L'Horta stands in contrast to the dark meanness of the city. 

The space was soaked in light; the shadows dissolving as if swallowed by the 
open furrows and masses of foHage, from the indecisive mists of the dawn 
were emerging the land's damp and glowing contours: rows of mulberry and 
fruit trees, undulating lines of cane, the great squares of vegetables like 
enormous green handkerchiefs, and the red earth so carefully tended (p. 62). 
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This is not unlike the Horta of the regionalist Llorente, but the comparison stops here. 

The novel's main character is a hardy laborer named Batiste, whose struggle to 

provide for his family has led him on a wandering life throughout the region, from one 

drought-parched parcel to another. His search seems to have ended happily when he 

encounters an abandoned parcel of irrigated land eagerly rented out by its urban landlords. 

The reason for the land's abandonment, however, is to become the downfall of Batiste and 

his family. A decade before Batiste's arrival, that same parcel was farmed by an industrious 

tenant named Barret, whose family had long occupied the land. 

All the blood of his grandfathers was there. Five or six generations of Barrets 
had passed their lives working the same land, turning the land, medicating its 
inner being with strong manure, watching that its vital juices would not wane, 
caressing and brushing with hoe and ploughshare those clumps of earth, each 
of which had been irrigated with the sweat and blood of the family (p. 76). 

The fecundity of the Horta here is only bought through the blood of the laborers. The 

muddy waters of the sequies appear like blood, circulating through and nurturing the fields. 

Human lives in the Horta are deeply woven with the land itself. Handed down from father 

to son, this landscape is patrimony, in the clearest sense of the word. 

This patrimony is hardly idyllic, but bound up with complex social and economic 

relations. It had been Barret's misfortune, a decade before the arrival of Batiste, to rent his 

lands from a miserly urban (and Castilian-speakin^ landlord. 

Barret could not have encountered a worse landlord. Don Salvador enjoyed 

in the Horta a detestable fame, and rare was the neighborhood where he did 
not own lands. Every afternoon, wrapped in his old cape, even in spring, 
with the sordid appearance of a beggar and followed by a trail of curses and 
hostile gestures behind his back, he traveled by the footpaths visiting his 
tenants. His was the tenacity of the miser that wanted to be in contact in all 
hovirs with his properties, the persistence of the usurer who has unpaid 
accovints to settle (p. 78-79). 
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The ever-incteasing rents and a usiirious loan of Don Salvador led Barret to eviction, but 

only after this simple farmer had pushed himself and his lands to the limit to meet his 

landlord's cruel demands. Insane with anger and shame. Barret murdered the owner with a 

sickle, the only implement that has not been repossessed, and is sent to prison. 

The laborers on neighboring parcels, in an act of unspoken solidarity and revenge 

against the land-owning class, refused to occupy and rent the lands vacated with the 

imprisonment of Barret. More, they dissuaded all potential tenants and hired laborers from 

working the land. Their solidarity becomes a kind of strike; the new landlords are helpless to 

derive any income from the property in the face of the silent opposition from rural society. 

The arrival of newcomer Batiste to the cursed parcel, however, and his refusal to leave these 

fertile lands, threatens to upset the established balance of power. Longstanding conflict 

between Valencian landlords and farmers becomes the fuel for conflict between laborers, 

between the interloper Batiste and his neighbors. For while Batiste is a simple, industrious 

man who turns abandoned lands into the image of agricultural productivity, he inadvertently 

comes to embody the hand of urban capital breaking the solidarity of rural labor. Thus the 

doors of the community are shut to Batiste and his family, who face an unbroken waU of 

hostility and harassment. 

Beyond the conflicts that Blasco Ibanez portrays within rural society, an overarching 

theme remains: the vulnerability of the Horta to the rapacious practices of urban elites. In 

fact, it is this dynamic that drives the bloody warfare between Batiste and his neighbors. And 

it is this theme of urban-rural conflict, a vehicle used by Blasco Ibanez to represented 

Valencian social relations to a century of readers ~ that might inform our understanding of 

what the Horta means to virban politics today. In contrast to the rural, a place of burbling 
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sequies and rich wildlife, die city remains a foreboding place of power, alien to the tight-knit 

community of laborers in the Horta. The city always, in the last instant, holds the upper 

hand L'Horta, at best, is a troubled paradise. 

Kenaixenga, Modemisme, and the Iconogrc^hj of the Horta 

Although the history of cultivation in the Horta has its own cultural weight, the 

political and social upheavals of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries — and the 

cultural artifacts and texts that emerged from them — are fundamental to understanding 

L'Horta as 'discourse materialized.' It was the cultural regionalism of the renaixen9a, so 

rooted in medieval and pastoral mythologies about Valencian life, that spawned Valencian 

nationalism. The later work of Blasco Ibanez, as both writer and politician, may have offered 

a more charged interpretation of the nature of regional politics and local class relations, but 

it also did so through evocations of the Horta as central feature in regional difference. It was 

from this social turbulence that other great works of Valencian art and architecture emerged. 

The canvases of Joaquin SoroUa — the most famous impressionist painting to emerge 

from Valencia and a contemporary of Blasco Ibanez — sought to capture, in the words of 

Sanchis Guarner (1999 p. 547) "the intense and happy clarity of the land and sea in 

Valencia.. .a vision of great cleanliness and luminosity." Sorolla's paintings have become 

cultural icons in Valencia, representing the rural character of Valencian life at the turn of the 

twentieth century, capturing such emblematic scenes as laborers in the Horta or the 

Albufera, the arrival of the fishing boats on the beaches of CabanyaP. Neither overly critical 

^ Indeed, it is reputed that Blasco Ibanez and Sotolla first met each other on the beaches of Cabanyal, amidst 
the fisherman , where each was sketching the scene for their respective literary and artistic projects. 
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nor overly romantic about the social relations behind these scenes, SoroUa painted a rural 

and hard-working Valencia that continues to beam from the paintings on the walls of 

Valencian museums and the reproductions that hang in Valencian homes, are sold in shop 

windows throughout the city. 

These mixed intellectual currents, with their shared emphasis on the agricultural 

theme in regional society, are inscribed upon the larban landscape itself. The early decades of 

the twentieth century were not only years of cultural and political ferment, but also of major 

planning reforms within the old city and the construction of important new public buildings. 

Precursors to projects like the City of the Arts and Sciences, these buildings were also paid 

for by local governments and built in the newest architectural styles. In the early 1900s, this 

was the local variant on the global stylistic phenomena of art nouveau: the modemista 

movement. Local architects designed major new public buildings in the highly decorative 

and daring style pioneered by Catalans like Antoni Guadi (who designed the famous Sagrada 

Familia church in Barcelona, among other projects). The wider modemista movement was 

bound intimately in the emergent politics of regionalism, embodying not only the 

commercial success of the Catalan regions but also their growing consciousness of cxiltural 

difference, fuelled by the drama of modernization and industrialization (Hughes 1992). 

This can still be read, quite directiy, from the modemista facades of the most 

important buildings of early twentieth century Valencia, built by a municipal government 

prompted by new developments in transportation technology and increasing concem for 

public health. Perhaps the most architecturally and decoratively dramatic is the main railway 

station built in 1921, the Estacio delNord. Designed by architect Demetrio Ribes and ceramic 

artist Munos Duenas, the station is decorated with a frieze comprised of oranges, matched 
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by exquisite mosaics of Valencian maidens (in silken regional costumes) and cherubs 

harvesting the citrus crop by a brakeman's lantern. In the new middle-class neighborhoods 

of UE,ixample - modeled on that of Cerda in Barcelona - the Mercat Colon or Columbus 

Market house was designed by architect Francisco Mora in 1914 to also include dramatic 

mosaics on the fa9ade (Sanchis Guamer 1999). These also included images of young 

Valencian men and women, dressed in regional garb and graced by the golden light of the 

Mediterranean, surrounded by the enormous bounty of the Horta. Agricultural iconography 

blended traditional images with an obvious pride for the region's wealth, where the 

cultivation of fruits and vegetables was a serious and very modem business, the very engine of 

the regional economy and competitiveness. 

No structure perhaps reminds us more of the seriousness of Valencian agriculture, 

whatever the foUdoric qualities attributed to it by the Renaixen^a movement, than the city's 

central market. The Mercat Central was conceived as a reform of the chaotic and unsanitary 

conditions of the market plaza depicted so powerfully by Blasco Ibanez. Designed by 

Catalan architects Francisco Guardia Vial and Alejandro Soler March and built by municipal 

government between 1910 and 1928, this elaborate modernista structure combined the 

newest technologies in steel construction and decorative motifs so characteristic of the art 

nouveau movement (Sanchis Guamer 1999). The Mercat Central is at once a functional 

structure and a powerful symbol, providing a modem environment for rural 

farmers/vendors to meet urban consumers. One roof contains the bovmty of the Horta and 

the dynamic market economy associated with it. The Horta, like the market, remained at the 

heart of the city's early twentieth century economy, imaginary, and urban landscape. 
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L'Horta, Valencian Difference, and the Politics of Autonomy 

It is impossible here to fully convey the changing significance of the Horta in 

Valencian political discovirse through the twentieth century, given the profound 

transformations in the structure of the regional economy and the upheaval of the Civil War 

and subsequent Franco dictatorship. It is possible, however, to approach the question of the 

Horta as patrimony from a selection of published works that either discuss the nature of 

Valencian identity or the Horta itself. These offer insights into the significance of this 

landscape to Valencian regionalism/nationalism in the years leading up to and following 

from the transition to democracy and the formali2ation of regional autonomy in 1982. These 

sources, of covirse, are not inclusive of the ways the Horta has been perceived and 

represented in Valencian life, but they are important as key intellectual works produced at 

key political moments. From them we not only learn about the place of the Horta in 

Valencian regionalism, but also of culture's place in the Horta itself. 

The iMndcape According to Valencian ̂ gionalism I Nationalism 

Perhaps the most important rwentieth century writings on Valencia identity and 

nationhood are those of Joan Fuster, who blended the study of the Valencian/Catalan 

language with historical inquiry and political activism to become the foremost Valencian 

nationalist of the century. For Fuster, the nature of Valencian identity was rooted 

fundamentally in the region's Catalan heritage, thus its future as a nation rested in fuller 

association with the other Catalan-speaking regions. Nonetheless, Fuster emphasi2ed the 

essential unity and distinctiveness of the Valencian people, a compromise form of Valencian 

nationalism (Catalan-speaking yet distinct) that became an ideological referent for decades of 
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later left-leaning nationalists. These views were expressed most succinctly in a book that 

became a touchstone for Valencian nationalism: Nosaltres, Els Valencians or We, the Valencians. 

In it, Fuster suggested that the critical feature in Valencian life, and the reason that 

Valencian regionaUsm/nationalism had taken a different and more conflicted trajectory than 

Catalunya, was rooted in its agrarian heritage^. He claimed bluntly "In the Pais Valencia the 

countryside is everything.. .ours is an economy fundamentally agrarian, this determines in 

good measure the character and the generic comportment of Valencian society" (Fuster 

1998, p. 281). To Fuster, small and independent farmers of the Horta were the anchors of 

both Valencian rural life and politics, their bonds of association the most characteristic of 

Valencian ethnicity at work. "The men of the field," Fuster wrote, "work the land with their 

own hands and see in the land a prolongation of their own Uves," demonstrating his point by 

quoting one of Valencia's patron saints, Vicent Ferrer: "los llauradors, qui sostenen lo mon.. .de 

alio que ells trehallen, tots ne havem a viuri'' or "it is the farmers that sustain the world.. .we aU 

Uve from the fruit of their labors" (p. 290). 

Fuster, though he took issue with overly foUdoric representations of Valencia culture 

~ particularly the " kind of superficial notion, the rural, reduced to the localista visions 

characteristic of Valencian provincialism" handed down from the renaixen^a (p. 336) — 

nonetheless sought to emphasize the regional customs in which the essential "unity" of the 

Valencian people might be located. Nosaltres, Els Valencians'was an exploration of this 

question from largely historical, linguistic, and theoretical perspectives. Another important 

^ Fuster and others have sought to explain the continual inability of Valencian nationalism to become as 
hegemonic a political force as Catalan nationalism in Catalimya. Fuster, like the later work of Josep-Vicent 
Marques in his 1974 Pais Perplex (2000), attributed the different political trajectories to Valencia's 
agricultural nature, and thus the relative slowness with which an industrial bourgeoisie developed (in stark 
contrast to heavily industrialized Catalimya, with its Catalan nationalist, urban and industrial bouregoisie). 
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book, J5/ Pa/s Vaknciano, written in 1962, approached this question by way of living 

landscape, described in rich and loving detail. And though he warned that the term Pais 

Valenciano only has meaning in so far as it refers to living social entity, "a people more than 

a geography" (Fuster 1962, p. 26), Fuster commenced his book — a detailed analysis of 

Valencian identity masquerading as a mere travel guide ~ with a discussion of la tierra or the 

land. And the land most emblematic of the Pals Valencia, despite the region's evident 

diversity, remained the Horta. 

Fuster, emphasized that Valencia Capital, like the entire district it inhabited, was 

marked by the unmistakable stamp of agriculture, arguing that "neither cosmopolitan 

fashions nor the advance of industry has been able to erase it" (p. 58). All of the cultural 

manifestations of regional identity — regional dress, dances, food, fiestas — could all be 

linked to the essentially baroque spirit of Valencia, which was derived fundamentally from 

the fertility of the land itself. The cultural Ufe of the city, of which Valencia's fiestas were 

only the most emblematic examples, could be traced either to rural customs or urban 

imitations of them, he added. If rural customs invaded the city, as he so often repeated, we 

probably shouldn't be surprised: the landscape of the Horta itself loomed just beyond the 

city's edge. "Valencia scarcely has depressing suburbs," he argued, since 'the crops arrive to 

the very edge of the urban asphalt, surround the blocks of cheap houses at the city's 

periphery, play hide and seek with the built environment" (p. 184). Just beyond the city's 

edge, for any tourist or Valencian to see, could be found "irrigation canals, the color of mud, 

that flow among canes and wild lilies, or discharge, though sluice-gates, over reddish clumps 

of earth and the seedlings emerging from the croplands" (p. 184). As trite as it may seem, 

Fuster concluded, the Horta of Valencia could very well be compared with a garden; the 
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metaphor was inescapable to anyone who walked its footpaths. The city and its Horta were, 

for Fuster, inseparably linked: spatially, economically, and culturally. What could be said 

about the land could very well be said about the people inhabiting it. 

Beyond its weight as an economic and cultural foundation of regional difference, the 

Horta as linguistic space is also fundamental to understanding the regional politics. This 

relationship of landscape to the charged politics of language is starkly evident in the research 

of Joan Mtta, who published in 1981 one of the first comprehensive surveys of language use 

in the region. Language use, whether Castilian Spanish or Valenciano/Catalan, has long been 

associated with political identity in the Pais Valencia. This has especially been the case since 

the death of Franco, when there has been a strong re-emergence of the language politics in 

Valencia, a region that may be officially bilingual, but in which Valenciano is widely 

considered the true autochthonous tongue. The overarching conclusion of Mira's study, at 

least as it applies to the coastal portion of the region and the Horta, is that rural people were 

speakers of Valenciano and urban dwellers were more Kkely to be speakers of Castilian 

Spanish (Mira 1981). As Blasco Ibanez suggested in la Barraca, the social tensions between 

the urban and rural are not merely driven by class difference, but politics and practice of 

everyday speech. 

Mira, nearly a century after la Barraca was written, found that small villages with more 

social homogeneity, like those of within the Horta and in the maritime districts, exhibited a 

higher percentage of Valenciano speaking (greater than 50% of those surveyed) in contrast 

with urban neighborhoods, particularly those with a high number of immigrants from 

outside the region (where fewer than 30% spoke Valenciano). Interestingly, however, 

immigration did not fuUy explain the uneven linguistic map. Neighborhoods with native-
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bom middle or upper class populations (bourgeois in odier words) showed nearly as low a 

percentage of Valenciano-speaking as immigrant districts. More, Mira reported that the skill 

of speaking the regional language was being lost more quickly in native bourgeois 

neighborhoods than rural or working-class districts, revealing that the processes of social 

reproduction (perhaps not only of the language but also of Valencian regional identity) 

varied across space. Mira's study drove this point home when it found that more farmers 

continued speaking the regional language than any other occupation. Across the entire 

region, 93% of farmets spoke Valenciano, compared to 65% of professional workers. In the 

city of Valencia, 53% of farmers continued speaking Valenciano, while only 38% of their 

professional peers did so (Mira 1981, p. 120). 

In sum, Mira showed in the early 1980s that the speaking of Valenciano, a critical 

referent in the politics of Valencian identity and difference, was something that remained 

strong in the Horta even as the cities lost those skills. The Horta, to put it bluntiy, was a 

space where regional traditions like the regional language were maintained, in the face of a 

growing city like Valencia where few immigrants or native-bourgeois spoke the language of 

King Jaume I. L'Horta, not only an emblem of regional difference, is a landscape where that 

difference was and continues to be reproduced. 

These different threads have been woven together more recentiy by Andres Piqueras 

Infante, who undertook the difficult task of capturing empirically the character of Valencian 

difference, in his ambitious book Tbe Valencian Identity: The Difficult Construction of a Collective 

Identity. Inspired by the work of Fuster and guided by Joan Mira, Piqueras traversed the 

length of the region interviewing Valencians about their image of themselves, their identity, 

by way of questions about what they considered the "most representative" Valencian dish. 
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dance, custom, crop, sport, and Saint/Holy Virgin. More, he asked people what qualities 

they most attributed to Valencians, those that they might use to distinguish between 

Valencians and others and situate themselves in relation to the perceived regional norm. 

What Piqureas found is quite interesting. When asked about those items that most defined 

the Pais Valencia, 77% of respondents cited paella, 51% cited the language of Valenciano, 

and 50.6% cited the Horta itself. In the capital city and its surroundings, fully 60% cited the 

Horta as an emblematic feature that defined the region (Piqueras 1996, p. 139). Although he 

found that no single or global stereotype of the "Valencian Identity" could be gleaned from 

the interviews, certain themes appeared again and again when he asked people the basic 

question: what differentiates "us" as Valencians from "others?" He concluded that, beyond 

the speaking of Valenciano, what defined Valencia for Valencians was the landscape. 

The hard struggle with the land, the affinity for water, the great care and the 
eagerness deposited in the Horta and in other kinds of family enterprises, 
have given rise to a certain ideas about friendship, work, and personal effort, 
but also a manner of relating among individuals.. .These are shared values, 
representations, and ways of doiag things that, in the end, are what 
constitutes "culture" (Piqueras 1996 p. 243). 

Despite the passage of time and social change, in a Valencia that is today more industrial 

than agricultural, old ideas continue to hold sway. Ideas of region and nation, explored with 

such impact by the likes of Fuster, are woven with language and land in endviring ways. 

l̂ Horta as Regional Patrimony: Political Kef lections of Public Actors 

The importance of the Horta as cultural landscape — though it can be approximated 

through texts handed down from the middle ages, the architectural details of Valencia's 

important buildings, quotes extracted from academic monographs - is perhaps best 
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understood by talking to Valencians. For the Horta's status as unique Valencian heritage or 

patrimony does not, in the end, rest on a basis of historical precedent but in the perceptions 

and actions of people. What follows is a sample of what prominent Valencians have to say 

about the Horta, at least to an inquiring American. By talking with pubMc officials and 

leaders of non-goverrmiental organizations, political activists and prominent academics, we 

might glean a window on what the Horta means to Valencian politics and why. I did 

interviews with 26 political leaders in Valencia, some excerpts of which follow below. 

Eugenio Burriel, whose 1971 study on the Horta remains a touchstone for 

researchers, has a perspective on this landscape shaped not only by academic analysis but 

political experience. Burriel has served as professor of geography an the Universitat de 

Valencia for many years, a tenure punctuated in the 1980s and early 1990s by a series of 

important political appointments in the Socialist administration of Joan Lerma at the 

regional level (head of the Conselleria of Public Works, Planning, and Transport) and in 

Madrid (Secretary of Administration for the Ministry of Public Works). 

Burriel is both pragmatic about the problems of the Horta and a longtime advocate 

of its historical importance. The "Horta is the result of a long historical process, one that 

reflects the interaction between the possibilities of nature and society..." he argued 

forcefully, "... a very important cultural landscape, and I use the word landscape 

intentionally in its geographical sense, one that is perhaps unique." I asked Burriel about 

what the loss of the Horta would mean in the context of Valencian culture and history. 

"The loss of the Horta implies the loss of something that we carmot substitute," he 

responded flady "an irreparable loss..of a set of values, a system of production, and a 'green' 

landscape." Speaking more specifically of the irrigation system in the Horta de Valencia, 
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Biotriel lamented the potential loss of "cultural values.. .that have been,' Uke the irrigation 

system itself, "the result of an accumulation of experiences" {ibid) 

Like Burriel, Joan Romero has had a dramatic career rising from professor of 

geography to the highest ranks of the Socialist party in Valencia, as the top official of the 

GeneraUtat's Conselleria d'Educacio i Cultura during the late 1980s and early 1990s and an 

unsuccessful candidate to the presidency of the Generalitat in 1999, before returning to 

academic life. "The Horta is one of the most important cultural landscapes in all of Europe," 

Romero stated blvindy, an importance that "reinforces the need to establish regional 

strategies that find a compromise between balanced growth and the conservation of cultural 

landscapes" like it. Unfortunately, the dominance of a "productivist" mindset and political 

discourse has prevented the development of a more environmental consciousness in 

Valencia and Span more widely, he argues. Although this kind of mentality is changing, 

Romero notes, the rate of change may be too slow. "The processes of social change occvir in 

'economic time' and 'political time,"' he notes, "but these rates of change are slower than the 

rate at which the Horta is being lost.. .when we have changed sufficientiy and we recognize 

what we have to do, the thing we wanted to protect — the Horta — may already be gone" 

(Romero 2001, personal communication). 

Another prominent figure in the Socialist politics of the 1980s that so shaped the 

planning of the contemporary city is Josep Sorribes, who was chief of staff to the Socialist 

Mayor Ricard Perez Casado in the 1980s. Part of a flood of prominent Socialists who 

returned to academic life as a kind of political exile, Sorribes - now a professor of 

economics — suggested to me that "the Horta is a way of life.. .that historically has had a 

great importance for Valencia.. .as a social system, this is certain." Despite the challenges of 
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virban growth and the declining profitability of farming, Sorribes remains committed to the 

idea that "we have to continue valuing the Horta and have to protect it as an important part 

of our historical memory and collective identity" (Sorribes, 2001 personal communication). 

A few days later, and in a world more proximate to the pulse of contemporary 

regional governance, I spoke with a rising official of the center right Partido Popular that 

governs the City of Valencia (since 1991), the Comunitat Valenciana (since 1995), and the 

national state (also since 1995). Ascension Figueres is a former school teacher who entered 

politics as a diputada or representative in the regional parliament, who by April of 2001 had 

become head of the Commission of Culture and Education within the Conselleria d'Educacid i 

Cultura. "This landscape is a testimony to and manifestation of the passage of ages," she told 

me emphatically, an important part of the history of Valencia as "a city that has a 

juxtaposition of successive cultures." For many centuries, she notes, "agriculture was a way 

of Ufe.. .everyone was dedicated to the land in one form or another: farmers, vendors, 

families" (Figueres 2001, personal communication). 

Continuing on a more personal note she described her daily commute to Valencia 

from the village of Nules to the north, telling me: "I stiU see farmers cultivating their crops 

in the Horta by hand.. .or from time to time a horse in the fields." She motioned behind her 

to paintings on her office wall, including one oil painting of the Horta, with its rows of 

crops, its tiny parcels, and its alqueries in the background, remembering personal 

conversations with her own grandfather, who grew up in the farming village of Famals. 

In that age, my grandfather told me, each person had a piece of land. And 
because of high child mortality, each family had many children. Of course it 
was painful to lose a child, but it was common. But when a horse died, 
because of its importance to the family, it was almost Uke the death of a small 
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child. Of course that does not happen today, and I only relate this as a 
personal anecdote, but it reflects what agricultural life was like (ibid). 

Today, however, Valencia's prominence as a city of industry and services has tipped the 

balance of importance away from the Horta. Nonetheless, Figueres suggested, "we need to 

be sufficiendy sensitive to this landscape and not erase the fingerprints of the many 

traditions that have gone before..." {ibid). 

Fernando Ricart Rodrigo, who is currently the head of the Territorial Planning 

Service {Semi d'Ordenacio Territorial) within the Generalitat'sCo«j"e//OT<2 d'Obres Publiques, 

Urbanisme i Transports, shared this concern for the Horta as more than mere territory. "The 

problem of the Horta is the same problem seen in almost all the former agricultural cities 

that have exercised urban pressure over their periphery," Ricart reflected. As a productive 

landscape, the Horta is clearly threatened, he told me, but the Horta has a role in society 

beyond the economic sphere, with the potential to not only generate financial revenue but 

also public goods. "Spaces like the Horta are necessary for the city, they not only have an 

economic rentahilitad (or profitability) but also in terms of social values and patrimony too." 

For Ricart, the loss of the Horta "would be an irreparable loss, the loss of a collective 

resource" (Ricart Rodrigo, 2001 personal communication). 

On a different place on the political spectrum is Vicent Flor, one of 11 members of 

the governing body of the center-left Valencian nationalist party: £/ Bloc Naciona/ista Valencia. 

As secretary of political and institutional relations, Flor is responsible for not only the party's 

relations with the various municipal adminstrations in which the Bloc has representatives 

(though a considerable force at the local level, the Bloc remains an extra-parliamentary party 

for it has yet to acqviire the requisite 5% of the vote) as well as external relations with other 
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nationalist parties across Europe (Catalunya, Pais Vasco, Scotiand, Wales, for example). Flor 

is a policy wonk who emphasi2ed the desire by Valencian nationalists in the ^loc to balance 

modernization with the region's heritage. "We cannot destroy ovir environmental 

patrimony.. .especially that of the Horta," he stated, declaring unequivocally that "The 

Horta.. .is an environmental patrimony of the first order." The bloc's approach to balancing 

such heritage with modernization, Flor noted, should be contrasted with the perspective of 

right-wing, Anti-Catalan nationalists, for whom "the Horta is an important symbol, but a 

symbol of anti-modemity.. .a symbol of a pre-iadustrial Valencia" rooted in the romantic 

vision of early Valencian nationalists like Teodoro Llorente. I asked Flor: What would 

Valencia be without the Horta? "It would be a very limited future," he answered bluntiy. 

Seeing the Horta as a kind of marketable patrimony and not a musevim piece, he argued to 

me "If you destroy yo\ir patrimony, what do you have to use to compete against, say, a 

middle-sized American city?" Valencian tourism, Flor thinks, could highlight the Horta as 

quintessentiaUy Mediterranean landscape. "But when we've destroyed everything," he 

concluded, "we cannot recuperate it." 

In order to understand the confluence of environmentalism and Valencian 

nationalism seen in the politics of the Horta-as-patrimony, I turned to Ernest Garcia, a 

founding member of the Communist Party of the Pais Valencia during transition, a 

sociologist and Dean at the Universitat de Valencia. Garcia has long pondered the question 

of the Horta's place in Valencian society and regional politics. As a starting point, we might 

observe the politics of language, so central to regional identity. Garcia noted that there has 

been an historical "affinity between the Horta and Valenciano;" as CastiUan progressively 

came to dominate everyday discourse in the city proper, Valenciano continued to be spoken 
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in the Horta. In tetum, contemporary social movements to protect the Horta often express 

their views in the regional tongue. Garcia noted that there is a certain "coincidence" between 

environmental protest and Valencian nationalism, particularly over such threatened spaces as 

La Punta, which has traditionally been the city's own horta, and has long been an 

"identifying symbol of the city." At one level the Horta at la Punta is widely considered to be 

an "important part of the city's patrimony." At another, this patrimony has "traditionally 

represented the city." Threats to this specific landscape, ultimately, have been perceived as 

threats to the city and region's cultural heritage (Garcia, 2001 personal communication). 

The idea that the social valuation of the Horta-as-patrimony is embedded in wider 

political trends such as regionalism was also emphasized by Antoni Montesinos, head of the 

environmental department of the Valencian chapter of one of Spain's largest labor unions: 

1m Confederacid Sindical de Comissions Obreres (C.C.O.O.). Outside of his work for the union, 

Montesinos has long been key activist in a regional environmental group: the Grup d'Accio 

Ecologista (first organized in 1981). When I asked Montesinos about the Horta and its 

significance to the region, he answered by emphasizing (in Valenciano) a basic fact: 50% of 

the croplands of the Horta has been lost just since 1960, going further to state that "more 

than 1000 years of accumulated knowledge has almost been lost after a mere 40 years." This 

knowledge, if not passed down generationaUy, will be lost forever, because the production 

methods that characterize agriculture in the Horta de Valencia are unique, are uniquely 

developed for this unique landscape. Montesinos points out, however, that the emerging 

notion that the Horta is worthy of protection as cultural patrimony cannot be attributed 

merely to the threat of urbanization itself. The political idea of Horta-as-patrimony, he told 

me, must also be understood in relation to cultural processes and politics, the "same 
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processes which have produced the Pais Valencia," particularly 1960s and 1970s anti-Franco 

activism (environmentalism, leftist nationalism, etc.) that presaged the transition to 

democracy and regional autonomy. 

The intense politics of regional autonomy may have highlighted the cultural value of 

the Horta, however, but the threats of unchecked urbanization remains the same. I asked 

Montesinos to contemplate Valencia's challenge of balancing new growth and the protection 

of the Horta. "Modernization constructed on the ashes of historical values of this region is 

not progress at aU," he argued. If Valencians pursue the promise of modernity, destroying 

the Horta in the process, "where wiU we be?" he asks. Valencia will be left without links to 

its past, its common heritage. "What will we have left, photo albums?" (Montesinos 2001, 

personal communication). 

Mara Cabrejas, a coordinator of the Valencian Green Party, E/s Verds Vakncians, is as 

passionate about the Horta but perhaps a bit more cynical about the cultural politics upon 

which its preservation may hang. We talked at an outdoor cafe in the Vla^a de la Virge, within 

sight of the cathedral door where the Tribunal de les Aigues rattXs and within earshot of the 

fountain representing the eight sequies of the Horta. Cabrejas described for me a recent 

election when Els Verds and El Bloc Nacionalista combined forces, reflecting a shared political 

base in left-leaning environmentalists and nationalists. The Bloc, as a nationalist party, "has an 

ideological reason to defend the Horta," she admits, ".. .as nationalists they cannot be 

against it." This inclination did not translate into a political force, she complained, because 

for the Bloc — like Els Verds — has limited power within mimicipal government in the city 

and no parliamentary representation. But the two parties share an interest in preserving the 

Horta as patrimony: historical and environmental. "When you lose the land you lose the 
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history.. .you cannot act upon a base of experience," she lamented. "Here in Valencia the 

struggles have been very culture-oriented, but not environmental." But she argues further 

that "if you lose the land.. .the cultural conditions are bound to worsen.. .the physical 

environment and culture are fundamentally related" (Cabrejas 2001, personal 

communication). 

UHorta as hocal Patrimony: Reflectionsfrom the Ground 

Although the Horta is defined in important ways through political and intellectual 

discourse, it is important to look beyond the debates within the city to what people engaged 

on a daily basis in the Horta and its transformation have to say. Admittedly, it is easier to 

glean broad pronouncements about L'Horta's cultural significance from academics and 

politicians. Those engaged in farming, developing, or defending the Horta at the landscape-

scale were less incUned to indixlge in such abstractions. They are also, perhaps, even more 

circumspect and, depending on the case, more openly bitter about the Horta's future. As the 

people actively engaged in reproducing or transforming this landscape, however, theic 

perspectives are particularly revealing. 

I was particularly curious what those people driving the urbanization process would 

have to say about the landscape they are engaged in transforming. Those I spoke to all 

agreed that the Horta is indeed a landscape of special value, though they were (not 

sxirprisingly) reluctant to elaborate. I traveled to Valencia's port, where I interviewed one of 

the key figures in the planning of the Zona de Actividadesljogisticas, the port expansion that wiU 

soon consume an important remaining piece of croplands: L'Horta de la Punta. Ignacio 

Pascual Navarro is the Technical Director V.P.I. Logistica, the publically owned company 
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formed by Valenckn municipal and regional government, together with the Port Authority. 

Pascual Navarro, who is charged with a project that is a lightening rod of social protest, 

agrees that the Horta is patrimony of a sort. "I recognize that the Horta is an important part 

of the Valencian identity, and that the city was created over the course of history from the 

Horta as its base," he told me, "If the Horta disappears, something wiU be lost." (Pascual 

Navarro 2001, personal communication). 

This perspective was shared by Juan Jose Anon, a project director for one of the 

largest development and construction firms in the city: the Gmpo Juan Bautista So/er. Anon's 

job is to negotiate development plans with the municipality and buy property from farmers. 

His firm is developing a large project immediately adjacent to both the City of the Arts and 

Sciences and the ZAL. Like Pascual Navarro, Anon argues that the Horta must eventually 

give way to urbanization. "In the last few years Valencia has become an important city," he 

told me, "and it needs to expand.. .and this must come at the cost of the Horta." 

Nonetheless, when I asked him about the implications of this, he admitted, "That is a 

difficult question.. .1 think that it is, it is important to preserve it." To this developer, the 

loss of the Horta has two related implications for the city: "First, it will lose cultural 

patrimony.. .Second, it will lose a form of economic activity." He would not be drawn out 

further on the subject (Anon, 2001 personal communication). 

Carmen Gonzalez Sanchez is a sworn enemy to the kind of projects promoted by the 

individuals above, a long-time defender of the district of La Punta against the threat of the 

ZAL and other forms of urbanization. She is the president of a vociferous neighborhood 

association: UAssociacio de Veins, La Unificadora, de la Pun^a. Interviewed in the building 

adjacent to the parish church in the midst of croplands, she told me their struggle is based 
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on the understanding that "the Horta is a very scarce resource.. .a natural space, a cultural 

and ecological space that must be protected." For her, the nature of being Valencian is 

rooted deeply in the landscape itself. "Valencia has a very baroque spirit," she told me, "our 

typical gastronomy is very much of the land, and the paella is the perfect example." 

It is only fitting that I might conclude with the perspective of someone that actually 

garners his livelihood from agriculture in the Horta. Vicent Nacher owns a set of croplands 

immediately beyond the edge of the city center, the only thing separating the new high rise 

apartments and shopping centers from his fields is a line on the municipal zoning map. 

Nacher is perhaps better known as one of the eight sindics or judges on the Tribunal de les 

Atgues. Nacher represents the community of irrigators along the ancient Sequia na Ravella 

which passes beneath the city to water his fields. He met me on a morning in late May at the 

door of the newly opened Holiday Inn 'Express,' which has arisen adjacent to his fields and 

talked in an old alqueria in what is known as the Horta d'en Corts, just to the west of La 

Punta. Within sight of Nacher's farm biiildings, dominating the northern horizon, is the 

Museu de les Ciencies "Principe Felipe," to the west are a series of new high-rises and the 

Centro Comercial El Saler, to the east the enormous cranes of the port. 

The value of the Horta is not something abstract for Nacher, but embedded in 

everyday Valencian life, its unique culture and language. "Valenciano has always been the 

language of the Horta, in my family we have aU spoken it from our first words onward," 

Nacher tells me, "it's a form of wealth, to be bilingual." Even as people in the city began to 

see Castilian as the language of culture after the loss of regional autonomy and the Furs in 

the eighteenth century, "In the Horta and in the villages.. .the use of Valenciano was 

retained.. .and now it has become again something valued." 
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Even the everyday practice of conducting business is embedded in deep regional 

traditions. Every night, many hours before dawn, Nacher takes his products to a wholesale 

market to sell his products directly to small supermarkets, small distributors, and individual 

vendors. AU this takes place at the Tira de Contar, a market where only farmers (and not 

middle-men) can sell directly to buyers, in a system that is as old as the Tribunal de lesAigues. 

By way of this system, Nacher's products reach the shelves of small vendors and the Mercat 

without a host of middlemen. The vegetables produced from Nacher's lands are thus 

tjrpicaUy distributed locally, ending up on the shelves of the municipal markets and small 

corner stores. Moreover, the farm labor is local too; many employees are family members. 

The antiquity of such social arrangements gives Nacher an evident sense of pride, something 

particularly true with the water tribunal. "This is a system that goes back to the Moots and 

probably beyond," he states. He asked me, "Have you ever wondered why we meet at the 

Gate of the Aposdes?" To my shaking head he continues, "This is because there was a 

mosque there before the cathedral. When the city was reconquered, the farmers — who were 

aU moors — couldn't enter the cathedral, so they met immediately outside." For Nacher, like 

so many other Valencians, the landscape of everyday life remains deeply woven with the 

threads of Valencian history and heritage, even if the future of the Horta is uncertain. 

Conclusion 

The city of Valencia has always been rooted deeply in the fertile soils beneath it. For 

millennia, agriculture in the Horta was the key factor in Valencian history, a symbiotic, if 

uneasy, relationship that defined both city and region. Thus urban growth has long implied 

dramatic transformations, both spatial and economic. The moment the medieval walls were 
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torn down and the city burst these historic bounds, the farmlands of the Horta began to 

provide the city not only an economic foundation, but also the very soil upon which the 

modem city would be built. This is no less the case today, when the last vestiges of irrigated 

farmland within the city limits are sacrificed for (among other things) the GeneraHtat's grand 

visions for a new urban Valencia. Replacing the Horta — its infrastructure, its history, its way 

of life — are hypermodern projects like the City of the Arts and Sciences or the planned port 

expansion of the Zone of Logistical Activities. State-led planning of a rescaled city and 

region is therefore a matter of more than just space or economy, but a matter of landscape. 

To many Valencians, the loss of the Horta is the loss of regional heritage or patrimoni. The 

rescaling of the European city-region, effected through the planning of urban space, is thus 

undeniably cultural. 

If elite planners and politicians are to reposition the city and region within a 

European and global economy — to reterritoriaUze the region by restructuring the city — they 

must contend with the social complexities of spaces like the Horta. The urbanization of the 

Horta is the destruction of a landscape that embodies, indeed symbolizes, a traditional 

Valencian way of Ufe. This is a matter that the Generalitat and its planners must reckon 

with. As an empirical and theoretical problem that is hardly unique within Europe, this is 

also a matter that scholars of European restructuring, reterritorialization, and scale cannot 

ignore. In this chapter I have tried to uncover the social complexities associated with the 

rescaling of Europe, not at the abstract level of the territorial map or even the urban plan, 

but in the landscape where everyday European's reside. In a necessarily incomplete way, I 

have tried to approximate the significance of the Horta as landscape — as a 'discourse 

materialized' in the words of Schein — in order to reveal the fuUer political dimensions of 
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restructuring Europe along the regional and entrepreneurial Hnes that recent research 

emphasizes. If urbanization is protested by European citizens as a loss of heritage ~ a 

Valencian political tradition that I explore in the next chapter — it is important to explore the 

deeper bases of such claims. The rescaling of European regions as a matter of landscape, 

thus we must dig more deeply into historical and discursive traditions that make some spaces 

symbolic, others less so, and why. 

Walking through the dense patchwork of fields and irrigation ditches in the shadow 

of the City of the Arts and Sciences, shopping atnidst the bounty of the city's Mercat 

Central, standing among the crowds that gather every Thursday at noon to hear the open-air 

deliberations of the Tribunal de les Aigues, it is clear to any casual observer that the Horta is 

a cultural landscape in the many potential senses of that term. It embodies a particular way 

of Ufe. It is a signifying system. It is a discourse materialized. It is the site and subject of 

social contestation. And, fundamentally, it is an idea that circulates throughout Valencian life 

and politics in a way that cannot be ignored. Its muddy fields and verdant crops, and the 

Uves rooted in them, have a weight in regional life rooted not only in the deep sedimentation 

of history but the passion of contemporary politics. As a consequence, we are right to ask 

the vague but important question: What does the loss of regional landscapes of heritage like 

the Horta, and its substitution with new landscapes like that of the City of the Arts and 

Sciences, mearii That question will be the subject of the remaining chapters. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

Globalization, L'Hotta, and the Regionalist Politics of Resistance 

Introduction 

If the restructuring of local landscapes is central to planners' efforts to rescale the 

European political economy, this process does not go uncontested. As the emergence of 

anti-globali2ation protest shows, the homogenizing pressures of global capitalism often 

collide with the politics of local difference, of which European regionalism is emblematic. 

But regionalist resistance to globalization, though it may be premised upon discourses of 

local tradition and historical difference, should not be seen as merely anachronistic or 

reactionary. Instead, protests against political economic restructuring are quite often a direct 

product of globalization's contradictory tendencies. To analyze landscape-level resistance to 

globalization as a cultural politics of scale, as I do in this chapter, is to explore how notions 

of ciiltural difference and the cultural landscape — which are at the core of regionalist 

discourse and politics in Valencia — are not static but socially constructed within the process 

of rescalkig itself. If the meaning of the 'landscapes in the way' like the Horta is dynamic and 

contested, what do these contests teU us about the way the rescaling of Europe is resisted in 

and through the cultural landscape? In what ways may such regionalist politics of identity 

and landscape be both product of and barrier to the entrepreneurial development that is the 

obsession of so many regional politicians and planners? Only by asking such questions wiU 

our theories of scale fully comprehend the complex and polyvalent power of cultural politics 

in global restructuring, as it unfolds through landscapes like the Horta de Valencia. 
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On April 24, 2001, two young Valencians lowered themselves into the hollow, 

cylindrical foundation of an electrical transmission tower being built amidst La Punta's 

croplands, covering the opening above their heads with a lid from which dangled two 

nooses. With the ropes slipped around their necks, it was impossible for workers from the 

electrical utility Iberdrola to remove the lid and protesters without strangling them, blocking 

construction of new high-tension lines to serve the anticipated demands of the City of the 

Arts and Sciences and the port's Zona de Actividades Ijogtsticas. The environmentahsts 

barricaded themselves for seven hours in this so-called "sarcophagus" to denounce "the 

destruction of the Horta, historical, cultural, and natural patrimony of Valencia.. .for the 

pure benefit of private business," before ending their protest, having made their point and 

generating front-page headlines (BaUester, 11/25/2001). 

A few days later, Valencian nationalists demonstrated in the streets of the capital city 

to mark the 25 d'Ahril, anniversary of Valencia's defeat in the 1707 batde of Almansa and 

loss of the region's autonomy - its furs — to Madrid. Beyond the traditional protest acts of 

left-leaning Valencian nationalism — waving flags symboli2ing Catalan independence and 

shouting "Adeu Espanjd' ("Goodbye Spain") — many demonstrators rallied behind the 

banner "Salvem L'Horta" with pitchforks in hand (figure 6.1). Such local complaints 

resonated with the wider, and increasingly vociferous, critique of globalization and urban 

development embodied in prominent banners stating "Defensem la Terra, Contra la 

GlobaUzatcio" or Defend Our Land against Globalization (figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.1: Pro-Horta protesters march through Valencia's streets. During the protest 
parades of the unofficial nationalist holiday 25 d'abril 'm. 2001, groups marched behind this 
banner "Valencians, all in one voice: Defend the Horta," wooden pitchforks in hand. Photo 
by David Prytherch. 
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Figure 6.2: Catalan nationalism and anti-globalization protest go hand in hand. These 
youthful pan-Catalan nationalists parade on 25 d'abrilhe\:^d a banner reading "Against 
Globalization. Defend the Land." Photo by David Prytherch. 
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In Valencian politics, the Horta has come to symbolize Valencian cviltural difference 

under threat. In recent decades, that threat was perceived to come from speculative 

capitalism, corrupt governance, and Spanish centralism. Recently, however, those traditional 

enemies of left-leaning regionalism are increasingly seen as the mere local face of a greater 

and darker force: globalization. The Horta may be a landscape of regional heritage, rooted in 

millennia of social practice and representation, but its political currency is hardly static. As 

the political discourses of Valencian regionalism increasingly respond to the shifting context 

of globalization and European restructuring, the social and environmental significance of the 

Horta - as Valencian patrimony and cultural landscape - are also redefined in new ways. 

In order to understand the complex role of such landscapes in the contested process 

of rescaling, perhaps we might first step back from the landscape to examine the matter of 

culture and the cultural landscape directly. If the politics of scale are cultural, as I suggest, 

what does that mean? Don Mitchell has argued that we can only understand what culture is 

through the circulation of the idea through social contestation, what he calls (with some 

exaggeration) 'culture wars.' Although we might be circumspect about an argument that 

deprives culture of any ontological basis, Mitchell's point is a good one useful for 

understanding landscape politics in Valencia. In Ught of Mitchell's arguments, as a 'cviltural' 

landscape the L'Horta should be understood as simultaneously material (the physical setting 

for Valencian UveHhoods) and symbolic (iconography shaped through literary, artistic, and 

political representations). However, tracing historical representations of the Horta must be 

matched with inquiry into contests over the Horta today, how both its social meaning and 

material future are shaped through discoiorse and social conflict. This point is reinforced by 

recent writings on European 'rurality' make clear that claims for the Horta as not only 
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cultural but 'rural' landscape are by definition politici2ed, since the very idea of the rural — as 

a category distinct from the urban ~ is itself is socially constructed, circulating in the politics 

of common agricultural policy or national identity in ways that can have significant material 

implications for a farming landscape already buffeted by globalization. Whether we approach 

the Horta as cultural landscape of regional patrimony or rural space of agricultural 

production, we must understand who makes the claims for culture or the rural and why. 

To understand what the Horta means within contemporary regional politics in 

Valencia, this chapter explores conflict over the Horta in general and La Punta more 

specifically. Here I argue that the Horta as it is currentiy understood is not only the product 

of a millennia of history but the last few decades of political struggle over the future of an 

urban periphery under threat of development. More specifically, I explore the way that the 

rise of environmentalism and left-leaning Valencian nationalism in the late twentieth century 

fundamentally recast the nature of debate about the Horta, redefining through fierce political 

struggle the meaning both of the Horta and thus being Valencian in a changing world. These 

two movements, moreover, have become embroiled and entwined in the recent emergence 

of anti-globalization protest, as local struggles against urbanization have assumed a more 

global significance. 

I have argued that the question of scale has long defined politics in Spain, centered 

on the matter of cultural difference attached to the regional scale. More, that globalization 

and regionaUzation not only redefine territory, but are also shaped through the scale-

conscious planning of urban space. Such rescaling is about more than space, however, it is 

about cultural landscape as both material and symbolic setting for everyday life. What this 

chapter adds is an explicit concern for the way rescaling is contested, spatially and 
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symbolically, in the contemporary landscape. If the urbanization of the Horta is the 

necessary result of the planned rescaUng of this regional capital, we must acknowledge that 

this process is contested as historical symbols of regional difference are sacrificed for the 

new. As much as planners and politicians may seek to reposition the region through planned 

urbanization, the conflict generated in the landscape unleashes forces of social resistance that 

are poised to redefine regionalism as resistance to globalization and its new scales of 

production and identity. This is, in short, a bigger problem for regional elites than the 

literature would acknowledge. If regional officials seek to plan regional futures on a 

globalized, regionalized, and entrepreneurial model, others at the city's edge have a different 

idea forged by resistance to urbanization and globalization. 

The Contested Politics of Patrimony: L'Horta as Cultural Landscape 

For the scholar interested in cultural landscapes, there has always been a fundamental 

and problematic question: What exactly is culture? In the last chapter, I argued that the 

Horta has particular importance as Valencian patrimony, a synonym for cultural landscape of 

heritage. However, might not the new architectural spectacle emerging from the Horta also 

be considered a cultural landscape of a sort? Is this not a contradiction? Debates about 

urban change in Valencia are interwoven with ideas of Valencian tradition and identity, 

history and culture. How are we to sort through these debates, to know which is the true 

Valencian culture and landscape (and which is the false)? Luckily, recent work by Don 

Mitchell offers an analytical route that sidesteps these insoluble questions and gives good 

reasons for doing so. Mitchell's arguments are indispensable for understanding the politics of 
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landscape and cultural patrimony in Valencia as a contested business, in which everything — 

from Valencian culture and the landscape itself — is up for grabs. 

The idea of culture, Mitchell (1995) argues, has been used by traditional and so-called 

'new' cultural geographers alike to classify patterns of difference among people, processes by 

which these patterns develop, the markers of this differentiation, the way these markers are 

represented, and the hierarchical ordering of these activities. In short, culture has been taken 

to mean a strikingly diverse set of processes. In contrast, Mitchell has argued that if culture is 

all of these things, then the concept is perhaps useless. He claims provocatively that there is 

no such thing as culture or, said another way, "there is no solid ontological ground that serves 

as a foundation for 'culture'" (pp. 104-105). 'New' cultural geographers, according to 

Mitchell, have made the same mistake they accused their humanist predecessors in cultural 

geography of making: reifying culture or falling in to the "fallacy by which 

mental... constructions or abstractions are seen as having substance" (Mitchell quoting 

Duncan 1980, 181). The continued inability to adequately define culture, Mitchell argued, is 

as much a political as an intellectual problem since "it is precisely because the term 'culture' 

has no clear referent that it becomes such a useful tool for arraying power, for organizing 

distinctions in the world." This gap between the concept of culture and its material referent 

Mitchell called an "infinite regress" (p. 107), a space in which competing interests could 

manipulate the idea of culture to suit their political and economic ends. 

Instead of studying culture itself, we might consider who reifies culture, how "the 

idea of culture functions in a differentiated society to naturalize and smooth out differences 

in the name of a certain social order..." (Mitchell 1995, p. 110). Mitchell has elaborated on 

these ideas in a subsequent book (Mitchell 2000) in which he again considers culture not to 
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be anything, but rather a struggled-over set of social relations, relations shot through with 

structures of power, what Mitchell calls culture wars. Like other wars, Mitchell suggests that 

wars over culture "are territorial, they literally take place" and set social boundaries in our 

lives (p. 5). Culture wars 

are batdes over cultural identities - and the power to shape, determine, and, 
literally, empkce those identities. My most important point is that any culture 
war — now or in the past — is both a reflection of, and an ongoing 
contribution to, the geographies we build in this world. Each successive 
battie transforms the geography in which it takes place and therefore creates 
new contexts — new geographical situations — within which the next round of 
struggle occurs. But these geographies are not only — and never can be only — 
'cultural' Instead, they are part of a recursive set of relationships between 
what we call 'culture' and the changing political and economic fortunes of 
different places and different peoples (p. 11). 

Although he may be exa^erating the case, Mitchell has a point when he claims that people 

do not 'have culture' as something real, solid, or permanent. Instead, he provocatively 

contends there is only a "very powerful ideology of culture, an ideology that asserts people 

do this or do that because of 'culture' (p. 12). 

Just as cvilture is perhaps best analyzed not as a thing but an idea that is contested, 

the cultural landscape must too be considered part and parcel with the social struggles — 

material and discursive — that give it physical shape and symbolic representation. If we are to 

understand the Horta de Valencia as cultural landscape, it is incumbent upon us to look 

beyond Valencian culture and tradition as discrete and identifiable things, to see Valencian 

culture as a contested discourse and set of power relations. Mitchell (1996) argues landscape 

is a "unity of materiality and representation" which emerges from the contest among social 

groups possessing varying amounts of social, economic, and political power (p. 18). 

Landscape is thus what he calls an "uneasy truce between the needs and desires of the 
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people who live in it, and the desire of powerful social actors to represent the world as they 

assume it should be" (p. 35). This is a theme he has updated within the terminological 

framework of culture wars, "which rage across (and over) the landscape itself.. .culture wars 

are often about how meaning is made manifest in the very stones, bricks, wood, and asphalt 

of the places in which we live" (Mitchell 2000, p. 98). 

Questions of representation and meaning are critical to what makes landscape a 

matter of political importance. Not only is the ciiltural landscape a material space for living, 

or a representation of that space, but it is also a representational space through which some 

realities are obscured and others highlighted. There is a set of delineable social relations in 

each landscape that explains both how landscapes are made and how and why landscape 

representations circulate as they do, Mitchell argues, akin to Zukin's definition of landscape 

as a "'contentious, compromised, product of society" formed through 'power, coercion and 

collective resistance."' The landscape is at once the site of cultural wars and the 

representation that has the capacity to hide any signs of struggle. The landscape is most 

certainly a work of human labor, Mitchell argues, but a particular kind of work that "actively 

hides (or fetishizes) the labor that goes into its making.. .the commodity appears fully 

formed and desirable, not as some product of social struggle over how it should or should 

not be made" (p. 103). 

Mitchell summarizes nicely these many facets of landscape: 

.. .perhaps 'landscape' in aU its fascinating complexity is best seen as a force 
in, and place for, the social reproduction of society. Like 'culture,' landscape 
seeks to regularize or naturalize relations between people. Like 'culture,' then, 
landscape has a political economy. And while this is not everything, it is 
vitally important both to how landscapes are produced and to how they 
function in society (p. 144) 
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The cultural landscape, according to Mitchell, is important beyond the spheres of what we 

might have traditionally called the cultural. Indeed, he argues "The look of the land plays a 

key role in determining the shape that a political economy takes." (Mitchell 1996, p. 17). 

Nowhere is this argument more applicable than the European farming landscape, 

whose croplands are often both a space of agricultural production and a referent for local 

and national identity. Neither of these aspects is static, however, but subject to the wider 

forces of economic globalization and political restructuring that have upended so many 

other aspects of European life. Not surprisingly, therefore, a vibrant literature has emerged 

on rural Europe that arrives at some of the same sorts of conclusions that Mitchell has 

advocated. Some have argued, for example, that European agriculture and the rviral 

landscape — despite their appearance of stability and traditionalism ~ are deeply embedded 

in the changing structvires of the global political economy (Whatmore 1993, Marsden et al 

1996). Indeed, as such scholars have applied the insights of political economy and social 

theory to agriculture, they have begun to question the very idea of the 'rural' as a distinct 

category or analytical concept (Hoggart 1990, Halfacree 1993). The notion of European 

rurality, they and others argue, is socially constructed by powerfiil interests towards 

particular ends (Mormont 1987). More specifically, as Europe moves towards economic and 

political integration, the simultaneous function of the rural as socio-spatial reality and 

politicized idea comes to have a critical function in E.U. policy making, ideas that not only 

inform policy but are reproduced in and through the regulated, rural landscape itself (Gray 

2000, Richardson 2000). Just as the changing representations of rural are entwined with 

Eiorope's changing economies, such landscape representations are also bound tighdy to the 

process of restructuring identity in a Europe undergoing tremendous political change. As 
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Tim Unwin (1999) argues forcefixUy, the reconstruction or realignment of national identities 

- exemplified the countries of post-communist Eastern Europe — hinges in part on the 

contestation of rural landscapes and their symbolic meanings by powerful economic and 

political forces (who, by the way, are often urban and not 'of the rural' at aU). 

In sum, the writings of Mitchell on the cultural landscape — in conjunction with 

similar arguments made by scholars about European rurality ~ offer a way to approach 

landscapes like the Horta de Valencia in their fiiUy political complexity as site and vehicle for 

social contestation. It is true that the Horta has a deep history as a place of production and 

social reproduction, a physical space of irrigation ditches and fields into which social 

practices have been deeply inscribed. It is true that the Horta is a landscape that manifests a 

particular and long-standing relationship between the natural and social, the material and 

symboUc, which has particular importance in Valencian history (and, dare one say it, cxalture). 

But the Horta's place in Valencian life, whatever its historical depth, is only relevant in so far 

as it is maintained through contemporary social practice. Indeed, both Valencian culture and 

this agricultural landscape that is said to characteri2e it must be understood both in terms of 

history (the last chapter) and contemporary politics. Mitchell's arguments provide us an 

effective perspective from which to approach the contemporary politics of Valencian culture 

and landscape, exhorting us to answer that important question — what makes the Valencian 

Horta patrimony? — in the only way we can, by asking; How does the Horta come to be 

called patrimony and why? Culture wars have long characteri2ed Valencian politics, as I 

showed in Chapter Three. These battles are, in recent decades more than ever, fought in and 

through the symbolic, cvdtural landscape of the Horta. 
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A Brief Historical Backdrop to Conflict over the Horta de Valencia 

R»ra/ Innocence Lost 

Let us imagine, for narrative's sake, that there was once a specific day in which the 

Horta de Valencia ceased to exist as Valencians had always known it, marking the end of a 

long historical trajectory and the beginning of an uncertain future which the Horta itself 

might not survive. This fictitious day, if we would go so far as to pinpoint it in history, might 

be said to have occurred in 1946. This year, as well as any, marks the end of one Horta and 

the beginning of another, in which historical sedimentation gave way to urban 

transformation and cultural conflict. The Horta, as we saw in the fiction of Blasco Ibanez, 

was never an Arcadian paradise. But the end of the first half of the twentieth century 

nonetheless marked a watershed moment in which speculative growth and urban conflict 

took root in the Horta's deep soils. 

In 1946, life in Valencia remained subdued by the recent paroxysm of the Civil War, 

subsequent political retributions and consolidation of Franco's dictatorship, and the 

economic disaster of autarky. For the moment, the agricultural output of the Horta and 

nearby orange groves provided one of Spain's only reliable sources of export revenues. 

Industrialization in Valencia, slow to develop prior to the war, had been ground to a 

standstill by the conflict. The city of Valencia had not yet begun to emerge from economic 

and demographic stagnation (Sorribes, 1978). Against this backdrop, little appeared to 

threaten the traditional agricultural order in the Horta, where production technologies and 

land-use patterns were in many ways unchanged by the centuries. Maintaining the status quo 

was a primary goal of government planners who devised the first comprehensive land-use 

plan for the city in 1946. This plan, driven simultaneously by imported ideas of rational 
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planning (such as Ebenezer Howard's Garden City) and the agrarian ideology of Franco's 

dictatorship, made Utde accommodation for urban growth and took great pains to preserve 

surrounding farmland. The plan consolidated Valencia's role as the center of a corona or ring 

of smaller towns and villages, each separated by the ample green space of the Horta 

(Sorribes 1998). As the second half of the twentieth century dawned, the city and its Horta 

remained poised in the same symbiotic relationship which had defined the two landscapes 

for centuries, and planners merely sought to "reinforce the existing spatial model, produced 

by slow sedimentation over the course of the centuries" (Boira and Gaja 1994, p. 69). 

This historical moment and landscape, however, was on the verge of dramatic and 

unalterable change. Such keen observers as J. M. Houston, whose important article "Urban 

Geography of Valencia: The Regional Development of a Huerta City" traced the inextricable 

role of agriculture in the city's history, wrote prophetically in 1949 

The unity of this Horta forms a kind of organism, and the regional 
development of Valencia demonstrates the intimate relation between the 
evolution of the city and the agricultural development of irrigation along the 
coastal plain. Now the city and its satellite villages threaten to destroy their 
very same reason of being by rapid urban expansion through the Huerta 
(Houston 1957, p. 168). 

In reality, the foundations for this urban change had long ago been laid. In 1900, the primary 

sector - almost exclusively agriculture - accoimted for a full 43% of employment in the city 

(Teixidor 1976). By the early 1940s, only 7% of the working-age population was engaged in 

agricvilture, while 49.2% worked in industry and 43% in services. Although the 1940s saw a 

slight increase in the number of farm workers, as production was increased locally in 

response to food shortages across Spain, the city was on the toad to developing not only the 

secondary but also tertiary economy that woxild emerge during the 1950s and 1960s (Boira 
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and Diaz 1994, p. 4). And though population growth in the region remained slow until 1960 

— expanding only 10.66% between 1940 and 1960 — the accelerated process of 

industrialization that began during the 1950s produced what Sorribes (1978, p 82) calls an 

"authentic demographic, territorial, and urban revolution." After 1960, rapid immigration by 

rural people from across Spain in search of urban, employment opportunities prompted 

remarkable growth, increasing the region's population by 41.6% between 1960 and 1975, 

many of these new immigrants settling in Valencia already densely-populated core (ibid.). 

When a series of floods plagued the city, culminating in disastrous 1957 flooding of the Riu 

Turia, much of the dilapidated housing in the city's older districts became uninhabitable. The 

ingredients for massive virban exodus and speculative expansion were in place, and the 

temptation of the Horta's open fields impossible for developers and planners to ignore. 

These changes in the economic and demographic structure of the city provided the 

impetus for what Sorribes (1978 p. 273) has called the "savage" urbanization of the 1960s 

and 1970s, a period in which the Valencia's bourgeoisie took up the business of real estate 

speculation and construction in earnest, transforming radically the city and its political-

economy simultaneously. With demand soaring for new housing, the city's number of 

registered construction companies exploded from 38 in 1963 to 1,868 in 1975 (p. 216). In 

similar fashion, the number of real estate development and promotion firms soared during 

the period, experiencing a climax between 1972 and 1975 in which the number of firms grew 

by almost 37% (p. 226). These firms aggressively and rapidly purchased available farmland 

and constructed one low-cost (and low-quality) apartment block after another, relying on 

allies in the regime and the lack of democratic planning to often get variances. The rapid 

growth consumed ever greater quantities surrounding farmlands, connecting the city and its 
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surrounding ring of towns into one large conurbation of residential high-rises without 

attending urban amenities like sewers, parks, schools (Ajuntament de Valencia 1984). 

With the floods of 1957 and the subsequent design of the so-caUed Vlan Surot 

Southern Plan, in which the Riu Turia was re-routed to the south of the city into a huge new 

channel, planners saw a chance to revise the restrictive vision of the 1946 plan in favor of 

more growth-oriented planning. In 1966, the city approved a new general land-use plan to 

match the hydraulic and infrastructure modifications imposed by the I'lan Sur. The new plan 

envisioned a city in which the popvilation in 2050 would reach 1.9 million (a growth 

projection that has so far proven fantastic), increased allowable building heights and 

densities, and reduced gready the amount of Horta protected as suelo no urhanî able. 

Reflecting a planning ideology that some have called plainly "desenvolupistd' (a stronger 

version of the English-language concept "pro-growth"), the 1996 plan envisioned freeways 

in the former, now dry riverbed that passed through the city. And the ancient farming 

district of la Punta, now isolated from the rest of the Horta — wedged between the city on 

the west, the port to the east, the old river channel to the north, and the new river channel to 

the south — was slated for conversion to urban and industrial uses. The Horta, only recendy 

the backbone of the Valencian economy and its most prized resource, faced unprecedented 

threat by the pressures of rapid growth and a modernist and undemocratic planning which 

readily facilitated it. If the 1946 plan had a Utopian vision of the plan, Utde adjusted to the 

realities of capital, Sorribes argues the 1966 plan reflected how "the process of capital 

accumulation and, in particular, real estate interests in fuU bloom, neither liked nor believed 

in urban planning" (Sorribes 1978, p. 284). 
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The Crystallit̂ tion ofKesistance: L'Horta Nord and the Tercer Cinturo' 

From this "ciutat d'espectilacio" or city of speculation (Sorribes 1978) and "caos 

urbamstico" (Montesinos 1990 p. 4) that took shape in the 1960s also emerged a growing 

sense of political unrest. The dictatorship's waning years provided a sense that something 

must change soon, and a new generation of dissidents — from the commvinists to Catalan 

nationalists — began to take shape in neighborhood meetings and university classrooms. 

And though the early forms of resistance in the late 1960s and 1970s were tentative 

in what was stiU a dictatorial society, they began to have an impact. As part of the 1966 

general plan, the central government had proposed a massive tourism complex - hotels, 

housing, and a marina — to be built on the thin strip of sand separating the Mediterranean 

and the freshwater lagoon of the Albufera south of the city. Although some of this project 

was built, forever altering the unique dunes and pine forests of what Valencians call the 

Devesa del Saler, the shocking magnitude of the project prompted widespread dismay among 

Valencians. Similarly, the intent within the 1996 General Plan to convert the old riverbed 

into freeways met with resistance from neighborhood associations, one of the few forms of 

public organization permitted by Franco's regime. The former project was scaled back in the 

face of pubUc resistance, and the latter was never built. If neighborhood groups succeeded in 

slowing the state's ambitious planning apparatus, however, they did so with difficulty and at 

considerable risk. In addition to the many state-imposed barriers placed before them, 

including prohibitions against public gathering, the most active neighborhood associations — 

Orriols-Exposicion, Malvarrosa, and Disticte Mantim — were forcefully shut down in 

February 1974 (Sorribes 1978). 
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In the Horta the threat had long been of a more incremental character, and no 

political movements of consequence formed to oppose urban growth during the 1950s or 

1960s. This changed in the early to mid-1970s, however, when the central government 

proposed a new beltway to connect the quickly growing towns ringing the city. This 

distrihiiidor comarcal (regional distributor), also known as the tercer cinturo (third beltway) was 

intended to provide rapid inter-municipal transit, circumnavigating the city and redefining its 

outer boundary in the long tradition of co-centric roads (stretching back to the destruction 

of the old city walls and their replacement with a boulevard). The problem, however, was the 

intention to route this tercer cinturo through croplands north of the city — the Horta Nord— 

generally considered the Horta's most productive and best conserved. This proposal also 

came close on the heels of the construction of the new river channel as part of the Plan Sur, 

a project that only a decade ago had cut a swath 200 meters wide and 13 kilometers long 

through the Horta Sud (Boira and Gaja 1994), isolating districts Hke La Punta and 

condemning farmlands south of the city. 

Antoni Montesinos, who now directs the environmental department of the 

Confederacio Sindical de Comissions Obreres del Pais Valencia (the regional division of one 

of Spain's largest union affiliations) and co-founder of the Grup d'Accio Ecologista in 1981, 

was part of initial protests against the Tercer Cinturo. A new kind of coalition of affected 

farmers and their urban allies rose up in a wave of protest, he recalled, even though 

resistance to such infrastructure projects, planned by the central government in Madrid, was 

no small matter under the dictatorship, even in its waning days. But this incipient movement 

posed an effective challenge to state planning, just Hke its counterparts had fought with some 

success the freeways projected for the bed of the River Turia and tourism urbanization of El 
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Saler. The awakening of this preservationist sentiment among the Horta's farmers and 

sympathizers underlined fundamental shortcomings of urban development under Franco, 

Montesinos argues, especially its treatment of the Horta as an empty space for the 

development of production facilities and housing. If developers and planners had forgotten 

the "Horta remained a productive resource in itself, producing food supplies of high 

quality," the new protest movements sought to remind the administration that the Horta "a 

productive space in the broadest sense" and inappropriate for a highway right-of-way, 

according to Montesinos (2001, personal communication). 

The fight against the Tercer Cinturo, Montesinos recalls, was the first of many 

battles on behalf of the Horta, in political warfare that has seen surging and waning activism 

over the past decades. When the central and regional governments were under the mandate 

of the center-right UCD party, in the years 1975-1977, local farmers batded against the 

highway project with success, forcing the government to shelve the project. In subsequent 

years social activism declined until the Socialists revived the projects in the mid-1980s. 

Resistance and social organizing again peaked until the project was again abandoned, and 

activism declined once more. When the Partido Popvilar put the project forward in 1995, a 

third wave of resistance emerged (Montesinos 2001, personal communication). 

Josep Lluis Miralles has been a compatriot of Montesinos since those incipient 

efforts to protect the Horta and subsequent batdes. Miralles, a professor of engineering and 

urban planning at the Universtitat PoHtecnica de Valencia, concurs that to understand the 

current movement to protect the Horta, 

you need to understand those movements that have gone before, for this is 
the third time that this kind of thing has occurred. In the mid-1970s there 
was a movement called 'amies de L'horta,' there was a second movement that 
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arose in roughly 1986, and this movement arose in 1998. There have been 
many of the same people in the first, in the second, and the third, and thus a 
shared experience from what has gone before.. .of ideas, of past failures, of 
what did and did not communicate well to people. A movement like this, and 
the core of people that connect them, is a kind of culture, which develops 
over time (Miralles 2001, personal communication). 

In their early opposition to the Tercer Cinturo, affected farmers and environmentalists began 

to forge a discourse and political structure of resistance to the prevailing pro-growth regime, 

a movement that would come to find allies in disaffected leftists and Valencian nationalists, 

among others. Although initially focused only on the threat of this proposed beltway, a core 

group of people formed that remains central to pro-Horta politics in the city today. 

Transition to Democra(y: l̂ Horta and the Politics of Valencian Autonomy 

Franco's death in 1975 and the subsequent shift from dictatorship to democracy 

inaugurated a dizzying political moment for the long-repressed politics of dissention. 

Valencia had emerged from the 1960s and 1970s a changed city, swollen by industrial 

development and the endless blocks of apartments housing recendy arrived workers. At the 

same time, agriculture in the Horta was undergoing irrevocable change, shifting the deUcate 

economic balance between urban and rural land uses. These urban transformations — 

physical and social — provided the simmering backdrop against which Valencian politics, and 

the Horta's place in it, were redefined. 

In 1956, 81.5% of the area within Valencia's municipal boundary was agricultural 

land, with more than half of farmland imder the Horta's traditional cultivation regime of 

market vegetables (the rest was dedicated to citrus and non-irrigated crops). By 1991, less 

than 13% of the city's surface area was farmland (Cabrejas and Garcia 1997, p. 99). This 
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unchecked utban growth (which largely occurred prior to 1980) left Valencians with an 

unfinished urban landscape. Apartment blocks, like industrial facilities, had sprung up amidst 

farmlands. With no available sewers, wastewater was simply drained to the irrigation canals, 

with the permission of local irrigation districts. There were few schools and no parks: the 

farmland itself was often the only playground for children (Linares 2001, personal 

communication). 

Such incomplete urbani2ation was problematic both in its threat to the Horta and 

the low quality of urban life it implied for Valencians. The blame, of course, could be laid on 

the city's laisset(Jaire style of municipal governance and the developer interests it served. 

Urbanization had certainly become a process in which the developers and builders captured 

nearly all the surplus values, leaving the public administration with little for providing public 

infrastructure (Sorribes 1978). But the threat to the Horta, it must be noted, came from 

within as well as from without. Faced with the socio-economic context of a rapidly growing 

city, the nature of the agricultural sector responded in ways that diminished its ability to 

resist the pressures of land speculation. Arnalte (1980), in a study of farming in the Horta, 

noted a drastic reduction in the number of farmers in comparison with other productive 

sectors, and an aging of this reduced population. Though virban growth in Valencia implied a 

growing local market for produce, the intense labor required of vegetable cultivation had 

brought many farmers to shift to citrus, which could be tended part-time (as farmers took 

off-farm employment). The excessively small si2e of minifundista farm parcels, fiorthermore, 

prevented the introduction of mechanization and further reduced the chance of farmers 

making a profit through economies of scale. Even if some farmers sought to assemble larger 

farms by purchase of neighboring small parcels (i.e. modernize), few could be had for sale as 
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most owners held their properties in expectation of more profitable sale to developers later. 

The result of these internal factors (shaped, of course, by the external forces of urbanization) 

was, even by the late 1970s, what Cabrejas and Garcia (1997, p. 158) call a "terminal socio

economic crisis" for small farmers. 

Whatever the economic complexities behind land-use change, the greater share of 

public ire was directed at the public institutions of central and municipal government that 

had allowed the city to become so chaotic and unlivable, and the Horta's future so 

precarious. With the legalization of political parties in advance of the first democratic 

municipal elections in 1979, the pent-up forces of resistance and ideological expression took 

shape in an exploding array of political parties and factions, reflecting not only the 

expression of a society repressed for a half-century under dictatorship, but also the deeper 

tensions that had long divided Valencians. From the transition emerged not only the long-

banned socialist party but also the communists, who had been viUfied by the right as the true 

threat to Spain (and blamed for the Civil War). A host of Valencian nationalist parties took 

shape, from right-wing Valencianistes to left-wing Catalanistes. If these political forces ranged 

across the various ideological spectrums on which Valencian politics might be measured, and 

symbolic political issues like the language and symbols of identity (i.e. the regional flag) 

captured public attention, the more concrete issues of the city and the Horta became key 

issues. After so many years of repression, the city swirled with political activism and debate 

in which questions of regional identity and Valencia's urban future became entwined, 

inseparable from the matter of the Horta itself. 
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Vlaming Debates in the 1980s: Ughtning Rod for a new Pro-Horta Politics 

Because the questions of the city's place vis a Valencian regionalism and its 

surrounding Horta ate implicitly territorial (and thus spatial), it is perhaps not surprising that 

urban planning emerged in the 1980s as a focal point of political conflict. In the crucible of 

the planning process, which was subject to the cross-currents of democratic debate as never 

before, nascent discourses about the Horta as cviltural/natural/historical patrimony were 

forged into a wider political movement for the first time. By 1990, a decade of nearly 

incessant debate culminated in both a new General Plan for the City of Valencia and massive 

pro-Horta protests in response to it. The Horta — as material and symbolic landscape — was 

remade in that contested process. 

When the first democratic, municipal elections were held, a coalition of leftist parties 

— the Partit Socialista del Pais Valencia (PSOE-PSPV) and the Partit Comunista del Pais 

Valencia (PCPV) — was swept into power in Valencian municipal government. For many of 

the activists who had fought on behalf of the Horta during the 1970s, the transition to 

democracy and left-leaning governance must have given a sense of considerable promise. 

Indeed, avowed Marxist critics of the former regime and its planning policies now found 

their parties (or themselves) within the halls of municipal power\ Faced with a city left in 

shambles by rampant speculation, and a public vociferously exercising its democratic voice, 

the Socialist admimstration of Ricard Perez Casado focused immediately on planning as a 

primary vehicle for curing the city's iUs. For a brief time, at least, the battie to protect the 

Horta became institutionalized within the municipal state, so this story tracing conflict over 

' Josep Sorribes, for example, became chief-of-staff to Socialist mayor Perez Casado. Ernest Garcia helped 
refoxmd the Communist Party, which governed in coalition with the Socialists. 
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this cultural landscape takes a detour into Valencia's city haU and the decisions made there in 

the early 1980s. 

Within a confused process of policy devolution — in which jurisdiction over planning 

was variously claimed by the municipality, the remnant structures of Francoist metropolitan 

government, and the newly formed Generalitat — Perez Casado's administration used a 

variety of legal means to vindo the most nefarious elements of the 1966 General Plan, 

without yet officially revising it. In 1981, taking advantage of a court ruling that found local 

planning in non-compliance with the national del Suelo revised in 1976, the Socialist 

municipal administration issued a decree summarily reducing the amount of Horta 

designated urbanî ble, shifting abruptly the city's orientation from an overt desenvolupisme 

(pro-growth stance) to a more preservationist approach. Simultaneously, planners in Perez 

Casado's administration undertook a series of partial plans to halt decay in the city center, 

protect the river channel and the Devesa del Saler from development, and focus ~ through a 

Prvgrama de Intervencion en la Periferia Urbana (Intervention Plan for the Urban Periphery) — on 

the worst speculative development in the Horta (Boria and Gaja 1994). 

In 1982, the municipality announced its intention to revise the city's General Plan. In 

1984, the Avance (Advance) of the new Plan was issued. The document, entitled ha Ciudad 

que Queremos (translated either "The City We Want" or the "City We Love"), reflected the 

Administration's expressed desire to slow speculative growth and equip poorly developed 

neighborhoods with much-needed public amenities and infrastructure. This approach 

resonated with the economic realities of that time, in which the Valencian economy (like 

much of Europe) found itself in severe crisis, a time in which there was littie pressure for 

urban growth anyway. Referring to the 1966 Plan, Perez Casado argued "this last General 
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Plan did more damage to the city than the flood of 1957... We must, aU of us, leam from this 

hard lesson." Beside overcoming the lack of pubUc infrastructure, the Mayor added that this 

plan "is the first in oxir city that, instead of augmenting the land designated for urban uses, 

reduces them...It is also the first that is designed on the principle of putting public before 

private interests" (Ajuntament de Valencia 1984, p. 8). According to the A.vance, a key goal of 

the plan was the effective protection of the Horta, reversing course from its 1966 

predecessor, which had envisioned the occupation of more than 4,000 hectares of Horta, 

"the better part of which, unfortunately, is already lost" it declared (p. 83). Instead, the 

Avance claimed 'Valencia is not a city that can grow indefinitely...consequendy, to protect the 

Horta, besides being an obvious necessity in order to avoid the loss of a space of high 

economic and cultural value, it is also a key priority in the wider metropolitan planning" 

(ibid). In response, the administration proposed a "drastic freeze" in the growth of the city 

toward the North, where the best-preserved farmlands could be found. 

If the Europe-wide context of economic austerity provided ample justification for 

the anti-growth stance of the 1984 avance to Valencia's General Plan, the final plan approved 

in late 1988 reflected entirely changed circumstances. For not long after the earlier version 

was published, with promises from the city's chief planner that the city wouldn't "consume" 

one more square meter of Horta for residential development (Muelas 9/14/85), receiving 

positive reviews from neighborhood groups and pro-Horta advocates, the Spanish economy 

began a remarkable turnarovind. As a resiilt of the so-called economic growth of the 

quinquenio milagroso (five year miracle) between 1986 and 1990, a "speculative boom.. .carried 

the (General Plan) to a proposal far from its initial objectives" (Ramirez and D0I9 1992, 

quoted in Boira and Gaja 1994). Although two of the primary goals of the 1984 plan had 
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been to tezone the "excessive" amount of land previously set aside for growth under the 

1966 plan and thereby protect the Horta, changed economic conditions and pressure from 

the development sector forced the municipal government to back-track, removing the 

protective designation of no urbanii^ble from parts of the Horta saved from development 

only four years before. Academic critics like Boira and Gaja (1994), using the language of the 

1984 plan, argue the 1988 General Plan zoned urban lands in "excess" (p. 87). 

Indeed, it was not long after the release of the 1984 plan when critics sensed that the 

batde to protect the Horta was again going against them. The long struggle against the 

Tercer Cinturo, which had flared up in 1983 when the increasingly irrelevant metropolitan 

government of L'Horta sought inter-municipal coordination for the planning of the by-pass, 

re-emerged in the news in 1987 when it became clear that preparations for the highway were 

being written into new Valencia's General Plan (Escriche 10/14/87). Already organized to 

protest the highway proposal, neighborhood groups and environmentalists were outraged 

when modifications were proposed in svimmer of 1988 to the General Plan, slating 100 

hectares of prime farmland to the northwest of the city — surrounding the neighborhood of 

Campanar — for development as luxury apartments and a proposed theme park (Lagardera 

7/7/88). At the same time, proposals by the Generalitat and Ajuntament to expand both the 

Universitat PoUtecnia de Valencia and the Universitat de Valencia at the expense of the 

Horta brought farmers to the northeast of the city to complain, "They relegated us to 

reservations like Indians, and now they'll finish us off (Chapa 6/26/88). If Socialists still 

governed the city, they no longer did so with Marxist orientation or in coalition with 

commxmists, as they'd done when swept to power in 1979. By 1987, the Socialists had left 

behind both their quasi-Marxist rhetoric and their absolute majority in city council. 
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struggling to maintain power against the growing forces of the conservative Alianza Popular 

and the right-wing regionaHsts of the Unio Valencianista, as well as the powerful 

development sector. By late 1988, final negotiations for the General Plan had reduced the 

amount of protected farmland by as much as 18% over that in an earlier 1987 draft (Monreal 

6/12/88). Forces on the left, no longer trusting the municipal administration, revolted. 

The city's Federacion de Asociaciones de Vecinos (Federation of Neighborhood 

Associations) complained in the press that the mimicipal administration's justifications for 

re-classifying the croplands in Campanar as buildable were "inexcusable" (Lagardera 

7/7/88). Environmentalists, organized as Accio Ecologista-Agro, lodged complaints against 

the emerging plan, demanding that the remaining Horta be declared a protected zone, 

alleging that to destroy the Horta "supposes the disappearance of agricultural resources of 

great importance surrounding the city, which is natural patrimony of great landscape value" 

(Rodrigo 6/26/88). A group of the city's 35 promiaent architects presented to the 

municipality a letter complaining of the new plan, in which they declared "we have to make 

public our growing concern with the progressive deterioration of municipal planning 

policy.. .which is being re-oriented towards a planning for business, attending much more to 

the interests of small sectors, like big developers, than to neighborhood associations and 

other citizen groups" (Rodrigo 7/24/88). Local newspapers were filled with splashy and 

provocative headlines about the plan, like those of Juan Lagardera who wrote "Private 

interests wiU see increased benefits with the new General Plan" (Lagardera 11/1/88) and 

"The new (General Plan) will open great boulevards as axes of urban growth" (Lagardera 

11/4/88) in addition to endless editorials debating the plan and decrying the loss of so much 

farmland. 
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The two primary forces of opposition to the new plan — environmentalists and 

neighborhood associations in affected areas (primarily to the north and east of the city 

center) - officially joined forces during the svimmer of 1988 as the so-caUed Coordinadoraper a 

la Defensa de I'Horta (Coordinator for the Defense of the Horta), the first organi2ation in 

Valencia explicitly dedicated to the protection of the Horta. Started by some of the same 

veterans of past batdes against the Tercer Cinturo, the new organization drew support from 

a wide range of social organizations and individuals, from farmers to university students, 

neighborhood activists to Catalan nationalists. On June 22, 1988, the Coordinadora took its 

complaints against the new General Plan to the streets. Approximately 700 people, joined by 

30 tractors and a number of horse-drawn carts, marched into the city in a mock funeral 

procession behind the banner "Si mateu I'horta, mor tambe el nostre poble" (If the Horta is 

killed, our people also die). Accusing the municipal administration of speculation, particxalarly 

in the farmlands of Campanar and the new university district, the protesters handed to 

passers-by packets of earth, with labels attached that read "This earth may be the last, 

conserve it for your grandchildren" (Chapa 6/22/88). 

Pushing forward in spite of rising protest on behalf of the Horta, the likes of which 

had never been seen in the city, the Ajuntament de Valencia approved the revised General 

Plan in November of 1988, after months of debate and haggling accompanied by heckling 

from farmers and envirormientalists in the audience in council chambers (Monreal 11/4/88). 

But the political cost to the Socialist party was enormous. Not only had the municipal 

administration drawn the ire of many left leaning and envirotmientaMst Valencians, but the 

process of approving the plan provoked a deep crisis within the party. Upon the plan's 

mvinicipal approval and submission to the GeneraUtat (also governed by Socialists), the 
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regional minister of public works — Rafael Blasco — unilaterally modified provisions of the 

plan, re-zoning lands to the east of the city in anticipation of the City of the Arts and 

Sciences, which was unveiled only weeks after the bloody municipal debates over the 

General Plan ended (Del Valle 12/3/88). The municipal administration complained its 

planning autonomy had been compromised by the GeneraUtat. 

Josep Sorribes, who was chief-of-staff to mayor Ricard Perez Casado at the time, 

complains that the General Plan was "lagota que desbordo el vaso' (akin to 'the straw that broke 

the camel's back') in relations between the municipality and the region. "The problem was 

nothing more than a problem of interference," Sorribes notes, "the Generalitat changed 

things that it didn't have the jurisdiction to change." And as time and the courts have shown, 

Sorribes argues, the Generalitat's modifications to Valencia's plan "did not make sense 

technically, legally, or politically." Sorribes (2001, personal communication), among others, 

believes speculative interests by the GeneraUtat's key players may have played a part. 

Whatever the reasons, the internal batdes — both within city council and the Socialist Party 

itself— over the plan destabilized the municipal administration. By the end of December 

1988, mayor Perez Casado resigned his post and fellow socialist Clemantina Rodriguez, a 

protege of Generalitat President Joan Lerma, took his place. Controversy over urban growth 

and the protection of the Horta had become internalized as an enduring issue within the 

planning process, fueUing political chaos and a crisis of legitimacy, which later cost the 

Socialists city hall in the 1992. 

Although pro-Horta forces lost the batde over the city's General Plan, and thus the 

croplands in Campanar and near the viniversities, the late 1980s saw the consolidation of a 

movement that had only been only sporadically active in the past (largely around the single 
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issue of the Tercet Cinturo). The creation of the Coordinadora per a la Defensa de I'Horta 

signified a fundamental shift in Valencian poUtics, wedding neighborhood groups to 

environmentalists and farmers as a new force in local poUtics, an early expression of urban 

resistance that is joined today by a host of neighborhood movements — known collectively 

as the "salvem" (e.g. Salvem rHortra, Salvem botanic, etc.) — which protest urban growth, 

specxilation, and environmental degradation. In the process, the matter of the Horta and its 

loss or protection became a fixture in Valencian politics, at both the municipal and regional 

level. Indeed, organizations Uke the Coordinadora looked in 1989 beyond the local to the 

emerging European Commutiity for help in its battle, decrying in a formal protest to the 

E.C.'s Environment Commission the inadequacy of Spanish planning before the challenge 

of preserving European patrimony like the Horta. In protests launched in local villages and 

the city's streets, in a series of letters and legal complaints against the Ajuntament and the 

GeneraUtat, pro-Horta activists sustained campaign against the Tercer Cinturo and 

urbanization in the language of farmers and Valencian nationalists alike: Valenciano. 

Regionalism and the defense of Valencia's patrimony became interwoven in the process. 

L'Horta in Contempotaty Politics: Case Studies in Conflict 

To understand this changing political dynamic in more detail, and to see how the 

Horta has become an increasingly charged topic within Valencian politics, we might explore 

some case studies of conflict over this landscape. Tracing how the future of the Horta is 

contested in planning debates is critical for any understanding of how notions of Valencian 

culture — and the material landscapes said to symbolize them — circvilate in contemporary 

political discourse. The following case studies offer such a window on the landscape politics 
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of scale in Valencia. The first focuses on an aborted attempt within municipal government to 

develop a "Green Plan" for the city, in which well-intentioned efforts to protect Valencian 

patrimony ran afoul of municipal politics. The second explores more recent conflicts over 

the proposed expansion of Valencia's port ~ the Zona de Actividades Ijogisticas (Zone of 

Logistical Activities) - in order to speed the circulation of intermodal container traffic at the 

expense of the farming district of La Punta, one of the city's oldest and most venerable. 

Third, I wiU recount the history and fate of a recent citi2ens' initiative, the first in the history 

of the Comvinitat Valenciana, to place a temporary moratorium on urban growth and create 

a permanent green belt surrounding the city. In each case, the loss of the Horta has 

prompted impassioned debate and political wrangling that reveals deep fissures in local 

politics and contradictions in the urban ambitions of entreprenevirial regionaMsts. 

B/Plan Verde: The Life and Death of "Gmn"Planning in Valencia 

In a quiet corner of one of Valencia's municipal parks, in what was long ago a 

farmhouse or alqueria amidst the Horta, is the Ofidna Tecnica del Plan Verde (Technical Office 

of the Green Plan). Filled with empty desks and phones that rarely ring, this office was once 

at the center of a bold effort within municipal government to plan in a comprehensive 

fashion Valencia's open spaces, most notably its Horta. A few years ago, this office was busy 

with agronomists and planners, ecologists and university students organizing conferences 

and drafting planning documents, generously funded by a grant from the European Union. 

The abortive history of this office, the innovative plan it wrote, and the hopes it generated 

reveals something important about the nature of Valencian politics and the complex role of 

the Horta within them. 
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Pedro Salvador Paloma, an agronomist by training, is still the director of the office 

that the Ajuntament has stripped of staff and responsibilities, but has not yet dared to close. 

The story of the Plan Verde is perhaps understood through its director, with whom I 

discussed the Plan Verde and its history of political intrigue and disillusionment. According 

to Paloma, starting in the late 1980s, a movement began to emerge in Spain to focus on 

open-space or 'green' planning, as new ways of thinking about the urban ecosystem started 

to take shape. In 1987 there was a meeting in Barcelona among people interested in green 

planning, from which emerged the idea of doing one for Valencia. They were unsure of how 

to proceed, Salvador notes, "but the kind of planning we were talking about was not 

decorative, but a very structural kind of green planning." The Socialist-controlled 

Ajuntament liked the idea and asked Salvador to lavinch somethiag, although the effort was 

still very "confused." They decided to do an initial document, but 1987 was an election year 

and Salvador suspected that the municipal government's interest was perhaps temporary. "I 

had my doubts at the time," her recalls, "and I stiU have some doubts" (Salvador Paloma 

2001, personal communication). 

The first sustained push came in 1991, after the socialist majority was replaced by a 

right-wing coalition of the Partido Popular (formerly the Alianza Popvdar) and the 

conservative nationalist party Unio Valencianista (U.V.). The new city council member for 

parks was designated from the U.V., a party whose platform traditionally focused on 

preserving Valencian heritage and identity. Someone in this council person's office noticed 

some of the old documents regarding the green plan, and the various parties started talking. 

"Valencia is a very conflicted city on the subject of the environment, the landscape," 

Salvador notes, so the effort to reitiitiate the green plan was taken up cautiously. Salvador 
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was asked for a proposal. In March of 1991, the politician of the Union Valencianista 

sponsoring the effort proposed Salvador's dossier to the entire city covincil. This initial 

proposal was approved by a majority (votes of the UV and the PP), as the Socialists and 

Communists abstained. "The Oficina Tecnica del Plan Verde was created," Salvador Paloma 

recalls, "and things started getting more complex." 

In an unfortunate turn of events, however, the politician upon whom the plan really 

depended started vacillating about her party loyalty; the entire majority (PP vs. PSOE) of the 

city council came to hang in the balance. The politician became little trusted on either side, 

"and the hunt began," he recalls, beginning a campaign of dirt-digging and slander that 

eventually caused the politician to "throw in the towel" and leave Valencia entirely. "I was 

associated with this person," Salvador admits, "and I think that (the Partido Popular) 

distrusted me, I wasn't securely in any political camp.. .It began to be that the only people 

who believed in the Plan were those council members of the Unio Valencianista.. .there was 

total abstention from the other parties" {ibid) 

In spite of wavering municipal support, Salvador Paloma's office went forward. In 

1993, it organized an international conference on the Horta, in which scholars presented and 

discussed papers about the Horta's history, its ecology, its socio-demographic trends, and its 

future in a rapidly growing metropolis. Rita Barbera, the new mayor of Valencia of the 

Partido Popular, closed the conference with remarks, which must have given advocates of 

the Horta some hope. "It is the wiU of the Ajuntament that I preside over," she stated, "that 

the International Seminar that today we conclude might represent a drastic change, a true 

break point in what has been until now a process of progressive loss and destruction of the 

Horta that surrounds the city of Valencia." More, she argued "the city must stop being a 
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threat to the Horta." To the contrary, "the conservation of a landscape that conditions our 

lives and our form of being, is an aspiration shared by all citizens in their demands for a 

better quality of life" (Ajuntament de Valencia 1994, p. 380). A year later, the Oficina 

Tecnica published as a book the proceedings of the conference. Rita Barbera offered a new 

set of remarks in the opening pages of the book, in which she reiterated support for a Plan 

Verde and said of the book "we have a document in these texts that is the beginning of a 

new direction for the treatment of a space like the Horta de Valencia, of such deep cultural 

roots, and of such importance for our identity" (ibid., p. 5). 

These promising words, however, were not met with an equivalent degree of 

municipal support. Nonetheless, Salvador applied for European Union funding, through the 

LIFE program. After a first failed attempt, the proposal was accepted and in 1994, the 

Ajuntament received 100 million pesetas from the LIFE program, but only for the drafting 

of a plan. 280 million pesetas had to be contributed, as matching funds, by municipal 

government. "The politicians (of the Unio Valencianista) were dancing, opening botdes of 

champagne," Salvador recalls. With the new funding, a fiiH-blown office was mounted "we 

were under way, we had our own office, we were contracting with employees..." and the 

initial study efforts began to bear fruit. 

The result was a draft document whose technical motivations were largely 

environmental, but whose political backing came from a right-wing nationalism intent on 

protecting the Horta as a landscape of Valencian heritage. The draft Plan Verde sought to 

complement the existing General Plan, but considered explicidy the emerging goal of urban 

sustainability as never before. Although explicidy concerned with envirormiental quality and 

ecological health, and including the first survey of land-use in the city by remote sensing, the 
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plan approached the Horta as a landscape, as the conjunction of human history and culture 

with environmental process. Reflecting the odd marriage of environmentalism and 

nationalism behind the plan's conception, and drawing from the geographic literature on 

landscape, the plan included surveys of landscape quality in each of the Horta's districts 

within city limits, analyzing their visual characteristics as much as their ecological. Together 

with the environmental advantages or functions for the city, the plan argued that the 

landscape should support the "utility" of beauty and harmony (Ajuntament de Valencia 

1997, p. 7). 

The Plan's goals were ambitious, attempting to "support life in the city, its beauty, as 

a collective aspiration, to return a dignity to waters flowing in the thousand-year-old 

irrigation canals of the Horta, offering at the same time a landscape of greater quality" (p. 1). 

Although it recognized the many challenges facing the Horta, from contamination of 

irrigation waters by industrial effluent to uncontrolled growth, the plan concluded that the 

Horta remained "one of the greatest values that the City of Valencia has" (p. 45), a "singular 

territory, a cultural redoubt in Europe... a resource of enormous value, in spite of the 

aggressions against it" (p. 62). The plan was truly comprehensive, not only proposing new 

design elements to soften the buffer between the city and its surrounding fields, but also new 

institutions to study agricxilture in the Horta and to promote greater competitiveness of local 

farmers in a changing agricultural market. It not only addressed the political fragmentation 

of the Horta by proposing stronger supra-municipal planning, but it also proposed specific 

ways to mitigate pollution in individual irrigation canals. The plan was so detailed that 

architectural critics like Carles D0I9, accustomed to finding fault in municipal planning, told 
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me "the Plan Verde is a good plan.. .the best that has been made in this city" (D0I9 2001, 

personal communication). 

The draft plan, despite its innovations and commitment to complex challenge of 

preserving the Horta as a simultaneously human and natural landscape, was dead on arrival. 

"Here we are today," Salvador Paloma said bitterly in our interview, gesturing about an 

office devoid of employees. "Right from 1994, the Ajuntament contributed less and less 

money... and the plan was never approved, never." The office, with less and less financial 

support, fell behind in its drafting schediile. The European Union started asking for the 

money back. By 1995, the nationalists of the Unio Valencianista were no longer a political 

force, and the Partido Popular was the sole majority party. City Hall began sending money 

back to the LIFE program. Even when the plan was finally put together in 1997, it was 

never publicly presented by the Ajuntament nor its conclusions debated. When a 

representative of the LIFE program arrived in Valencia to review the plan and its 

conclusions, no one at city hall would receive him. He left the city calling the plan a good 

one but a "political orphan" (Varea 2/15/97). Salvador recalls that "We sent out the plan to 

everyone.. .to business groups, to all the politicians," but he believes there was concerted 

effort to make sure it never became a subject of debate (Salvador Paloma 2001, personal 

communication). He used the metaphor of his office, which was once an alqueria or 

farmhouse, to explain what he believes to be the attitude of the governing Partido Popular 

towards the Horta. 

It is a very cynical strategy. It's like this house. If you take away the lights, 
you let the windows become broken, you stop maintaining the place, 
eventually this place would end up looking just like the alquerias that you see 
in the Horta.. .surrounded by intermodal containers, the irrigation canals fiiU 
of pollution {ibid.) 
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Whatever promises were made in the early to mid-1990s, Salvador Paloma believes that the 

governing party merely wishes the Horta would disappear. "For the PP the Horta is a kind 

of bitter seed, something the PP has never liked," he concluded forlornly. 

Then why does the governing PP not close the office entirely? For one, the existence 

of the office is touted in the city's recent Strategic Plan as evidence of the municipality's 

commitment to the Horta, of the city's attempts to make Valencia a "green city" 

(Ajuntament de Valencia 1997). More, municipal officials argued to me in interviews that the 

Plan Verde remains "under study" (Monerris 2001, personal communication). The office of 

the Plan Verde, it appears, will remain open as long as it can be used as evidence of 

municipal resolve to protect the Horta, and perhaps as long as the plan itself can be kept 

safely on the shelf. 

The ZAl̂  and Punta: battling for the City's Last Croplands 

The shift in the attitude of municipal government towards green planning and, by 

implication, the protection of the Horta may be explained by developments that were 

unfolding to the east of the city, in the croplands of La Punta, in the shadow of the rapidly 

growing Port de Valencia. For, at the same time that green planning efforts began to 

collapse, the city had joined forces with the Generalitat and the autonomous Port Authority 

to create a new Zona de Actividades Log/sticas (Zone of Logistical Activities or '7. AT.') as part 

of a major port expansion. The problem remained, however, that any expansion of the port 

inland must come at the expense of adjacent farmland: the proposed ZAL, more specifically, 

impUed the condemnation of more than 50 hectares of the last croplands remaining between 

the city and the sea, destroying the heart of the ancient farming district of La Punta, long 
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considered the Horta most intimately inter-dependant with the city. A patchwork of tiny 

fields and irrigation ditches were being proposed as the home of a new facility through 

which the world's intermodal containers would pass. Globalization, in the form of the port, 

had come to most direcdy threaten the Horta. 

As early as 1993, the GeneraMtat's planners proposed the creation of a ZAL as part 

of an effort to expand the port's capacity and influence in a Europe undergoing 

restructuring. Dviring the socialist administration of Joan Lerma, the Generalitat's ConseUeria 

d'Obres PubHques, Urbanisme i Transports published a lengthy and detailed report entitled 

A.rco Mediterrdneo Espanol: Eje Europeo de Desarrollo (The Spanish Mediterranean Arch: A 

European Axis of Development) which highlighted the growing importance of Valencia's 

port in a global economic context in which trans-Atlantic commerce was giving way to Asia-

dominated trade. The report argued that ports proximate to the major shipping routes 

through the Suez Canal would reap the benefits of these economic shifts. More, increased 

traffic at Mediterranean ports began to reflect economic growth in their "hinterlands" as 

European economic activity started to shift from North to South. Citing 1990 economic 

data, the planners noted that 85% of Spain's imported goods (by ton) entered by ship. This 

traffic was, it also noted, increasingly in the form of intermodal containers, shifting even 

further the emphasis of maritime trade on Spain's biggest ports: Barcelona, Algecicas, and 

increasingly Valencia (Generalitat Valenciana 1993). As competition between these ports 

intensified, such basic factors as a port's proximity to the major Mediterranean shipping 

lanes and economic hinterland would prove decisive. Although Barcelona's port was bigger 

than Valencia's, Valencia was closer both to the shipping lanes and Madrid. Although the 

port of Algeciras sat atop the straits of Gibraltar, its hinterland was much smaller than 
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Valencia's (Ignacio Pascual 2001, personal commimication). Recognizing these 

opportunities, the Socialist administration undertook a major port expansion in the late 

1980s and 1990s. 

But expanding the port, which the Generalitat did in conjunction with the central 

government in Madrid, would not be enough. The 1993 plan also proposed for the first time 

the addition of a Zone of Logistical Activities to the port, a generic name for what it called 

"a series of installations and services related to the transport of goods that have the objective 

of rationalizing the functioning of the transport system and introducing more efficiency in 

the sector" (Generalitat Valenciana 1993, p. 153). More specifically, a ZAL would enhance 

the port's capacity to transfer goods in various different modes; receive and classify goods; 

consolidate, separate, and distribute cargo; provide storage; facilitate cargo contracting; and 

offer other port services like security and control, administration, and telecommunication 

facilities (p. 153). In general a ZAL, the document argued, woiild help "harmonize" the flow 

of goods between modes of transport (ship to truck, ship to rail, and vice versa) for the 

entire Iberian Peninsula, as well as take advantage of the last opportunity for Valencia to add 

value to the products being shipped. 

In 1993, the Generalitat, the Ajuntament, and the autonomous Port Authority of 

Valencia signed an agreement creating a publicly funded corporation — Valencia Plataforma 

Intermodal y Logistica (V.P.I. Logfstica) ~ to plan and build the new ZAL. Engineer Igancio 

Pascual Navarro, who is the organization's technical director, described for me the critical 

value of a zone of logistical activities in an increasingly competitive maritime sector. "Before 

1990 in Valencia, there was no traffic in containers at all," now Valencia is Spain's leading 

port in containerized shipping, a business of massive ships on global route, in which "ships 
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keep moving continually, and only stop in a few ports." These ships carry up to 8,000 

containers and require a 16-meter depth. This implies, in a port like Valencia, four or five 

cranes working simultaneously to unload a ship in less than eight hours. "You have to have 

the capacity to receive and shore the products, or the ship won't come," he concludes. But 

ports serve as more than places of on- and off-loading. "The products in the containers are 

not finished, they are often only components," Pascual Navarro notes, so a ZAL can be a 

place where these components are assembled or modified. Most importandy, a ZAL is 

fundamental to intermodal shipping, providing an efficient Unk between sea, truck, and rail 

transport (Pascual Navarro 2001, personal communication). 

Although V.P.I. Logistica is a publicly funded company, it was constituted not as a 

state agency but as a so-called anonymous society. "If we were a public entity we would have 

to follow all the bureaucratic rules that apply to public companies, we would have to 

contract employees in accordance with the laws for state employees," Pascual Navarro notes. 

Besides its flexibility as a "semi-public" entity, V.P.I. Logistica is also emblematic of a new 

European entrepreneurialism in terms of the risks assumed publicly for ultimate private 

benefit. As the ZAL takes shape, and roads are laid and a series of warehouses built for 

storing and assembling goods, aU costs will be borne by V.P.I. Logistica and its public 

investors: municipal, regional, and national. When the project is complete, the organi2ation 

win sell the warehouses, as well as the land under them, to private enterprises at market 

value. The potential benefits of the enterprise, Pascual Navarro argues, are worth the risks. 

The benefits of economic competitiveness — in terms of the port itself, the transportation 

industry, and the economic opportunities of not merely importing/exporting but adding 

value to cargo — are the flipside of a bleak future if a ZAL isn't built. "If Valencia loses this 
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competitiveness," he states bluntiy, "all is lost" (Pascual Navarro 2001, personal 

communication). 

If all this speaks implicidy of globalization and the Valencian competitiveness in a 

flexible economy, other planning documents for the ZAL are more explicit. In 1999, the 

Generalitat (on behalf of V.P.I. Logistica) submitted to municipal government the land-use 

plans for the new ZAL, arguing "the import/export sector, not only in the city of Valencia 

but the entirety of the Comunitat Valenciana, must have a guaranteed, direct means of 

communication with its supply sources and destination markets, to assure the maximum 

competitiveness of the city and region" (Generalitat Valenciana 1999, p. 14). Valencia's 

economic competitiveness in the global marketplace, according to these planners, was tied 

directly to the flow of intermodal containers through its port. Only by expanding and re

organizing the port — re-scaling regional infrastructure vis a vis dynamic global commerce — 

would the Comunitat Valenciana find advantageous position amidst a "globalization of the 

economy in which both market goods and product components move in commercial circuits 

of a global scope" (ibid). 

In order to make these grand regional ambitions into reality, however, local states 

needed to find a place to actually build the ZAL. Unfortunately, there was no space readily 

available. Although a district of open croplands beckoned on the port's western edge, these 

farmlands in La Punta were protected as suelo no urbani^ble under the city's 1988 General 

Plan. As a result, the port's massive expansion during the early 1990s — extending it from its 

original location at the mouth of the former channel of the Riu Turia southwards to the new 

channel created by the Plan Sur — had been accomplished entirely through the use of fill 

dumped along the former Platja de Nazaret and the Platja de la Punta (the beaches of 
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Nazaret and la Punta). New quays had been extended outwards into the Mediterranean, at 

which huge ships docked and goods (like the cars manufactured at a Ford plant south of the 

city) staged prior to export, without encroaching upon the tiny parcels of artichokes and 

swiss chard grown HteraUy in their shadow. Although the port expansion proceeded without 

destroying farmland, it merely hemmed in the croplands of La Punta to a more dramatic 

degree. To the east, the port's cranes and stacked intermodal containers towered menacingly. 

To the west, residential high rises were visible reminders of the city's slow march to the sea. 

To the north, the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies began to take shape along the old riverbed. 

To the south, the concrete channel of the Plan Sur isolated La Punta from the rest of the 

Horta. If precariously situated, however, la Punta's farmers could be reassured by rigorously 

protective zoning. 

Such protection began to seem illusory by 1998, however, as plans for the ZAL 

began to take a more concrete shape. V.P.I. Logistica, acting on behalf of the Generalitat, 

argued the ZAL couldn't be located in the newly expanded port, where space and 

operational flexibility (especially in terms of labor relations) were at a premium. Instead, the 

port's planners proposed the rezoning of 50 hectares of farmland in La Punta immediately 

adjacent to the port and buying (if possible) or expropriating (if necessary) land from the 

district's farmers (figure 6.3). Once local residents got wind of the plan, however, they 

reacted with anger. The local neighborhood association - la Unificadora de la Punta -

declared to the press that residents woiild never sell. In January of 1998, the neighbors 

joined forces with other traditional pro-Horta forces (Uke Accio Ecologista-Agro) to create a 

new umbrella organization called the Plataforma en Defensa de I'Horta, making it clear to port 

officials that 
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Figure 6.3: An oblique aerial view of the pott and the planned ZAL. In this image, which 
looks to the north, planners of the promoters of the ZAL have touched up the photo to 
show the facility's future location, in effect erasing the condemned farmlands of La Punta. 
Photo courtesy of V.P.L Logistica, S.A. 
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they wouldn't go without a fight. "The Ajuntament de Valencia protected I'Horta de la Punta 

in the General Plan of 1988, yet the Ajuntament, the Generalitat, and the Port already have 

started work on the (ZAL)," the president of the neighborhood association complained 

bitterly, promising that the new Plataforma would "fight to defend the Horta" (Varea 

2/13/98). On February 14,1998 a group of 200 protesters marched through the croplands 

of La Punta, demanding not only the protection of these croplands, but also a region-wide 

effort to protect what remained of the Horta, pointing to the recently released (yet already 

paralyzed) Plan Verde as a model. The protest spokespeople complained that the creation of 

a ZAL in la Punta would not only imply "grave ecological consequences," but also "the loss 

of a way of Hfe, of ancient hydraulic works, of farm bxiildings that are hundreds of years old, 

and of a characteristic landscape" (Levante-EMV2/15/98). 

If the event marked the beginning of a new wave of pro-Horta protest, state 

institutions in Valencia stood in monolithic support of the ZAL. V.P.I. Logistica, as noted 

earlier, reflected a joint initiative of Ajuntament, the Generalitat, and the Autoridad Portuaria 

de Valencia. But these different state levels themselves would have a direct hand in the 

execution of the project. The Generalitat lent its name and imprimatur to the Special Plan 

devised by V.P.I. Logistica for the rezoning of the farmland. In addition, regional 

government would also assume much of the cost of purchasing or expropriating the land 

contemplated for the facility. The Ajuntament, as controlling authority over land use, had 

responsibility for modifying its General Plan in accordance with the Special Plan submitted 

by the Generalitat (Pascual Navarro 2001, personal communication). Although the approval 

mechanisms remained to be navigated, both the regional and municipal goveniment were 

now held by the Partido Popular and things moved quickly. In May the Special Plan was 
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released by the Generalitat, revealing the scope of the project: the purchase or expropriation 

of 511 different parcels totaling 7.25 hectares, the destruction of 186 buildings, and a total 

cost of almost one hundred million dollars for land acquisition and construction (Varea 

5/12/98). Despite the evident complexities of such a project, the port's promoters appeared 

confident of the outcome. The president of V.PI. Logistica and general director of the Port 

Authority of Valencia, Rafeal del Moral, boasted of Valencia's coming "megaport of the 

twenty-first century" (Varea 5/16/98). For months, V.P.I. Logistica had already been 

handing out aerial images of the ZAL, super-imposed over what still remained protected 

farmlands (Varea 3/7/98). 

Despite these obstacles, the threat posed by the ZAL to la Punta prompted the 

largest outpouring of pro-Horta protest since the late 1980s. When Valencia's city council 

met in early June of 1998 to approve an inter-jurisdictional agreement to begin expropriation 

of farmland for the project, residents of La Punta accused the city of "wanting to sell the 

Horta Valenciana in order to make the Port of Madrid," a charged accusation within 

regionalist discourse. In a departure from previous pro-Horta activism, protests against the 

ZAL not only reHed on regionalist rhetoric but also a growing discontent with globali2ation 

more generally. As the Punta's residents were evicted from chambers, they left sympathetic 

council members from the leftist Esquerra Unida party with a potted tomato plant, 

prompting the leader of that party to announce sarcastically "my grandchild won't be able to 

eat a tomato grown by his own hand, but at least he'U know how to ride a Honda or a 

Kawasaki" (Golf 5/30/98). 

The matter of the Horta (generally) and Punta (more specifically) began to feature 

prominentiy in local news coverage, with stories of protest and planning appearing almost 
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daily. On June 6, fifteen thousand people registered public comments against the 

GeneraUtat's Special Plan for the ZAL - representing a coalition of not only residents in la 

Punta but also the Federation of Neighborhood Associations of Valencia, Accio Ecologista-

Agro, and the new Coordinadora Defensem La Punta/Salvem L'Horta — the most ever 

registered against a regional government project (Varea 6/6/98). In the regional parliament, 

members of the opposition — the Socialists, the leftist Esquerra Unida, and the leftist-

nationaUst Nova Esquerra — began to take notice, holding a joint press conference with 

extra-parliamentary forces (the green party or Els Verds, the workers union C.C. O.O., and 

the Catalanista organization Accio Cultural) to demand that the Generalitat stop planning for 

the ZAL (EFE 7/17/98). The following day, June 18, six hundred protesters gathered in 

front of City Hall and planted a symbolic piece of Horta in the city's main plaza, complete 

with rows of lettuce, onions, and manure presided over by a grim reaper figure. Demanding 

that municipal government honor its zoning of La Punta as no urbani^ble, and accusing the 

government of robbing the farmers of their Horta, the protesters brought out two ponies 

draped in signs reading "ZAL Rita" and "ZAL Plana," referring to mayor Rita Barbara the 

mayor and regional president Eduardo Zaplana (Varea 6/19/98). These visible protest 

events appeared to find some resonance with the wider Valencian population, as the large-

circulation regional newspaper hevante — ElMercantil Vaknciano found in a poU: 55% of 

people surveyed favored protecting the Horta over continued urban growth, and the 

creation of a ZAL received the backing of only 34% of those asked (LemnU — EMl̂  

6/22/98). 

As residents of la Punta and their activist allies took to the streets over the summer 

and fall of 1998, their sympathizers in intellectual and political spheres offered op-ed piece 
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after op-ed piece in local papers, almost entirely in opposition to the ZAL (in both hevante — 

ElMercantil Valencia and H/7ats, two left-leaning but widely read newspapers). Local greens 

from Els Verds Valencians associated the ZAL with the potential "death of a wise 

coexistence" between the city and its natural patrimony, the Horta (Hatnmerstein 5/28/98). 

Local architects and urbanists complained bitterly of the wanton rezoning of such valuable 

farmland (Sancho 6/9/98). University professors like Joan Olmos (6/14/98) argued that 

only by "respecting our roots, our patrimony, and our particular lifestyle" might Valencians 

aspire to higher cultural and economic levels. Archeologists emphasized the value of the 

Horta as a landscape of historical identity (Gonzalez Villaescusa 6/21/98). Activists within 

the center-left nationalist party Bloc Nactionalista Valencia (Carda 7/1/98) expressed the 

hope that "it's not too late to save this terra nostra" Farmers from the Unio de Llauradors i 

Ramaders (Collective of Farmers and Shepherds), argued ardendy that "modernity does not 

consist of massacring and burying our history" (Peris 7/17/98) Officials from the port, not 

surprisingly, responded in quote in articles and interviews, intimating that Valencians didn't 

want to their port to "miss the train" (Zaragoza 6/21/98). 

Despite this outpouring of opinion and protest, the planning of the ZAL continued 

grinding on through the machinery of municipal and regional bureaucracy. At the end of 

August 1998, the Generalitat rejected the 12,000 comments against the ZAL and gave the 

green light V.P.I. Logistica to begin acquiring properties for the facility (Varea 8/28/98). It 

also gave permission for Ajuntament to undertake the rezoning of La Punta from no 

urbanit^able to urbani^able, suggesting that the 1988 General Plan had "scarce" justification for 

protecting La Punta in the first place (Alonso 8/29/98). La Coordinador Defensem La 

Punta Salvem I'Horta filed a legal petition against the ZAL in regional court, but that too did 
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litde to slow the progress of the project (Levante—EMV 12/24/98). As 1998 drew to a close, 

the Ajuntament and the Port entered into an extended phase of negotiations over the 

proposed ZAL. Municipal government sought to build support for a ZAL-related rezontng 

by getting the port to offer more space to store intermodal containers, whose illegal or semi

legal storage throughout La Punta over the course of the 1990s had become a visible soxirce 

of degradation. More, the Port Authority had begun to negotiate with the Ajuntament for 

the transfer of its old quays, including dramatic modemista warehouses, for eventual 

conversion to recreational uses (as Barcelona had developed in the early 1990s). As a result, 

debate about land-use change in La Punta became entangled with other long-running issues 

and municipal projects, as politicians sought compromise between protection of L'Horta and 

wider urban ambitions. The Port Authority, adopting a more conciliatory tone, took out a 

December 13,1998 newspaper advertisement in Levante-ElMercantil Valenciano with aerial 

views of the port, la Punta, and the city, with accompany text reading "The Development of 

Port Activities is Compatible with Respect for the Environment." But the party Els Verds 

wasn't buying, summing up 1998 as "a black year" in the history of the Valencian 

environment Q^vante - EMV12/29/98). 

Although public debate slowed to something of a simmer in 1999 as the planning 

bureaucracy ground on and legal complaints by La Punta residents wound through the 

courts, the proposed urbanization of this small piece of Horta continued to have perhaps 

disproportionate reverberations throughout Valencian political and intellectual Mfe. As 

planners with V.P.I. Logistica continued their planning of the ZAL and contacting 

landowners to negotiate a purchase price or give notice of eventual expropriation (Pascual 

Navarro 2001, personal communication), some of Valencia's most prominent scholars and 
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political critics compiled a book H/f Valors de La Punta: 1S Ar^ments en Defensa de I'Morta (The 

Values of La Punta: 18 Argument in Defense of L'Horta), a 1999 paean to a disappearing 

landscape and a passionate indictment of urban and regional land-use policy. Respected 

geographer and Catalanista Vicen9 Rossello argued in his essay — entided "La Punta, Victim 

of Lack of Coordination or of Progress? A Geographical Focus" (Rossello 1999) — that 

proponents of the Horta didn't want to save an anachronistic vision of the Horta, but "a 

man-land relationship, a landscape and human connection" (p. 49). Reflecting this emphasis 

on the Horta as landscape, a series of essays explored La Pxmta's history of settlement and 

development, the intricacies of its irrigation system, as ecology, and as productive agricultural 

system, as well as the value of La Punta as a cultural landscape emblematic of a Valencian 

way of life. For most of the book's contributors, the Punta was synonymous with the Horta 

more widely, and a topic to be analyzed within the disciorsive framework of landscape-as-

Valencian patrimony: historical, cultural, natural, and agricultural (Ferri and Sanchis 1999). 

Contemplating the loss of this heritage, contributors Joan Olmos and Vicent Torres (1999) 

asked pointedly if La Punta was "a victim of the myth of infrastructures:" a municipal and 

regional policy of infrastructure development propelled less by economic benefits than 

political inertia. 

I asked the book's editor, professor Ernest Garcia, about the particular confluence of 

environmentalism, preservationism, and regionalism in debates about La Punta, and the 

book's arguments more specifically. He admitted that debates about La Pimta reflected this 

confluence of politics "perhaps more than in other cases." Of all portions of the Horta, 

Garcia argued. La Punta has traditionally been the city's own, and has long been an 

"identifying symbol of the city." The political importance of this has two dimensions, Garcia 
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suggests. First, the Horta de la Punta is widely considered to be an "important part of the 

city's patrimony." Second, this patrimony has "traditionally represented the city." This 

cultural Unk between the city and the periurban landscape of la Punta has thus also become a 

focal point for both the politics of environmentalism and Valencian nationalism. But why, I 

asked, is the degree of protest so great when the amount of farmland affected is relatively 

small? The protest that emerged to the ZAL, Garcia suggested, is attributable to factors 

more righdy understood as political backdrop. "La Punta is the only piece of the Horta that 

remains within the city limits of Valencia," and this fact does not go unnoticed by a populace 

that is increasingly "sensiti2ed" to the issue of the Horta. "There is a new climate appearing 

in the city today," that did not exist before. This new political context is matched within the 

protest movement by a "certain heritage that has come down from past chapters" in the 

batde to preserve the Horta, mostly Unked to protests in the 1980s. The issue of the ZAL 

however, has assumed a greater degree of urgency for a basic reason. "The Horta has 

become effectively scarce, where it was not necessarily before," Garcia notes. "In past 

batdes, the promoters of urbanization always justified limited urbanization by saying; 'much 

remains of the Horta' ('mucha queda')," he continues, "Today, the rhetorical argument that 

'mucha queda' no longer exists; nobody can deny that the Horta has become scarce" (Garcia 

2001, personal communication). This theme of acute scarcity was embodied in an issue of 

the Universitat de Valencia magazine Metode, organized by geographer Joan Mateu, whose 

tide asked "Les Hortes Valencianes: La fi d'un mite?" (The Valencian Hortas, the end of a 

myth?). 

If the matter of L'Horta became an increasingly impassioned subject in Valencian 

political and intellectual discourse, the fight by residents to protect the farmlands of La 
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Punta had entered a decisive, and perhaps terminal stage. In May of 2001 I met with the 

leader of resistance in La Punta, Carmen Gonzalez Sanchez, the president of the 

neighborhood association La Unificadora de La Pmta. I asked Gonzalez to comment on the 

status of their neighborhood movement, and how spirits were after years of consecutive 

administrative and judicial setbacks. "We have just recently passed what is perhaps a critical 

period," Gonzalez (personal communication 2001) stated, "we have employed aU the legal 

resources available, and in spite of forceful 'conquests' of the administration, we have seen 

that we continue to be the majority." When I asked Gonzalez whether people were in a 

phase of negotiating with the administration and V.P.I. Logistica, she quickly and forcefully 

stated that "negotiations are denied to us, and the only thing we would negotiate woxild be 

the improvement of quality of Ufe in La Punta...The Horta is non-negotiable," she states 

flatly. The majority of the residents have not agreed to sell their properties at the offered 

price, a process that is done through a "form of previous occupation." So now they have 

received letters from the Generalitat and the Ajuntament informing them of the next steps, 

on the road to forcible expropriation. I asked Gonzales what the attitude of the people was 

amidst this difficult process. "We compensate for each other, look to each other," she 

argued, "some days I am elated and other days my hopes are crushed but, in the end, we 

believe in what we are doing." 

"Our struggle for an agriciiltural future is based principally on the fact that the 

General Plan designated La Punta a protected agricultural zone, a decision that was the result 

of ten years of development and negotiation," Gonzalez argues. More, their effort is based 

on the understanding that "the Horta is a very scarce resource.. .a natural space, a cultural 

and ecological space that must be protected...L'Horta itself is the base of our resistance," she 
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continues. "If the city does not want to be dependent on food supplies from afar, it must 

protect that source which is already at hand." This is something that "should be protected by 

the administration itself." But she argues that "we aren't struggling blindly, the Horta has a 

possible future.. .one that is based on the quality of the product itself, which is incredible." 

But such alternatives, while perhaps viable, are ignored by local states. "The Administration 

doesn't realize, it doesn't want to know," she concludes cynically. For Gonzalez, the batde to 

protect La Punta has taken on a significance far greater than this small district of farmland 

itself The battle here has become the batde to preserve the Horta more generally, and with it 

a uniquely Valencian way of life. Although the Horta could have promise as a site for rural 

tourism or organic farming, neither municipal nor regional goverrmient will invest in its 

future. For these states, she complains, the Horta "doesn't exist, there only exists a huge 

building site from which they might make themselves super-rich...they see us only as a huge 

reserve of soil, empty" (Gonzalez 2001, personal commvinication). 

By 2001, a walk through La Punta's farmlands revealed a landscape in a state of 

anticipation, even dread. Informal conversations with farmers revealed determination, but 

with diminishing optimism. One woman stated flady to me, "I was bom here, all I want the 

government to do is allow me to die here," as she raked dried plant stalks from her small 

field. Another man pointed to the onion fields that his father stiU cultivates by hand, and the 

fiaUy grown palm trees first planted by his parents fifty years ago. "We wiU fight to the last 

minute," he declared to me. Such people continue to grow crops in the shadow of the port's 

cranes and stacked containers (quite literally). However, the anger of residents toward the 

port and their political leaders could be read (again, literally) on the landscape. Residents, 

perhaps frustrated their voices weren't being heard through official political channels, took 
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paint to theit houses and bams. On the side of one house, huge white letters spelled 

"Expropriacions no!!! ZAL Projecte Criminal." Written in graffiti on bridge overpasses and 

walls, people had written "ZAL No!" On the roof of a one small barraca, the traditional and 

emblematic dweUing of the Horta's laborers, the owner had emblazoned the words "Salvem 

L'Horta, Defensem La Punta." In another barraca abutting the port, whose tows of onions 

were cultivated within arm's reach of intermodal containers, the owner wrote "Zaplana, 

Barbara assasins" and "ZAL no - Horta Si" on the walls of his home (figure 6.4). 

The Horta de la Punta, not only a landscape of cultural patrimony filled with the 

symbols of regional identity, is also landscape in which the bitter rhetoric of resistance has 

been inscribed by authors whose homes and farms, often in the family for centuries, were 

targeted for expropriation and demolition. The installation by the electric utility Iberdrola of 

high-tension wires and substations, to supply electricity to the ZAL and the new Ciutat de 

les Arts i les Ciencies, has proven to be the lightning rod for protest against the wider 

destruction of La Punta it presages. With nearly every demolition of a house or construction 

of a transmission tower, there is protest. Youths barricade themselves inside foundations 

under construction, with nooses around their necks, to protest the destruction of I'Horta as 

Valencian patrimony (BaUester, April 25, 2001). Such efforts aside, the farmlands of La 

Punta appear doomed by the very planning processes, which only a decade ago promised to 

protect it. 
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Figure 6.4: Inscribing anti-ZAL protest into the cultural landscape. The owner of this 
traditional farm dweUing or barraca, which directly abuts the stacked intermodal containers of 
the port and is slated for condemnation under the ZAL plan, has turned his home into a 
billboard. Among the slogans written are the words "ZAL no — Horta Si." Photo by David 
Prytherch 
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The Vopular Initiative "Per L Horta " 

From this local defeat rose a new, wider movement to protect L'Horta: the 

unprecedented phenomenon of the Popular Legislative Initiative "Per L'Horta" (abbreviated 

ILP in Spanish and Catalan) which rocked Valencian politics in 2001. The history of this last, 

most ambitious effort to protect L'Horta illuminates the maturation of a landscape politics 

of resistance in Valencia, as the contradictions of globalization and the rescaling of this 

European region once again threatened to destabilize the ambitions and legitimacy of local 

and regional governance, in and through the cultural landscape. 

The doomed batde over La Punta marked a crystallizing moment in the long 

emerging effort to forge a coherent movement against urban growth and the globalizing 

forces it had come to represent for many. The proposed urbanization of this smaU piece of 

Horta prompted pubHc debate and protest far out of proportion to the amount and quality 

of farmland involved. In reaUty, La Punta had been doomed to a slow process of 

degradation and urban encroachment from the moment the Plan Sur isolated it from the rest 

of the Horta, squarely in the path of the city's march to the sea. But the symboUc value of 

these farmlands and their proximity to the city signified these were no ordinary urban spaces. 

Moreover, the growing 'scarcity' of the Horta's croplands meant that the loss of each new 

farming district was felt that much more acutely (Garcia 2001, personal communication). 

Indeed, the inability to protect L'Horta from a project embodying so clearly the 

transformative forces of globalization, enabled by the pro-growth monoUth of local 

governments, energized a new and unprecedented coalition of political forces: neighborhood 

groups, environmentalists, leftists, and Catalan nationalists, among others. 
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Josep Llviis Miralles, a ptofessor of urbanism and two-decade veteran of the fight to 

protect the Horta, witnessed this fundamental transformation in the objectives and strategies 

of the pro-Horta movement. After so many frustrating batdes against so many different 

threats to the Horta - the hydra-like Tercer Cinturo, myriad municipal plans, the ZAL, etc. — 

Miralles and others in the core group of activists "realized that to go against a specific 

project in a specific moment was not going to work.. .we needed a more global effort." 

After so many decades of being against these isolated projects, sometimes defeating them, 

but witnessing the progressive destruction of the Horta nonetheless, Miralles and his peers 

realized "Instead of being against something.. .we needed to attribute a positive reason to 

the movement.. .We need to turn the whole thing around and not be against everything." In 

direct response to criticism of their efforts as "anti-progress," the veteran activists realized 

"we have to do this some other way" (Miralles 2001, personal communication). 

In May of 2000, the group convened a technical seminar in order to determine what 

kind of 'global' project it should pursue. In a remarkable coincidence, at the same time the 

Consell Valencia de Cultura — a panel of independent experts convened under the auspices 

of the GeneraUtat to advise the President on matters relating to Valencian culture - was 

concluding a process of hearings into the destruction of the Horta as Valencian patrimony: 

at once an architectural resource, a productive system, and a ciiltural system (Alvarez 2001, 

personal communication). The report the Consell issued, Miralles noted, was "practically 

identical" with the conclusions of their own seminars on the issue. Across Valencia, a range 

of experts, intellectuals, and activists were debating the fate of the Horta and beginning to 

arrive at similar conclusions. For one, the Horta could not be protected under the existing 

patchwork of municipal plans. Some supra-municipal planning entity was needed. However, 
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two decades of experience with the Generalitat had shown regional government to have 

neither the jurisdictional means nor political wUl to protect the Horta on a regional basis. 

The solution, these two groups were coming to conclude, would have to be an entirely new 

planning mechanism, based in existing law but distinct from the zoning which had failed in 

the past {ibid). For Miralles and other activists, such a new planning framework would have 

to be a citizens' effort, an end-run around local governments (Miralles 2001, personal 

communication). 

Miralles and his group, now named the Plataforma per un Cinturo d'Horta (The 

Platform for a Green-belt of Horta) began to consider the possibility of a proposal for a 

popular initiative to be introduced in the regional parliament (the Corts Valencians), 

something expressly permitted by Valencian regional law but never attempted by any 

citizen's group. Although Miralles and his peers realized that a popular initiative proposal, 

even if it succeeded in reaching the parliament, would be "no guarantee of anything," they 

began to have a certain "sense that the proposal for the law would begin generating a 

rigorous debate in the city... that would heat-up the city and its politics." Not only would 

such debate help generate signatures for the initiative, Miralles comments, "but would begin 

creating an environment" for citywide debate about L'Horta, creating the potential of "the 

means becoming an end in itself (Miralles 2001, personal communication). In August and 

September of 2000, MiraUes and a group of others formed a technical team to prepare a text 

for the new law. Using certain ideas from past organizing efforts, the individual technicians 

began to develop the proposal, which they hoped would reflect a "maximum amount of 

social consensus." 
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The result was the Iniciativa Ijegislativa Popular davant de les Corts Vakncianes: Uei 

V^guladora del Proces d'Ordenacio i Proteccio de L,'Horta de Valencia com a Espai Natural Protect (Law 

Regulating the Planning and Protection of the Horta de Valencia as a Protected Natural 

Space). Lawyers within the Plataforma, like their counterparts such as Vicent Alvare2 of the 

Consell Valencia de Cultura, had reali2ed that there existed a legal basis for protecting the 

Horta as a 'natural patrimony' under the region's 1994 law designating and protectiag natural 

areas. Since the law discussed the protection of not just ecosystems but landscapes, and 

offered the possibility of creating a super-municipal entity to preserve them, it seemed a 

promising route. "The law differentiates between different types of protected spaces, as both 

natural spaces and humanized spaces," Alvarez (2001, personal communication) recounted 

to me, but the "law had never been applied to protect a humanized natural landscape." 

Nonetheless, it seemed law "very much coxild apply to the Horta," he argued. By 

coincidence (perhaps), this was the same reasoning adopted by the Plataforma and 

developed within the law it proposed by popular initiative. 

The provisions of the proposed law reflect in stark terms the urgency felt by the pro-

Horta movement and the ambitious desire to protect the Horta as more than open space, 

but as living landscape. The law's authors declared (in Valenciano/Catalan) 

L'Horta de Valencia is historical, cultural, natural, and agricultural patrimony 
of aU Valencians.. .a human product of the wisdom and efforts of many 
generations in the working of the land, which integrates a set of harmonious 
elements — land, architecture, a hydraulic network, vegetation, testimonies of 
natural elements, etc. — creating a irreplaceable landscape with strong 
character all its own.. .a landscape that is the physical expression of the 
creations, knowledge, and practices of a traditional agrarian culture (Iniciativa 
Legislativa Popular 2000). 
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Although motivated by the desire to protect Valencia's historical patrimony, it proposed 

aggressive and innovative measures (appUed not only to Valencia, but also the 46 other 

municipalities in which the Horta is found) focused on protecting the Horta not as artifact 

but a contemporary, productive space, including: 

• A two year moratorium on re2onings (particularly those which would reduce land 

designated no urbani^able) and building permits for projects affecting farmlands 

• The legal declaration of the Horta as a "protected natural space" by regional 

government; directing the Conselleria de Medi Ambient (regional Ministry of 

Environment) to delimit the area to be protected, the executive branch of regional 

government to formulate the protective law and submit it to parhament within one year, 

and the parliament to design and approve the final version of the law specifying the 

means for planning and protecting the Horta within two years. 

• The establishment of criteria for protection, including: the development of traditional 

agricultural uses in the Horta within the framework of sustainability; the inventory of 

infrastructure (irrigation canals, roads) critical to the 'territorial structure' of the Horta; 

the identification of possible routes for rural tovirism, cultural recreation, and 

scientific/pedagogical fieldwork; the revision of municipal plans to incorporate this new 

protected space; and an emphasis on "urban-ecological" recuperation through the 

drawing of urban growth boundaries and careful management of urban impacts on 

neighboring rural spaces (through mapping and designation of specific zones of 

management and protection). 
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• The development of these criteria through a Via Integral de Foment dels Usos Tradidonals 

Agricoles (Integrated Plan for the Promotion of Traditional Agricultural Uses), which 

would seek to plan better the infrastructure needed for more productive agriculture, 

create of a specific label {denominacio d'origen) to identify and promote local products, and 

foster professional development among the Horta's farmers. 

• Create a new administrative body. El ConsellAssessorper a I'Ordinado i Proteccio de I'Horta de 

Valencia, responsible for managing the Horta as an officially protected space and 

"channeling" participation of property owners, municipalities, and economic and 

scientific stakeholders. This body would be composed, under the law, by a president 

nominated by the Consell Valencia de Cultura and representatives from affected 

municipalities, organizations and associations "distinguished in the defense of the values 

of the Horta," and scientists and other experts from the Universitat de Valencia and the 

Universitat Politecnica de Valencia (Iniciativa Legislativa Popular 2000). 

By December, with the initiative language formulated, the organization presented to 

the regional government its intention to mount a citizen's initiative in a proposal listing 150 

prominent signatories, including the rector of the Universitat de Valencia, the entirety of the 

Consell Valenciano de Cultura, among others. No political parties were asked to sign the 

proposal. "We wanted the effort to be fundamentally a citizen's movement," MiraUes recalls. 

On February 29, 2001, the Valencian Corts officially admitted the initiative, which marked 

the beginning of the petition and signature-gathering phase. In order for the proposal for the 

law to be debated by the Corts, the Plataforma has to gather a minimum of 50,000 

signatures. No one in Valencia had ever attempted such an ambitious undertaking, but the 
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gtoup - poorly funded and with Htde experience in signature gathering — began working with 

enthusiasm (ibid .̂ 

I asked Josep Llviis MiraUes, one of the initiative's primary architects, about the 

ideological and political spectrum reflected by the effort. "In general.. .just like in the 

previous efforts... the people who participate have been in the 'opposition,' but in a very 

non-specific and broadly understood sense," MiraUes notes. "These are people that, 

whatever their specific political orientation, are dissatisfied with the goverimient.. .and share 

the idea that the Horta must be protected, and that urbanization must occur in some other 

way." In terms of parties, he argues there is no clear "majority," though he admitted that the 

Bloc Nacionalista Valencia "is an important part," the only party he distinguished that way. 

In terms of socio-economic background, the make-up of the movement has changed over 

the years. "In the first movement in the 1970s there were many farmers, but their 

participation has changed.. .as agricultural activity itself has declined notably." 

Consequentiy, the movement today is largely made up of urban dwellers, gaining active 

support of a wide range of societal sectors, all united by "sensitivity to the issue of the 

Horta.. .it is a very inter-class effort." There are farmers, he asserts, but they are not in the 

majority (MiraUes 2001, personal communication). 

If the effort began with the hesitancy of inexperience, by late Spring 2001 the 

signature gathering effort had buUt considerable momentum. Throughout the city, the 

movement's posters with an abstract image of rows of crops, accompanied by the simple 

logo "Per L'Horta" were appearing in shop windows and bars. T-shirts and stickers with the 

same logo became increasingly visible in the city. When the pan-Catalan nationalists of 

Accio Cultural Valencia organized their traditional 25 d'abril march to commemorate the loss 
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of the Valencian furs to Madrid in 1707, volunteers for the initiative were there in force, 

gathering signatures from participants and bystanders alike at a table on wheels (figure 6.5). 

'Per THorta' shirts were to be seen on many of the participants clamoring for more cultural 

autonomy for the region, if not independence. Huge groups of mostly young people, 

carrying pitchforks and other traditional farming implements, marched behind a banner that 

read "Salvem L'Horta." Such sentiments could be found elsewhere in the parade, in groups 

that carried banners reading "Defensem la Terra, Contra la Globali2atci6" (Defend the 

Land, Against Globali2ation). By mid-May, with a month to go in their efforts, volunteers 

had gathered at over 50 tables set up around the metropolitan area the 50,000 signatures 

necessary to pass the initiative onto the regional parliament, declaring their real goal was 

100,000 signatures in order to "call attention of the politicians to the fact that Valencian 

society doesn't want the Horta to disappear" (Garcia, C. 5/20/01). Political parties like the 

Bloc NacionaHsta Valencia, perhaps sensing the groundsweU of support for the measure, 

began jockeying to claim bragging rights as true and early supporters of the protection of the 

Horta (Garcia, C. 5/28/01). 

On June 19, organi2ers of the ILP marched to the offices of the regional parliament 

with 10 large boxes containing 117,674 signatures gathered in only four months, an average 

of 1,000 signatures a day. Organizer and drafter of the initiative, Antonio Montiel, stated to 

the press "For the first time in the history of the Comunitat Valenciana the citizens have 

done an act of affirmative political participation to demand to their political representatives 

measures of protection and defense of a patrimony that is dying." Josep Lluis Miralles 

argued forcefully that the proposed law would put the collective interests of Valencians over 
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Figure 6.5: Nationalist protesters campaign for the citizen's initiative "PerL'Hortcf' or "For 
the Horta." The initiative called for a building moratorium and a long-term effort to preserve 
remaining farmlands as a green-belt around the city. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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"the interests of personal profit" like land speciilation (Ballester 6/20/01). A day later, the 

Secretary General of the Socialist Party for the cities, villages, and farmlands south of the city 

argued strongly in an editorial on behalf of the measure, suggesting its adoption would bring 

Valencia closer to its European counterparts in terms of environmental protection (Aknenar 

6/21 /01). Like the Socialists, aU parties except the right-wing Partido Popular — the Bloc, Els 

Verds, Esquerra Unida - had declared their open support for the initiative. 

Emboldened by their success and the momentum of their movement, what the 

initiative's organizers called "the most important movement of auto-affirmation by 

Valencia's citizenry since the Transition," argued that the bviilding moratorium proposed in 

the ILP be extended retro-actively to La Punta, promising that they would fight for the 

paralysis of the ZAL project (BaUester 6/22/01). A day later a large crowd of protesters 

gathered in the city to promote the initiative and its 'Green Belt' for the city, constituted in 

large part by residents of La Punta, prompting Mayor Rita Barbera to suddenly suggest the 

city create a model Horta "in which traditional products might be cultivated to show the 

Horta in real Ufe and full beauty, as a educational project to sensitize the citizens and 

children." She pointedly didn't specify where or how much Horta would be protected 

(Ballester and Varea 6/23/01). 

In the wake of such dramatic developments, the newspaper Lemnte-ElMercantil 

Valenciano ran an editorial calling by Ramon Ferrando calling it "La semana grande de la 

huerta" (The Horta's big week). Amazed by a week of political developments and dramatic 

protests, forcing regional government to at least debate the future of I'Horta, Ferrando 

commended the movement for knowing "how to connect with the collective sensibility of 

the Valencians." After the Horta's long suffering of "multiple aggressions" including a lack 
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of effective planning and "specvilative voracity," the Ferrando was proud to note that "the 

often indolent conscience of the citizenry has known how, in this occasion, to break with its 

habitual indifference and affirm itself (Ferrando 6/24/01). The impact of the initiative, 

even before its signatures were fully verified by the regional government, reverberated 

throughout the media and political discourse. Even the central government of Madrid 

implicitly recognized the charged political circvimstances by eliminating from its 2002 budget 

any funds for the planning and development of the perennial threat to the Horta: the Tercer 

Cinturo. {luevante-EMV 10/7/01). 

On October 5, however, the tides abrupdy turned against the proposal. In spite of 

signatures representing the support of nearly 120,000 Valencians for the firm and effective 

protection of the Horta, Generalitat President Eduardo unilaterally decided not to forward 

the proposal to the regional parliament for debate (something, under the never before tested 

law, he had the legal right to do). Zaplana himself would not comment on the matter, leaving 

his spokeswoman to argue that the initiative — the first in Valencian history — "promotes 

certain instruments of protection totally inadequate to the social and economic reality of the 

Horta." The administration suggested the initiative was "in line" with its existing political 

action-plan, and that the problems of the Horta could be addressed through existing means 

like the region's Law of Territorial Planning and zoning lands as suelo no urbanif^able (Ruiz 

10/6/01). 

The promoters of the initiative expressed shock and dismay at Zaplana's action, 

calling it "cynical.. .antidemocratic.. .and a disrespect of the popular will." In a press 

conference the following day, Josep Lluis Miralles called Zaplana's actions "inadmissible 

behavior," since "more than disqualifying the proposal, they have disqualified themselves as 
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democrats" (Garcia, C. 10/7/01). Clinging to the hope that the regional parliament might 

take up the measure despite Zaplana's actions, something also admissible under Valencian 

law, the promoters of the ILP fought on. Although they suggested Zaplana's actions showed 

a "lack of democratic sensibilities" and was an "domineering act," they nonetheless asked 

him to reconsider, arguing that the ILP "is not a closed text" and shovild be offered for 

parliamentary debate and amendment. The promoters asked the other parties in the regional 

parliament to pressure the Partido Popular — in absolute majority in the parliament — to take 

up the measure. Some days later, the promoters reasserted that they "hadn't thrown in the 

towel," having sent various letters to Zaplana and other parliamentary groups, as weU as 

contacting the Eviropean Parliament so that it might debate issue (BaUester 10/26/01). 

Such waning hopes, however, were crushed on November 14 when the regional 

parliament — under absolute majority by the party of Zaplana, the Partido Popular — decided 

not to take the matter up for debate. The ILP, despite its 117,000 signatures, was dead. 

Promoters of the ILP met the decision with anger and tears, claiming "today is a day of 

movirning for democracy." The president of the minority group of the Socialist party argued 

the decision was "a disrespect to 117,000 signers of the law" and accusing the Partido 

Popular of "utilizing the absolute majority in the most absolutist way possible: silencing 

society." The head of the majority group of the Partido Popular justified its actions by saying 

We agree with the objective, which is to defend the Horta, but the way the 
project is drafted is wrong. We can't declare 46 cities in the Horta a natural 
park, because the problem of the Horta is not simple to resolve and demands 
a rigorous analysis, town by town. One can't just slow the rate of public and 
private investment. The law would block the ZAL. How are we going to 
block something like that?" (Ballester 11/15/01). 
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The decision by die Partido Popular to kill the initiative was met with protests in the street in 

subsequent days, although they were limited and subdued. 500 people met in the Cathedral 

plaza on November 18 to protest the decision of Zaplana and the Corts. The organizers also 

announced plans to create an Observatorio to monitor and document the loss of farmland in 

the Horta, as well as launch complaints about "aggressions" against the Horta in the various 

municipalities. The organizers promised a much bigger demonstration for the future, 

shouting "the fight continues," but concluded with the reading of manifesto which called for 

those present to "save the Horta with the force of reason, since the Corts has already been 

converted into a market of Pharisees more worried about their media image than attending 

to the citizens." Representatives of various opposition parties were in attendance - the 

nationalist El Bloc, the green party Els Verds, and the communist Esquerra Unida — to lend 

moral support, but without any real voice in parliament, they couldn't do more to help than 

that (Garcia, C. 11/19/01). 

Conclusion 

The globalization of Europe implies not only the re-scaling of regional economies 

and politics, but also the re-territorialization of local spaces and landscapes like Horta de 

Valencia. The emergence of regional government on the entrepreneurial model tells us 

something about the re-scaling of the European politics, but perhaps it is even more 

important to understand the ways these changes unfold in the material and symbolic 

landscapes in which local citizens live, work, and derive social meanings. In previous 

chapters I have explored how local states in Valencia seek to reposition the region vis a vis 

dynamic flows of global capital and political power, particularly through the planning of 
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urban space in its capital city. Projects Hke the Zona de Actividades luagisticas reflect starkly how 

the Generalitat Valenciana (itself a newly rescaled form of territorial governance) not only 

reacts to the competitive imperatives of globalization, but also takes an active lead in re-

scaUng regional territory through the planning of urban space. It is only if we consider 

rescaUng to be more than just be a matter of urban space, however, but also of cultural 

landscape, that we might really comprehend how and why globalization is contested locally 

in charged terms like national identity or cultural heritage. The Generalitat may promote a 

project like the ZAL to consolidate regional competitiveness and economic territory, but it 

does so at the expense of a landscape of heritage, and risking its own legitimacy as the 

embodiment of Valencian nationhood in the process. Only by extending our analyses of 

scale more into the realm of the cultural, or the cultural landscape more specifically, might 

we fully understand the complex political dynamics which globalization can prompt in the 

European region. 

In this chapter I explored the emergence of the Horta as a durable and increasingly 

controversial issue within Valencian municipal and regional politics, practically in tandem 

with the emergence of regional autonomy itself. Although the economic viability of 

agriculture in the Horta has declined in recent decades, as the Horta's croplands and 

irrigation ditches have themselves disappeared, the political and cultural relevance of the 

Horta has only seemed to increase with each passing year. If the landscape of the Horta has 

suffered from rampant urbanization and repeated 'aggressions' from municipal and regional 

planning, these losses only fuel protest and galvanize the opposition of environmentalists, 

leftists, and Valencian nationalists to urban growth specifically and globalization more 

generally. A coherent pro-Horta movement only emerged in the last quarter of the twentieth 
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century, initiated in the 1970s in opposition to the Tercer Cinturo, consolidated in the 1980s 

in protest of revisions to the General Plan, and galvanized by the loss of the Horta de la 

Punta to the ZAL in the 1990s. Urban and regional governments have weathered these 

repeated waves of protest, but their destabilizing effects should not be underestimated. The 

widespread support for the citizens' initiative Per L'Horta make this clear. The rescaling of 

the cultural landscape is a complex and contradictory business, understood poorly if only 

approached from overly materialist political or economic perspectives. 

I have suggested here, however, that we might understand the politics of scale in 

more cultural terms without sacrificing the concept's important grounding in political 

economy. Don Mitchell's writings on culture and landscape — and the culture wars through 

which each are defined — offer the theoretical tools needed to understand how traditional 

landscapes like the Horta are not merely threatened by globalization, but defined through 

resistance to it. Regional government in Valencia may be promoting a particular version of 

economic and political autonomy, and building these visions through projects like the ZAL, 

but their efforts can have indirect and unanticipated consequences. In its current expression 

and circulation as the symbol of regional identity — the landscape embodiment of Valencian 

difference in a globalized world — the Horta is as much a creation of globalization as it is of 

a long and storied agricultural past. By approaching culture and the cultural landscape in 

such a way (i.e. Valencian regionalism and the Horta), we escape the naturalizing inclinations 

that so often mystify analysis and debate about the local and politics of it, like nationalism or 

regionalism. Doing so, the dynamic interplay between regionalism and economic 

development, cultural politics and urban planning, can be seen as the critical and contested 

lynchpin of European rescaling it is. 
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In the next chapter, however, I ponder why some projects affecting the Horta — (like 

the ZAL) prompt such protest and why others (like the Ciutat de les Artes i de les Ciencies) 

prompt so little. In that contrast, I suggest, we might find the key to how local states manage 

the process of re-scaling regional economies and territories — and thus the landscape — more 

effectively in some cases than in others. It is, I hypothesi2e, quite specifically a matter of 

rescaUng regional society not only in the cultural landscape, but also through it. Culture and its 

landscapes, as ideologically charged discourses and the spaces in which they are materiali2ed, 

are perhaps the batdegrounds where the campaign to rescale the European region in the 

image of entrepreneurial and flexible capitalism will be won or lost. Reterritorialization, in 

short, may be as much about rescaUng the cultural landscapes in aU its symbolic and 

discursive complexity. This is where the critical and respective roles of the Horta and the 

Ciutat de les Artes i de les Ciencies becomes painfully clear. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 

The Landscape Planning of Enttepreneurial Regionalism 

Introduction 

If deeply rooted landscapes of regional heritage, and the regionalist politics of 

resistance that make their preservation a central goal, stand in the way of political-economic 

rescaling, why is it that globalization manages to proceed at aU? I have argued that the 

politics of scale are cultural, struggles fought in and through symbolic, cultural landscapes. 

Indeed, it seems the planned transformations of globalization and rescaling — embodied in 

redevelopment between Valencia and the sea — not only collide with traditional landscapes 

but in part generate the resistance movements that may threaten the local state itself. How 

may regional governance navigate between the seemingly contradictory imperatives of 

regionalism and entrepreneuriaUsm, politically and spatially? 

I suggest the answer may be found in the landscape itself. For at the same time the 

battle to preserve the Horta and to stop the ZAL began brewing in la Punta, a patch of 

farmlands nearby quietly disappeared under the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies. Construction of 

the Generalitat's sprawling project implied the destruction of hectares of croplands and the 

re-routing of the Sequia na Rovella, one of the city's oldest irrigation canals. The massive 

columns of Santiago Calatrava's science museum rose from soils cultivated for millennia. If 

the ZAL was and continues to be a lightning rod for pro-Horta activism, few protests were 

raised at the condemnation of these farmlands. Why not? Exploring this question lays bare 

the deeper, cultural dynamics of European reterritoriaUzation in ways that the current 

literature on scale does not do. 
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Those in the farming community may have seen in the Ciutat de les Arts i les 

Ciencies a loss of yet more fertile croplands (Castellar 2001, personal communication; 

Nacher 2001, personal communication), but wider public discourse framed this 

redevelopment in entirely different terms. The planning of such new urban growth at the 

city's eastern edge became an issue of securing regional modernity, not of protecting or 

destroying the Horta, despite the practically concurrent batde that raged over the nearby 

Horta de la Punta. In both the ZAL and the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, regional 

government is dramatically restructuring urban space in pursuit of global competitiveness 

(figure 7.1 and figure 7.2). One project repositions the region vis a vis global flows in 

containerized shipping, the other in relation to global flows of tourists in buses and cars. But 

one project prompted massive protest and came to embody globalization's threat to 

Valencian patrimony, while the other rose from condemned farmland to littie protest. This 

contrast is a telling one. 

In this dissertation I've approached globalization and the poUtics of scale in Europe 

from a number of different angles. I've shown how rescaling is nothing new in the territorial 

(and cultural) politics of Spanish regionalism. We've seen how newly rescaled states like the 

autonomous region use territorial and urban planning to restructure the city internally and in 

relation to global interchange. But this reterritorialization is about more than just space. It is 

also about the cultural landscape as setting and referent for regional ways of life and identity 

politics, shaped both human toil and cultural representations. The significance of such a 

landscape as patrimony, however, is neither fixed nor defined by tradition alone, but is 

continually re-forged (a la Mitchell) through cultural contestation. The planned rescaling of 

late-twentieth century Valencia, reflecting global imperatives like entrepreneurialism, has not 
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Figure 7.1: An aerial photo of Valencia's eastern edge in 1957. Seen are the farming districts 
of MontoUvete (to the left, or west) and La Punta (to the right, or east). The image shows the 
classic land-use patterns of L'Horta, an intimate landscape of small parcels, irrigation canals, 
roads, and footpaths. Photo courtesy of the CETFA aerial photograph collection of the 
BibUoteca Valenciana. 
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Figure 7.2: Aerial view of Valencia's same eastern edge in the mid-1990s. Superimposed 
upon the characteristic landscape of the L'Horta is a system of axial boulevards extending 
towards the sea. At the center of the photo is the Ciutat de les Arts, bordered on the south 
by the newly constructed Centro Commercial El Saler (a shopping mall) and new highrise 
apartments. Adjoining it on the north is the new residential district of Avinguda de Francia. 
Source: Ajvintament de Valencia. 
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only prompted resistance in the landscape, but it has prompted the redefinition of the Horta 

as Valencian patrimony in opposition to globalization. Here we see a contradiction in 

Exaropean rescaling: although driven by inter-regional competition and entrepreneurialism, 

reterritoriaUzation can also threaten the symbolic landscapes of regional identity, destroy 

patrimony and fuel resistance which can threaten the legitimacy of urban and regional 

governance itself In other circumstances, inexplicably, it does not. 

We thus arrive at an important theoretical jvincture, prompted to explore in more 

detail how the simultaneous and often contradictory forces of entrepreneurialism and 

regionalism are not just contested in, but negotiated through the urban landscape. I have 

shown that urban growth and rescaling are resisted through pro-Horta politics and related 

discourses of regional tradition and heritage. How might Valencian urban and regional 

government overcome this contradiction, both theoretical and political? How can the local 

state, itself the reflection of top-down political restructuring and bottom-up nation building, 

restructure the city in the image of global, entrepreneurial capitalism without destroying its 

political legitimacy as embodiment of local, regionalist politics? 

If the problem for the entrepreneurial state is cultural ~ growing resistance to 

globalization expressed in specifically cultural terms (i.e. the fight to preserve the Horta as 

regional patrimony) — then the solution might well be cultural too. Culture, as Mitchell 

shows, is hardly some reified or static entity. Thus we ought not to see regional culture 

simply as some simple, ontological 'thing' threatened or destroyed by globalization, nor just 

as 'tradition' lost to global change. It is thus not something to be written off as romantic yet 

irrelevant resistance, something we might ignore in our theories of scale, as many structurally 

over-determined analyses are wont to do. Instead, culture is the very weft and weave of 
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scalar politics ~ and the entrepreneurial and regionalist discourses driving them — an idea 

not so much threatened by globalization but forged through it. If the idea of Valencian 

culture has been constructed in part through recent batties over the Horta, we see just how 

'up for grabs' the idea of culture can be. The political opposition in Valtecia resists the 

rescaling of urban space and the regional economy through appeals to the Horta as symbolic 

regional landscape. But two can play at this game. 

In this chapter I explore a discursive history of the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, 

traced through political debate about the project in the local media, particularly news 

coverage by the regional daily Lemnte-E/Mercantil Valenciano. I will focus specifically on the 

political rhetoric employed by the governing regional administration, as well as that of its 

opponents and supporters, to promote and give specific meaning to regional landscape 

change. This is a matter both of politics and place promotion, which are often one and the 

same in a regional context, so I wiU examine not only media coverage but also the 

promotional materials used by Valencian states and political parties to sell the city and their 

own political legitimacy. How, exactiy, did the GeneraUtat's project emerge from debates 

about the region's future, its modernity? And how, perhaps, has the complex itself become a 

key referent, if not protagonist, in those discourses and the process of rescaling they frame? 

In order to read even more closely between the lines of such debates, I ask key figures in 

Valencian political and intellectual Ufe to reflect on the cultural significance of the landscape 

transformation at city's edge, or, in other words, what the stark jiixtaposition of architectural 

spectacle and agricultural patrimony means. 

From the history of changing Valencia landscapes and discourses, I draw out the 

following hypothesis. European regional states like the GeneraHtat Valenciana, I suggest. 
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may try to reconcile entrepreneiuialism and regionalism, the two central yet potentially 

contradictory forces within European globalization, through the ideological project of 

entrepreneurial regionalism. This ideological shift and the social transformation it promotes, 

moreover, are negotiated both in and effected through the symbolic landscape itself If the 

planned rescaling of the urban landscape can elicit resistance, it can also be an effective tool 

used by local states to overcome these political contradictions. The political problem may be 

cultural, but so too may be the solution. Here the theoretical relevance of approaching the 

politics of scale as cultural, and rescaling as a matter of landscape, becomes clear. The battie 

to define the political and economic future of Europe is being contested in and through 

cultural landscapes like the Horta. It should perhaps not come as a surprise, however, that 

the planning of urban growth in Valencia is not just about the physical re-scaling of urban 

space, but the managed transformation of the symboUc, cultural landscape. Croplands of the 

Horta are not only displaced physically by the architectural totems of the Ciutat de les 

Ciencies, but they are also substituted symbolically, a process which might not be seen as 

entirely accidental. The planned transformation of the Valencian landscape is more than just 

physical, it is ideological If landscape can be considered "discourse materialized," (Schein 

1997), we might leam something important about how the planned substitution of symbolic 

landscapes not only reflects but transforms the nature of political discourse about the 

region's rightful place in a globalized Europe and world, and the role of the local state in this 

transformation. 

More specifically, I argue here that regional government, itself created through the 

simultaneous processes of economic globalization and culturally-driven regionalism, is 

planning at city's edge the symboUc landscapes of a new regional modernity, a forward-
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looking and enttepreneurial modernity in which there is Htde place for the tradition-bound 

spaces and identities of old. The GeneraMtat Valenciana has been the sole author and 

financier of a massive project whose goal has clearly been more than just to redevelop a 

neighborhood or attract tourists. This project, therefore, may perhaps be as much about 

shaping domestic regional politics and landscapes as it is about external place promotion. 

What kind of symbol does the GeneraMtat intend the Ciutat de les Ciencies to be, and why? 

The answer might reveal not only the cultural intricacies of European rescaling, but also the 

ideological mechanisms by which creative destruction of traditional landscapes is negotiated 

and the state's key role in it legitimated. 

The Genetalitat and the Ciutat de les Arts: A Discursive History 

In Chapter Three I introduced briefly the history of the Ciutat de les Arts i les 

Ciencies as a territorial project, planned by the GeneraUtat Valencia as part of a wider project 

of consolidating a new regional territory. Here I would like to re-teU this story in more detail, 

by focusing on how this project has been represented and contested as the embodiment of 

Valencian modernity (figure 7.3). By tracing the charged discursive history of the project, I 

will highlight how Valencians in general, and regional government in particular, represent the 

relationship between the economic, political, and cultural in a scalar narrative about 

Valencia's future. The following history, recounting a decade of turbulent regional politics, 

illustrates not only the contested nature of such a discourse, but also the powerful role of 

landscape symbolism within it. 

The project offers a powerfiil example that economic development can be as 

politicized as regionalism. Both are ideologically charged discourses about what the 
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Figure 7.3: Valencia's new landscape of regional modernity. Upon what were until recendy 
farmlands, the Generalitat Valenciana has constructed the new Museu de les Ciencies, seen 
here with the adjoining residential highrise apartments of the Avinguda de Francia, which 
also occupy former farmlands. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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Comunitat Valencia's place shouldhc vis a vis the wider world. Valencia's relationship with the 

Mediterranean has always been central to these questions, a scalar narrative about both the 

historical sphere of Valencian influence and its most promising framework for achieving 

European and global prominence. The question of the relationship between regionalism and 

entrepreneurialism has long had a parallel in spatiali2ed (indeed scalar) discourse about 

Valencia's proper relationship to the sea, reflecting the political tension between looking 

outward and looking inward, backward into a mythologi2ed Mediterranean past or forward 

to a globalized Euro-Mediterranean future. The Generalitat's Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies 

is the landscape embodiment of this scalar agenda, not only the spatial reflection of 

economic ambition, but perhaps also a powerful symbol used to effect it territorially, that is 

to say culturally, launching Valencia not only toward the sea but also the future. 

The Regionalist Imagining of ̂ development: The Ciutat de les Ciencies is Bom 

The Generalitat Valenciana under the mandate of the Socialist Party proposed the 

Ciutat de les Ciencies as a response to diverse political and territorial challenges at different 

scales. The project can be interpreted at once to be the Generalitat's answer to the 

"challenge of 1992" (as everyone was calling the year of Spain's upcoming showcases the 

Barcelona Olympics and Seville's Expo), an effort to consolidate regional territory and 

augment Valencia's role as capital, and a way for regional government to assert itself as a 

legitimate agent in shaping the region's urban future in an integrated Europe. In the process 

of pursuing these ambitious goals, regional government might also help solve Valencia's age 

old problem: its incomplete connection to the Mediterranean. More, as the absolute Socialist 

hegemony of the 1980s gave way to the resurgence of the right in the 1990s, some hoped the 
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project might help Lerma's administration leave its mark in history (Romero 2001, personal 

communication), or at least win in increasingly competitive regional elections. The project's 

planning, as I argued in Chapter Four, was from the beginning woven with narratives about 

the city's proper relationship to and role within various territorial frameworks: the 

Comunitat Valenciana, Spain, the Mediterranean, and Europe. But more than just scale-

oriented planning, the project was embedded from the beginning within Valencian 

regionaUsm as a cultural politics of scale, forged of lofty rhetoric and sharp electoral contest, 

which can be read in newspaper coverage and planning documents. 

Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, the Ciutat de les Ciencies emerged from one of 

the most contentious periods in recent Valencian poUtics, a gleaming vision standing in stark 

contrast to the dysfunction and strife characteri2ing urban politics in late 1989. Political 

convulsions leading up to and following the approval of the city's General Plan in 

November 1989 tore the municipal administration apart. The summer and fall had seen 

repeated and passionate protest on behalf of the Horta, both in the streets and city council 

chambers. By December, simmering conflict between the mvinicipality and regional 

government came to a head, as Mayor Perez Casado resigned in protest of the GeneraUtat's 

unilateral (and legally dubious) modification of the General Plan. Indeed, one of the 

modifications made by regional planners was a rezoning of a parcel of land east of the city — 

the future site of the Ciutat de les Ciencies — from virbanizable to pubUc tertiary use, opening 

the door for the Generalitat's own designs on the yet to be urbanized spaces between the 

city and sea. Into this scene of raging political debate and uncertainty about the future of 

L'Horta, the city, and local politics itself, regional President Joan Lerma introduced the 

ambitious project as an implicit answer to many of Valencia's urban and political woes. 
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Against this conflicted political backdrop, Lerma announced in early December 1989 

a project short on specifics but long on visionary rhetoric. During his visit to the new 

science museum La ViUette in Paris, Lerma suggested that Valencia too might construct a 

"city of science and technology" to promote both scientific research and learning by the 

general populace. More, the President suggested such a project would not only have material 

benefits for the city but could also boost its image beyond regional boundaries, just as he 

claimed La ViUette was the new symbol for Paris. The project, according to Lerma, could 

convert Valencia into a European capital of science and innovation (Del Valle 12/3/88). 

Lerma's proposal embodied a complex and overlapping set of regional ambitions. 

Joan Romero, the regional minister of education at the time the project was conceived, 

describes how Lerma's inner circle was preoccupied with Valencia's place in the emerging 

ring of Spanish cities ~ Barcelona, Bilbao, Madrid, and Sevilla — where ambitious 

redevelopment efforts were already underway (Romero, personal communication 2001). 

Regional elites, concerned that Valencia was a " weak point" with a much lesser level of 

international projection, also worried the Comunitat Valenciana might remain a "fracture" at 

the scale of the emerging Arc Mediterrani. At the regional scale, politicians hoped the project 

might enhance the city's function as regional capital or its capitalitat, simultaneously building 

an urban link between the city center and the port/coastal district (ibid). 

The problem remained, however, that Lerma intended to build this vision on land 

whose zoning designation remained a point of sharp dispute within municipal government, 

as well as between the Ajuntament and the GeneraHtat. The opposition in city council, 

before it learned about the Lerma's project, had launched a legal complaint against the 

GeneraHtat's unilateral rezoning of the land. Faced with this entrenched conflict over a 
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contested piece of land, Lerma tesotted to a soaring rhetoric that put the needs of the 

Comunitat Valenciana - cultural and educational — above such messy concerns. The project, 

he argued, contained 

.. .the possibility, above all for our children, of having access to a technical 
and scientific education that today they don't have or have with great 
difficulty. They have to go to Barcelona or stiU further, beyond Spain, to gain 
this knowledge and contact.. .To me it seems (the project) is fundamental for 
the future of this region. Could we get along without it? Certainly, just like 
we can do without so many other things. But each time we renounce 
something like this we renounce a Mtde bit of the future (Monreal 1/8/89). 

Calling the project "a Utopia that we have to make viable" {ibid), Lerma put pressure on the 

opposition in city council to drop its complaint. Within a month of its proposal the project, 

as symbol of Valencia's fiature, was being wielded effectively like a club. The project, the 

largest and arguably riskiest economic development effort ever imdertaken by regional 

goverrmient, was defended from the first as a necessity for regional autonomy in education 

and technical innovation, framed by a sense of competition with Barcelona. By February, the 

municipal opposition was assuring the press that it didn't oppose Lerma's project, 

complaining they didn't want to appear the "bad guys, the ones who didn't want a city of 

science" (Golf 2/1/89). 

Quickly pushing the project ahead, Lerma charged Universitat de Valencia professor 

Jose Maria Lopez Pinero with envisioning the proposed city of the sciences. Pinero, a 

museum curator, shared Lerma's broad ambitions for the project, claiming 

... .in our city it is necessary and possible, as much for historical reasons as its 
potential for our industry and economy, to create a city of the sciences, 
which could be a showcase of scientific activities and would aid in teaching 
and the diffiision of knowledge. It would be a way of 'taking the pulse' of the 
Valencian identity itself in this regard (Ducaju 1/28/89). 
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In otdet to sell the project to the Valenckn public, the GeneraUtat prepared a mock-up of an 

exhibit which might be displayed in the museum, and put it on tour in anticipation of the 

750''' anniversary of the city's reconquest and the founding of the region. In keeping with 

this association of regional pride with scientific innovation, the exhibit featured the work of 

Arnau de Vilanova, a Valencian scientist who was bom in 1238, the same year as the Regne 

de Valencia itself (Del VaUe 2/5/89). By February, Lerma confirmed Valencian-bom, yet 

internationally recogni2ed, architect Santiago Calatrava as the project's designer (Del Valle, 

2/3/89). By April, as Pinero and a commission of university experts stiU pondered the broad 

outlines of the project, and Calatrava began work on the buildings that would house it, the 

GeneraUtat was already preparing to expropriate the 12 hectares of land needed for the 

project at the eastern edge of the city (Del Valle, 4/23/89). 

When the GeneraUtat and the Ajuntament resolved their jurisdictional disputes over 

the General Plan by 1991, and the process of approving the Ciutat de les Ciencies went 

forward, these documents expressed in planning rhetoric the importance of one single 

project to so many different, yet inter-locking urban and regional agendas. In May of 1991, 

these two governments agreed — first through a poUtical pact and then through the process 

of planning approval itself — to modify the city's General Plan to accommodate the 

GeneraUtat's ambitious project (GeneraUtat Valenciana 1991, p. 45). These documents not 

only touted the importance of the project as a "fundamental link" between the city and its 

port, but also as a means to putting the Comunitat Valenciana "in the vanguard of European 

processes of science and technology" (p. 27). Not only did it consider the museum complex 

as the critical last step in the local redevelopment of the riverbed into a linear park (and thus 

the key structviral element in Valencia's march to the sea), but a project which would "house, 
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within the City of Valencia, operations of great scope and public character.. .with social 

projection throughout all of the Comunitat Valenciana" (p. 45). 

When the magic year of 1992 arrived, and Spain burst upon the stage as a 

consolidated democracy capable of hosting both the Olympic Games and a World Expo, 

Valencians were left largely on the sidelines. But at least the year brought promise of future 

international prominence, as the GeneraMtat unveiled in February of that year its detailed 

designs for the Ciutat de les Ciencies in a special supplement in the regional daily Ijevante — 

E/Mercantil Valenciano Santiago Caktrava's designs were published for the first time, in 

conjunction by articles by the project's chief planner and new director, matched with a 

breathless introduction by the newspaper's editors calling the project one of the "mas 

vanguardistd' in Europe (Aupi, 2/2/92). With both the initial conceptual and planning phases 

behind, the project emerged with a focus that was honed more than just architecturally. The 

soaring arches of Calatrava's building designs were equally matched by the soaring ambitions 

of the promotional rhetoric surrounding them. 

Calatrava proposed a science museum nearly 300 meters in length, a hemispheric 

"space theater," and an enormous "Tower of Communications" which would reach the 

dramatic height of 326 meters. These buildings, important architectural contributions to the 

city in themselves, were envisioned by chief planner Jose Maria Tomas as just the focus of a 

wider redevelopment on the city's eastern flank, converting the old river bed and the dreary 

Cami de les Moreres into a key "structuring element" for the city (Tomas 2/2/92). Although 

this district was "strongly degraded" and had long proven difficult to integrate within the 

process of urban growth, Tomas argued 
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.. .the integrated iirbanization of the plan and the coordinated construction 
of the buildings.. .is one of the most important opportunities (given its scope 
and relevance) for the city of Valencia to incorporate into its patrimony an 
area that transcends local interest (ibid). 

More than an opportunity to spatially restructure the city, and strengthen its link to the sea, 

Tomas perceived in the project the chance for regional, social transformation. 

The functionality of the complex resides in its strategic and relevant 
character, as much for the field of science as that of communication. Its 
construction wiU mean a great advance for the productive structure of both 
the city and the Comunitat Valenciana, as well as its incorporation into the 
technology of the future {ibid). 

Tomas echoed the rhetoric of the Generalitat's partial plan (perhaps because he may have 

written it) by repeating the project's potential to put the region in the European scientific 

and technological vanguard. 

Project director Antonio Ten, not concerned as much with the museum's place in 

Valencia's virban fabric as its consciousness, waxed even more eloquently. Under the 

headline "The City of Science and Technology: Betting on the Future," Ten claimed 

The City of Science is bom as a potent cultural and educational instrument, 
oriented toward the diffusion of scientific and technological knowledge to all 
strata of society. It is also born with the vocation of showcase of the reality 
of a living and innovative city and region, decidedly launched in the direction 
of the future. Finally, it is bom as a place of encounter, of the relation and 
diffusion of ideas, projects, and products related to science and technology" 
(Ten, 2/2/92). 

Whether used by school groups or scientists, for a long visit or a casual stroll. Ten suggested 

the project's displays would serve as a "tme point of encounter an approaching future." 

With a conference center and meeting rooms. Ten also proposed that the complex would 

offer the most modern services to the thousands of visitors and conference goers which 

visited the region each year. Whatever their age or origin. Ten continued, "the active 
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spectator will begin his own personal scientific adventure, his voyage of discovery and 

learning in the thrilling world of science and technology" {ibid). 

Ten set the anticipated inauguration date for the project as the fall of 1994, 

optimisticaUy slated just months before the regional elections of May 1995. When complete, 

he argued the complex — with its dramatic arches and tower, surrounded by a hemispheric 

theater and gardens — "will constitute, without a doubt, the new point of reference for 

Valencians and visitors" (ibid). A couple of months later, the Generalitat offered initial cost 

estimates for the project: 20 billion pesetas or roughly 150 million dollars. The Generalitat 

proceeded with its new point of reference for Valencians, placed carefully between the city 

and the sea (and the edge the Horta de la Punta), and paying an unprecedented sum for it. 

Regional "Politics in Transition: The Generalitat and Its Project on the Line 

If the Ciutat de les Ciencies was fundamentally political in its origins, inseparable 

from struggles over the power to plan between the municipality and region, it not 

siarprisingly became a central pawn in the first political transition in the yoting history of 

democratic, regional autonomy in the Comunitat Valenciana. As the hegemony of the 

Socialist party faltered in the face of the ascendant center-right Partido Popular, the project 

became a proxy in wider political discourse about the nature of the Valencian future, about 

which arrangement of state, private capital, and civil society would best ensure the region's 

competitive position in a global society. The regionalist discoiirses from which the project 

emerged, framed around the region's scientific capacity in a world where such skills were 

proving ever more critical, evolved by the mid-1990s into a full-blown obsession with 

modernity, defined in terms of technological prowess, educational excellence, and cultural 
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outlook (that is, in terms of social reproduction). This orientation came under increasing 

challenge from a more explicitly neoliberal agenda as the PP won control of the municipal 

administration 1991 and made its most serious bid yet for the Generalitat in 1995 regional 

elections. Not only Lerma's administration but also the Socialist regional agenda were in 

question. The Ciutat de les Ciencies, as capstone of 12 years of Socialist regional hegemony, 

would prove an irresistible target for the PP and its agenda of shrinking and privatizing 

regional government. 

Public works in Valencia, as elsewhere, are a visible expression of governmental 

effectiveness, the ability to get things done, and thus perhaps legitimacy itself. Thus it isn't 

surprising the Socialists were campaigning in 1995 on their record of achievements over the 

course of the 1980s and early 1990s. Promoting the candidacy of its candidate Aurelio 

Martinez in his quest to take city haU back from the Partido Popular, the Socialist party 

printed a brochure filled with images of Valencia's new xirban landscape: the Palau de la 

Miisica, the city's new metro, the redeveloped riverbed. The accompanying text argued "all 

this effort of modernization was cut short in 1991" with the arrival of the right to municipal 

power (Golf 5/19/95). Many of these achievements, the Socialists argued, were the direct 

resvilt of "el respaldo de la Generalitar or the backing of regional government, suggesting "the 

Generalitat, as a result of the lack of initiative on the part of the Ajuntament, has been the 

indisputable protagonist in Valencia's development." Although the Ciutat de les Ciencies was 

only in the early stages of construction, the Socialists highlighted the project as evidence for 

its claim on the government of "the city which saw a great leap of modernization" under its 

mandate, municipal and regional {ibid). 
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The city's new landscape — embodied in buildings and planned urban spaces perhaps 

more than their social contents — became by the mid-1990's an effective shorthand for the 

city's process of moderni2ation and modernity (or lack thereof The ascendance of the 

concept of modernity in urban discourse, for example, is evident in an essay by prominent 

architect Juan Pecourt in the daily l^vante- El Mercantil Vaknciano, which appeared in the 

midst of the electoral campaign. "Valencia is a contradictory city, that cyclically focuses on 

its modernity only to later be frustrated in the effort," Pecourt (5/14/95) argued. Recounting 

the city's long history of ambitious yet incomplete planning efforts, Pecourt argued Valencia 

remained a fundamentally Mediterranean city: aspiring to order yet chaotic in its execution. 

In the city's historical landscape, he suggested, could be discerned distinct "phases of 

modernity," each of which left a mark yet were incomplete, leaving what he called "the 

deficit of the past." Now the city had a chance to construct both itself and a new modernity. 

"The new economy requires a renovated urban environment," he continued, "beautify the 

old city, certainly, but also beautify and monumentalize its periphery." The modernity that 

Valencia faced "is elusive, difficult to conceive of, and still more difficult to execute." But, 

emerging from the apparent chaos of this Mediterranean city, Pecourt emphasized, "there 

exists a global order which will supply the efficiency and the competitiveness that will be 

required in the twenty first century" (ibid.). In this rhetoric, spatial cohesion and social 

cohesion were inextricably linked, both necessary for confronting a challenging future. 

The Socialists clung to these themes as it approached regional and municipal 

elections in May of 1995. Bragging about its urban achievements, the party also courted (and 

largely received) the support of the Valencian intellectual commvinity, claiming that a vote 

for Joan Lerma was a vote for "the Valencian language and culture, and a politics of progress 
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for the Comunitat Valenciana" (Aigiies 5/11/95). Lerma and others argued that the Partido 

Popular was "anathema to cvdture" and the right only wanted to destroy what the Socialists 

had accomplished (Segui 5/20/95). Such efforts were to no avail, however, as the tides 

across Spain had finally turned away the Socialists and toward the center-right PP. Bogged 

down by endless corruption scandals in Madrid, the Socialists lost their last footholds on 

power across the country; the regions. On May 28, regional elections saw the Socialists lose 

their majority in the Valencian Corts and Lerma lose the presidency. Eduardo Zaplana, bom 

in Murcia and raised in the tourist mecca of Benidorm, converted his mayoral experience in 

that city into a successful regional campaign, ending Lerma's 12 years at the helm of the 

GeneraHtat. The power to define the regional agenda, and the quest for regional modernity, 

now lay in quite different hands. 

Within days of his electoral victory, Zaplana was seeking to ideologically re-orient 

regional government, its capital city, and the GeneraUtat's largest public works project to 

date, the Ciutat de les Ciencies. The political rhetoric of regional autonomy quickly assumed 

a more expHcidy neoliberal and entrepreneurial tone. No longer was the pvirsuit of economic 

competitiveness and development couched so carefully in the language of progressive 

politics, tinged with left-leaning ideas of Valencian regionalism, but laid bare in the policy 

language used by center-right governments everywhere. Within days of his election, Zaplana 

announced his intention to privatize the institutes and public corporations within regional 

government, suggesting "in private hands they can guarantee the same services and levels of 

efficiency." As part of his general attack on regional bureaucracy, he promised to cut 

spending for personnel by 10% and freeze the hiring of new functionaries (Montagud 

5/31/95). A day later, the election barely concluded, Zaplana announced he wo\ild review 
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the Ciutat de les Ciencies project in its entirety, arguing "first we need to review the project 

and then study its viability." However, staying true to the skepticism of the project 

maintained in previous years by the PP when in opposition, Zaplana stated bluntly his 

opinion "the planning of the Ciutat de les Ciencies is bad" (Garces 6/1/95). 

A child bom of regional politics, the Ciutat de les Ciencies almost immediately 

became its victim. Perhaps seeking to quickly put the PP's and his own conservative stamp 

of budgetary pragmatism and smaller government on the GeneraHtat, Zaplana aggressively 

and immediately laimched an attack on the most visible and most expensive legacy of 

Lerma's presidency. Although Zaplana employed in his investiture as President some of the 

same political rhetoric used by the Socialists, emphasizing the need to improve the vertebracio 

of the region and to situate the Comunitat Valenciana "among the regions at the head of 

Evirope in the twenty-first century" (Garcia Gomez, 7/1/95), the Ciutat de les Ciencies did 

not figure in this agenda. And though the project continued to move forward as though 

nothing had changed, with Calatrava tinkering with the final designs of a 

planetarium/theater L'Hemtsferic the press was calling the "most advanced in Europe" (Aupi 

8/7/95), there were dark clouds on the horizon. On August 23, the GeneraHtat announced 

that it would "completely re-orient" the project, seeking capital investment — whether 

Spanish or foreign — in order to make the project less cosdy to the regional administration 

and more open to private enterprise. Sources within Zaplana's administration confirmed that 

it would try to interest such American entertainment corporations as Disney or Universal 

Studios in the venture (Aigiies 8/24/95a). If the Ciutat de les Ciencies had been conceived 

by the Socialists in terms of regional excellence in technical innovation and education, the 

PP was looking for investment help from corporations expert in the business of 
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entertainment and theme parks. Zaplana's minister of Economy and Housing suggested 

blundy "We cannot pay for this project alone" (Aigiies 8/24/95b), making clear the 

Administration's unhappiness to be saddled with a project it believed would really cost 50 

billion pesetas or roughly 370 million dollars, more than twice early Socialist estimates. 

By mid-September, the entire project was on its way to scrap heap. The GeneraUtat 

admitted it was considering canceling the project altogether, even if much design and 

construction work had already been done and construction contracts had been let out (and 

settUng such a bill might cost nearly $75 million) (Aupi 9/16/95). Economy and housing 

minister Jose Luis Olivas justified such a drastic step by calling the project "a monumental 

work without any chance of profitability" (Aupi, 9/17/95). Although the GeneraUtat later 

assured that the planetarium/theater would be constructed — since contracts had been 

signed "up to and including the movies themselves" ~ the future of the rest of the project 

lay in doubt, and the chances of buUding Calatrava's tower diminished by the day (Aupi 

9/19/95). Only days later, the GeneraUtat announced it had canceUed the tower completely. 

It justified canceling what newspapers were caUing "the most notable symbol of the Ciutat 

de les Ciencies" by pointing to the elevated cost and dubious profitabiUty of the combination 

communications tower/office building, whose office space the GeneraUtat didn't beUeve 

would ever be fiUed, "not even in the year 2500." Citing recent advances in 

telecommunications technology, it said such a tower would be "absolutely useless" (Torrent 

9/22/95). Unfortunately, the foundations had already been laid for the tower and the 

powerfiil construction firms Cubiertas and Dragados continued to hold building contracts 

totaling 13 bilHon pesetas or nearly 100 miUion dollars. The GeneraUtat, careful to tread 

Ughtly with this powerful sector, promised to negotiate with these firms reasonable 
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compensation. By late October, the GeneraUtat officially confirmed its shelving of the tower 

and the science musevim (Aupi 10/26/95). The Ciutat de les Ciencies, as originally conceived 

by Lerma and designed by Calatrava, was dead, the victim of a new (and more austere) kind 

of regional politics. 

From 'buildings to Icons: From Conflict is Forged a New Regional Symbol 

The uproar created by Zaplana's move was immediate and profound, however, 

drawing sharp reactions from across the region's political spectrum, revealing just how much 

the project - from its inception with political symbolism in mind — had come to mean 

within Valencian political and cultural life. If we consider the notion of culture to be forged, 

first and foremost, through the defining and politicized process of social conflict (what 

Mitchell calls culture wars), then nothing should tell us more about the dynamic nature of 

Valencian culture and identity than such pitched battles as that over the soul of the Ciutat de 

les Ciencies. The debate in the local press showed not only how much the project 

transcended mere party politics (a question of Socialist versus PP, of Lerma's or anyone 

else's legacy), but also how the Ciutat de les Ciencies had become the materialization of and 

key referent in a discourse about regional modernity whose roots went far deeper than any 

particular election. Zaplana had unwittingly attacked not only a set of buildings but also 

nascent yet potent symbols of the region's ascendance to modernity itself. Tracing this 

conflict in the local press reveals much about the latent power of the idea of modernity in 

regionalist discoiarse, and the emergence of the Ciutat de les Ciencies as its landscape 

embodiment. It suggests, moreover, something about the power of states to forge new 
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symbols, which draw from and consequently shape political discourse in unanticipated (and 

sometimes politically uncontrollable) ways. 

The earliest and loudest howls of protest, not surprisingly, came from the recently 

ousted Socialists. Joan Lerma called the cancellation of the project "imprudent," arguing 

Anyone with a vision of the future who is trying to put the city on the road 
to modernization knows that the tower is a critical project.. .Any city that 
aspires to find itself among the great European cities needs something of this 
style, and if private interests don't want to become involved, the project must 
be pushed forward by public initiative (Sierra and Monreal 9/23/95). 

Lerma accused the PP of conceiving such projects only "as if they were a business," an 

approach that he suggested "did a disservice to the future of the city of Valencia" (ibid.). 

Aurelio Martinez, former regional minister of Economy and Housing and now head of the 

Socialist group in city council, put it even more blundy. He suggested the cancellation of the 

project "would have an incredibly grave psychological impact throughout the population, 

because the citizens will not be happy to see a landmark of these characteristics thrown in 

the dust." Joan Romero, now vice-secretary of the regional Socialists, called for a "common 

front" among all important Valencian institutions, public and private, to "stand up against a 

decision that puts the modern future of the capital in serious danger" (ibid.) 

After the Socialists, the group with the most riding on the project was the 

construction and real estate sector. It reacted to Zaplana's decision with nearly the same 

dismay as the Socialists themselves. Benjamin Munoz, director of the A.ssociaci6n de Promotores 

J Constructores de Valencia (Association of Valencian Developers and Builders), lamented 

publicly "I don't want to believe this is isn't going to happen" 

The complex of the Ciutat de les Ciencies is the most important to be 
vindertaken in Valencia, architecturally speaking, since the construction of the 
Lonja.. .It will lend to the city a tremendous power of attraction and wiU be. 
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quite honestly, the final link in the Mediterranean Arch, with all the best 
technology, architectural and cultural, that it represents (Monreal 9/24/95). 

He went on to suggest that the Generalitat was merely experiencing a kind of sticker shock, 

but repeated his disbelief that regional government would think of canceling a project upon 

which the revitali2ation of a whole district of the city had come to depend, the primary basis 

upon which investments had been made in nearby residential and commercial developments. 

If the narrow financial interests of the development industry were on the line, Muno2 based 

his plea for the project in more regional terms. 

Sevilla's Expo and Barcelona's Olympics are already over, but these two 
events have left both cities prepared for many years.. .Now, the complex of 
the Ciutat de les Ciencies opens doors to the information super-highway, the 
Internet, and many more things.. .these landmarks are referents for the 
future and will be, without a doubt, for Valencia what the Eiffel tower is for 
Paris {ibid) 

To cancel the project, he suggested, would be to deprive the region's capital of this 

"impressive project that Santiago Calatrava has made." Indeed, so desperate were some of 

the construction firms involved in the project that they made an informal offer to the 

Generalitat that they would occupy much of the proposed tower's office space and assume 

its maintenance costs if the Generalitat would only go ahead with the project (Aupi 

9/26/95). The construction industry had much to lose: builders and suppliers stood to lose 

nearly 5 billion pesetas (37 million doUars) if the tower was cancelled, according to some 

estimates {ibid.). 

From across the city came pronouncements in near universal support of the project 

and in protest of Zaplana's decision. The editors of Ijevante — E/Mercantil Vaknciano 

expressed in an editorial entided "A Project Dismanded" their skepticism about the 

feasibility of Calatrava's ambitious designs but also their fear that the Generalitat's 
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cancellation of a project already partially complete coxild produce an "unmistakable 

landscape of a city of ruins and not of sciences" (Levan(e-EMV 9/24/95). The architect 

behind the city's 1988 General Plan, Alejandro Escribiano, stated to the press that "the 

suppression of the project... would have a negative impact on the city and especially the 

development linking Valencia and the sea, which will be set back considerably." Calling the 

project a "motor of development" linking the city and its maritime fa9ade, he suggested that 

the task of "finishing" the city would suffer (Monreal 10/4/95). Local representatives of 

Spain's two largest labor unions complained that paralyzing the project would "mean an 

important step backwards in employment in the sector, both direct and indirect, through the 

expectations created by the project for economic growth" (Aupi, 10/7/95). Officials of the 

Spanish telecommunications giant Telefonica confirmed it would occupy space in the 

proposed tower if built. Although it refrained from getting involved direcdy in the 

controversy, a spokesman stated "if they make (the tower), we'll be there" {ibid). 

Such public uproar may help explain how the Socialists managed to forge a coalition 

of strange bedfellows in support of the project. In response to the Socialist call for a 

"common front," leaders of the Socialists, the leftist party Esquerra Unida (or EU), and 

right-wing Valencian regionaUst party Unio Valenciana temporarily abandoned their political 

enmity to press the PP to go forward with the project in its entirety. In city hall, Unio 

Valenciana council member defended Calatrava's project by exclaiming "changes in political 

stripe must not slow the development of redevelopment projects in the city." He continued, 

"we must demand that the project must go forward for reasons of its transcendent 

importance.. .it's a symbol of the city" (Monreal 9/30/95). In the regional parliament or 

Corts Valencianes, the formation of this same three-way coalition had special significance. 
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since the nationalists of the UV governed in coalition with the PP. Breaking with its 

governing partner on this issue, the UV offered its support to a Socialist measure calling for 

the Generalitat "to fulfill its promises to Valencia." Hector Villalba, spokesman for the UV 

proclaimed his parliamentary group was "universally in favor of the Ciutat de les Ciencies," 

suggesting that Valencia "needs something emblematic" (Garcia Gomez, 10/6/95). 

Losing momentum on the issue on the regional parliament, Zaplana's party found 

itself in a truly awkward position. In late November, on the same day that the Generalitat 

informed Santiago Calatrava that it would not use his designs for the tower of 

communications and science museum, the governing PP found itself in the minority in 

regional parliament in its opposition to the project. The coalition of socialists, leftists of the 

EU, and the right-wing regionalists of the UV agreed to a parliamentary measure which 

would obligate the Generalitat to, in general, "fulfill the promises made to the city of 

Valencia," and, more specifically, "continue the execution of the projects already in 

progress.. .such as the Ciutat de les Ciencies and the tower of communications" (Piera 

11/23/95). Explaining its support for the measure, the spokesman for the UV declared that 

"we can't allow that such important investments in the Comunitat Valenciana be lost." The 

twist, however, is that the parliamentary group of the PP — not wanting to be left as the only 

party openly in opposition to the project — ultimately voted with the others for the measure. 

Although it qmckly started backtracking and debating the true meaning of the measure, the 

damage had already been done. At the same time the parliamentary group of the PP was 

voting for the project, minister Jose Luis Olivas was promising to go ahead and cancel it 

anyway, opening a rift within the PP itself (Garci Gomez 11/24/95). 
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The PP fovind itself increasingly isolated and backed into a comer politically, faced 

with nearly universal support for a Ciutat de les Ciencies it remained committed to undoing. 

Politically unable to cancel the project in its entirety, Zaplana's administration began 

consider revising the contents and design. It officially paraly2ed construction and organized a 

new design competition for 1996, in order to "modify, develop, and improve the Ciutat de 

les Ciencies" (Aupi 12/5/95). No sooner did it announce the new competition, however, 

that the Generalitat was publicizing initial layout of the revised project, of which only the 

planetarium/theater still remained. In place of the Calatrava's science museum and tower, 

the Generalitat offered up a hodge-podge of restaurants, an open air theater, a hotel, a food 

market, a tropical swimming pool, a giant fountain, a botanical garden, and a "palace of 

justice" for courtrooms and other administration of justice facilities (Aupi 12/6/95). 

Regional minister Olivas offered up this new arrangement as a something that would be 

cheaper to build and maintain because such separate pavilions lent themselves more readily 

to private investment, since a portion of them might be corporate sponsored (Piera 

12/13/95). The new design already was producing results, Olivas contended, since he 

claimed a Japanese investment group expressed interest in participating in its construction 

and maintenance (Aupi 12/16/95). Mayor Rita Barbara, who had been walking a fine Une 

between supporting her PP compatriot Zaplana and seeking to ensure that a project so 

important for her city would get built, offered her support to the revised plan in place of 

Calatrava's designs (Varea 12/30/95). Eduardo Zaplana, promoting his own new design and 

seeking to discredit that of the Socialists, suggested the new project "is much more rigorous 

and is more attractive, scientifically speaking, than its predecessor." More, Zaplana assured 
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reporters that "I don't think it's any big deal that we're modifying a project that so many 

people throughout Valencian society have criticized and censured" {Europa Press \2l20l9S). 

By floating a more modest alternative to Calatrava's extravagant design, the 

Generalitat did not get any closer to political compromise, however, but only dug itself a 

deeper hole. Socialist Joan Romero accused Zaplana of substituting the initial designs with a 

"theme park," a move that would "destroy an important cultural and educational initiative, 

and a boost for the city of the Valencia" (Aigiies 11/25/95). The city's most prominent 

architects rose in objection to the new design. Although many remained critical of 

Calatrava's designs ~ architect Juan Luis Pinon suggested Calatrava "puts quantity above 

quality" — others like Alejandro Escribiano lamented the impending loss of an important 

"symbol for the city" and Manuel Portaceli the "excessive fragmentation" of the new design 

(Garcia, A. 12/9/1995). Local papers began calling the project the "City of Controversy" 

Q^vante-EMV 12/10/95). Santiago Calatrava, one of the region's most prominent sons, 

suggested that the GeneraHtat Valenciana "is on the verge of committing a historic error," 

calling the cancellation of the project "an affront to all Valencians" (Aupi 12/26/95). 

Compounding its political problems, the PP's revision of the project opened a legal 

and financial can of worms, which proved even more problematic. The owners of the land 

expropriated for the earlier project announced they would reclaim their properties, since the 

new designs did not meet the terms and conditions of accords they had signed with regional 

government (Aupi 12/7/95). More troublesome, however, was the Generalitat's 

antagonization of the construction industry. The contracts the Socialist government signed 

with these firms to build the Ciutat de les Ciencies included a compensation clause that 

would obligate the Generalitat to pay 20% of the anticipated total cost of the project if it 
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were cancelled for any reason. Zaplana's administration balked, first arguing it would go to 

court to avoid having to pay these indemnities (Aupi 12/ 6/95) but later offering to 

negotiate a more reasonable sum with the construction firms. The construction companies 

were not inclined to negotiate, however, and sent notarized letters to the GeneraHtat 

demanding they be paid for work already done and the full 20% their contract specified 

(Aupf 12/14/95). This posed a real problem for Zaplana and his arguments for scaling back 

the project. Although the new, stripped down design was estimated by the GeneraUtat to 

cost 4 billion pesetas less than Calatrava's (an approximate savings of $27 million), adding 

the cost of settling the old contracts (6.5 billion pesetas or approximately $50 million) 

brought the total to 35 billion pesetas or $260 million, a net increase of more than $24 million 

over the earlier  budget (Aupi 12/1 f9S).  

Zaplana's instincts for regional politics, though attuned enough to help the PP take 

control of the Generalitat for the first time in its history, seemed to abandon him on the 

issue of the Ciutat de les Ciencies. After months of bruising battle in the press and regional 

parliament, in which it repeatedly assaulted the project only to back down, Zaplana's 

administration faced an unyielding reality: Valencians liked the Ciutat de les Arts and didn't 

want to see it go. At the end of December 1995, Ijevante — £/Mercantil Valenciano published 

the results of a poU that asked the city's residents "Do you believe Valencia must have an 

emblematic project for the twenty-first century like the Ciutat de les Ciencies?" A 

reso\mding 84% of respondents said yes. More, they preferred Calatrava's tower to the newly 

modified designs nearly two to one. When asked about the motives for the cancellation of 

the project, 67% agreed that it was driven by politics (Aupi 12/20/95). 
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By trying to cancel the project, the new regional administration merely helped 

crystallize Calatrava's soaring designs as the symbol for the Comimitat Valenciana and its 

capital city, and consolidate a political discourse in which the complex functioned as a stand 

in for regional modernity. After six months of maneuvering, Zaplana was no closer to 

undoing Lerma's signature project, only managing to deepen a controversy that engulfed his 

own still-young presidency (and perhaps threaten its legitimacy). In early 1996, former 

Socialist regional minister Joan Romero suggested Eduardo Zaplana "would go down in 

history as the person who tried to destroy the future," citing "the most grave decision he has 

taken in his first six months of government: demolishing the Ciutat de les Ciencies." 

(Lemnte-ElMercantil Valenciano \IAI9(>). While this kind of statement tells us something 

about the demagoguery inherent in regional politics, it also suggests that Zaplana's attack on 

the project had tapped a deep and highly symbol-laden vein in Valencian public debate. The 

"third rail" in Valencian poUtics, Zaplana may have discovered, was still the regional 

question, in this case expressed in terms of a latent yet fervent desire to wed historical 

nationality and European modernity in (and through) a new and uniquely Valencian 

landscape. The Ciutat de les Ciencies had seemingly come to embody these sometime 

contradictory hopes. If Zaplana couldn't cancel this project, he would have to make it his 

own. To do that, however, his administration would first need to grapple with the regionalist 

hopes and ambitions it had so effectively, if inadvertentiy mobilized (figure 7.4). 
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Figure 7.4; City of the Arts and Sciences touted as "Guarantee of the Future." Although 
Eduardo Zaplana came to the presidency of the Generalitat intent on stopping construction 
on the Ciutat de les Arts, he not only failed to do so, but ultimately expanded die project. By 
the regional campaign of 1999, his party — the Partido Popular or PP — was actively 
trumpeting its role in the project, as evident in this billboard. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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The Hotta, the Ciutat de les Ciencies, and a Controvetsy that Wasn't 

In the pitched battles for the sovil of the Ciutat de les Ciencies ~ an extension of 

wider struggles over the region, its capital city, and their governance - the controversy 

managed to touch upon some of the most sensitive issues in regional politics: autonomy, 

modernity, and Valencia's place vis a vis Europe and the Mediterranean. It might be 

instructive, however, to note what the debate wasn't Public discourse about the 

project did not, perhaps svirprisingly, intersect with the other great civic debate of the 1980s 

and 1990s: the future of the Horta. In Valencia's messy poMtics, where most political issues 

and movements seem to the outside observer inextricably linked, debates about the future of 

the Ciutat de les Ciencies and that of the Horta remained notably separate during the 1990s. 

It's worth considering why. 

That debates about the Generalitat's massive project and the Valencian Horta 

remained distinct is remarkable for a number of basic reasons. Most obvious is that the 

construction of the massive complex required the condemnation of hectares of rich 

farmlands near the mouth of the Riu Turia. The project, like the ZAL, was implanted 

directly amidst the ancient croplands of the Horta. Although pubhc officials, and indeed 

many Valencians, describe the site for the project as derelict and 'degraded' district, others 

recall a different kind of landscape. Maneul CasteUar, who works for the Ajuntament as a 

liaison with the various communities of irrigators and the Tribvinal de les T^igues, pointed out 

to me on his detailed maps the former course of the Sequia na RoveUa and its many 

distributaries or braps where the museum now stands. "These were fine farmlands.. .the 

land itself has not become degraded, but the city continued to grow over them" (CasteUar 

2001, personal communication). When I spoke to farmer Vicent Nacher, whose fields abut 
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the Generalitat's massive project, he argued passionately "The most fertile lands are right 

next to the river, the most fertile of anywhere." Gesturing toward Calatrava's arches, he said 

"Over there were the most fertile lands, much more fertile than these I am cultivating right 

here.. .it was a super-fertile horta." According to Nacher, few farmers sold volvintarily, 

mostly in the fear that they would soon be expropriated anyway, which was ultimately the 

case (Nacher 2001, personal communication). As debates raged about what kind of emblem 

the Ciutat de les Ciencies should be, the soils of La Punta disappeared quiedy under the 

project's foundations. 

Perhaps more significant than the direct displacement of farmland, the construction 

of the Ciutat de les Ciencies certainly affects the value of adjoining farmlands, inevitably 

increasing development pressure and calls to rezone these croplands from no urbanit^ble to 

urhanir^able. Indeed, in nearby parcels zoned for growth under the 1988 General Plan, the 

Generalitat's redevelopment project spiorred the construction of high-rise apartment 

buildings and a shopping maU where crops grew only a few years before. Public sector 

development has provided a key amenity for the surrounding district, leading the way for the 

private sector to construct a built landscape, which HteraUy towers over adjacent farmlands in 

the Horta d'en Corts and La Punta. As a new Holiday Inn Express hotel rises literally across 

the street from Vicent Nacher's fields, billed specifically as convenient lodging for visitors to 

the Ciutat de les Ciencies, it can only be a matter of time until his lands too are rezoned and 

developed. Developers like Juan Jose Anon of the powerful Grupo Juan Bautista Soler 

readily admit that Calatrava's dramatic designs boosted the value of surrounding 

developments. They "create new vistas, new landscapes," he argues, and "allow us to sell 

expensive apartments, at higher prices" (Anon 2001, personal communication). Indeed, 
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developers like this one banked on the construction of the Ciutat de les Ciencies when 

investing in new development in what was otherwise an unremarkable district to the east of 

the city, one of the reasons they complained loudly when Zaplana tried to cancel it (Monreal 

9/24/95). Developers of the new Centro Commercial El Saler immediately to the south of 

the proposed project went so far as to incorporate in the mall's fa9ade a tower, replicating in 

miniature the dramatic Tower of Communications they anticipated would rise from the busy 

construction site across the street. 

Although the bitter conflict over the Zona de Actividades Logisticas brewed over the 

farmlands of La Punta only a couple of kilometers to the southeast, aU this urban growth 

spearheaded by the Ciutat de les Ciencies raised nary a peep of public protest from pro-

Horta activists. As resistance to the ZAL and the condemnation of La Punta's farmlands 

galvanized Valencian leftists, environmentalists, and nationalists in opposition to the regional 

administration, the city's expansion to the east — led by the Generalitat and followed by 

private development in its wake — went largely unnoticed. AU this development, propelled by 

the very governments charged with protecting Valencian patrimony, can hardly be 

interpreted as anything but a form of writing on the wall for that Horta which remained to 

the east. The Ciutat de les Ciencies may have been built both on and adjacent to the 

croplands of the Horta, and may function as a magnet for future urbanization in this once 

rural part of the city, but political debates on the Ciutat de les Ciencies and the Horta 

remained, and continue to remain, separate issues. 

Indeed, the only real protest at the condemnation of nearly 30 hectares of farmland, 

homes, and businesses by the Generalitat for the Ciutat de les Ciencies centered on the 

matter of fair prices for expropriation. As noted earlier, from the moment Zaplana's 
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administration began its assault on the Ciutat de les Ciencies, landowners argued that 

modifying the plans would a breach of the contract they'd signed with the Generalitat, 

allowing them to reclaim their properties (Aupi 12/7/95). By early 1997, occupants of 

expropriated properties resisted eviction notices, stubbornly remaining in their homes. But 

even as these dozen inhabitants became subject to a massive eviction effort employing nearly 

100 police officers, the issue at hand was never whether their properties should be destroyed, 

but merely at what price (Aupi, 3/6/97). The protesters may have resisted eviction, but they 

did so with no enmity toward the project displacing them, reflected by their protest banner 

which read "Ciutat de les Ciencies, yes. Unfair prices, no" Qusvante-EMV 3/A191). 

The Ciutat de les Ciencies was, practically from the moment it was introduced, 

largely considered a foregone conclusion in local press coverage. The attempts by Zaplana 

and the PP to cancel the project notwithstanding, wider public debate about the project 

rarely touched upon two key questions. Should Valencia be bxiilding the project at all? And, 

if so, should the project be built where Lerma proposed it: between the city and sea, wedged 

between the riverbed and farmlands? When the political transition of the 1995 election 

brought a new administration, which asked the former question, a political firestorm 

erupted. Not only did much of the Valencian political spectrum rise up to defend the 

project, but stood by specific (and probably impractical) elements of the project — like the 

Tower of Communications — vociferously. Even as the foundations for the pitched political 

batde over L'Horta de la Punta were being kid, few questions were raised publicly about the 

role of the Ciutat de les Ciencies in the disappearance of farmlands east of the city, whether 

through direct expropriation or the new speculative pressures the project would inevitably 

bring to bear on surrounding lands. 
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As so many Valencians rose in defense of the project, its necessity for securing for 

the region a piece of the future, farmers to the east of the city quiedy sold their lands to the 

GeneraHtat and municipal engineers rerouted the main channel of the Sequia na Rovella, 

making room for Calatrava's sweeping designs. As is readily visible in the city's zoning maps, 

an ancient landscape of winding paths and intimate croplands and clustered farm dwellings 

disappeared under the massive footprint of Valencia's state-planned growth. As the 

'emblematic' structures of Valencian modernity were being planned and debated, once rich 

farmlands and burbling irrigation canals disappeared. The planning of the Ciutat de les 

Ciencies may have been controversial, but this had nothing to do with that Horta destroyed 

in the process. Zaplana's government risked a crisis of legitimacy for trying to stop 

development that implied the destruction of farmlands, not for promoting it. In the Valencia 

of the 1990s, the Ciutat de les Ciencies was perhaps the one thing that could displace the 

Horta not only in the politics of and public discourse about local planning, but also in the 

landscape itself. 

Destination Future: Regionalist Visions Become a Landscape Reality 

Three years after laimching his crusade against the GeneraHtat's most ambitious 

public works project. President Eduardo Zaplana fovind himself hosting the first in a 

sequence of opening ceremonies at the newly renamed Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies. 

Outside of L'Hemisferic, the planetarium/theater, the GeneraUtat paid for a gala event 

mixing the Valencian and the global: self-congratulatory speeches lauding both the region 

and its governance, a performance of the score to new futurist movie Gattaca by its EngUsh 

composer, and fireworks by Valencian master Vicente Caballer. Silhouetted against the 
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dramatic light display were towering cranes, stilled temporarily from the massive 

construction effort that surrounded the new planetarivim/theater. After the dust settled from 

the 1995 political struggles, the project not only survived largely intact but instead had been 

expanded. On this night, Zaplana's political stance had come full circle, as he sought to make 

this project - once his primary target - a vehicle for his own continued navigation between 

the inward-looking thickets of regionalism and the external imperatives of European 

integration and globali2ation. 

Through unprecedented spending on planned urbani2ation, the GeneraUtat was 

helping propel the region's capital toward the Mediterranean (and thus Europe), physically 

and metaphorically. This part of the city would never be the same. Immediately adjacent to 

the L'Hemisferic, the arches of dramatic Museu de les Ciencies continued to rise, quite 

exactiy in the image of Calatrava's initial designs. The Tower of Communications had not 

survived, it is true, but Calatrava was hired to adapt the already-laid foundations for a new 

purpose: an enormous Valau de les Arts (Palace of the Arts), touted to become one of 

Europe's largest performing arts theater. To all of this, Zaplana's administration had tacked 

on the aquarium L,'Oceanogrdfic, which was planned to become Europe's most extensive. 

Zaplana, unable to beat Lerma's project, had instead joined it. And now, the regional 

President found himself lauding the project in very nearly the same terms used by his 

predecessor. The Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies, and the regionalist discourse into which 

it was deeply woven, had proven bigger than any single administration. The Generalitat now 

used every opportunity — from opening events to tourism booklets to campaign pamphlets — 

to give its ambitious project the right rhetorical spin, attributing to Calatrava's suggestive 

designs the proper political and cultural meaning, which in turn might reflect kindly both on 
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the Generalitat itself and the party which governed it, the PP. Through such promotional 

rhetoric, the Generalitat perpetuated a discourse in which the project became symbolic of a 

particular kind of regional modernity, in which the regional, the European, and the global 

might exist in creative (and indeed entrepreneurial) tension. 

l^Hemisfiric 

Zaplana, having once run afovil of the charged cultural politics the project embodied, 

now acted as primary booster for a project said to represent the proper relationship between 

the autonomous region and the world beyond. As he stood outside L'Hemisferic, 

surrounded by the press and political establishment, not to mention thousands of Valencians 

pressing in close, he spoke in abstract metaphors as he pushed a button initiating a laser 

display illuminating Calatrava's innovative facade. Speaking of its capacity to mount both 

planetarium/light shows as well as IMAX films, such as the specially-made "El Gust per la 

Vida" featuring images of Valencia's abundant fiestas, Zaplana said of L'Hemisferic: "the 

images projected through the Laser of the Universe and the Comunitat Valenciana itself are 

what the Ciutat de les Arts y de les Ciencies tries to symbolize." The project, he continued, 

"combines the defense of what is our own, of our singularity and our projection toward the 

Universe beyond" (Aupi 4/17/95b). These statements reflected the sentiment used in 

newspaper advertisements taken out by the Generalitat and its public corporation building 

the project — Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies S.A. ~ which read "It's for you, it's for the 

world." Glossy brochures - in Spanish, English, and Valenciano — promoted the complex as 

"a symbol of the Comunitat Valenciana for the twenty-first century" and a "Kealitat en 

Marxd' ("a reality in progress") (Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias S.A. 1998). Newspaper 
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coverage the following day only reinforced these themes, as the headline of the April 17 

edition of l^vante-ElMercantil Valenciano blared "L'Hemisferic wiU put Valencia in the 

Exiropean vanguard in entertainment." 

Zaplana, after three years in office, had come to achieve a deUcate political balance in 

which the regional question could not be ignored, but perhaps finessed. The key, expressed 

in his speech at the inauguration and other events, appeared to be in framing the question of 

Valencian autonomy in the context of leadership in modernization rather than tradition, in 

which laser shows might be considered as Valencian as the region's festivals. But the past 

always hovers nearby in Spanish regional politics, and thus Zaplana would have to pay 

service to that too. Only days after the opening of L'Hemisferic, Zaplana was obliged by the 

unofficial Valencian holiday 23 d'abril (anniversary of the 1707 batde in which the Regne de 

Valencia lost its autonomous rights) to himself a "firm defender of Valencian self-

governance." Speaking from Miami, where he was on a business trip learning more about 

Florida's theme parks and helping promote Valencia's port, the President asked that Madrid 

devolve more governing powers to the region, suggesting that Valencians must continue 

with the "projects of progress in our Community" and thereby ensure that the Comunitat 

Valenciana be able to "consolidate itself in the future as a leader of regions" (EFE 4/26/98). 

A few weeks later, in Brussels for a conference on the Mediterranean Arch, Zaplana again 

took a neo-regionaUst stance, advocating a greater role for regions like the Comunitat 

Valenciana in European integration. Calling himself the President "of one of the regions 

with the longest tradition of forging relationships with other European countries," he 

distinguished the role of the Comunitat Valencia in the emerging Mediterranean Arch as "a 

strategic communications center and port" and for its "tradicion verfebradora" 5/10/98). 
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From the beginning, Valencian regional politics and the Ciutat de les Arts i de les 

Ciencies were inseparable. Now that the GeneraUtat had an actual finished bvdlding to 

photograph, and with municipal and regional elections to worry about in 1999, the poMtics of 

promoting the buildings and promoting itself became even more entwined. In addition to 

the brochvires promoting the new project, which featured the logo of regional government, 

the GeneraUtat launched a promotional campaign — of brochures and a new website — called 

"Comunitat Valenciana: Anem a Mes" (or "Comunitat Valenciana: We're going on to 

more") under the public-service pretext of summarizing regional government's achievements 

in the last three years (coinciding with Zaplana's mandate). Designed to highlight what he 

called "the results of a great project," Zaplana stated "I believe firmly that we're going to win 

the future and, working together, we will situate this Comunitat in the group that is going to 

lead the regions of Europe." Among sections on the creation of employment, health care, 

and transportation (among others), the campaign contained a section focusing on culture, 

featuring a fuU-page image of L'Hemisferic. Adjoining the building was the title "a radiant 

culture that will illuminate Europe" and text arguing 

Culture cannot remain reduced to a series of discrete fiestas in which only a 
reduced nvimber of people can participate. AU of society has the right to 
enjoy any cultural manifestation without its access being made difficult by 
any barrier, price, distance.. .Culture is born of man and is for man. 

In contrast to the traditional Valencian culture of locality, which the Generalitat implied was 

exclusionary (i.e. not fully accessible to tourists), Zaplana's administration suggested that it, 

"as an element of cohesion and collective progress" had undertaken to create one of the 

most important centers of learning in aU of Europe. Indeed, it bragged "the cultural eyes of 

the world are looking to Valencia" (GeneraUtat Valenciana 1998). 
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Ftom the very moment rHemisferic opened (and, of course, before), Calatrava's 

hyper-modern architecture began circulating in a variety of inter-locking political discourses 

about the region's proper place in Spain and contemporary Europe. Constructed for tourists 

and residents alike as the emblem of a twenty-first century Comunitat Valenciana, the 

building - like the complex being constructed around it — assumed a symbolic power. Into 

the building had long been invested the regional aspirations of Valencians, once built the 

images of the structure could be marketed as the fulfillment of those hopes, and proof of the 

GeneraHtat's ability to "go on to more" of the same. Modem, shiny, and actually complete, 

L'Hemisferic was presented by regional govenmient as representative of a particular kind of 

Valencian culture: open, forward-looking, and untethered to the past. It may have been just 

the first of the structures within Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies to open, but it akeady 

had achieved central prominence in regional government effort to reshape Valencia's image, 

for visitors and locals alike. And the symbolic landscape of I'Horta, in a pattern to be 

repeated, was - quite UteraUy - nowhere to be found. Valencian regionalism and culture were 

to be matters of looking outwards to a European future, not inwards to the past. 

The Apex of Architectural A.chievement: El Museu de les Ciencies 

By late 2000, the most important structure of the Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies 

was finally ready to open its doors. The idea of a science center was by that time already 

more than a decade old, the culmination of Joan Lerma's 1989 visit to Paris. Calatrava's 

sweepingly dramatic arches had existed for nearly as long in the form of architectural 

drawings and models. Indeed, by 2000 the concept of the museum and the image of its 

structure long become familiar to many Valencians, circulating in media coverage and 
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promotional materials long before the building itself rose from former riverside croplands. 

With its actual completion, however, Calatrava's imaginative designs were transformed into a 

landscape reality whose steel and concrete comprised the most important element in the 

city's new skyline. The Generalitat had proposed, designed, and built the cornerstone for an 

entirely new district between the city's core and the sea, a dazzlingly white cultural-

entertainment complex around which a forest of new residential skyscrapers rose. By 2000 

the Generalitat had already budgeted a total of nearly $1 billion for its architectural spectacle, 

and it wasn't even done yet (maintenance costs were still a major unknown and construction 

was not yet complete on the nearby Palau de les Arts and the aquarium L'Oceanografic). 

Regional government had undertaken enormous risks in pursuing the Ciutat de les Arts i les 

Ciencies, and now it was time to see if (and for whom) the investment would pay economic, 

political, or cultural dividends. 

As the finishing touches were being put on the museum in preparation for its 

November opening, public and media anticipation were reaching a feverish pitch. After 

nearly two decades of regional autonomy - swirling with interwoven questions of regional 

identity, self government, and economic development — the Valencians were fairly primed 

for the opening of what might be the most important pubUc work produced by self-

government, and perhaps the city's most significant architectural achievement in centuries. 

The Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies was the product of those regional discourses and, to a 

considerable degree, an important referent (and thus force) within them. If the Generalitat's 

intent in building the complex was not only to reshape urban space and reposition the region 

vis a vis the global circulation of tourists and urban images, but also to reshape the very 

discourses through which regional identity and culture are framed, the media coverage of the 
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Museum's opening suggest that the ideological imprint of the museum on the city's 

discursive landscape was as effective as its impact on the physical skyline. 

Taking the pulse of these discourses, of course, is not easy. But media coverage — 

textual and imaged ~ of 2000 celebrations of the nou d'octubre (Ninth of October), the 

seven hundred and sixty-second anniversary of King Jaiune's conquest of their capital city 

from the Muslims, is an interesting starting point. Some newspapers, of course, devoted their 

special holiday sections to sensitive regional issues Uke the precarious future of the regional 

language Valenciano. Others, however, took the impending inauguration of the science 

museum to frame the regional question as the governing politicians of the PP were anxious 

to do, as a matter of the future. The Comunitat Valenciana edition of the national daily E/ 

Pais offered a special 9 d'Octubre pull-out whose cover carried the title "The Threshold of 

the Twenty-first Century" accompanied by an image of the Generalitat's new science 

museum. The special issue and its articles reflected on the place of the Comunitat Valenciana 

and its history in a new century, under sections entitied "A Country Immersed in 

Globalization," "Vertebration and Conservation of Territory," and "The Emergence of 

Cities on the Global Scene," among others. In the section "Cultural Scenarios for a New 

Century," the newspaper offered the compelling headline "Emblematic Bvdldings Contain 

Culture: La Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies Heads the List of Infrastructures for a New 

Millennium." Matched by images of the yet unfinished complex, the reporters suggested 

On the threshold of the twenty-first century, culture manifests itself in the 
form of the building. Also in recreation. In fact, culture and recreation go 
hand in hand in the singular skyline that dominate the edge of Valencia: it is 
that king the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies.. .the Generalitat's most 
ambitious cultural, educational, and recreational complex. It is the future 
designed by Santiago Calatrava (Galiana eta/10/9/2000). 
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The reporters called the project "emblematic and revitalizing" which will "transform the city 

and make it grow in new directions" {ibid). Five years after the project's near cancellation 

and the resulting uproar, the project still seemed synonymous withValencia's regional future. 

The actual opening date of the Museum, on the 13* of November, provoked a 

festival of media and political commentary, which had come to fully embody the kind of 

regionalist notions which Lerma had seemed so intent on forging a decade earlier. The front 

pages and headlines of aU local newspapers featured on the major event, and nearly all 

offered special editions with pull-out sections on the museum. The special section published 

by the daily Lemnte-EMV featured the image of a young couple in front of Calatrava's 

sweeping fa9ade and the headline "Destination Future: Valencia Opens to the World an 

Entertainment Complex Unique for its Symbiosis of Science and Architecture." In the 

articles within, reporters of this center-left daily suggested that "with the opening of the 

most spectacular museum in the world, Valencia will begin to write a new future" and the 

city had established "a transcendental frontier" in its long history (Aupi 11/11/00). Another 

Valencian daily, the center-right Las Vrovincias also published a special section on the 

inauguration, in which an aerial image of the museum was matched by the headline "The 

Future is Already Here in Valencia." A November 13 editorial "City in Springtime" argued 

Valencia, and by extension the Comunitat Valenciana, has lived through a 
long autumn and a raw wintertime. But it has woken up. It has cost twenty 
years of democracy that have served to awaken the institutions of self-
govemance, which put down the foundations from which the region rises 
today.. .Valencia can be proud of what is has done. Valencia, from this day 
forward, is a city that can look as an equal to others like Bilbao, Barcelona, 
Madrid, and others of European-wide reputation. Valencia, today we have to 
say it, has already begun to be an virban leader.. .Becauseprimavera 
(springtime) comes, etymologicaUy speaking, fromprimero, and prtmero 
means pioneer, means innovator, and also means the vocation of being a 
leader. 
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Even further on the right, the daily Diario de Valencia suggested in a November 13 editorial 

entided "Much More than a Museum" that "the day has arrived that the dream has become a 

reality." They argued that the image of the museum is "the image of the future," a future 

propelled by the entrepreneurial development of the region. But more than a tourist 

attraction, the editors suggested it is ".. .the image of a city, a Valencian city, that 

demonstrates day and again that it is ahead of its time" (Diario de Valencia 11/13/00). 

These sentiments, expressed across the entire spectrum of the regional media, found 

resonance with the celebratory remarks and editorials offered by regional President Eduardo 

Zaplana. By the date marking the opening of the new Museu de les Ciencies, which had not 

only survived his cancellation attempts but had risen in cost to 26 billion pesetas (almost 

$200 million U.S., nearly the amount originally budgeted for the entire complex), Zaplana 

offered a rhetoric of unmitigated support for the Generalitat's ambitious undertaking. 

Visiting the museiom with a host of dignitaries (those of Lerma's administration excepted), 

Zaplana suggested that Valencians were living in a "transcendental moment." Walking 

through the 24,000 square meter structure, he congratulated Valencians for making their 

region a "symbol of modernity and progress," a modernity not just in terms of science but in 

which Valencian "citizens believe in themselves, are open to the world, and have a 

tremendous cultural wealth.. .represented in the Museu de les Ciencies" (Diario de Valencia 

11/14/00). In an opinion-editorial piece in the newspaper Las Promncias, Zaplana claimed 

Without a doubt this museum is called upon to become one of the 
landmarks, one of the architectural and cultural referents, which wiU shape 
the Valencia of the future. It is one more of the emblematic projects 
promoted by Valencian government that will situate our Comunitat in the 
vanguard of European regions (Zaplana 11/13/00). 
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Calling the opening of the museum a cultural and scientific event "of the first magnitude" 

for the region, he invited his constituents to visit a museum which will "offer an opportunity 

to advance to the future" (ibid.). 

To mark the musevim's opening, the public corporation charged by the Generalitat 

to both biuld and run it published an extensive guide to both the structure's architecture and 

its museological contents. Opening the guide was a page of introductory remarks by 

Zaplana, which sought to put the museum and its contents in context. Calling the museum 

"that dream of 1995" (a rather dramatic elision of history), the regional President wrote 

For months we have admired the silhouette of this great building whose 
characteristic form managed to attract our attention and become an urban 
landmark of the first order. Now made operational and opened to the public, 
we can penetrate its interior and discover there scientific world and 
disciplines that far from being strange wiU show themselves to be attractive 
and passionate (Ciudad de las Artes y de las Ciencias S.A. 2000). 

Having shifted focus from architectural spectacle to educational content, Zaplana asserted in 

no uncertain terms the functional nature of this public works project. 

La Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies is.. .an important part of a great wager on 
the future that the Valencian government has made in order to convert our 
Comunitat in a global reference point, in this case of science, entertairmient, 
and technology that are the doors to the third millennium...{ibid). 

Regional advances in science, he intoned, were a responsibility of regional government. 

More, competing in a modem, technological world would promote regional cohesion. 

We are a Comunitat with a great common project. As a hopeful people we 
have gambled with force on progress and we have set our sights on the 
future with sureness and optimism. We are conscious of ovir possibilities and 
we aren't shocked by the challenges facing us, as difficialt as they may 
seem.. .La Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies is the most patent personification 
of this choice that this Comunitat has made for the future (ibid) 
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In these and other statements, grandiloquent and regionalist in a new and explicidy non-

nationalist way, Zaplana drew in clear terms the connection between this architectural 

symbol and the progress it represented. He defined progress as technological advancement 

and competitiveness and summarized these themes as a regionalist project, the kind of 

regional modernity to which Valencians must aspire and to which the Generalitat sought to 

take them. No longer would regionaUsm be a matter of looking back to the past, of reliving 

old debates and tensions and dwelling among the landscapes of tradition (literal and 

metaphorical). The Generalitat, it seemed, was intent of forging a new kind of "imagined 

community" in which problematic landscape like the Horta and the touchy, insular questions 

of traditional regionalism might be left behind. In their place might be a newly "invented 

tradition" of regional openness and competitiveness, a vision of modernity — like the newly 

opened science museum itself ~ whose surface appearance was spectacular yet whose 

content was yet to be fully defined. From the conflicted foundations of traditional 

regionalism and its contested landscapes of patrimony might be erected a new Valencian 

regionalism, an entrepreneurial regionalism, whose attention might be broken away from its 

inward fascination with historical difference and redirected toward the beyond, to the global 

economy and society, where an impatient future awaited. The ideologically-laden discourse 

of modernity and the cultural landscape said to embody it were, just as the Generalitat 

seemed to like it, untethered to the city and its past, and offered ~ as the Generalitat's 

marketers so often put it — a "door to the future." 
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Views from the Edge: Perspectives on Two Landscapes Juxtaposed 

At the edge of Valencia, separated by a scant few meters, are two distinct landscapes 

— the Ciutat de les Ciencies and La Horta de la Punta — whose juxtaposition is more than 

just visual or architectural. Starkly contrasted are two equally postcard-perfect landscapes of 

radically different scale, ideologically charged visions of what the proper Valencian cultural 

landscape should be. One landscape is the complex product of centuries of careful toil and 

cultural production, handed down to contemporary Valencians by unnamed and 

unniambered generations of Valencians past, which has come to symbolize for many the true 

(if conflicted) nature of Valencian difference. The other is the product of specific 

goverimient policies over Utde more than a decade, planned, built, and promoted by a 

recentiy founded local state as part of a concerted strategy to restructure the region on a 

globally competitive model. The contrast, and indeed tension, between the landscapes is 

palpable, yet rarely if ever does Valencian political discourse broach the improbability of 

maintaining two such equally symbolic landscapes, one which encroaches ~ spatially and 

symbolicaUy — on the other. I have argued that this tension is not accidental, but a state-

driven process of ideologically redefinition — both in and through the cultural landscape - of 

what it means to be Valencian in a global society. This chapter's close reading of political 

discourse in the local media has been an attempt to flesh this hypothesis out. But newspaper 

accounts only take us so far. 

The crucial question remains: How are the simultaneous and often contradictory 

forces of entrepreneuriaUsm and regionalism not just contested in, but negotiated through 

the cultural landscape. Or, put more simply, what does this dramatic juxtaposition of 

landscapes mean? This is the open-ended and over-arching question I posed directiy to a 
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number of Valencians prominent in political and intellectual Hfe. While my discursive history 

of the Generalitat's project points toward some initial conclusions, the candid reflections of 

Valencians themselves on their changing urban landscape help us read between the 

journalistic Unes. Whether supportive of the Generalitat's new project or critical of it, their 

selected comments (inimitable in the way of those who have Uved history rather than merely 

reconstructed it from newspapers) draw connections between the key elements in this story -

- the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies and L'Horta, modernity and tradition, 

entrepreneuriaHsm and regionalism — in indispensable ways. In no way meant to be a 

representative sample, they offer a parting window on the complexities of European political 

and cultural change, viewed from the inside. 

Manuel Tomaria, the director of the Museu de les Ciencies Principe Felipe, has an 

office that looks through thick glass windows onto the recently finished riverbed parkland 

and the rising apartment blocks along the Avinguda de Francia beyond. Called in by the PP 

in 1998 to direct a science museum whose structure was nearing completion but which had 

no plan for contents, Tomaria is proud of what the museum has come to mean for Valencia 

and Spain. "The very building is like a cathedral," he described for me, "almost a gothic 

cathedral of the thirteenth century, but inside the contents are of the twenty-first century" 

(personal communication 5/15/01). In the quest to make the museum function as both an 

educational complex and a tourism attraction, Tomaria and his staff focus on two main 

objectives. "First, that people approach the building and appreciate it as vanguard 

architecture," he argued, "but we also hope that people enter the biiilding and appreciate the 

contents as vanguard, as well." For Tomaria, the museum is surpassing expectations both as 

a planning intervention in the city and a political statement for the region. Gesturing outside 
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his window, he proudly credits the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies with "creating an urban 

nucleus where there never existed one before." Before there were only lands "without any 

value," he continues, now the complex is svirrovinded by some of the most expensive 

housing in the city. "We are a kind of force propelling growth," he argues with pride. But he 

readily acknowledges the project is about more than education, planning, or tourism. "This is 

a political project," he admitted openly, that "looks beyond Valencia to Europe." 

I asked Tomaria about the significance (if any) of musevim's dramatic proximity to 

the croplands of La Punta, part of the Horta which did not seem to find any mention within 

the museum. The juxtaposition is "brutal," he acknowledges, and admits "no, there's 

nothing" about the Horta is his museum. But he dismisses the relevance of nearby croplands 

to his museum on both an urbanistic and museological basis. He notes, probably with 

accuracy, the adjacent farming district was doomed long before the appearance of his 

museum by planning decisions and urban growth of past decades. As for the Horta more 

widely, he suggests that the technology of farming might provide the basis for an exhibit, but 

beyond the matter of technology the museum would have Htde to say about the humanized 

landscape from which has arisen (and which it has, in fact, displaced). 

If the museum does not engage — architecturally or thematicaUy — with the complex 

and contested regional landscape smrounding it, this may have something to do with the way 

Tomaria and others define Valencian modernity and the mythical power of science upon 

which such a modernity might be based. Instead of looking to the past to guide Valencian 

society, the museum seeks to orient its visitors to a highly abstracted (and thus simplified 

and even transcendent) vision of the future. "Perhaps in a century the people will say, 'the 

Valencians dedicated a cathedral to the twentieth century, not to beliefs nor to faith.. .but a 
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museum that is a testament to reason.'" A gothic cathedral, he contends, gives the 

impression of faith, "it is a monument to the great beyond, for that which cannot be reaU2ed 

here on earth...we have made a different kind of cathedral to that beyond, to the values of 

scientific thinking, to reason." Gesturing around him to museum in which we were seated, 

he argued passionately that "this is a great cathedral.. .in which reason, scientific thinking is 

venerated." In the end, he continues, "this is an homage to human culture, a monument to 

reason." A particular vision of culture which, one suspects, if cultivated properly, might 

remake Valencian society in as thoroughly modem an image as Calatrava's sleek building. 

Asuncion Figueres, the subsecretary of the regional ministry of Culture and 

Education, shares Tomaria's enthusiasm for the Generalitat's new project, through her 

interest is more on the political and cultural resonance of the project as symbol and less on 

the museum contents themselves. "The designs of Calatrava are incredible," she commented 

enthusiastically to me, "the greatest imaginable and very much our own" (personal 

communication 4/6/01). The entire complex, she bragged, "s the largest space of 

entertainment in Europe, one that also is cultural as well...we are very proud of it." Though 

she cautioned that Valencians have to be careful not to lose the traditional forms of identity 

and regional heritage, she saw in the project the potential to redefine the city, the region, and 

their culture. "Valencia is already in the twenty-first century, and right now the city is very 

muy de moda (fashionable)." With projects like the City of Arts and Sciences, "Valencians 

have the opportunity to work in culture-related fields like never before, to participate in the 

cultural life of the region," she states. And because such new urban projects include new 

urbanization in their surroundings, people can live adjacent to these new centers of 

Valencian cultural life. She noted that the dynamic in Valenica is different than in many 
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other cities, where neighborhoods might exist first, and then new projects are placed in 

them. With the Horta surrounding the city, things in Valencia are necessarily different. 

"Here, the new cultural element comes first, and then new growth surges arovind it." With 

litde irony, she proudly notes these new districts are the most expensive, where one can live 

and see from your apartment the Ciutat de les Arte i les Ciencies ("and the Horta too"). 

Describing the expansion of the city around the GeneraUtat's projects, in which new and 

privileged zones are created, she acknowledged such public projects have been "leaders" in 

the process of urbanization, not the other way around. Culture, embodied in dramatic new 

public buildings, leads the way for the construction of a new city. 

Javier Solsona of the Agenda Vaknciana de Tourisme, who xmdertakes market research 

for the region, holds out the hope that the project will redefine not only the city itself but 

also visitors' perceptions of it (personal communication 5/4/01). The agency frequendy 

conducts surveys of foreign visitors on the city's streets, asking them "What is the first word 

that occurs to you when you think of the City of Valencia?" Typically, the answers are 

fiestas, the sun, and the sea. Nonetheless, he argues, the Generalitat's tourism marketing 

agency "hopes that projects like the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies can change that...we 

hope that people would think of modernity instead." What Zaplana apparendy hopes for his 

Valencian constituents, the Generalitat also hopes for foreign visitors as well, a redefinition 

of the region in the image of modernity itself 

Joan Romero, the former regional minister of Culture and Education during the 

Socialist mandate, and one of the people involved in Lerma's early planning for what became 

the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, has the benefit of hindsight to reflect on the project, the 

Horta which surrounds it, and their respective roles in any Valencian future. "This contrast 
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of landscapes almost coincides with the end of the century and is emblematic of this era," 

Romero pondered over a desk in his office at the Universitat de Valencia, "the traditional 

city and the society of communication in contrast" personal communication 4/11/01). Or, 

at least, what would have been a symbol of that society had it been bviilt: the Tower of 

Communications. "In that landscape, more than contrast, is the synthesis that is the 

beginning of the twenty-first century.. .the global, the local.. .two things that are not by their 

nature incompatible," Romero optimistically intoned. "They could and should be perfecdy 

compatible, but this would require the rehabilitation of the agricultural tradition, the 

vindication of regional identity." Finding a way to synthesize these two spaces is a political 

task, a discursive task, he suggests. "Projects like the Ciutat de las Arts i las Ciencies need not 

come at the expense of the Horta, need not be a negation of the Horta," he suggests, but the 

discoxirses of modernity that the complex presents must "incorporate (the Horta) instead." 

In the absence of such a discursive reversal, however, and faced with the continued 

encroachment of urban uses on the rural periphery, he remains pessimistic. "The siun of 

these small isolated activities, coupled with a lack of effective planning," he argues, dooms 

specific districts like La Punta to destruction in the near term, and the Horta itself to 

continual and irreversible degradation over the long term. 

Ernest Garcia, a Dean at the Universitat de Valencia and a sociologist expert in social 

conflict in the city's history, takes a more cynical view of the emergence of a science museum 

on the edge of la Punta, situated directiy over former agricultural lands. This displacement, in 

his estimation, is not accidental (personal communication 4/3/01). If the Museu de les 

Ciencies does not include any interpretive information about the Horta, Garcia notes, this 

"is not in any regard a coincidence." He suggests orientation of the new science museum. 
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both in terms of architecture and content, "has to do with an idea linked to the way the 

dominant political class (and not merely just of the right) understands modernity." 

Modernity, in this dominant formulation, becomes necessarily "the negation of Valencia's 

agricultural past." Garcia argues that this notion of substitution, where "hyper-modern" 

spaces designed by Calatrava replace agricvdtural spaces, is a "fundamental idea" in Valencian 

politics of modernization. "The logic of power, the collective logic of the city, is always to 

replace the Horta with 'other things,"' Garcia comments, "whatever those things might be." 

The science museum, more than just passively or coincidently juxtaposed against the 

croplands of la Punta, instead becomes a way of negating that other landscape, of that other 

and less 'modem' Valencia. 

Indeed, for critics like Garcia, this notion of negation or substitution is the "nucleus 

of the question" of Valencian modernity. "To modernize impUes the substitution of the 

Horta," in a way that is both commonly accepted among the dominant class, and becomes 

an idea manifested in very real spaces like the City of the Arts and Sciences. Garcia asks, only 

somewhat rhetorically: "Why is this so?" Looking back at Valencia historically, he sees a city 

that has been incapable in the past few decades of reconverting the Horta into something 

that might fiinction in a changing and increasingly competitive economy. Substitution, 

therefore, has been viewed as the only and necessary option. In a typical regionalist rhetoric 

driven not only by the imitation of bigger cities like Barcelona but a fiercely competitive 

ethic of "We are going to do it better," inter-regional competition becomes an important 

political and ideological dimension to public legitimation. And highly symboHc projects like 

the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies are the direct fruit of that regional entrepreneurial logic. 

And though he warns "we have to distinguish between 'real competition' and 'ideological or 
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symbolic' competition," Garcia admits the absence of the former does not obviate the 

"political power of legitimation" derived from the latter (ibid.). Garcia's observations help us 

understand why entrepreneurialism in a regional context is so often framed as a regionalist 

question, infused with historical ideas of territorial struggle and inter-regional competition. 

More they help explain, perhaps, how the Generalitat's Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies can 

fulfill entrepreneurial and regionalist agendas simultaneously, bridging the politically troubled 

waters between the two regional imperatives. The building reflects a deeply rooted sense of 

both regional pride and insecurity, a competitive instinct so endemic to Valencian 

regionalism that it provides a cultural lens through which the imperatives of 

entrepreneurialism might be readily filtered and seemingly made Valencia's own. 

Vicent Flor, Secretary of Political and Institutional Relations for the left-wing Bloc 

Nacionalista Valencia, also suggests that the landscape tensions at city's edge reflect an 

ideological conflict characteristic of Valencian society. For Flor, the GeneraUtat's heavy 

investment in new projects at city's edge, while neglecting both the city center and the Horta 

surrounding it, "reflects a profound lack of recognition of reality, the European reality 

today" (personal commiinication 5/9/01). It reflects not only a lack of imagination among 

Valencia's ruling class, Flor argued, for whom the typical attitude is "la vella es Ueig, la 

modema es bonica" (translated "the old is ugly, and the modem is beautiful"). He suggests 

this vision, taken a step further, becomes a political call to arms: "we have to destroy the 

old." This view reflects an ongoing conflict between a provincial view of Valencia and a 

European vision, the latter of which Valencian progressives and nationalists like Flor would 

like to lay claim to. Promoting what they a "Mediterranean style of modernity," however, 

Flor and his nationalist compatriots are not averse to using the political symbols created by 
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other parties. Photos of rHemisferic have figured prominently (with high-speed trains, for 

example) in campaign posters for the party. While he argues the Bloc "intends to protect the 

Horta," he is careful to note this does not reflect any kind of resistance to modernization. 

The Bloc's goals for the city, in fact, can sound remarkably like those articulated by the PP 

and the socialists before. "We want Valencia to be a point of reference within Europe, an 

intermediate sized city with an important role within the Mediterranean Arch...a city that is 

cultured, modern, European." The regional nationalist orientation may be more pronounced, 

but it is stiU fully engaged in the hegemonic discourse about modernity of which the Ciutat 

de les Arts i les Ciencies is the most dramatic materialization. 

Mara Cabrejas, a leader in the Valencian green party — Els Verds — takes a darker 

view about these changes on the city's eastern edge. She suggests that the political emphasis 

on image-driven projects like the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies has impacts, both direct 

and indirect, on the Horta (personal communication 5/11/01). "Images like this are without 

history, without territory," she argues. In their dimension of being "non-territorial, non-

social," they can have a way of structuring the way Valencians think about their own culture 

in general, and the Horta in particular. If the schema of modernity is one that eliminates 

thinking in social terms, she suggests this is "a way of structuring the ideological field in a 

very reduced way...the model of hyper-modernity has a very dark face, which is the neglect 

of the basic conditions of life for a number of urban residents." More, she argues the City of 

Arts and Sciences "is a model of substituting urban planning with architectural edifications." 

In this planning model, the urban periphery is treated as an abstract space, when they 

certainly are not. "These are not abstract lands...abstract space, empty, inert" as the 

technocratic plans of regional and municipal government tend to suggest. For critics like 
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Cabrejas, the Ciutat de les Ciencies is a kind of theme park, and she notes sadly "The theme 

park model is a model of impoverishment...When you lose the land you lose the 

history.. .you cannot act upon a base of experience." The physical environment and culture 

are fundamentally related, and she suspects powerful economic interests have figured this 

out already. Perhaps, she speculates, they are "first trying to destroy the physical 

environment, hoping that the rest, meaning the culture, will follow." 

Joan Ramon Peris, a farmer and official with La Unid de Uauradors i Ramaders — a 

political organization representing Valencian farmers and farm laborers — admits that efforts 

to revalorize the Horta in the Valencian mindset and political discovirse are hampered by the 

way the image-making apparatus of the growth machine has come to ignore this traditional 

landscape entirely (personal communication 2001). "Evidentiy," he admitted wearily, "all the 

winds are going against us." He notes that there are 7,000 empty apartments in the city 

center, awaiting rehabilitation, while simultaneously there is fierce urban growth at the 

periphery. "In Valencia there is a speculative interest that is bestial, based in a mentality of 

huge pharonic projects, display windows." More, he suggests that drive is, in part, based on a 

fierce sense of regional competitiveness that is both entrepreneurial and regionalist, a race 

against Barcelona he suspects is fomented by centralists in Madrid. The current model of the 

city — embodied by projects like the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies—"is strongly 

detrimental to our effort," he contends. "These projects are part of a triumphal march, like 

the regional hymn." If these efforts reflect the drive by some to make Valencia a big city, he 

suggests they "do not necessarily signify that Valencia is a great city... Una gran ciudady ma 

ciudadgrande no es la misma cosa," he reminds me. Whatever the case, however, farmers like 

Peris admit the farming life holds fewer and fewer charms for yoimg people, especially when 
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its rigors and "lack of social prestige" pale in contrast with the gleaming visions of urban Ufe 

which projects like the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies represent. 

The most bitter assessment, not surprisingly, comes from a person whose 

neighborhood — La Pvinta — is most direcdy threatened by the Generahtat's major new 

infrastructure projects. Carmen Gonzalez Sanchez is the president of the neighborhood 

association La Unificadora de la Punta, created primarily in resistance to the ZAL. But her 

critique also extends to the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, which she sarcastically suggests 

reflects "perfectiy" the values of the regional and municipal administrations (personal 

communication 5/18/01). "They want you to see a city without essence," she argued 

passionately, "they present a city without content." Gonzales seeks to explain her skepticism 

in personal terms. "If I wanted to bring my child to a movie at L'Hemisferic, I couldn't.. .it 

is super-expensive and beyond the means of my family," she complains. "They are creating a 

series of structures.. .a kind of tourism that is external to us," oriented outwards and not 

accessible to Valencians. "But neither does the project reflect what is the city of Valencia.. .it 

is a big showpiece, but it is a lie." 

"The Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies there is a sensation of coldness" that she does 

not believe to be very Valencian. In the face of so much urban change, and with a Horta that 

"practically doesn't exist anymore," he emphasized the everyday nature of maintaining 

heritage "In a family, it's always an effort to preserve tradition.. .it's an effort to say to my 

children: 'no we are not going to eat hamburgers this afternoon, today it's Sunday and 

Sunday afternoons are for paella.. .not hamburgers.'" For Gonzalez, the fight to protect the 

Horta is entwined with the struggle against globalization, to preserve not only a rural space 

but also regional difference. "It's the same with the (Catalan) language, it's a constant effort 
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with young people," she lamented (Gonzalez Sanchez, 2001, personal communication). For 

her, this is there is a critical link between the Horta and the Mediterranean way-of-life. "The 

identity of any neighborhood is based on the fact that we maintain contact with each other, 

we know each other.. .with the new structures (or residence and work) this style of 

Mediterranean life is lost." In short, be blames local states of "obligating us to be people 

who we aren't." Citing the growing emphasis on individualism, Gonzalez thinks of the 

GeneraHtat "they want us to live an American life-style, help provide us the model of what is 

the best in the world." Speaking from a church amidst condemned farmlands, she sums the 

matter up with an agricultural metaphor. "They are trying to remove our cultural roots and 

replace them with another," she stated forlornly. 

Conclusion 

The stark juxtaposition of the Horta de la Punta and the Ciutat de les Arts i de les 

Ciencies represents in space two landscapes in tension, two ways of life in tension, two 

political discourses and ideologies in tension. Side by side, at the eastern edge of the city, two 

visions of what it means to be Valencian confront one another, one that has defined the city 

for millennia and the other for merely a few years. Side by side are materialized two quite 

different regionaUst discovirses, which are employed to represent the supposedly proper scale 

of Valencian life, the city and region's proper relationship to Europe and the world. As the 

intimate farmlands of the Horta disappear, not only with the tacit approval of regional 

govemment but as a specific result its planning policy and building efforts, so too does the 

territorial structure — the scale — of a regional economy and culture past (figure 7.5). 
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Figure 7.5: Planned rescaling of urban space, revealed on Valencia's zoning map. The 
municipal zoning map shows how planners have superposed one scaled landscape upon 
another, drawing die monumental footprint of the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies on the 
farmlands of the Horta. At the upper left (near the acronym SUNP) is where the science 
musexim would be erected. To the right, above the dotted line, is now the aquarium 
L'Oceanografic. Source: Ajuntament de Valencia. 
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In its place rises what the Generalitat calls Valencia's futiore, a state-sponsored landscape 

symbolic of what Valencian Ufe shouldhe.. It is perhaps in the discursive politics of landscape 

where we see the power of the state most clearly, as it paves the way HteraUy and 

metaphorically toward a global future, re-scaling the city, region, and regional identities in the 

process. The Generalitat is not only a singular force capable of undoing protection of the 

Horta, but it may be the only force with the cultural legitimacy to substitute another 

landscape in its place. It has the potential to plan both the transformation of urban space and 

the regional imaginary. Between the city of Valencia and the sea, regional government is 

planning and building the symboUc landscapes of entrepreneurial regionaUsm. In the 

process, L'Horta loses more than just a few hectares of cropland, which no one lamented 

anyway. L'Horta may have lost its place as the symbolic landscape of Valencian regionalism 

to the gleaming arches of entrepreneurial-regionalist ambition. And that may be the key to 

understanding the Valencian and European politics of re-scaling in their fullest cultural 

complexity. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 

Conclusion 

When the sunny warmth of the Mediterranean afternoon has fully given way to the 

evening cool, Valencia's new skyline will have cast its shadow across the Horta de la Punta, 

reaching over and beyond the darkening croplands to the port's blazing lights. Towering 

over these fields and houses and irrigation ditches between city and sea, a remnant of that 

once mighty landscape whose fertiJity nourished Valencian history, are the monuments of 

emerging regional ambition (figure 8.1). Walking to city's edge, beyond the glow of the 

Generalitat's glass-walled cathedral to science, one may witness not just the encroachment of 

one regional landscape upon another, but the rescaUng of European livelihoods and 

identities itself Tempted to interpret this scene as the inexorable and exogenous march of 

globalization, we are instead confronted with the not-so-subde hand of the state. For to 

stand where sidewalk meets parsley field is to straddle a Une drawn in planning maps, a 

spatial reflection of that difficult mediation between the scales of the global and local, the 

modern and the traditional, which bedevils regional governance in an entrepreneurial age 

(figure 8.2). To observe this process from the sidewalk level, we see European rescaUng first 

hand to be something more than an abstract matter of economic production or governance, 

but a transformation inseparable from the cultural politics of landscape itself. The contrast 

of the GeneraUtat's architectural spectacle and farmhouses painted with the bitter plea Salvem 

UHorta makes this painfully clear. 
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Figure 8.1: Valencia's new urban frontier at dusk. Just south of the zoning line dividing the 
city and croplands, one can see the Museu de les Ciencies in the far background, with new 
high-rise apartments and the new shopping maU Centro Comercial El Saler in the middle 
ground (left). Just out of view to the left is the new Holiday Inn Express that built to 
accommodate visitors to the Ciutat de les Arts i de les Ciencies. Photo by David Prytherch. 
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Figure 8.2: Globalization and rescaling in the zoning maps of Valencia's urban edge. This 
map represents the landscape found in figure 8.1. The black dotted Hne divides lands that are 
urbanii^ahle from suelo no urbaniable (urbanizable lands) to the south and east. Out of view to 
the right, beyond the traffic circle, is the Ciutat de les Arts. North of the line, upon former 
farmlands whose trace can still be seen in the map, a new landscape of big-box stores, 
cineplexes, apartment towers, and international hotel chains has arisen. Source: Ajuntament 
de Valencia. 
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What is happening in Valencia is hardly unique. In cities across Europe and the 

world, local politicians, planners, and citizens struggle over the future of the urban 

landscape, seeking ways to achieve global competitiveness while preserving that sense of 

cultural difference that so often confers legitimacy upon local politics and politicians. 

Certainly the global economy places a kind of exogenous pressure on localities to compete 

or miss out, but that does not suggest that the local politics of place ceases to be important. 

This is amply evident across Europe, where the trend towards economic globalization and 

political integration has, in many places, prompted people to connect even more deeply with 

a sense of their historical or ethnic community, whether at the scale of the village, town, 

province, region, or nation-state. The example of Basque nationalism, which continues to 

survive as both an underground terrorist movement and a hegemonic political force in 

regional government, despite Spain's transition to democracy and its entry into the European 

Union, attests to the enduring power of cultural politics amidst global change. That it was 

Basque regional government that plarmed and buHt the most dramatic achievement of 

modern (or perhaps post-modem) architecture in the 1990s - Frank Gehry's Guggenheim 

Bilbao — is even more dramatic a statement about the dynamic, and in many ways flexible, 

nature of ethnic regionalism. The cultural politics of region, both regionalism and outright 

regional nationalism, have prospered in an increasingly integrated and globalized Europe. 

How it has done so is an important question that this dissertation in part sought to address. 

Local politicians and planners do not enjoy an unlimited degree of freedom in their 

efforts to balance the outward-looking imperatives of entrepreneurialism with the inward-

looking politics of regionalism, however. They are often constrained by the sedimentation of 

social practices, which takes shape not only in the discursive frameworks of regional 
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difference, but also the cultural landscapes in which they are deeply rooted, materially and 

symboUcaUy. This is the underlying reality that makes urbanization and development so 

contested in so many places, and thus planning the fulcrum upon which soul-searching 

debates about the fate of local difference in a global age can so often turn. This is particularly 

so in places where the urban periphery captures the urban imaginary. In England, planners 

struggle to accommodate growth in the face of considerable public opposition, based in part 

on high social valuation of rural landscapes and village life. Switzerland has some of the 

strictest growth management regulations in the world, in explicit recognition of the value of 

alpine landscapes to popular Swiss conceptions of what it means to be Swiss. Even in the 

United States, where we do not often recognize the existence of regionalism as such, we may 

observe how urban growth is perhaps most contested in cities and towns where the 

surrounding landscape has a central role in local iconography, sense-of-place discourses, or 

tourism (or all three). Tucson, Arizona; Burlington, Vermont; Boulder, Colorado; and Santa 

Barbara, California are just a few examples of where growth pressures meet the power force 

of resistance. 

The stakes in such struggles to balance growth and the local landscape are raised 

even higher where discourses of local difference transcend some run-of-the-mill local pride 

and reach the level of regionalism or nationalism, as they have in the Valencia. The task of 

balancing globally driven pressures for development with local pressures to preserve 

landscapes of regional heritage can place enormous political torque on the planning process, 

exposing both the contradictions within entreprenevirial poUtics and potential routes around 

them. 
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In this dissertation I sought to better understand the relationship between the 

economic, political, and cultural in European globalization, and the specific role of urban 

planning in mediating between them. I have applied the theoretical vocabulary of scale to 

understand European economic and political restructuring generally, and the relationship 

between globalization and regionalization more specifically. Two questions gave this analysis 

its direction and structure. First, I asked: How might the rescaling of the European political 

economy, and the reconstruction of the region (as an economic, political, and cultural entity) 

be negotiated and enabled through urban planning? Second, I looked more deeply at this 

question through a case study of an emerging European region and its capital city, asking: 

How are processes of entrepreneurial governance and regionalism, as two related (and 

perhaps contradictory) moments in European political restructuring, embodied in the 

contested planning of urbanization in the city of Valencia? 

I asked these questions in response to the emerging and thought-provoking 

theoretical literature on scale and the so-called politics of scale. A host of scholars from 

geography and related disciplines have analyzed the changing character of space and scale 

amidst global political-economic restructuring. They have suggested that globalization and 

political integration are not erasing the borders and boundaries of the European political 

map (what some would call deterritorialization), but are merely redrawing them (what 

scholars like Neil Brenner call reterritorialization). In other words, European governance ~ 

economic and otherwise — is being rescaled along with the territories that have traditionally 

contained and defined political power. Globalization's shifts in the structure of the 

European political economy do not go without resistance, of course, giving rise to a specific 

kind of spatiaUzed politics that many have come to call the politics of scale. 
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Though this emerging literature on scale holds considerable analytical power to 

explain how the changing character of urban and regional governance (and planning) is 

derived from the broader restructuring of global capitalism, and does so through a fresh 

vocabulary that is free from the ideological-weight borne by the term globalization itself, 

much needed to be done to fuUy develop the notions of scale and the politics of scale. In 

part, this dissertation had the explicit goal of elaborating and extending upon abstract, 

programmatic theory through the rich, geographical detail of a case study. Close examination 

of Valencia revealed, however, that current theory has overlooked critical dimensions to how 

rescaUng and reterritorialization actually unfold in European politics and places. Looking 

locally reminds us of the continviing power of cultural discourse to mediate the forces of 

global restructuring, and the perils of ignoring the specifically cultural dimensions of scalar 

politics. This concept of scale has much potential to reframe globalization in expHcitiy 

geographical terms, but is of more use when the literature on scale moves beyond 

abstraction and its persistent neglect of the complex politics of cvdture. 

To answer my research questions and thereby go beyond abstract political economy 

to European reality, this book necessarily became a social history of a European region, its 

capital city, urban planning therein, and related land-use conflict. To illuminate the cultural 

dynamics within European rescaling, it traced a history not only of territorial and urban 

change but also of their interpretation through political discourse. In short, this book 

approached European restructuring and the city's role within it as a matter, we might call it, 

of a contested and very much cultural politics of scale. Put another way, this was an analysis 

of globalization told as a history of a particularly Valencian, yet characteristically European, 

landscape politics of scale. In doing so, I hope I have both grounded our concept of scale 
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and complemented its abstract, structural power with the power of empirical detail from a 

vibrant and emblematic place, where regional planners superimpose the scale of global 

commerce on the croplands of regional tradition, and call the landscape of entrepreneurial 

regionaUsm that results Valencia's long-awaited 'modernity.' 

European restructuring is a dramatic process whose progress can be mapped, sensed 

remotely from above as a time series of shifting borders and capitals, the fading of old 

territorial structures and the emergence of others. We can see this in maps of European 

Union integration and expansion, many of which are now drawn to highlight the continent's 

regional rather than national subdivisions. But this is nothing new. Indeed, in Chapter Three 

I showed the matter of regionalization — and a regionaUst politics of scale — to be a very old 

one in Spain. Maps of the medieval peninsula showed a set of autonomous kingdoms, only 

slowly consolidated through forcible centrali2ation, which reached its zenith in the 

centralized Spain of Fracisco Franco, whose maps suppressed the regional in favor of the 

national and the provincial. Today, democratic Spain is a state of 17 autonomous regions, 

often in the territorial and regionaUst image of their medieval predecessors, each dotted with 

a new capital city. Once the European political map is opened to revision, however, the 

cartographic process becomes about more than representing territorial change, but can also 

be a manner of effecting it too. The leaders of emerging regions like the Comunitat 

Valenciana, faced with globalization's uncertainties, must somehow consolidate their newly 

created state (as both governing institutional and territory) and, at the same time, reposition 

it vis a vis 2L fiercely competitive world. Rather than passive victim or beneficiary of political-
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economic restructuring, the European regional state is an active agent in its own 

reterritorialization, in the rescaling of territory over which it governs. 

Luckily for regional governance, the planner is an expert in converting political 

visions into maps, which lay the foundations for urban futures. In Chapter Four I explored 

how urban change, planning, and regional politics have long been inseparable in Valencia. 

Today, the heady ambitions of the Generalitat Valenciana— to consolidate or vertebrar its 

territory, to forge the capitalitat oiYiUhnasi, to make the region the lynchpin of the emerging 

ArcMediterrani — are embodied in urban plans. Regional and municipal planners, charged 

with navigating the confluence of regionahst ideology and entrepreneurial spirit, with 

effecting it in urban space, came up with new maps. At Valencia's eastern edge, planners 

redrew their careful zoning maps of clustered farm bvuldings and irrigation ditches, the 

intimate scale of rural life, by superimposing the bold new imprint of economic 

development, the straight lines of axial boulevards reaching for the sea, the forceful division 

of that complex web of footpaths and fields into large blocks where skyscrapers, malls, and a 

Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies might go. Later, planners set down their drafting pens, and 

the functional simplicity of the zoning map, and began using computer software to retouch 

the view of the city from the air. On the nearby croplands of la Punta, which still lay under a 

blanket of verdant crops, the port's planners superimposed a computer-generated image of 

their proposed Zona de Actividades Lagisticas, warehouses and roads and all. From the 

comfortably remote perspective of the zoning map and aerial view, state plarmers took 

abstract territorial ambitions and made them into what looked like extant, urban reality. 

Valencian regional governance, itself the product of European reterritorialization, has 

become a conduit for the forces of global change, which it subsequently helps impose 
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through the planned re-scaling of the city itself. Upon the fragmentary and organic space of 

Valencia's past, the Generalitat has planned the orderly and ambitiously rescaled foundations 

of a Mediterranean, European, even global future. 

Descending from the neat abstraction of the map or aerial view, however, one can 

see and hear and smell that things are more complicated on the ground. The planning of 

European reterritoriali2ation, like the theories of scale that seek to explain it, can only rely so 

far on broad abstraction and careful eUsion. The view at the edge of the Horta's fields 

reveals that the process of rescaling, like the poUtics of scale which mediates it, is more 

contradictory than either the zoning map or much contemporary theory would lead us to 

believe. In Chapter Five, I explored how European rescaling is not so much a matter of 

territorial frameworks as 'levels' or urban space as 'platforms' for production — as theorists 

like Brenner suggest — but the deeply sedimented (and sentimentalized) cultural practices 

that define the traditional scale of regional life. Landscapes of cultural heritage like the Horta 

de Valencia are defined both by their historically rooted materiality as a 'way of life' and the 

ideologically charged representations of Valencian difference and regionaHst pride. 

Globalization-as-reterritoriaUzation must confront the kind of landscapes like the Horta in 

which political-economic, that is to say urban, change must necessarily unfold. So too then 

must our theories of scale look beyond abstract notions of urban space and territory to 

grapple with the question of landscape, and thus the cviltural complexities of rescaling. The 

theories of landscape geographers offer a potential route, as does a closer reading of 

Lefebvre, toward a more serious consideration landscape in our theories of scale. The Horta, 

like so many other traditional European landscapes, is patrimony in the way; an impediment 

to both globalization and those over-determined theories which seek to explain it. 
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To wandet along the roads and irrigation ditches of the Horta de la Punta, 

threatened on all sides by the infrastructure of the global age, is to be confronted with a 

conflict that defines - perhaps even more than historical precedent or sedimented social 

practice — what traditional landscapes like this mean within globalization's culture wars. 

Valencian farmers, wedged between a growing city and a growing port, have taken paint 

brushes to their walls and roofs, inscribing in bright white paint their frustration and pain in 

slogans like "Salvem L'Horta, Defensem La Pun(a" and "2L4L no" (figure 8.3). The Horta, a 

repository of Valencian history and tradition, has been reconstructed in recent decades as a 

rallying point against urbanization, governmental indifference, and now globalization. This 

conflict transcends this farming landscape itself as the Horta becomes a potent symbol in the 

struggle to define the Comunitat Valenciana's future, manifest in both street demonstrations 

and the signature-gathering efforts of the PerUHorta citizen's initiative. In recent decades, 

debate about the Horta has emerged concurrent with regional autonomy itself, as the often 

intertwined forces of left-leaning Valencian nationalism and environmentaHsm have become 

persistent and vociferous — if not always successful - opponents of entreprenevirial 

governance and the urban growth it promotes. By drawing from the theories of Don 

Mitchell, we can recognize - without idealizing or reifying — the fuU power of culture and 

landscape by explicitly recognizing their political character, their construction and circvdation 

as ideologically-charged ideas within the politics of scale. The politicians and planners of 

entrepreneurial regional governance can find, in situations like this, their legitimacy to govern 

imperiled by those regional landscapes threatened by 'progress.' Finding a way to navigate 
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Figure 8.3: A landscape doomed by die infrastructure of global competitiveness. The 
owners of this centuries-old alqueria, located in the heart of the Horta de la Punta, have 
scrawled their opposition to the ZAL. These farmlands, now dwarfed by the port's gantry 
cranes and stacked shipping containers, are slated for condemnation. Photo by David 
Prytherch. 
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between entrepreneurial imperatives and regionaHst politics thus becomes a central and 

symbolically laden challenge to rescaUng, and the planners charged with effecting it. 

Approaching the local and landscape-level politics of scale in Europe thus, we stand 

face to face with the ineluctable question: How? How might regional governance, if it is to 

maintain both the forward thrust of entrepreneurial policies within the regionalist political 

discourse upon which its very legitimacy is often premised, manage this juxtaposition of 

tradition and modernity, of preservation and development? Answering this question by way 

of a hypothesis, I suggest that local states like the Generalitat Valenciana may seek to shift 

the terms of debate itself, seeking to avoid the trap of contradiction that landscapes like the 

Horta can present, by redefining in and through the landscape what it means to be Valencian. 

The rescaling of the European region and its capital city - represented so acutely in massive 

development projects like La Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies - becomes a matter of quite 

intentionally restructuring the landscape as discourse materialized, wedding architectural 

spectacle to a different kind of regionalist rhetoric and positing a different kind of regional 

modernity. Sidestepping the question of the Horta entirely, saying litde about the problem 

and doing nothing, the Generalitat has instead constructed a new, emblematic regional 

landscape to supplant — physically, discursively, symbolically — the old. Upon the very soils 

of the Horta, once a symbol of regional pride now increasingly shunted to that quiet eddy in 

history where tradition and folklore reside, the GeneraUtat has planned and built a 

monument to new regional modernity. The complex, whose spectacular structures are filled 

with the bland ubiquity of IMAX theaters and science museums everywhere, becomes a 

powerful ideological landmark which is said to lead Valencians toward a Mediterranean and 

European future, whose outlines are similarly bright and attractive yet whose contents 
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remain obscure. The key to navigating the contradictions between the inward-looking 

discourses of regionalism and the outward-looking imperatives of entrepreneurialism, so 

manifest in the cultural landscape, may be to synthesize the two in a new and ideologically-

charged project of entrepreneurial regionalism embodied so compellingly in the soaring arches of 

the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, which will define the urban landscape for years to come. 

The European city, unlike the often-neat abstraction of the political map or the 

urban plan, is a very messy place. The urban landscape in regional capitals Uke Valencia is 

littered, quite literally, with the detritus of two thousand years (at least) of accumulated 

history. The very ground into which the foundations of the future must be sunk often, 

vexingly, yield up the artifacts of the past. Under the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, its 

mammoth buildings and vast reflecting pools, are the soils into which a more than a 

thousand years of irrigation water, hviman toil, and maniare have been poured. Upon a 

setdement bxiilt by Romans, the Muslims laid a city embedded in an elegant network of 

irrigation canals, which stiU waters the croplands that perhaps remain Europe's most fertile. 

The city and region of Valencia grew up and prospered on these basis of these fields and 

irrigation waters, a history of which has left its indelible mark on the Valencian landscape 

and the cultural practices which give it meaning. To stand in the middle of the Horta de la 

Punta, to watch the sea breezes ripple across fields of lettuce weeded with slow care by an 

elderly farmer, is to witness a living landscape shaped by two thousand years of such 

tendings. Rooted in this landscape, for good or ill, are the historical precedents that continue 

to define regional economics, poHtics, and cultiare. The Horta was already more than a 

thousand years old when Blasco Ibanez wrote 1M Barraca, capturing in print, Uke Joaquin 
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SofoUa did on canvas, die tense interdependencies and struggles that made these croplands 

more than an Arcadian symbol, but the true and unvarnished crucible in which a region was 

forged. Even when the Horta is long gone, its mark will still remain. 

And, unfortunately, the Horta will probably go. If the last twenty years of urban and 

regional politics are any guide, the Horta will be let to disappear slowly and incrementally 

despite the promises of politicians and planners and the protestations of everyone else. It is, 

indeed, a miracle that the croplands of La Punta have not already been overrun by the city. 

To be honest, this is the product of a legal planning doctrine that presumes rural lands to be 

worth of protection until proven otherwise. Despite the evident cynicism of this book, that 

any Horta remains is to a large degree a credit to the planning efforts of municipalities across 

the Comunitat Valenciana. But, as I have also shown, these protections are not enough for 

the very simple reason that local government - under such intense pressure from boosters 

and developers and construction firms and wiUing sellers of farmland — also holds the keys 

to undo the 2oning protection afforded to the Horta. Moreover, as the history of la Punta 

shows, municipal and especially regional government uses this power to direcdy convert 

protected farmland into the public projects that lead the city — literally and metaphorically — 

out into the virban periphery and towards a global future. 

Looking beyond the lettuce fields at city's edge is to see evidence of this cynical 

strategy, the stratagems by which regional heritage is sacrificed in the name of regional 

modernity. Local government expanded the city's port and made it Spain's largest in 

containerized shipping. Not surprisingly, these containers and their contents have found 

their way into the farmlands of La Punta that directiy abut the port, unsighdy stacks that are 

zoning violations which the city nor the region will punish. Instead, such land-use change in 
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the district is cited as an irreversible degradation that justifies the public expropriation and 

the building of yet more port facilities. It is not unlikely that such sleight of hand will be 

used in the near future to rezone the farmlands surrounding the Ciutat de les Arts i les 

Ciencies, which have most certainly been doomed by the economic development sprouting — 

which was in fact planned - aU around it. In recent decades, the very institutions charged 

with protecting Valencian patrimony have used the construction of public infrastructure to 

lead the urban charge into the Horta. A new University of Valencia campus in the city's 

northeast and Norman Foster designed Palacio de Congresos in the northeastern district of 

Campanar, just Hke the Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies, have been landmark public projects 

around which new residential and commercial development have sprung, real estate 

developments valorized with the glossy images of architectural spectacle built at public 

expense, upon the Horta. 

The rescaling of European virban space in the image of global capitalism is thus 

planned and negotiated by the local state whose legitimacy rests on the tricky job of both 

promoting the region as economic space and consolidating it as political territory. The 

destruction of the Horta may be politically problematic exactiy because this isn't just any 

virban space, but a cultural landscape, but European local states like the Generalitat 

Valenciana —born of regionalism itself — know how to play this game. The political challenge 

of globalization, of weathering the protest movements that have emerged in Valencia just 

like they have in Seatde, perhaps lies in putting a specifically localized spin on a globalized 

transformation, of redefining the local both in political discourse and the landscapes that 

materialize it. Regional government in the Comunitat Valenciana did just that in the Ciutat 

de les Arts i les Ciencies, displacing a traditional symbol of Valencian identity — like L'Horta 
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— with new emblems meant to signify Valencian difference and pride. This perhaps accounts 

for why the destruction of farmland for this project raised so litde protest, while the nearby 

project of the Zona de Actividades Log/sticas erupted in a political firestorm. The key to the 

contradiction-free planning and politics of scaling may be in the cultural discourse that gives 

it meaning, explaining why the Generalitat might work so hard to frame entrepreneurialism 

in regionalist terms, and mce versa. 

As the sun sets on the Horta de la Punta, one of the last remnants of a unique and 

irreplaceable European landscape will disappear. In a global and regional political economy 

with litde use for its tiny parcels and hand-dug irrigation ditches, these lands will soon 

provide the basis for erecting different a kind of Valencian future. Farmers, stubborn in their 

tradition or hampered from selling by the zoning meant to protect them, will till their 

particular fields right up until the last moment. When the last crop has been harvested, and 

only after the community of irrigators has given the word, a mvinicipal official will arrive to 

close the sluice-gate, shutting off that irrigation supply that has provided the enduring 

connection between farmers and the wider community, that critical flow of moisture and 

nutrients which always provided the fundamental basis for the Horta as a very particular and 

finely-tuned scale of European life. In the realms of political debate and ideological 

discourse — where the battle for the future of Valencia is really determined — this meeting 

along the irrigation ditch was long ago preordained. Anachronistic in the scale of its 

production, not glamorous enough to serve as a regional emblem for twenty-first century 

modernity, and Uttie more than a barrier to local governance and its ambitious plans, L'Horta 

is a victim to politics of scale in which modernity trumps aU. Thereby displaced in both 

space and the regional imaginary, L'Horta must unfortunately go. 
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